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A lot has changed in our ever-changing world since these
papers were written and published. The United Nations has
expanded even further to include practically all the countries of the world which emerged after the collapse ofwestem colonialism and numerous states which gained independence after the disintegration of the Soviet Union and
several East European countries. The world organization
now consists of 192 members, a vast majority of them being still poor, so-called developing countries, struggling to
survive in a treacherous world.
With the collapse of communism during the last few
years and the disintegration of the Soviet Empire and the
Soviet Union itself, the cold war, waged relent1essly~ince
the Second World War, has subsided and there is some respite. But the world is still deeply divided. The "great divide" today is between the rich and the poor. As the fomler
Finance Minister of Pakistan, Dr. Mehbood ul Haq pointed
out:
"A povelty curtain has descended right across the face of our world,
dividing it materially and philosophically into two different worlds,
two separate planets, two unequal humanities - one embarrassingly
rich and the other desperately poor. This invisible barrier exists
within nations as well as between them, and often provides a unity
of thought and purpose to the Third World countries which otherwise have their own economic, political and cultural differences.
The struggle to lift this curtain of poverty is celtainly the most formidable challenge of our time".'
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It is important to remember that due to their diverse
historical, geographical, political, social, cultural, and other
factors, these underdeveloped or developing countries exhibit wide differences not only in their way of life, but even
in their thinking and practice. Though widespread poverty
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is a problem that afflicts most of the underdeveloped and
new states, it is not a homogenous group. They range from
China and India, with more than one billion peoples each,
to 20 nations whose combined population scarcely adds up
to 10 million. They cover a whole range of economic, political and cultural diversities, even antagonisms. The families
of underdeveloped countries include both producers and
consumers of energy, importers and exporters of raw materials, nations which can feed their populations as well as
those which almost always face the specter of famine. They
differ among themselves so greatly in economic promise
that they are sometimes divided into 'third', 'fourth' or
'fifth' worlds. In fact, for many purposes it is more misleading than illuminating to lump together Asia, Africa, and
Latin America. And yet, for a variety of purposes all these
countries perceive themselves as a group, a perception
made more impressive because it overcomes an underlying,
undeniable diversity.
It is also important to mention that, despite the expansion of the international society and all the changes that
have occurred since the collapse of western colonialism and
Soviet hegemony, the economic and even political conditions of the developing countries have not changed much.
One need not dwell in the past only when the AsianAfrican countries, under colonial domination, had no
choice. Unfortunately, the exploitation of the poor countries still continues through subtle and sophisticated means
and under an economic order which is merely a continuation of the hated colonial era. Although colonialism has
died a natural death, the intemational framework of the old
order has been kept intact by the more pragmatic and selfconfident colonial powers. The "white man's burden" in respect of the impoverished, conquered and humiliated natives of the Third World still continues through the developed countries' superiority and dominant voice in the international economic system. 'Ihe di'v'ision or labour between
developed and underdeveloped countries, imposed in the
colonial era, still continues and it is dif'licult 10 escape from
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it. Developed countries, or rather their business interests
and transnational corporations, are unwilling to share their
technology. Trade secrets are jealously guarded and markets are dominated by companies of the developed countries, and it is difficult for newcomers to enter them. The
prices charged for manufactured goods are largely monopoly prices, and in any case they rise steadily over time.
The international monetary system and the international economic institutions, created after the Second
World War by the Bretton Woods Agreement amongst the
industrialized rich countries, established the basis of
progress in the industrial world while completely ignoring
the needs and demands of the developing countries. The
poor nations have hardly any participation in the economic.
decision-making of the world. Their advice is never solicited when the big ten industrialized nations get together to
take key decisions on the world's economic future. Their
voting strength in the Bretton Woods institutions (World
Bank and I.M.F.) is less than one-third of the total; and
their numerical majority in the UN General Assembly has
meant no real inf1uence on international economic deciSIOns.
Underdeveloped countries, still producing mainly
primary commodities and raw materials for the developed
economies, have several problems. The prices for their
primary commodities and raw materials fall not only in
relative and sometimes in absolute terms, but they fluctuate
widely from year to year; their economies are highly dependent on exports and many of them arc highly dependent
on the export of new, sometimes just one or two, commodities. The fluctuations in commodity prices can be dramatic
and are accentuated by speculation in commodity markets
in London, outside the control of the underdeveloped countries.
In these papers we have tried to understand the feelings and aspirations of the new states which affect their attitude towards international law in no uncertain degree. It is
only natural that hostility toward colonialism should spill
over to influence their attitude toward certain other aspects
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of international law and these views must be understood in
this light. Thus, they rebel against some of the economic
and political rights acquired during the period of their subservience which they have felt and still feel are unreasonable and inequitable. Since the problems of the developing
countries and their struggles continue unabated, we have
not made any changes in the papers as they were originally
published except to substitute one paper on "International
Police Force" with South Asia and the Law of the Sea:
Problems and Prospects" published originally in Thomas
Mensah (Editor), Ocean Governance: Strategies and Approaches/or 21 st Century (Honolulu, 1994), pp.331-353.
R.P. Anand

PREFACE

Even compared to a few short years ago, we are living in n
new world. One of the phenomenal changes since the Second
World War has been the vast horizonal expansion of th~
international society. The active participation of Asian und
Mrican c;ountries in international relations has broken open tllll"
exclusive club of Western Christian Powers forming the activ~
community of states for nearly three centuries. These noV;
states not only have completely different religious, social, lind
cultural backgrounds, their own sets of cultural and legul
values, but a large majority of them are extremely POOl' lind
underdeveloped. The needs and aspirations of these, what Ul'~
courteously called the "developing" states of the Third World,
are bound to be different from these of the western technologically advanced states of Europe and North America.
But while the international society has come to be exp~ndcd.
we are living in a world which has become small dnd :k~
becoming smaller every day. The tremendous developmentst,
science and technology have tied all the peoples of the earth in
an unprecendented intimacy of contact, mutuality of vulnerability, and interdependence of welfare.
However, in spite of the absolute interd~pendence of states
we are living in a divided world. Apart from the political l!nd
ideological struggle between the Communist and the' n{)nCommunist states, there have arisert since the Second World
War other strong and bitter divisions between colonial"and anticolonial, "new" and "old", developed and underdeveloped,'
rich and poor, states.,Based on historical, political, ideological,
economic and cultural factors, there are seemingly irrecon-
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ciliable conflicts. Divided by ideology and aspirations, the
world reposes uneasily in-fragile peace.
What is the role international law in this divided disturbed
world? It is a mere truism to assert that law must change with
the changes in life and circumstances. In order to remain
effective, it must be constantly overhauled and readjusted
according to the needs of the changing society. Despite all the
denials to the contrary, it is all to well-known that the present
system international law, inherited by the world-wide community of states, is a product of the Westen Christian
Civilization and was basically developed by and among the
European states, or states of European origin, during the
nineteenth and the first halfofthe twentieth centuries. Although
the ancient civilized states of Asia and Africa might have
influenced, and indeed did influence, the inter-state rules of
conduct in the early days of their contacts with the European
states between sixteenth and eighteenth centuries, having lost
their political independence during the previous two centuries
they also lost any role in the development of modem international law. Since law has always an inclination to serve the
powerful, international law is no exception to this rule. It has
served and still serves the interests of the prosperous nations.
Furthermore, the traditional law of nations has strong individualistic features. The prime function of this law was to
reconcile the freedom of one state \Nith the freedom of others.
With the vast expansion of the international society on the one
hand, and its increasing integration on the other, international
law must change according to the sociological structure of the
new international community. In order to be effective the new
international legal order must be built on common interests
which seeks to promote the well-being and fulfill the aspirations
of the world-wide community of states. Itmust develop beyond
the old concept of coexistence to a new law of cooperation if
continuous tension and conflicts between "sovereign" states
have to be avoided in our dangerous thermonuclear age. It must
develop to make international relations from "anarchy of
sovereignties" to an organized world community.
While everyone will agree that law must be changed, and
international law must develop to meet the challenge of
tomorrow, the question is, how will this be efTected: through
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confrontation or cooperation? There is little doubt that together
we can make this world a happy and prosperous world of
abundance; divided we may bum i~ up. The choice is ours and it
is a challenge everyone should try to meet. International peace
has become everyone's responsibility.
In these essays, published in differentjournals or anthologies
during the last few years, we have sought to examine the various
issues of international law and the challenges facing us. An
attempt has been made to evaluate the traditional law and the
process of change that it is undergoing to become a common law
of mankind. Since all these different studies were made
separately, there is some overlapping because the problems are
interdependent. Even at the cost of some repitition we have
avoided deletions to maintain the integrity of each study. I am
grateful to the editors and publishers of the following journals
and books for permission to make use of the material:
St. J. Macdonald and Douglas M. Johnston (ed.), The Structure-and
Process ofInternational Law: Essays in Legal Philosophy, Doctrine
and Theory (Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, The Hague, 1983).

International and Comparative Law Quarterly (London, April
1981).
M.S. Rajan, Studies in Politics: National and International (Vikas
Publications, Delhi; 1970).
Robert J. Akkerman and others (eds.) Declarations on Principles-A
Quest for Universal Peace: Liber Amicorum Discipulorumque
Professor Bert V.A. Roling (Sijthoff, Leydon, 1977).

International Studies, Vol. 15, No.3, (1976).
Indian Journal of International Law, Vols. 19 & 20, (April-June
1979 and January-March 1980).
Ocean Development and International Law Journal, Vol. II, No. 3/4
(New York, 1982).
Hamam Singh, (ed.), Studies in World Public Order, (Delhi, 1972).
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1
INFLUENCE OF HISTORY
ON THE LITERATURE OF
INTERNATIONAL LAW
Law, A Continuous Struggle
Law is an outgrowth of the needs of man in a society. As the
needs change with time and circumstance, law must ncce~sarily
change and grow. Law, therefore, is an historical growth, "for it
is an expression of customary morality which develops silently
and unconsciously form one age to another." I That is a great
truth of historical jurisprudence and Savigny's theory of its
origin. But savigny's conception of law as found, not made; as
something realized painlessly without struggle or aim. or
purpose; a process of silent growth, like language; the fruition in
life and manners of a people's history and genius;2 gives only an
incomplete and partial picture. Law has also a conscious,
purposed growth, 3 and it is not always painless. In fact, the life
of law is struggle, a continuous stmggle to obtain principles of
law for the achievement of ever-growing purposes. Therefore,
as Von Jhering points out, "the law can renew its youth only by
breaking with its own past...For the idea of the law is an eternal
Becoming; but that which has Become must yield to the new
Becoming... "
In other words, law is not a constant in a socIety; it is 3.
fu~ction. Although law must be stable, it cannot stand still. In
fact, all thinking about law has struggled to reconcile the
conflicting demands of the need for stability and demands for
change. The legal order must be stable as well as flexible. It
does, and indeed it must, change with changes in views, interests
and power relations. It must be overhauled continually to the
changes in actual lift which it is to govern. 5 Since law by its very
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tture reflects the power relations and usefulness of yesterday,
ahas a somewhat rigidifying effect on the community. It seeks
to maintain the existing state of affairs and is conservative. But
in order to be effective and continously useful, a continuous
struggle must be waged for the new law.
International Law in Different Civilizations
International law has also emerged and grown to fulfill the
essential needs of men organized in separate communities and
national entities bound together by common bonds ofgeography
and civilization. It has developed slowly and tortuously through
the ages by innumerable struggles regulating the relations
between independent entities or nations and for the achievement
of certain paramount objectives. There is little doubt that in
some. form or another, rules of inter-state conduct or what we
now call international law can be traced in some of the most
ancient civilizations, like China, India, Egypt and Assyria.
Apart from just and humane rules of war and peace, one can
find numerous rules and regulations on the law of treaties, right
of asylum, treatment of aliens and foreign nationals, the
immunities and privileges of ambassadors, modes of acquiring
territory, and even glimpses of the law of the sea and maritime
belt. 6 There is no doubt a certain degree of parallelism, if not
similarity, between many of these institutions familiar to the
earlier world and corresponding institutions ofour own times. It
is, therefore, not correct to assume that international law has
developed only during the last four or five hundred years and
only in Europe, or that Christian civilization has enjoyed a
monopoly in regard to prescription of rules to govern inter-state
conduct. As Majid Khadduri points out:
In each civilization the population tended to develop within itself a
community of political entities-a family of nations-whose interrelationships were regulated by a set of customary rules and practices,
rather than being a single nation governed by a single authority and a
single system oflaw. Several families of nations existed or coexisted in
areas such as the ancient Near East, Greece and Rome, China, Islam
and Western Christendom, where at least one distinct civiliza~on hlld
developed in each ofthem. Within each civilization a body ofprinqiples
and rules developed for regulating the conduct of states with cine
another in peace and war. 7

Although many of these systems of inter-state rules and
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Influence of History
practices were confined to one or two civilizations, ami
disappeared with the disappearance of those civilizations, H i~
would be wrong to dismiss them as not international law or as of
no consequence and merely as "religious precepts" or moral
obligations. 9 Apart from the fact that even the so-called modern
system of international law was sought to be based by classical
jurists on Christian theology and natural law, it is recognized
that necessities in intercourse between nations in different
civilizations probably provoked similar response and similar
rules and institutions, such as the immunity of foreign envoys
and the establishment of durable treaty relationships. It is
insisted by some jurists, however, that these earlier systems of
China, India, Egypt, or even Greece, were confined to their
own civilizatiuns, were not universal, and in any case "have left
no trace of continuity in history." It is pointed out that "there is
no evide~ce of any historical continuity linking with international law oflater ages" which is said to have developed after
the disintegration of the spiritual-political unity of Western
Europe into a hierarchy of political entities in the late fifteenth
century. 10
It is submitted, however, that it may perhaps be more correct
to say that while many ofthe practices and rules in various legal
systems were similar, much more historical research would be
needed to show the influence of these practices on one another.
Only recently it is beginning to be realized that long before the
emergence of Europe as the centre of world stage, relations
between Europe and Asia were conducted on the basis of wellrecognized rules of inter-state conduct which were supposed to
be universally applicable to all states. II It is well-known to any
serious student of history that when European adventuren;
arrived in Asia in the fifteenth century "they found themselves
in the middle of a network of states and inter-state relations
based on traditions which were more ancient than their own and
in no way inferior to notions of European civilization." 12
Thanks to their liberal traditions of peaceful navigation and
trade, and permission to foreign merchants to establish themselves by their own laws, the Europeans got an easy foothold in
Asia. European sovereign ot semi-sovereign agencies which
appeared on the Asian scene were automatically drawn into the
Asian legal system and influenced by its rules. The confrontation
of the Asian and European states "took place on a footing of
equality and the ensuing commercial and political transactions,
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far from being ina legal vacuum, were governed by the law of
nations as Rdjusted to local inter-state custom." 13 The East
Indies constituted the meeting ground of the DUkh, the
English, the French and other European East India companies,
on the one hand, and Asian sovereigns on the other. The more
these contacts became intensified, the more they affected each
other's practices with a common framework of diplomatic
exchanges and treaty making. The Spanish theologians, Grotius
and other classical jurists, writing in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, were not ignorant of these exchanges and
Asian stat~ practices and were well aware of the newlyemerging wide contacts between Europeans and Asians. Indeed,
they actively participated in the process of formulating rules
and procedures facilitating these contacts. The influence of the
Asian practices of inter-state conduct on the early development
of European international law by classical jurists has been lost
in the pages of political history written during the colonial
period, or ignored because oflater political developments when
all the Asian states lost their international personality, identity;
and political influence. 14 It may also be mentioned in passing
that inter-state law as developed in India more than 2500 years
back was supposed to be universal and its application was not
confined toAryavarta (the land ofAryans). "Universalism was
the life-breath of ancient Indian civilisation" and universality of
the application of international law is a distinct contribution of
ancient India. IS
Origins of Modern International Law
Be that as it may, it is generally believed and widely asserted
that modern international law is a product of the European or
Western Christian civilization. Legal speculation as well as the
growth of customary and conventional law in this field are said
to be the product of "European mind" and "European beliefs"
and "wholly the outcome of or...dominated by, Western
European influence."16 As Professor Verzijl points out:
Now there is one truth that is not open to denial or even to doubt,
namely, that the actual body of international law, as it stands today, not
only is the product of the conscious activity of the European mind, but
has also drawn its vital essence from a common source of European
beliefs, and in both of these aspects it is mainly of Westem European
origin. 17
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Modern international law is believed to have originated anel'
the disintegration ofthe Holy Roman Empire and the emergence
of a growing number of separate states, ranging from such large
nation-states as England and France to hundreds of smaller
kingdoms, dukedoms, principalities and city republics, es
pecially in Germany and Itlay. With the collapse of the
political, legal and moral authority of the emperors, and the
weakening ofthe ecclesiastical authority of the Pope, it became
essential for the newly emerging independent states to develop
a system of rules to govern their mutual relations. Although
international law in the sense ofa more or less accepted body or
rules of international conduct, albeit in a rudimentary form, had
existed for centuries, and commercial and mari imc law had
developed during the Middle Ages and collected iii various
compilations l8 the medieval climate of the European Vvllrld
"was not favourable to the developmeDt of internationa,
law." 19 In the general atmosphere of growmg disorders and
suffering of countless wars during the 'Dark Ages' aftcr thl'
collapse the Roman Empire, there VIas no law at all. By thl'
close of the 16th century. Europe was describeJ as virtually""
hell to live in."20 On the heels of the discovery of Asia, relates"
modern European writer, there
followed murder and treason as against the natives-murder, lreasoll
and commercial dishonesty against fellow- Europeans. Western Europe
itself had been split up and rent asunder; it was torn by international
war, religious war, civil war; the equilibrium between ProtestantanisllI
and Catholicism about 1600 was due to exhaustion and despondency
on both sides. Piracy and buccaneering were paramount on every sea.
Truly, if this was to be the outcome of sixteen centuries of Christianity,
of a new period of explorations, and of a new birth of civilization, il was
a shame to Christendom and to mankind. 21

The great sufferings and privation inflicted on people by the
destruction of hundreds of towns and villages in the Thirty
Years' War (1618-1648) further exacerbated the sit'lation and
called for some rules for the conduct of war as well as of
peaceful relations. It is no wonder that right from the l"3th
century, but especially in sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
the study ofthe j:Js belli or the law ofwar predominated. It is the
theme alike of theologians, such as Franciscusde Vitoria (died
1546) and Covarruvias, lawyers like Albericus Gentils (15521608), Bodin (1530-1596) or Grotius (1583-1645), an~ of
soldiers like Ayala (1548-1584). All of them were concertieg
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with conditions, or just or unjust, causes of wars, legitimacy of
war between Christian peoples, conditions and ends for which
suitable wars might be waged, whether unprovoked war could
be waged against heretical of infidel communities, responsibility
of subjects, status and discipline of armed forces, deceit and
.breach of faith, loot, conquest, truce, safe-conduct, duels, and
so on. 22 The reasons for this preoccupation of these writers with
war were clearly explained by Hugo Grotius in his classic
treatise, De Jure Belli ac Pacis (On the Law ofWar and Peace)
(1625) which is generally regarded as providing the foundation
of modern international law. Said Grotius: .
Fully convinced,..that there i5 a common law among nations, which is
valid alike for war and in war, I have had many and weighty reasons for
undertaking to write upon this subject. Throughout the Christian world
I observed a lack of restraint in relation to war, such as even barbarous
races should be ashamed of: I observed that men rush to arms for slight
causes. or no cause at all. and that when arms have once been taken up
there is no longer any respect for law, divine or human; it is as if, in
accordance with a general decree, frenzy had openly been let loose for
the committing of all crimes. 23
Th:~ masterpiece, which made epoch in the history of
international law, served after the Peace of Westphalia as "the
.,opean CDde ofInternational Law," and earned Grotius the
'\ el I-deserved title of 'founder' or 'father' ofmodern international
law, was "essentially a treatise on the law of war, the
paramount concern of his predecessors. "24 The part concerning
peace in the work is, as Scott points out, "so to speak,
interpolated in the text, and that it has more the air of an
inturder than of an integral part of a project completely
.conceived in advance. "25 It is also important to note that
Grotius did not say anything new or novel and merely followed
his predeceswrs in his concern for the avoi,dance of war and
reducing its ferocity. As Walker said:

If there was little novel in the legal system of Grotius, there was but
little original in either the arrangement or the matter of his work... Tw·
mattcr of Grotius is largely borrowed from the· writing of various
predecessors ... Vitoria, Covarruvias, Ayala, Gentilis, Bodin and
others... equally with classical authors. medieval Fathers Schoolmen,
Canonist and Civilians 26
~he greatness of Grotius lies in arranging and presenting the
material borrowed from others as a system, a unified whole,
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fundamentally different from the conceptions of scholastil:s.
While inspired by Christian ideals, drawing from canonistic
sources, relying on religious sanctions, his book was still
secular to all intents and purposes and the Pope and the Chlll'ch
had no legal position in his system. Attributing great wieght to
Roman jurists and Roman law, relying to a mud' greater extent
on natural law and reason based on philosopHy, tradition, and
moral conviction, he "constructed the building" of international
law "but of material furnished by others. '727 While some critics
may argue that Grotius merely "plucked the ripe fruit" of the
efforts of his predecessors, 28 he certainly "had the ingeniolls
vision of a universal human society" and was the first "10
systematize the rules into one vast and doctrinal framewrok" I')
in the West.
Grotius and the Law of the Sea
Before Grotius published his monumental work in 1625, he
had written another smaller book, Mare Liberum, published
anonymously in 1609, which is supposed to be the first book on
the law of the sea. Although Grotius later called his book
"childish,"3o few works of such small size have gained such
great reputation as the Mare Liberum. It is said to be "the first,
and classic, exposition of the doctrine of the freedom of the
seas,"3l which has constituted the essence and backbone of the
modern law of the sea. It is interesting to note that Grotius
wrote and published this book in order to defend his country's
right to navigate in the Indian Ocean and other Eastern seas and
to trade with India and the East Indies, over which Spain and
Portugal (which was then part of the Spanish Empire) asserted
a commercial monopoly as well as political domination. In
1601, when the Netherlands was at war with Spain, a Dutch
naval commander captured a Portuguese galleon loaded with
valuable cargo of Eastern spices in the Straits of Malacca. The
ship, Santa Catherina, was brought to Amsterdam and was
sought to be sold there as a prize. Objections having been raised
to this action by the shareholders of the Dutch East India
company itself on the ground, inter alia, that ChristIans must
not wage war against each other, Grotius, a young brilliant
attorney practicing in Am~terdam, was asked by the company
to express an opinion on the objections, which he prepared in
the form of a book, De Jure Pradae (On the Law of Spoils).
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Making best use of the company's archives, and learning &s
much as he could about India and East Indies, Grotius
prepared his legal brief to defend the company. He tried to
"show that war might rightly be waged against, and prize taken
from the Portuguese, who had wrongfully tried to exclude the
Dutch from...trade" with the Eastern countries..3 2 While he
refrained-from publishing this work, one chapter of this book
(Chapter XII) was published with necessary changes to stand
by itself under the title Mare Liberum.
In propounding his thesis about the "Freedom of the seas or
the Right which belongs to the Dutch to t~ke part in the East
Indian trade," it is significant to note ,thlilt Grotius was well
aware of the long tradition of freedoq1 of navigation in the
Indian Ocean. This conclusion is inescapable from the fact that
on the eve of the European penetration in~o the Indian Ocean,
not only were the principles of freedoms of navigation and
maritime trade well recognized in the customary law of Aisa,
but in some states they were codified and well-publicized. 33
Thus, it is interesting to find the Maritime Codes of Macassar
and Malacca compiled at the end of the thirteenth century and
based on customary practices. 34 This uninterrupted maritime
commercial traffic was like "a thin but golden thread binding
the Asian world across great distances."35
But while the salutary practices of freedom ofnavigation and
unobstructed maritime trade continued to prosper in Asia, in
Europe the Rhodian and Roman traditions ofthe freedom ofthe
seas foundered in the turbulent waters of disputes and conflicts
of numerous smaller states which emerged from the ruins of
Rome, each vying with the other. Maritime commerce died in a
"state of wild anarchy" in Europe and even the memory of
Rhodian law did not last beyond the thirteenth century. By this
time, all European seas had come to be more or less appropriated
by European states leading to numerous disputes and almost
continuous warfare. 36
Throughout A1are Liberum, Grotius showed awareness of
an independent political and legal system and society in Asia
with their own rules of inter-state conduct. 37l-ie was particularly
mindful of the long traditions offree navigation and trade in the
Indian Ocean from Roman times and even earlier which had
been "uninterrupted for centuries"38 His greatness lies in
keenly observing these Asian customs and presenting them in
the form of a doctrine supported by logical arguments, Christian
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theology, and the authority of venerable Roman law. Grolills
did not invent his doctrine ofthe freedom ofthe seas, nor was il II
new practice he was recommending. It was not only known liS II
doctrine in Roman law, but was being practiced in his time ill
another part of the world with which Europe was beginnill/-" It I
have wider contacts. This part of history, the influence of Asillll
maritime practices and freedoms of navigation and trade. 011
Grotius and even other "founders" of European internaliolllli
law has been generally ignored by jurists. But after an intcmlivl'
study of the history of the East Indies between sixteenth lIlId
eighteenth centuries, Professor Alexandrowicz docs believe
"that Grotius either conceived or perfected his doctrine of Ihe
freedom of the sea u:l.der the influence ofthe maritime traditions
prevailing in the East." 39
It is imprntant to mention, however, that the rules ofmllrilinw
law as practiced by Asian states, and adapted aG a doctrine of
freedom ofth~ seas and recommended in European context hy
Grotius and some other classical jurists, were not immcdialdy
accepted or acceptable to the European states who believed ill
and practiced mare clausum. In fact withi"n f~ur years of' IIw
publication of his own Mare Liberum (1609), Grotius himself'
went to England with a Dutch delegation to argue f07" DUleh
monopoly of trade with the Spice Islands. While the British.
quoting verbatim from the Mare Liberum against its illustrious
author, argued for the freedom of the seas and trade, GroliliS.
like a typical advocate, denied that "universal freedom of trudc
is the creation of the law of nations."4o
Within twelve years of the publication of Mare Liberum.
several writers from England and the continent wrotenumcrolls
books in defense of their countries' claims to certain areas ofthc
sea. 41 In this "battle of books," which continued in the din of'
actual war in Europe throughout the seventeenth centu;'y, it was
not Grotius, it must be pointed out, who won, as is generally
assumed. The real victor was John Selden, a brilliant British
scholar and statesman, whose Mare Clausum, Sen de Dominio
Maris Libri Duo (The Closed Sea or Two Books Concerninl{
the Rule Over the Sea), written on the behest of the EngliSh
Crown, cominued to rule the roost and remained the mosl
authoritative work on maritime law in Europe for the next 200
Years. 4~ Although several other publicists wrote against Selden
and countered his arguments, all the Euror~an countries
continued to follow his advice ir.. controlling as much ocean as
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tht:;ir power would permit. Selden won this protracted ''battle''
by the brilliance of his arguments, but by the "louder
language" of the powerful British navy. 43

!1 n t

Continuous Warfare and Little Development of International Law
Although Grotius is rightly "honoured as the initiator of a
real theory and system of internatiomil law,"44 it must be
remembered that neither he, nor other classical jurists, had in
ti'.eir time much influence on the actual practice of European
states. They were "largely speculative thinkers and rationalizers"
of the natural law principles. 45 In this sense, as AM. Connelly
points out:
The so-called 'fathers' of iuternational law have been ill-named. No
Grotius or Vittoria spawned a system of international law. They
thought and wrote about the legal aspect of state relations in their day.
Some of what they wrote provides a record of the actual rules observed
by states in their dealings with one another; some of it is speculation;
some of it gives the attitude which was not necessarily widely held at
the time; and some of it is merely reflection on the desirable legal
position. 46

They were 'founders' in the sense that they were the first "to
mould into one comprehensive sceintific system the various
rules which were adopted and confonned to in their time by
Governments and nations, or simply postulated by them and
recommended as rules to regulate action in future. "They were,
therefore, the "founders of the science of international law
rather than founders of the law itself. "47 In fact until the 19th
century, "the law ofnations remained more a matter ofdoctrine
than of state practice. "48
Although Grotius could not immediately change the policies
or behaviour of states, his influence must not be underestimated. 49 On the La w of War and Peace did create a stir in
Europe. There were almost fifty editions published of the
original work and it was translated into Dutch, English, French,
German, Swedish, Spanish, and in our times eveb in Chinese
(1937) and Japanese (1950).50 He might have been ignored in
his time but the essence of his thought has "passed into the
conscience of the civilized world." 5I
When Grotius wrote his famous work. Europe was engulfed
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in the most devastating Thirty Year's War. Althougtl the war
was ended by the Peace ofWestphalia in 1648 in which most of
the European powers were represented (England and Poland
were among the absentees) in the first European Congress, reul
peace was far from having been achieved. The dissolution ofthe
Holy Roman Empire was confirmed and Europe entered upon
a new age of hundreds of independent states.
Jt is also important at this time to note the vast expansion of
Europe into Asia and the new-found world of Americas.
Portugal, which had kept a monopoly over the Eastern spice
trade for nearly a century, could no longer exclude other
European countries indefinitely. The Dutch were the first to
Challenge the Portuguese monopoly followed by the English,
the D::mish, the Scotch, the Swedes and several others. The
great expansion of Europe overseas led to remarkable economic
growth of Europe. In the age of expanding oceanic communications, Europe became the centre from which America, Asia and
Africa could all be reached. The first to profit had been the
Portuguese and the Spanish who had retained their monopoly
through most of the sixteenth century. The decline of the
Iberian Powers paved the way for the triumph ofthe Dutch, the
English and the French who had established several colonies in
Asia and America. In the commercial rise of Europe, the
British conquest of India was a unique event in the history of
both Asia and Europe. For the first time in history a great and
vast Asian country, which had symbolized for Europe Eastern
grandeur and power, had come to be completely subjugated by
a European nation with relatively small forces which had come
from a great distance. For Britian and France in particular, the
eighteenth century-between 1715 and 1787-was an age of
phenomenal rise and increase in the volume of their trade.
While England's trade-both imports and exports-rose between
500 to 60U per cent, French imports from overseas territories
increased tenfold and exports seven to eight. 52
On the political scene, however, there was little peace.
Amidst internal dissensions in Europe and bitter rivalries in
Asia, Africa and America, there was little scope for the growth
of international law. During the eighteenth century, Holland
was left behind Britain and France. The Dutch were weakened
by a series of exhausting wars with Britain from 1652 to 1674
over mercantile disputes, and with France from 1667 to 1713
over the territorial ambitions of Louis the XIV. The eighteenth
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century was marked by an intense struggle between England
and France for colonial supremacy in North America, in
Africa, and in India. Without going into the details of this long,
bloody and acrimonious struggle, it may be noted that England
emerged as the strongest Power in Europe and the Atlantic
beca,me virtually an English lake. With ~ts increasing naval
power, England became the "undisputed mistress of the seas"
or, as its enemies called, "Tyrant of the seas. "53 When the
Treaty of Paris was signed in 1763 after the seven years war
between the two Powers, the French suffered even a more
humiliating and overwhelming defeat than the Netherlands had
suffered in the sevente~nth century, and Spain in the sixteenth.
France was not only humbled but shorn of all her overseas
possessions. 54
The English supremacy of maritim~ power was once again
one of the most important factors in shattering Napolear.'s
dream of bringing practically the whole of Europe under his
political control and ultimately his defeat and banishment in
1814. By declaring France and its allies in a state of blockade
during the Revolutionary and Napoleanic wars (1792-1814),
the British not only weakened enemy's naval strength, killed
enemy commerce and shipping, but also won a larger permanent share of world's seaborne commerce for themselves.
Because of their command over the sea. the British claimed for
their warships the right to stop neutral vessels anywhere on the
high seas, inspect their (;argoes, and remove or destroy such as
were contraband goods, as defined by the British themselves.
As against the British command of the seas, the neutral and
lesser naval powers argued for the ""freedom of the seas."
claiming extensive rights for neutrals to trade with all helligerants in time of war. 55
Congress of Vienna, 1814-1815
At the Congress of Vienna which met in May 1814 to redraw
the map of Europe aftel N apolean's downfall, although all the
states sent representatives, the procedure was so arranged that
all important matters were decided by the four triumphant
Great Powers-Austria, Great Britain. Prussia. and Russiawhich had formed the anti-Napoleanic coalition. Thus while
the doctrine of equality of states had been the underlying
prir.ciple of the system of the international law propounded by
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the naturalists like Grotius, .at the Congress of Vienna for the
first time the terms great and small Powers entered clearly into
the diplomatic vocabulary. The Great Powers, the so-called
"tetarchy," rearranged the map of Europe, confirmed the
partition of Poland, united Belgium with Holland, neutralized
Switzerland, created the German confederation, and laid down
rules of international law with respect to free navigation or
international rivers, the rank of diplomatic representatives and
the suppression of slave trade. 56 The way they took all these
decisions was well described by Lord Palmerston, the British
Prime Minister:
The smaller Sovereigns, Princes and states. had no representatives ill
the deciding congress, and no voice in the decisions by which their
future destiny was determined. They were all obliged to yield III
overruling power, and to submit to decisions which were the result, liS
the case might be, of justice or of expediwcy, of generosity or 01'
partiality, of regard to the welfare of nations, or of concession to
personal solicitations." 57

Even before agreeing to hold an international congress at
Vienna, both Britain and Russia specified certain matters that
they would reserve for themselves as not susceptible to
international consideration. Thus the Russians refused to
discuss their war with Turkey and the Balkans, and the British
refused any discussion of the freedom of the seas and barred all
colonial and overseas questions. 58
For about fifty years the political affairs of Europe remained
nearly completely in the hands of the Great Powers which was
extended to France in 1818 when she was admitted to the
dominant group, turning it from.1 "tetarchy" into a "pentarchy."
Called the "European Concert of Great Powers" or the
"European system" and acting mainly through "congresses,"
they decided the fate of the small countries, intervened in their
affairs, defined boundaries, exercised all manner of guardianship
over states weaker than themselves, formulated rules, rendered
judgements in controversies, and enforced their decisions. In
the name of maintaining peace in Europe, the Concert Powers
enforced open dictatorship over other states without giving
them any right to participate. 59
From Natural Law to Positivism
The classicaljurists-Spanish theologians, Gentilis, Grotius
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and others-in their teachings, or preachings, had laid stress on
the religious and moral percepts of the so-called "natural law"
as the authority for the conduct of international relations. But
although Grotius had largely relied on the law of nature as the
basis of the law of nations, he had made a distinction between
jus naturale and jus gentium, the customary law of nations,
also called jus voluntan"um, a body of law formed by the
conduct and will of the nations. The displacement of looselyorganized secular or ecclesiastical international order by the
modem national state, and the consolidation of several large,
homogeneous, independent states-England, France, Spain,
Portugal, and Denmark--gave rise to nationalism which is
largely a phenomenon of modem European history. This
movement got further impetus from the-English revolution of
the seventeenth century in which Parliament emerged victorious
in its conflict with the Stuart dynasty; the period ofEnlightment
in Europe and faith in reason rather than blind religious beliefs;
the American revolution and emergence of an independent
United States of America; and most important the French
revolution and the awakening of the dormant masses. With the
rise of nationalism and under the influence of Enlightenment,
the adherence to natural law philosophy gradually declined and
positivist philosophy gained more importance. In the theory
and development of international law, it meant more reliance
on the practice of states and the conduct of international
relations as evidenced by customs or treaties, as against the
derivation of norms from basic metaphysical principles. The
rise of positivism in political and legal theory, from the latter
part of the eighteenth to the early part of the twentieth century,
corresponds to the steady rise of the national state and its
increasingly absolute claims as repository of political and legal
power. 60 While no one repudiated during the eighteenth century
the law of nature, emphasis on treaties and customs in Europe
increased, pushing the natural law into a subordinate position
or outside the law proper. Although there were no multilateral
treaties laying down rules to be observed by many or several
states in their relations with each other until the first quarter of
the nineteenth century, in L~e second half of the seventeenth
century the practice of publishing collections of treatiesconcluded within a short period or concluded by a certain
VI l\lllt ry or group of countries-began to spread supporting the
1"1::ilivi:,1 point of view. A classified enumeration of such
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collections ,vas published by D.H.L. von Ompteda in 1785.111
This practice of collection of treaties continued throughout the
eighteenth century.62 In 1771, G.F. von Martens started tlw
publication ofhis Recueil des Principause Traite's which under
various titles remained the chief collection until World Will'
11. 63 Well-known exponents of this tum from natural law to
positivism were Richard Zouche (1590-1660), Professor of
Civil Law at Oxford, Samuel Rachel from Germany (162H
1691), Bynkershoek (1673-1743) from the Netherlands,
German philosopher Christian Wolff(1676-1756), and Elller
de Vattel (1714-1767) from Switzerland. The relegation of
natural law to a secondary position is made most explicit hy
Vattel, whose treatise dominated the philosophy ofinternational
law from the middle of the eighteenth century to the end of the
First World War. 64
Eurocentrism in Legal and Political Thinking
One important consequence of the positivist philosophy was
the development of Eurocentrism in legal and political thinking
and regionalization of international law. The classical jurists,
like Gentili, Grotius and Freitas, had emphasized the universal
law of the universal family of nations rooted in the natural.law
doctrine and the principle of non-discrimination. The universality of law of nations was in Gentili's opinion, the most
distinctive quality of international law. 65 Grotius in his Mare
Liberum, challenging the Portuguese monopoly of trade in the
East Indies, appealed to law which "is the same among all
nations" and which "no Christian ought to refuse to·a nonChristian. "66 Even Christian Wolff and Vattel, who gave more
porminence to custom and treaties than to natural law, recognized the validity, indeed superiority, of natural law and the
universality of the family ofnations. As Vattel said: "The Law
of Nations iG in its origin merely the Law of Nature applied to
Nations."67 But this combined naturalist-positivist approach
led 18th century writers to make a distinction between 'natural
or necessary law of nations' applicable to all nations, 'civilized'
or ~ot, and.vohmtary law ofnations (jus gentium voluntarium)
based on consent of states, whether presumed, voluntary or
tacit. The latter, it came to be asserted by some publicists, was.
mainly confinedto European countries' although they could not
ignore a number of treaties concluded between Asian and
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Europe:ln nations in connection with well-established commercial relations between them. Writing in 1785, Ompteda
referred to this conflicting situation when he observed:
In view of the fact that civilized nations are mainly to be found in
Europe, at least until now, the teach.;rs of the law of nations called the
last two catagories of the law of nations (i.e. treaties and customary law
of nations) the European law of nations. However, as there exist
outside Europe since a long time, civilized nations...to which the law of
nations of these two categories applies...the term European law of
nations is much too limited."68

Similarly, J.J. Moser in his principal works on The First
Basic Notions ofthe Present European Law ofNations (1778)
and on The Most Recent European Law of Nations (1779),
while taking a positivist viewpoint, referred to the peculiar
circumstances of trade relations with Asian sovereigns to
whom, he said, the European law of nations was not applicable
and they must be governed by natural and universal law of
nations which did "not allow Eu.ropean Powers to occupy the
lands of extra-European nations under the pretext of religion or
otherwise."69 J.H.G. von Justi in 1759 strongly criticized the
activities of the various European East India companies
engaged in aggressive trade in Asia, and considered their policy
of power economics and supporting their trade with forces as
unlawful in the law of nations. 70
One of the most important treaty collections in the 18th
century, as we have mentioned earlier, was published by G.F.
de Martens in the form of Recueil des traites (1791), in which
he, like several other such collections, included not only texts of
European treaties, but a number of treaties between European
and Asian Powers. In spite of taking cognizance of the
development of world trade on the basis of universal framework
of the law of nations, in his Precis du droit des gens (1789), he
denied the existence of a universal positive law of nations which
he believed was confined to Europea:1. countries. Though he
admitted "that there are nations outside Europe which cannot
be denied the character of civilized nations," he was reluctant
to call the law aplicable to European-Asian relations the law of
civilized nations.?l
Thus the 18th century. world was at the same time a world of
l'llplInding commercial relations and one of contracting inter1I11t111llllllegal conceptions. As Europe became more and more
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strong compared to Asia, legal principles of universal relations
were gradually shifted to more and more insignificant plane,
and law of nations assumed a monopolistic position with
Europe as its centre. At the Congress of Vienna in 1815, the
Great Powers established an exclusive club in the Concert of
Europe and established themselves as founder group of the
modem international society and assumed authority to admit
new member states or to re-admit old members who did not
participate in the foundation of the closed club. They claimed II
right "to issue, or deny, a certificate of birth to states Hnd
governments irrespective of their existence." The result was, in
the words of Professor Alexandrowicz, that
Asian states who for centuries had been considered members of thl,
family of nations found themselves in an ad hoc created legal Vlll:lIl1lll
which reduced them from the status of international personality to II III
status of candidates competing for such person'llity.72

The absurdity of such a situation, even if recognized by 1I fcw
writers, 73 was glossed over under the overpowering influencc of
positivism.
Industrial Revolution and the Age of Imperialism
Of all the colonial empires founded by Europeans in the 16th
and 17th centuries, whose rivalries had been a recurring causu
of war, only the British now remained a growing and dynamic
system. With Napoleon defeated and Continental system in
disarray, with no rival left in the contest for overseas dominion,
and with a virtual monopoly of naval power, the British
embarked on a century of world dominance.
Europe came out of the wars shaken, but not ruined.
Moreover, Europe was carried on the wave of an expanding
economy. The economic. growth and enrichment that hud
resulted from the commercial expansion was so pronounced
and spectacular that it is commonly called Commercial Revo,·
lution. The riches of Asia and American trade flowing to
Europe, followed by numerous scientific inventions like steam
engine, improved transportation facilities, railroads, steamship,
harnessing of electricity and internal combustion engine, led to
.what is called Industrial Revolution. The industrial revolution
got under way first in England. After the first quarter of the
nineteenth century it started spreading gradually to the conti-
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nent of Europe, and even to non-European portions of the
globe. But it was not until 1870 that Britian faced any
competition. The British had a virtual monopoly in textiles and
machine tools. The British capitalists were accumulating
surplus capital and were on the look out for investment
opportunities on the continent and beyond. London became the
world's clearing house and financial centre.
The needs and demands of the industrial revolution were
largely responsible for the creation of huge European colonial
empires in Asia and Africa. With the rapid industrialization,
several European countries had developed substantial industries.
The close relationship between the new imperialism and
industrial revolution may bt. seen in the growing need and desire
to obtain colonies which might serve as markets for the rising
volume of manufactured goods. The several European and
overseas Europeanized countries, like the United States,
Canada and Australia, which had become industrialized in the
19th century, were soon competing with each for markets. In
the process they raised their tariffs to keep out each other's
products. The only alternative was to sell their products to Asia
and Africa and have colonies to provide "sheltered markets"
for each industrialized country.
The industrial revolution also produced surplus capital
which could not be invested in Europe and led European
countries to seek colonies as investment outlets. It alsc created
a demand for raw materials to feed the machines. Many ofthese
materials-jute, rubber, petroleum, and various metals-could
be obtained from Asia and Africa. In most cases, heavy capital
outlays were needed to secure adequate production of these
commodities. 74
There were, of course, several other factors-need for more
additional manpower, influence of missionaries, and desire to
strengthen national security by establishing strategic naval
bases-which were responsible for the spread of imperialism
which is defined as "the government of one people by another. "75
Moreover, P,factically all of the Asian political systems,
weakend by internal dissensions and outside pressures, were
crumbling. There arose by this time an enormous difference in
wealth and power between the decaying Asian empires and
p,IIlWillg European states, enriched through commercial revo1111 Hili, lllll! bubbling with new strength provided by the industrial
ll'VllllllIllll ill the form of iron and steel ships, heavier naval
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guns, and more accurate rifles. While Queen Elizabeth hlld
dealt with the great Indian Mugal with genuine respect, lind
even Napolean had pretended to regard the Shah of Persia liS
equal,76 coloured peoples now came to be considered as
"inferior," "backward," and "uncivilized." In the vogue of
social Darwinism, with its doctrines of struggle for existence
and survival of the fittest, there arose the pride of raciul
superiority and the "white man's burden" of ruling over thll
"inferior" coloured peoples of the earth. As Cecil Rhodes, onC,l
of the British empire builders, said:
I contend that we are the first race in the world, and that the more oftlw
world we inhabit the better it is for human race... If there be a God I
think what he would like me to do is to paint as much of the mnp of
Africa British red as possible.. )7

The net result of all these economic, political and psychologi~
cal factors was the greatest land-grab in the history ofthe world,
So great was the difference in the sheer mechanics ofpower thnt
usually a mere showofforce was sufficient for the white men to
impose their will. A garrison of only 75,000 white troops long
held India for the British. It was the classic age ofthe punitive 01'
minatory bombardments. It is well-known how in 185.1
American Commodore Perry forced his way with the fleet of
naval ves~els into Yedo Bay, insisted upon landing, and
demanded ofthe Japanese Government, somewhat peremptorily.
that it engage in commercial relations with the United States
and Western Powers. It was not long before the Japanese began
to comply. 78 In 1856, the British consul in Canton called upon
the British admiral to bombard the city to punish acts of
violence against Europeans. In 1863, the British bombarded
Sastuma, and in 1864, an allied force bombarded Choshu.
triggering revolution in Japan. Similarly, Alexandria, was
bombarded in 1882 and Zanzibar in 1886. Generally, after
these punitive expeditions, the local ruler signed a treaty
surrendering his independence and protecting European
interests. 79 It is important to note that in the last two decades of
the nineteenth century, "the advanced countries partitioned
most of the earth among themselves. "80
Emergence of Latin America
South America, which had been under Spanish rule for so
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long, was becoming restive. The percepts of the Enlightenment
and the examples ofthe American and French Revolutions had
stimulated revolutionary ideas. Spain's preoccupation in
Europe during the long years of French Revolution and
Napolean's domination of Spain had incited rebellions in Latin
America and several independent revolutionary republics had
been set up. After 1815, the independence movement gathered
momentum and succeeded every where backed up by foreign
Powers interested in liquidating Spain's colonial empire. All
efforts by the Spanish king to regain control failed because of
the opposition of Britain which had penetrated Spanish
America commercially for over a century and had increased its
exports to Latin American twenty-fold during the N apoleanic
wars. Without benevolent neutrality from the British fleet, no
armed force could sail to America. The new republics also
received strong morai support from the United States. In
December 1823, President James Monroe, in a message to the
Congress, allllounced the "Monroe doctrine" which declared
that attempts by European Powers to return part of America to
colonial status would be viewed as an unfriendly act by the
United States. Thus by 1825, almost all America, with only a
few exceptions, won its independence from the European
rule.81 B,ut although they became politically independent from
Spain, they came to be economically exploited by the other
European countries and the United States.
Scramble for Africa
Even the large continents of Asia and North and South
Americas were not suffici~mtfor the voracious appetite for raw
materials of European industries and their needs for still larger
markets. Until 1870, the vast continent of Africa had been
largely unknown. With the exceptions of French Algeria and
British South Africa, Europeans had insignificant holdings
consisting mostly of sea-ports and trading stations. With the
termination of slave trade, most of these footholds were
virtually abandoned. But as the demands ofindustrial revloution
became more acute, the need for colonies came to be seriously
felt in the last quarter of the 19th century. The leader of the
lmpcrinlist drive was King Leopold of Belgium, whose annexatlun ufthll vnst territory in the Congo in 1876-77, ostensibly to
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help "introduce civilization" into Africa, jolted the oth,'1'
European' countries. The French, Germans, Portuguese IIl1d
the British followed soon thereafter in their scrnmble fill'
colonies in Africa. In 1884-1885, an international conl'erencl'
was held in Berlin to provide for an international code for
territorial aggrandizement in the dark continent. Within less
than two decades the whole of Africa was partitioned by Ilw
European industrial Powers to be fully exploited for t1wil'
economic and political interests.
British Maritime Superiority Encourages Freedom of Ow
Seas
After the Napoleanic wars, Britain had become the COIOSSlIil
of the world. France had not yet recovered and the UnillJd
States was still in the making. The British, who were promiJwlIl
in the maintenance of colonial commercial monopolies untilllw
early quarter ofthe 19th century and asserting belligerant rip,hhl
at sea, were in the second half of that century mainly concerned
with commercial prosperity and free trade. As McFee poinls
out, "there was so much trading and it could be done so mudl
cheaper with a completely open and free sea, that the very idclI
of 'owining' the sea vanished."82 In Paris Peace Treaty, liner
the defeat of Russia in the Crimean War, the rights of neulmls
to trade in war time came to be recognized as pari (If
international law. Pretensions to sovereignty over the sea whkh
related to the fisheries along the British coasts had also beconll'
an anachronism since the Dutch fisheries, their greatest rivlIls,
had more or less been ruined and England had become till'
greatest fishing Power in the world. 83 In the age of ncw
expansionism and colonization in the wake of industrial
revolution, freedom of the seas became a necessity. Europe
came to accept freedom of the seas not because they suddenly
got convinced of the doctrine or were moved by the argumen,ts
of Hugo Grotius, but because that became the need of the time.
"As the world shrank," observed Butler and Macc-oby,
monopolistic pretensions broke down; they vanished not in obedience
to 'any abstract theory, nor in the twinkling of an eye, but gradually, us
nation after nation estimated the effort necessary for each particulllr
claim and, openly ortacitly, threw up the sponge ..,Vast tracts of IUl1d
became open to, exploration, and the spirit of adventure found an outlet
upon continents quite as much as en the seas. The point of saturauoll.
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of a clash between the nations, in colonial enterprise was still distant.
The claim to an exclusive lordship of the seas became meaningless... 84

The famous Declaration of Maritime Law issued by the
signatory Powers of the Paris Treaty on April 16, 1856,
abolished privateering; prohibited the capture of enemy goods
except contraband (which was not defined) on neutral ships,
and of neutral goods except contraband on enemy ships; and
required blockades to be effective and maintained by a force
sufficient to actually prevent access to the coast held by the
enemy.8S
Phenomenal Growth of'Modern International Law
As the diplomatic and commercial relations between nations
multiplied and intensified, between 1814 and 1914, the period
is marked by a phenomenal grO\vth of international law. Not
only freedom of the seas and other norms of maritime law, but
most of the important rules of what is known as modern
international law came to be formulated and developed in the
second half ofL1.e nineteenth century and later according to the
needs of the European business interests. These rules originated
and developed in treaties and customS amongst European
countries or countries of European origin in North and South
Americas. Thousands of treaties, many of them multipartite or
"law-making," came to be concluded after the Congress of
Vienna and they assumed a more businesslike and technical
character. lnternational conferences proved to be efficacious in
the establishment of international cooperation and agreements.86
The tendency manifesting itself in Europe since the end of the
18th century of codifying internal or national law, also extended
in the international law field and at the Congress of Vienna a
number ofrules on precedence ofdiplomats, on rivers etc. came
to be codified. This practice continued at an increasing pace in
the latte'r part of the 19th and in the 20th century.
It is significant to note that with increasing emphasis on
treates and practices or customs of states, positivism gained
further strength and the bulk of legal and political theory
elaborated the sovereignty of state. From such a premise,
international law could nof be justified except as an act of
voluntary acceptance by sovereign states. While some writers
sought to reconcile the validity of international law with the
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concept of sovereignty others rejected this compromisc. Thus
the Englishjurist, Austin (1790-1859), questioned the validity
ofinternational law as law and relegated international law to the
status of "positive morality."
By the end of the 18th century, as we have noted eurlicr,
under the current of positivism there was developing a "pro
vincial outlook" in Europe. 87 In the 19th century, these vicws
were further strengthened and under a new constitutive thcory
of recognition, all non-European nations and peoples wcre
reduced to mere objects ofinternational law with no legal status
and no voice. No classical jurist, Spanish writers, Gentili 01'
Grotius, not even Moser and Martens, ever conceived such a
theory. 88 Several Asian states on the subcontinent of India and
in Southeast Asia, having been defeated and colonized, hud
already been eliminated from the family of nations. But evcn
those which survived, such as Turkey, Persia, Siam, China und
Japan, came under cloud and began to be treated as outside the
family of "civilized" nations. "Civilization" provided the legnl
title and determined the circle within which the law of nations
applied. International law was said to be "limited to the
civilized and Christian people of Europe or those of European
origin. "89 It was declared to be "a product of the special
civilization of modern Europe...a highly artificial system of
which the principles cannot be supposed to be understood or
recognized by countries differently civilized."9o For the first
time in history it came to be openly said that "states outside
European civilization must formally enter into the circle oflawgoverned countries."91 To be received within the area of
international law which was said to coincide with the area of
civilization, was "to obtain a kind of international testimonial
of good conduct and respectability; and when a state hitherto
accounted barbarous desires admission, the Powers immediately concerned apply their own tests."92
Humanity was divided into three concentric zones or spheres:
civilized, barbarol's anJ savage. The first zoq.e included
existing states of Europe with their colonial dependencies in so
far as these were peopled by persons of European birth or
descent, and the states of North and South America. The
second zone, which were partially recognized, included Turkey
in Europe and the old historical states of Asia which had not
become European dependencies, like Persia, China, Siam and
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Japan. All the rest came under the last zone who were entitled
to mere "human recognition."93 The law of nati()ns no longer
applied to semi-civilized or non-civilized nations. They were at
best to be treated according to the "principles· of Christian
morality." "It is discretion," said Oppenheim in his famous
treatise in 1905, "and not Internatipnal Law, according to
which the members of the Family of, Nations deal with such
states as still remain outside that family. "94 The result of nonrecognition of Asian-Mrican states was that practically any
conduct towards their peoples, or aggr~ssionoftheir territories,
could not be questioned according to the European law of
nations. As John Stuart Mill said in 1867:
To suppose that the same international customs, and the same rules of
international morality, can obtain bet~een one civilized nation and
another and between civilized nations and barbarians is grave error,
and one which no statesman can fall into...To characterize any conduct
whatever towards a barbarous people: as a violation of the law of
nations, only shows that he who so speaks has never considered the
subject. 95
~

Thus it was pointed out that "the' conquest of Algeria by
France was not...a violation of international law. It was an act
of discipline which the bystander was :entitled to exercise In the
absence of the police. "96 Indeed, it was said that it was for their
own benefit that barbarous nations "~hould be conquered and
held in subjection by foreigners." 97
With the increasing European need and demand for trade in
an era ofexpanding economy, it came'to be asserted "that there
was a divine right to trade everywhere," and "that it was
unnatural for governments to close their countries to the free
flow of trade. "98 It was asserted that,
The inflow of the white race cannot be stopped whe,e there is land to
cultivate, ore to be mined, commerce to.be developed, sport to enjoy,
curiousity to be satisfied.

If any people tried to keep the whites out, "international law
has to treat such nations as uncivilized. "99 If a country like
China did not desire to encourage foreign trade, too bad for her:
"She must be made to do so, in the interests ofpeace, prosperity
and progress." 100 England could !lot acceept the humiliating
restrictions which China had for so many years enforced on
European trade. China was humiliated in the so-called 'Opium
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War' (1839-1842), forced on China to accept illegal opiulII
trade and had to sign the Treaty of Nanking (1842) by which
Hong Kong was annexed by the British and four other Chinesl.l
ports were opened to foreign commerce. Similar treaties were
signed by China with the United States and France in 1844. By
numerous other treaties forced upon China after sevel'lll
military interventions on one pretext or another, most of the
imperialist European countries-England, France, Belgium,
Russia, Gernlany-and the United States claimed rights,
privileges, dignities and prerogatives, reducing the proud
Chinese empire t6 complete impotence. They claimed extrn
territorial rights for their consuls over their nationals through
capitulation treaties, and adopted a policy of detaching fm/l1
China states which had accepted her suzerainty. Thus, Fl'Ullce
annexed Cambodia (in 1863) and Annam (in 1873) and Britiun
took over Burma in 1886. Even Japan, which soon learnt the
secrets of the West and "Europeanized" itself, after defeating
China in the Korean War in 1884, insisted on being given all the
privileges, including extraterritoriality, which the Europeun
Powers enjoyed. The D.nited States, fearing that China might
soon be parcelled out in exclusive spheres, declared its own
"open door" policy in China to protect its commercial interests.
Supported by England, according to this policy, China would
remain territorially intact and independent, but the Powers
having special concessions or spheres of influence could
maintain 5% Chinese tariff and mustpermit all businessmen of.
all nations to trade without discrimination. 101
Under the new imperialism, Europeans were by no means
content simply to purchase what native merchants provided.
They moved into "backward" countries more thoroughly. They
invested capital in them, setting up mines, plantations, docks,
warehouses, factories, refineries, railroads, river steamships.
Taking over the productive life ofthe country, they transformed
large segments of local population into wage employees of
foreign owners. Or they lent money to corrupt native rulers-the Khedive of Egypt, Shah ofPersia, or Emperor of China-to
enable them to hold on to their tottering thrones or sometimes
just to help a shah or a sultan to build a new palace. Their
missionaries went out to preach the gospel ofpeace, but many a
time got into trouble with the natives. Sometimes they were
killed. Wealthy persons or businessmen travelled more, now
that travel was so easy. All these needed protection. Invest-
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ments had to be secured and all 'civilized' persons, wherever
they chose to go, should enjoy the security oflife and limb. The
whole law relating to responsibility of states~exprop.riationof
alien property and rules relating to compensation, protection of
nationals in foreign countries, "minimum standards of civilization" that must be met by each country in their dealings with .
foreigners, the right of intervention for the protection of
nationals, etc.-were developed during this period to protect
the European countries' interests in Asia, Africa and newlyindependent Latin America, or their nationals who were living
there.
In how many cases the Europeans intervened in Asia, Africa
and Latin America on flimsiest of grounds, or to protect their
natlonals and their properties, we cannot discuss here. But it is
imoortant to note that all these interventions and unabashed use
of force against the "backward" countries were not merely
to erated by other "civilized" nations, but sought to be justified
according to international law by the new school of positivism.
Illvading another nation's territory was ordinarily an act ofwar,
but if the invaded country was a "backward" country, it was
considered only a "punitive expedition." 102
It may be mentioned that although the Latin American
people were of European descent, the Christian peoples living
,lccording to European traditions, they were not placed in a
European situation and, as weak members of the international
society dominated by big Powers, were fully exploited. 103 It is
not surprising that they protested against several rules of
European international law permitting states the right of intervention for the protection of their nationals or their properties in
the form of Calvo and Drago doctrines, the validity of which
was never recognized by European states. 104 Few, if any, Latin
American countries escaped serious difficulties with capital
exporting states on this score. In many cases they were forced
to submit disputes relating to denial ofjustice and responsibility
of states to international arbitration tribunals which applied the
law laid down by the Great Powers and gave it the respectability
of judicial precedents. It has been pointed out:
The fact that several strong states found themselves simultaneously
interested in the welfare of their nationals in states which were
·exploited· ... assisted the legal development. IDS

On the other hand, the Latin Americans continued to
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advocate a new regional American international law which Willi
obviously unacceptable to the Europeans. 106
The centuries-old Asian custom to permit foreign tl'lldl.ll'/j
living in their countries to apply their own personal laws in UHlir
disputes and dealings amongst themselves, degenerated into
capitulation treaties, forcibly imposed on some of the Asilln
countries which had not been colonized and remained nomi n/l II y
independent granting unique privileges to foreigners residing 01'
doing business in thier countries. Without the existence of'thiN
custom, Alexandrowicz correctly pointed out, EuropC,llln
merchants arriving in the East Indies would never have been
able to embark on their commercial career. Thanks to this
ancient custom they got the necessary footholds from the loelll
rulers which they gradually converted into larger adminilv
trations. 107 The nationals of the treaty Powers were placed
under the consular jurisdictions of their countries giving them
self-government in the "uncivilized" and "backward" countrioN
like China and Siam, Egypt and Turkey, which were said to he
unable to treat the Europeans according to the "minimum
standards of civilization" as determined by the Europeans. IOH
Growth of Written Caw
Formation of international law through international con,·
ferences became common and efficacious in the second half of'
the 19th century. In addition to multiplication of international
conventions, municipal legislations on foreign affairs in Europe;
on consular service and on extradition; on taxation offoreigncl's
and of assets held by nationals abroad; on customs and
smuggling; on punishment of foreign criminals and of criminal
acts committed abroad; on navigation of the sea and other
international waterways; on neutrality; on prize and procedure;
and on enforcement of foreign judgements; all helped in the
development of new positive international law. 109
United States' Contribution
The United States, after its appearance on the horizon of the
international scene, helped in the introduction of a 'civilized'
means for the settlement of international disputes. From the
very beginning of its history, the United States adopted
internatio!lal arbitration or third-party settlement for the settle-
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mentof its disputes under the able guidance of its founding
fathers. Within five years ofits independence, it found occasion
to employ arbitration for the settlement of serious differences
with the mother country, England, resulting from the independence of the former colonies under the famous Jay Treaty of
1794. After the successful completion of these arbitrations, the
United States not only caused arbitration clauses to be introduced in numerous agreements with other countries, but prior
to the close of American Civil War, was a party to 27
arbitrations. After the Civil War, the successful completion of
theAlabama Claims arbitration between the United States and
Great Britain stimulated a remarkable activity in this field, and
within three decades following 1872, there were almost a
hundred international arbitrations between various states. 110 In
1899 and 1907 Hague Peace Conferences rules concerning
pacific settlement of international disutes were codified and a
Permanent Court of International Arbitration was established.
The United States again played a pivotal role in these conferences. III
While the purpose of arbitration procedure was to avoid or
reduce armed conflicts, attempts were also made to codify rules
for the conduct of hostilities and for the humanization of
warfare in 1856, 1864, 1868, and in a big way in the Hague
Conferences of 1899 and 1907. 112
International Law, A law for 'Civilized States'
It is significant to remember, however, that when modem
international law was developing in big strides, international
society or the family of nations was confined to a "selective
community with a provincial outlook"113 The Christian states
adopted Machiavelli's power politics which fitted well with
their colonial imperialism. Even after the admission of Latin
American countries, international society was still confined to
Christian community, bound by Christian law. The 'Christian
law' was not applicable to heathens and heretics, and Christianity was in fact "the justification of, or the legal title to, the
domination of non-Christian peoples." 114
It was only in 1856 that a non-Christian element, Turkey,
was admitted to the family of natiuns "to participate in the
public law and concert of Europe," in order to maintain the
European balance of power and to frustrate Russian plans. liS
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Family of "Christian nations" now became the family of
"civilized nations," and "civilization" became the common
factor of the world's dominating group. The chief standard of
civilization was, of course, power. Thus Japan forced its WHy
into this small group of'civilized nations' by defeating China (ill
1895) and Russia (in 1905). As a Japanese diplomat cadidly
remarked: "We show ourselves at least your equal in scientifiC
butchery, and at once we are admitted to your council tables ns
civilized men." 116 'Civilization' now came to provide tho
justification for colonial domination.
'With the coming in of the Industrial Revolution and the
expansion of international trade and commerce, the term
'civilized nation' began to mean "industrial and commercial
nation," or a state "which was able and willing to protect
adequately the life, liberty and property of foreigners." 117 But
whether a state was civilized or not and whether or not it was
able and willip~ to protect foreigners was to be judged by
Europeans acc--ording to European standards. The distinction
between 'civilized' and 'non-civilized' communities naturally
served the interests of "Western imperialism and colonialism
whenever it was opportune to treat communities on the fringes
of the expanding Western world on a footing other than that of'
soveriegn states." 118 Most ofthe Asian and African states were
declared to be uncivilized and their different local legal systems
were considered as 'inferior' and not ensuring enough protection
to 1he requirements of foreigners with superior civilization.
At the First Hague Peace Conference in 1899 only 26 states
were represented, which number increased to 44 in the Second
Hague Conference in 1907 with the participation of Latin
American states. Of these, there were only five Asian states,
Turkey, China, Japan, PerSia and Siam, which took part in a
major international conference for the first time in 1899. Africa
was wholly unrepresented and was still outside the "charmed
circle. "
League of Nations: A New Chapter in International Law
War continued to haunt Europe. The preoccupation of
internationa11aw with war may be gauged from the fact that of
the 14 documents signed at the Second Hague Peace Conference
in 1907, only two dealt with peaceful relations among states.
The other 12 dealt with problems of war. ll9 As the clash of
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aspirations increased, peace came more and more to depend on
an uneasy equilibrium of forces. The scramble for colonies as
protected overseas markets not only led to repeated clashes in
Asian and African regions, but contributed to the forging of
conflicting alliance systems which, in tum, led in 1914 to the
First World War. After the war, for the first time in history an
attempt was made to control war, not merely the ferocity ofwar.
It was a pioneering enterprise of substituting a human device of
a form of constitutional control for the blind play of physical
force in the conduct of international relations. In condemning
"external aggression" against "the. territorial integrity and
political independence of' League members, and in providing
for economic and even military sanctions to be imposed by the
international community against a state violating its obligations,
the Covenant of the League of Nations, which was an integral
part of the Peace Treaty ofVersailles, limited the legal freedom
of the sovereign state to pursue war as the ultimate aim of
national policy.
In order to achieve its main purpose, viz. the preservation of
peace, the League Covenant also required its members to
.submit their disputes to arbitration or inquiry and to abstain
from war until three months after the award. Under a provision
of the Covenant, the League established a Permanent Court of
International Justice in 1921, providing for a permanent body
of judges and a fixed procedure which would overcome the
difficulties and drawbacks of arbitration procedure. Although
overall compulsory jurisdiction could not be conferred on the
Court, states could accept suchjurisdiction under an "Optional
Clause" with other states accepting similar jurisdiction. As
confidence in the Court grew, many states accepted itsjurisdiction and at certain times as many as 41 states were bound by the
optional clause. Moreover, although its Statute had been
ratified by only 51 states, almost all the then existing states of
the world concluded hundreds oftreaties conferringju..;sdiction
on the Court.
During the 18 years of its existence, the Court gave 32
judgments,27 advisory opinions, and more than 200 orders. Its
decisions, some ofwhich were ofmajor importance, commanded
urtiversal respect and itsjurisprudence became a new storehouse
of international law. 120 While in the 19th century and up to the
organization ofthe Permanent Court, textbooks laid down what
they thought the law to be and decisions of arbitration courts
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were mentioned only infrequently, the decisions of the Court
came to be recognized as authoritative declarations of principles
of international law and accepted with deference by publicists
as well as states. 121
Failure of the League
The primary purpose ofthe League was to preserve the peace
which it could not do. From the beginning it was hampered by
the absence of the United States. Symptoms of weakness soon
appeared and they were accentuated toward the end of the first
decade of the League's existence. \Vith dIe onset of the Great
Depression after 1929, and the outbreak ofthe world economic
crisis, a rapid decline began. The first serious challenge to the
League came in 1931 when Japan invaded Manchuria. The
League took no action, and when it did take a stand, at least in
words, in 1933, Japan gave notice of her withdrawal from the
League. The League proved powerless even when little Paraguay
in her war with Bolivia took possession of Chaco in 1934. The
strongest blow to the prestige ofthe League came in 1935 when
it failed to take any action against Mussolini's invasion and
conquest of Ethiopia. 122

Self-determination in Europe but not outside Europe
One of the significant features of the 1919 peace settlement
was the application of the principle of self-determination in
Europe as propounded explicity in President Woodrow Wilson's
Fourteen Points. The net result was a drastic revision of the
map of Europe on the basis of this principle 123 But the
peacemakers did not want to apply this principle of selfdetermination to peoples outside Europe. Point 5 declared that
in the colonies "the interests ofthe populations concerned must
have equal weight with the equitable claims ofthe government
whose title is to be detemlined." Here, reference was made to
"'interests" and not to the "wishes" of the colonial peoples, and
the Europeans were to decide what these "interests" were. The
outcome was a modified fOl1!1 of imperial rule in the form ofthe
mandate system. Article 22 of.League Covenant referred to the
inhabitantJ of the colonies taken from the Central Powers as
"peoples not yet able to stand by themselves under the
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strenuous conditions of the modem world," and provided that
the
tutelage of such peoples should be entrusted to advanced nations who,
by reason of their resources, can best undertake this responsibility... and
that this tutelage should be exercised by them as Mandatories on behalf
of the League.

It is important to note that this provision for "tutelage" under
mandatories was not extended to the colonies of the victorious
allies whose inhabitants in many cases were at a similar level of
development, or lack of development. 124
Only seven Asian-Mrican countries, some of them mere
European colonies, China, Japan, Siam, Persia, British India,
Liberia and South Africa, were included among the 45 original
members of the League, and five, Afganistan, Egypt, Ethiopia,
Iraq and Turkey, subsequently joined it. Although the League
gave the first opportunity to countries like Afganistan, Egypt
and Iraq, to appear on the modem international stage, its centre
of gravity throughout its existence remained in Western Europe.

Emergence of the Soviet Union and Challenge to Western
Intemational Law
The first serious challenge to the existing European or
Western international law came after the success of the
Bolshevik Revolution in Russia in 1917 and the establishment
of the Soviet Union with conflicting and aggressive ideology
whi.ch sought to repudiate many of the values and iIlstitutions
previously sha'."ed by the Western countries. The Communist
views and protests drew their main inspiration from the basic
principles of Marxism, according to which, international law,
like all laws, expresses the will of the ruling class, or rather the
coordinated wills of the ruling classes of different states of the
international society. The economic basis (system) of each
society, according to this view, predetermines the nature of its
own superstructure, including law. The basic features of
international law, therefore, are aiso conditioned by the economic structure of the international society. As the traditional
international law was developed during the hegemony of the
125
"capitalist" states, it showed bias in their favour. The Soviet
Union, therefore, rejected the old customary law and repudiated
the treaties concluded by the Czarist Government. 126
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But although the communists believed in the ultimate triullIph
of their own system over 'capitalism,' and considered UIl'
p,:esent time only as a transitional period in which OIC stI'UL/,Il.lo
for supremacy between the two systems was bound to conthllill •
they were compelled to coexist with other states and had to
accept rules ofinternational law during this "time oftrUI1Sitioll"
from capitalism to the classless or stateless society. Thus, A. Y,
Vishinsky defined international law as
the sum total of the norms regulating relations between sIntON ill Ilu'
process of their struggle and cooperation, expressing the will of IIII'
ruling cIasses·ofthese states and scured by coercion exercised hy NtllltHl
individually or collectively. I 27

Because of its deep-seated ideological differences, the Sovitlt
Union also virtually rejected arb,itration orjudicial proccdurc liS
a means of settlement of its international disputes with tllll
capitalist states. As the Soviet representative, M. Litvinov, snid
at the Hague Conference in 1922:
It was necessary to face the fact that there was not one world but two
a Soviet world and a non-Soviet world. Because there was no Ihlnl
world to arbitrate, he anticipated difficulties-the division ho II/HI
mentioned existed, and with it existed, a bias and hatred-only nn
angel could be unbaised in judging Russian affairs.I 28

Post-World War II: A New World
Europe had hardly recovered from the first World War in Illtll
1920's when it drifted toward the second holocaust from 1939
to 1945. The cooperati0n ofwartime allies was again manifested
with the organization of the United Nations. The draft Charter
of the new world organization prepared initially by the foul'
"Sponsoring Powers"-the United States, the Soviet Union,
Britain and China-at Dumbarton Oaks in Washington in
autumn of 1944, was later concluded at the San Francisco
Conference from April to June 1945. The UN, like its
predecessor the League, was set up first of all to "save
succeeding generations from the scourge of war" and "to
maintain international peace and security." It was also expected "to develop friendly relations among nations based on the
respect for equa.l rights and self-determination ofpeoples," and
"to achieve international cooperation in solving international
problems of an economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian
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character, and in promoting and'encouraging respect for human
rights." Although the Charter under Chapter VII gave unprecedented powers to the Security Council ofthe United Nations
in the case of" a threat to peac'e, breach of peace, or an act of
aggression," in all substantive matters it required the unanimous
vote of all its five permanent members-the United States, the
Soviet Union, Britain, France and China-together with two
out of six non-permanent members. In other words, it was
legally rec0gnlzed that peace could be maintained only if the
Great Powers were in agreement.
But it is important to not that the world as it emerged from the
Second \Vorld War was a different world altogether. If a
divided Asia could not withstand the pressure of an aggressive
Europe, a divided and warring Europe could not continue to
dominate Asia and Africa. The European Powers, which had
dominated the world scene for nearly three hundred years, had
been pushed aside and were no longer at the centre of the world
stage. Out of the ruins of the world holocaust of 1939-1945, the
United States and the Soviet Union had emerged with enough
strength to dominate the international scene and seriously
challenge each other. Since then the world, divided into two
groups, plunged into a bitter'cold war' and the most dangerous
armament race.
There was another significant change. With the we~ening of
Europe, colonialism collapsed and there emerged numerous
independent countries of Asia and Africa which for a long time
had no status and no role in the formulation ofintemationallaw
and, as we have seen, were considered as no more than its
objects. For one thing, the erstwhile "backward" China came
to be recognized as a Great Power. Although in 1945, ofthe 51
original members of the United States, there were only 13
Asian-African states, their numl:>er" sharply .increased after
1955. Under a strong current ofthe principle of self-determination and aided by the unusual conditions ofthe c: )ld war, most of
the Asian-African and Pacific countries accquired independence and became full-fledged members of the international
society. So that today Europe forms a small minority of this
group and a vast majority ofthe UN membership consists ofthe .
thus far neglected and dominated countries ofAsia, Africa, and
other parts of the world. Needless to say, the criterion of
'civilized nation' as a basis for participation in the community
of nations has been abandoned. After leaving the eras of
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"European nations," "Christian nations" and "civilizod
nations," as Professor Roling has acutely remarked, we havo
entered the "era of peace-loving. nations." 129 The family of
nations in the form of United Nations has become practically
universal, open to every "peace-loving" state, "able Illld
willing" to carry out the Charter obligations (UN Churtel',
Article 4). The democratization oftlle international society haN
become almost complete.
Having achieved their political independence, the "new
states" of Asia and Africa naturally wanted to improve their lot
and increase their political influence. The existence of an
international forum, such as the United Nations, where they
could make their voices heard, and where the'y had scope for
concerted action, enhanced their power and helped thom in
pursuing their purposes. They were further helped by the rivalry
between the big Powers. As the work of the Security Council
got frozen in the chilling atmosphere of the cold war, and with
the persistent use and abuse of veto its authority as well UN
prestige declined, the power and influence of the Geneml
Assembly began to rise. After the passage of the Uniting for
Peace Resolution in 1950 it began to deal even with the most
serious matters of peace and security which were supposed to
be barred from its consideration and beyond its power. 130 With
the increase in the powers of the General Assembly, the United
Nations Organization changed from an instrument of the Great
Powers to aforum for the samller states to press their claims.
This is a phenomenon of tremendous significance in inter,·
national law. Enjoying fonnal legal equality with the big
Powers in the new "Parliament of Mankind," and of course
numerical superiority, the 'new' Asian and African states,
along with the equally disgruntled Latin American states-the
so-called Third World as they came to be called-acquired a
!lew influence in the post-war divided world society. Even if
weak and underdeveloped, they could no longer be ignored or
by-passed. They could make their voices heard in the world
forums and hardly lost an opprotunity to air their views. Nonaligned to any of the power-group as most of these countries
were, they aligned themselves to take concerted action and play
an important role in the intemationallegal structure in pursuance
of their interests. It was only to be expected that the new
majority should try to mould the law according to their own
views and for the protection of their interests. Not only
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colonialism, which came to be called a "form of permanent
aggression," but several parts of international law of the
colonial period came to be challenged. 131 Some of the enlightened European writers themselves conceded that:
In all positive law is hidden the element of power and the element of
mterest. Law is not the same as power, nor is it tliesame as interest, but
it gives expression to former power-relation. Law has the inclination to
serve primarily the interests of the powerful. 'European' international
law, the traditional law of nations, makes no exception to this rule. It
served the interests of the powerful nations. 132

Since the "geography of international law" had radicallv
changed, and it was "no longer the almost exclusive prese.
European blood" 133 by whose consent, it used to said, "it existsl
and for the settlement of whose differences it is applied or at
least invoked," 134 it came to be questioned if this law could be
preserved "even now that the world no longer consists of
European states only, does not express the unconscious desire,
through rules oflaw, to maintain a status which can no longer be
ensured by power." 135
Although the international society could not start with a
clean slate, and indeed the 'new' states did not mean to reject
wholesale the existing system of international law,136 it was
reminded afresh that law in order to remain effective must
change with the changing society. Law could not be allowed to
stagnate. Several well-meaningjurists warned the overconcerned
\Vestern states that international law was bound to be affected
by the changing composition of the decision-makers, their
needs, perspectives, and interests. As society changed, according to the eternal rule, law must change. We could not meet
the "moral ~hallenge of tomorrow with the intellectual baggage
of yesterday." 137
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destined to live near to each other. But even more impor,tunt,
nuclear switches could be pressed expunging the whole nations
from the face of the globe. Similarly, economic life became
extremely complex and involved a degree of world-wide
interdependence. In some ways, the world had become /I
"global village."
For a long time "war or peace" was a reasonable choice. It
was the acknowledged test of sovereignty. International law
never denied its legitimacy as the ultima ratio, the finnl
argument, between nations, In a sense the society of states hus
remained "an anachy of sovereignties." But it was rightly
pointed out that the first atomic weapon "blew the roof ofT tho
sovereign nations-state."138 Earlier the cost of war could bo
balanced against its possible repurcussions. But the possibility
of a total war with absolute weapons ended the reasonableness
of the choice. War become total and therefore absUf'd. Not only
that, but irresponsibility in any part of the world could bring
disaster thro'!1ghout the world.
But although war could be no longer "a continuation of
politics by othet means," men found themselves preparing for n
war which they knew and admitted no combatant could win.
Claiming to be "driven by the needs of self-defense, by noble
intentions, by fear of the ignoble aggression of the other," the
two super antagonists, even as they talked of peace, were
engaged in the preparations for war. 139 Throughout 1950's and
1960's, both the power groups concluded numerous collective
"self-defense" alliances relying more on their ideological allies
than on the United Nations' "collective security" system.
Even more than that, having acquired the most fearful weapons,
they were engaged in frightening each other, and themselves as
well. As in all wars, international law could not but helplessly
watch this new 'cold war' being waged with increasing ferocity.

Disunited but Interdependent World

Absence of War and Change in the Law

There was another significant development in the post-1945
period. Despite the vast horizontal extension of the international society and multipolar division of the world, the new
world was one world. During the course of a few years since
then, it became even smaller. The ever-accelerating means of
travel and communications obliterated the distances between
the farthest lands. Unlike the' past, nations were inescapably

It has been generally recognized that the threat or possibility
of war could in the post-1945 sit~ation serve no purpose since
humanity could be annihiliated even by ajust war. The absence
of war as a means to bring about change in the law could only be
hased on a dynamic law of nations establishing the conditions
under which peace could be maintained. The exclusion offorce
in international relations could work two ways: it would lead to
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maintenance of status quo, or encourage change by unilateral
alteration. While the Western states were interested in freezing
the current legal situation, the new countries turned to unilateral
actions to redress injustices and inequalities. T.E. Holland
once said that the law of nations was not "concocted by
bookworms, jurists and professors," but was created and
elaborated by the deeds of"statesmen, diplomats, prize-courts,
generals and admirals." 140 But while in the past decisive acts
were generally carried out by an English admiral or general, or
an American naval commander, the new changes were brought
about by an Egyption colonel or an Arab Sheikh. The prohibition
of war, especially in the cold war situation, permitted such
actions to be taken with impunity. 141
International Court of Justice and the Development of
International Law
Although no country "had ever agreed to submit its major
disputes to the Permanent Court of International Justice, the
tremendous success.it had achieved in the settlement of even
'minor' disputes and reduction of tensions in several situations,
in the development of international law, and in the creation of a
'law habit' in the otherwise 'lawless' world, led to its continuation in the form of the new International Court of Justice. But
although the Court was made an integral part of the UN
oganization and members of the United Nations were ipso
facto accepted as parties to the Statute ofthe Court, compulsory
jurisdiction could not be conferred upon it And despite all the
tributes paid to the remarkable achievements of the Permanent
Court, there has been a general backsliding in the acceptance of
obligations relating to compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court under the optional clause of its Statute. If the
Communist countries are determined never to appear before a
Court dominated by judges from "capitalist" countries which,
they believe, is nothing more than "a tool of Anglo-American
imperialism,"142 the 'new' states of Asia and Mrica are so
unsure ofthemselves, the composition ofthe Court, and the law
that may be applied by it in their disputes concerning rights
acquired during the colonial period, that they hesitate to accept
its jurisdiction. 143 But the neglect or disregard of the International Court or taking recourse to law is not confmed to these
comparatively "inexperienced" states. The old and powerful
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states, states who claim to call themselves leaders and champlol\/I
of rule of law, are equally reluctant to appear before the Wol'ld
Court as is evident from their declarations accepting compulsory
jurisdiction of the Court which are riddled with extravagant Ill,d
damaging reservations. 144
While 38 out of 54 states members of the Permanent COliI'I
had accepted itsjurisdiction, out ofmore than 160 parties to t1w
Statute of the International Court only 47 states have acceptl'd
the jurisdiction of the Court as compulsory. At least 25 stlltes.
which were bound by the jurisdiction of the Court 01' ilN
predecessor, "have withdrawn their acceptance or have 1101
renewed it." 145
In spite of all its limitations, between 1946-80, the Court
dealt with 63 contentious cases and gave 40 judgements of
which IS were on merits. The Court also gave 15 advisOl'y
opinions to various organs ofthe United Nations. This expansion
of international case-law is leading to ajudicial codification 01'
at least restatement of the law through its application to
concrete circumstances. The dynamic role of the Internationul
Court in the development ofinternational law is well appreciated
hy scholars. 146
Other Procedures for Development of Law
But in a rapidly changing and varied world such as ours, in
(lrdcr that international law be adapted to changing conditions,
alongside the judicial bodies, it was essential to develop othlll'
procedures of adjustment. In the absence of a world legislatul'c.
t his adaptation has been taking place at different levels, such as
hy treaty-making, recommendations of international institutions.
activities of private jurists, and such international bodies as the
International Law Commission, and most important, the emel'"
l'.ence of new international usages and customs. Mter thll
Second World War all these law-making procedures werc
accelerated. The political organs of the United Nations started
1,laying an immensely important role in the development of a
lIew international society.147 In spite of all the scepticism
against the legal effectiveness of the resolutions of the General
Assembly or other political organs of the United Nations, these
expressions of political and juridical conscience ofnati6ns, or at
least of their majority, had an impact and a force whic:h was
Illtlch more than recommendatory.148 Although the General
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Assembly was not a padiament or a legislative body, its
resolutions passed by overwhelming majorities or by unanimous
votes began to change the law. The popular organ ofthe United
Nations began to be increasingly used by states for collective
legitimization of certain claims, actions and policies, which
represented" a political revolt" against traditional international
law. 149
But apart from informal means for changing the law, numerous "law-making" treaties began to be concluded with the
participation ofthe world-wide community of states. The speed
with which new international law developed in the second half
of the 20th century is amazing. Customs, which used to take
generations to develop and become binding, began to be formed
"spontaneouslv." As Jenks noted:
The acceleration of the rhythm of modem life has been reflected in an
acceleration of the formation of custom. New questions cal1ing for an
urgent solution emerge with speed and frequency. Custom creating acts
which would formerly have been few in number and spread over long or
at least substantial periods of time now follow each other in such
repeated instances and quick succession that regularity of conduct can
be established in a brief period, The notoriety of practice necessary to
presume general acquiescence in it no longer presupposes effiusion of
time; modem communications have made it immediate. 150

Referring to these revolutionary changes, an expert on
international law recently pointed out:
We must not assume that the society of the future will come into being
at.a leisurely pace which marked historic growth in earlier centuries. In
our age of cosmic rockets, history seems to be taking fright. For fear of
being left behind, it has changed from ll'canter to a frenzied gallop. 151

Besides the speed with which new international law started
developing, it showed the impact of the militarily weak, small
poor, underdeveloped states, which, even if independent, had
no say or role in the development of traditional international
law before 1945. While in the early,1950s, international law
was still concerned mainly with the rivalry between the
Communist and the non-Communist states, by 1960s it got
even more concerned with the tensions between the Western
industrialized developed states on the one hand, and underdeveloped, or as they were euphemistically called, developing
countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America, on the other.
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Having found a new concerted strength and a new forum in Ow
United Nations General Assembly, as we have seen above. tlw
poor underdeveloped countries of the Third World, dissatisned
with an international law developed by the industrialized.
capital-exporting European states, launched an "anti~c()l()
nialist, anti-racist crusade" which put the Colonial POWCI'S 011
the defensive. They not only attempted to remove the IIINI
remnants of Western colonialism, but discard their contil1l1ill~
economic domination. Placing a measure of responsibility Ihl'
their retarded development on those nations whose "OVtll'
development" was accomplished, at least in part, by c()lIectill~
a vast amount of wealth from their territories, they demanded
restitution and reformation of the relationship between them
selves and their erstwhile superiors. Without going into dctniiN
of this debate, it may be mentioned that this struggle betwetHl
the rich and the poor, the satiated and the hungry, the satisl1ed
and the dissatisfied, and the increasing demands for a ncw
international economic. order on the one hand, and attempts to
maintain the status quo on the other, is continuing in variouN
forums in and outside the United Nations with increasing
intensity. 152
Phenomenal Development of Science and Technology and
its Influence
,The phenomenal developments in science and technology
after World War II changed every aspect of hpman life.
International law could not ignore these changes and, as we
have mentioned, had to develop at a very fast speed to cope with
the changing conditions. The rapid development of air navigation
was responsible for the rapid growth of the air law reflected in
scores of conventions and the creation of special organizations
dealing with the technical and legal problems involved. The
conquest of outer space in 1957, and the successful orbiting of
artificial satellites, led to entirely new uses of outer space and
new challenges which had to be met. International law sought to
regulate activities in outer space and a "Treaty on Principles
Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Usc
of Outer Space, including the Moon and other Celestial
Bodies" came to be concluded in 1967. 153
While. still exploring the wonders ofouter space, the widening
hori zons of science and technology revealed that man had yet to
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learn much more about the "inner space," the vast oceans
covering more than 71% of the earth's surface. Used for
centuries for transportati0n and fishing, recreation, waste
disposal and security, the sea is still shrouded in mystery.
Beneath the surface ofthe sea, a myriad wonders and inexhaustible riches are concealed. How this underwater world and its
wealth are and should be exploited in an orderly manner for the
benefit of all mankind is one ofthe most important issues before
us.
F or the last nearly 200 years, this area was what we may well
describes as a "legal vacuum." All the law on and about this
area could be summed up in the simple slogan "freedom of the
seas." Ever since the industrial revolution in Europe, as we
have seen above, freedom ofthe seas came to be accepted as the
incontrovertible doctrine, almost a sacred dogma, which was
supposed to be in the interests of all mankind and which nobody
could dare challenge. The hallmark of this principle right up to
the middle of the 20th century was "freedom," meaning
essentially non-regulation and laissez faire. Beyond a limited
area of territorial sea near the coastline, in which the coastal
state had exclusivejurisdiction and sovereignty, the vast oceans
remained free to be used and abused, explored, and exploited
according to the chaotic play of their selfish interests by states.
It gave the big naval Powers, like Great Britain, during wars,
arid the technologically advanced countries all the time, undue
advantages. They had unlimited freedom to exploit the living
resources of the ocean without any regard to the interests of
other countries, and move across the wide open sea to threater
small states or even to subjugate. and colonize them. It is not
without a lot of reason and force that Senator Metcalf of the
United States pointed out that "under the freedom of the seas
doctrine, there is not much equity between developed and
underdeveloped coastal nations" and that "a less developed
nation is a secondclass citizen." 154
This laissez fair in the oceans, unlimited freedom of the seas
which had served the interest of a few maritime Powers with
limited uses of the sea, could no longer remain unchallenged or
unchaged. By 1945, geologist had confirmed that huge resources
of oil and gas lay buried under the seabed off the shores of
various countries, outside the territorial sea, and technology
was making it economically accessible. These sorely needed
resources could not be permitted to be exploited by distant
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water states, as had been the case with fisheries for ccnturil1lJ,
Under the lead provided by the United States, through Tunllllll
Proclamation in 1945, coastal states started claiming extemdw
jurisdictions in the continental shelves extending far beyond Ow
territorial sea. ISS The development of technology had nlso
revolutionalized the fishing mechanics and increased the CUpit
city of a few technologically advanced countries to indUlge ill
massive overfishing threatening the whole fishery resources nCllI'
the coasts ofother states. The need to protect coastal resourccs
both living and non-living-had become all the more, evidellt
Despite strong opposition of Great Britain and other distltnt .
water fishing states, the littoral states insisted and cxtcndod
their fishery jurisdiction beyond the territorial sea 1511 Tlw
freedom of the sea was also modified through the YClIrs to
accommodate security, fiscal, custom, health and sanitation
interests of the coastal states in the form of continguous zones,
which ..::ontinued to be maintained over the increasingly ICSN
severe opposition ofGreat Britain which had ruled the wavcs l'(lI'
more than two centuries.
To bring some order in the confusing situation of the law of
the sea with medley of conflicting rules adopted by various
states, the United Nations organized two conferences in 1958
and 1960 to develop and codify the law. Although foul'
conventions were concluded in 1958"no agreement could be
reached on the most important issues about the extent of tlle
territorial sea, or fisheries jurisdiction, and the agreement on
the definition of continental shelf was vague and controversial. 157
By 1967, with further technological advances, even the prc~
carious bahmce of 1958 Conventions became outmoded. Armed
with the knowledge ofpotentially mineable managanese nodules,
rich in copper, nickel, cobalt and manganese, Ambassador
Arvid pardo of Malta, in a historic statement before the UN
General Assembly, referred to the utter inadequacy of the
current international law and the freedom of the seas, and
suggested the creation of a new international regime for the
exploration and exploitation of these new-found resources in
the interests of whole mankind. This initiated negotiations on
the third conference on the law ofthe sea which met in 1973and
ufter nearby ten years of intensive negotiations formulated an
entirely new law of the sea in accordance with the chMlged
needs of the changed international society. ISS
New Law of International Cooperation
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Without going into the details of numerous changes which
have been brought about since the Second World War. It mav
be said that the most significant development of the post-war
period is the addition of a new and growing field ofinternational
cooperation and organization to the traditional system of the
law of nations. The traditional international law had strong
liberal individualistic features. It was a law created by, and for,
prosperous nations. The primary function of this law was to
reconcile the freedom of one state with the freedom of the other
states. The problem during the 18th and 19th centuries, when
this law was developed, was one of ensuring peace between
states which had no real need of each other in order to survive
and which evolved their policies within the framework of
traditional diplomacy. Now, however, the technological revolution has transformed the international society into a world
community which is absolutely interdependent not only in war
but in peace as well. This has resulted in massive expansion of
international organizations for cooperative purposes, of which
the International Labour Organization had been a forerunner.
Unlike the League, the United Nations family of organizations
was not conceived mainly as an organ for the settlement of
international disputes, but rather as one promoting cooperation
in all fields where valuable results could be expected. 159 The
numerous specialized agencies ofthe United Nations and other
international organizations, both at regional and universal
level, marked the transition of international law from the
traditional system of formal rules of mutual respect and
abstention to an incipient system of organized joint efforts for
cooperation. These international organizations deal with such
diverse subjects as international monetary control, international
development aid, problems offood production and distribution,
universa~ st,andards of health, cooperation in means of
commUnICatIOn, and control of environmental and marin
pollution.
e
The dramatic increase in the number of new states in the
international community has accounted for important new
developments in international law and greatly increased both
its scope and complexity. A large majority of the new world
community consists or poor, weak, underdeveloped nations,
which are unable to depend upon themselves: they want both its
protection and assistance. The traditional international law has
been a law of coexistence, a law of diplomatic intercourse
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unconcerned about the divergencies of the social and politiclIl
systems. It is based on respect for national soveroignty,
observance of promises, and the right to use force in pursuit or
national objectives. A new focus now being projected is 10
develop a law of cooperation, social justice and. welliu'(J,
whereby states might actively collaborate at different levels I(lI'
common welfare of mankind. 160 Thus, proclaiming the 1970N
as the Second UN Development Decade, the General Assemhly
declared that:
in the conviction that development is the essential path to pcncCJ IIlld
justice, Governments reaffinn their common and unswerving I'CSOIVtl to
seek a better and more effective system of international coopcl'lIlioll
whereby the prevailing disparities in the world may be bllnishctl IIlld
prosperity secured for all.

It added that "economic and social progress is t.he common
and shared responsibility of the entire international COlli
r:1Unity." 161
In other words, international law has passed from the phllllC
when it was primarily a law of coexistence to a new law of
cooperation. Beyond the coexistence of states, it relates to
economic, social, cultural, scientific and technological colin"
horation. 162 The range of these laws is continually expanding.
The security of each state in the new phase, it is being realized.
no longer depends on a peaceful balance of power, or Uw
respect by each of the rights of others. What is needed is not
only a law against war, but also a law on peace, a law which
promotes conditions of peace. It implies now a positive
relationship and mutual assistance. As human needs become
more and more complicated, international law becomes more
and more complex. Indeed, it reflects international life and
seeks to regulate it.
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2
MARITIME PRACTICE IN
SOUTH-EAST ASIA UNTIL
1600 A.D. AND THE MODERN
LAW OF THE SEA
Grotius' mare liberum
It is generally believed and commonly asserted that the
modern law of the sea, like other rules of inter-state condud
inherited by the world-wide community of states, is "essentially
the product of the European mind" and "European belief's")
which got consolidated and developed by European practices
during the last three centuries. 2 The bulk and essence of'
Ilwritime law during the last more than one hundred and f1fty
years can be summed up in the doctrine, "freedom of the seas."
Although accepted as a binding principle under Roman law, it
WIIS lost and forgotten in Europe after the disintegration of the
Roman Empire and was said to have been enunciated for the
lirst time during the modem period by the seventeenth century
I)utch scholar and jurist, Grotius, in his Mare Liberum,
puhlished in 1609. 3 "The freedom of the sea slumbered the
~dcep of the Sleeping Beauty," it is suggested, until this gallant
kllight from the Netherlands appeared "whose kiss awakened
hcr once more."4 Few works of such small siz have gained such
IIJcllt reputation as the Mare Liberum. It is said to be "the first,
IIl1d the classic, exposition of the doctrine of the freedom of the
~ll'II". 5 In this remarkable small book, published anonymously
III the Ii I'st instance in 1609, perhaps even more than in his later
IIlld more authoritative work De Jure Belli ac Pacis (1625),
"( lrotius is so especially associated with the birth of interIllltionallaw as to become entitled to the general tribute he has
In'l'cived in modem times as 'Father ofinternational Law' ."6
It is interesting to note that Grotius wrote and published his
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Mare Liberum 7 in order to defend his country's right to
navigate in eastern seas and to trade with south-east Asian
countries over which, along with the seas, Spain and Portugal
asserted a commercial monopo!y as well as political domination.
This was a period of the keenest international commercial
rivalry between Spain, Portugal, Holland and England, all of
whom were struggling to gather the riches of the East. Ever
since Rome made eastern products fashionable and her Egyptian
subjects went out to seek them in the Indies, the European
world had been possessed of the splendour of the East. But with
the establishment of Islam in Egypt in the twelfth century, the
Arabs shut off ali access to the Indian Ocean. Access to the
precious spices of the Spice Islands of south-east Asia became
all the more difficult in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries
because of religious wars between the Muslims and Christians.
Aromatic spices from India and the East Indies had been and
were in the greatest demand and yielded the largest profit. Spice
trade with the East, especially pepper, then became a great
motivating factor of history. As a recent writer points out:
"Pepper may not mean much to us. but in that age it ranked with
precious stones. Men risked the perils of the deep and fought
and died for pepper." 5
Spain and Portugal, the two Iberian Powers, were the first to
look for a sea route to India and the Spice Islands. For this
purpose they persuaded Pope Alexander II to divide the world
between them which he did in 1493. He gave Spain the right and
jurisdiction over the Pacific Ocean and the Gulfof Mexico, and
made Portugal the lord of the Atlantic south ofMorocco and the
Indian Ocean. This division they sought to have confirmed by
the Treaty of Trodesillas in 1494; by it they fixed a line 370
leagues west of the Cape Verde Islands as the demarcation of
their respective zones. 9 After the Portuguese reached India in
1498, and established a footho!d there, they turned towards the
Indonesian Islands because of the lucrative spice trade which
originated there and came through Malacca. They conquered
and occupied M alacca in 15 11. The Portuguese strategy in the
Indi.an Ocean aimed not at territorial conquest but only at the
control of trade routes by occupying a number of strategic
points which, once fortified. could easily be defended from the
s-ea by armed men-of-war. Having seized Hormuz, Goa and
Malacca, they sought to enforce a monopoly system of their
own in the Indian Ocean, permitting Asian shipping to use it
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only under pennits or cartazes issued by them. Without going
into the details of the Portuguese skirmishes with the Asian
countries, it may be said that, though they could not suppress
Asian shipping and trade and their influence was rather limited,
l~~pe~jally in south-east and east Asia, the Portuguese mnde
huge profits because of the monopoly of their eastern tradc in
Europe. It was not long before the Portuguese carracks, piled
high with eastern spices, aroused the lust of other Europclln
countries. The Dutch, after their rebellion against the rulc of
King Philip II of Spain, were the first to challenge tlw
Portuguese monopoly. Since Portugal at that time (from 15HOe
1(40) had been united with Spain, they had no hesitation ill
llllacking the Portuguese possessions and ships in easte rn
waters. Mter 1574, the Dutch sent several expeditions to the
I':ast Indies to obtain the much desired spices, and they
established an East India Company in 1602. It was during
Ihcse eatly struggles with the Portuguese that a great controversy
lInlse amongst the Dutch about the lawfulness of the prize of II
richly-laden Portuguese ship captured in 1604 by a Dutch
Admiral Heemskerck in the Straits ofMalacca. The ship, Santa
('alharina, was brought to Amsterdam, where, it was proposed,
it should be sold as a prize and the proceeds of its sale
distributed among shareholders. Since some of the shareholders
raised serious moral and legal objections to the capture of the
Portuguese vessel, the Dutch company asked Hugo Grotius,
who was associated with the company as a lawyer, to defend its
lIction. Making the best use of the company' archives. 10 and
1!'lIrning as much as he could about India and the East Indies,
Iheir traditions of free trade and commerce throughout history,
lIlId Portuguese attempts to stultify the traditional freedom of
Illlvigation to these cou~tries, Grotius wrote De Jure Praedae
III 1605 to defend the company. He tried to "show that war
Illight rightly be waged against, and prize taken from the
Porluguese, who had wrongfully tried to exclude the Dutch
(lIlId others) trom [trade with eastern countries]" .11 While
( ;nIt ius refrained from publishing his larger work, on the eve of
the 1609 truce between Spain and Holland, he was persuaded
llv t he company to publish chapter XII ofhis book in the form of
Marc Liberum.
III propounding his thesis about the "Freedom of the Seas or
till' Right which belongs to the Dutch to take part in the East
Illdillll trade", it is significant that, not only was Grotius well
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aware of the long traditiort of freedom of navigation in the
Indian Ocean, but, as we shall see, got his helpful cue from the
Asian state practice offreedom of commerce and trade between
various countries and peoples without any let or hindrance.
This fact of history has been generally ignored by historians of
international law. As Professor Alexandrowicz points out in his
pioneering study. History of the Law ofNations in the East
Indies, in studying Groti us' treatment ofthe freedom ofthe high
seashistorians have often overlooked one aspect of the problem which was
significant to Grotius. that is the impact of the study of the actual
regime of the Indian Ocean, which he carried out in the archives of the
Dutch company, on the formulation of the doctrine of mare liberum, at
a time when mare clausum was more prevalent in European state
practice than the ideal of the freedom of the high seas. 12

It may be mentioned. however, that while getting his support
and encouragement from the Asian maritime practices and
customs developed through the centuries. he heavily relied
upon Roman law and Christian theology. especially 'Yritings of
the Spanish theologians, Francio Alphonso de Castro and
Ferdinand Vasquis (or Vasquiz) who were the first to raise their
voices against the prevailing practice in Europe of appropriating
the sea. 13 This is, of course, understandable because he was
writing for a European clientele and seeking to convince his
countrymen that Holland had a legitimate right to navigate in
the Indian Ocean, prohibited by the Portuguese, and to trade
with the Spice Islands in south-east Asia.
Independent State System in Asia and Related Maritime
Practices
Most Western jurists and historians of international law fail
to mention that when the Portuguese arrived in Asia in the late
fifteenth century, there was an independent state system with
well-developed rules of inter-state conduct "based on traditions
which were more ancient than their own and in no way inferior
to notions of European civilisation."14 Throughout Mare
Liberum, it may be noted, however, Grotius shows a keen
awareness of an independent state system and society in Asia. 15
He made it clear that the East Indies were not terrae nullius
which could be discovered or occupied. N or could these pncient
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countries be acquired on the presumption of their infcrlOl'
civilisation. 16
There is little doubt that centuries before Europe came out of
the so-called "Dark ages," Asians were already engaged inlhlt,
navigation and peaceful maritime trade in the Indian OClllln. II
In about 300 B.C., in one of the most important works on Ilindil
polity, the Arthasastra ofKautilya, the author devotes an lllltil't~~
chapter to shipping and other matters connected with it. III FI'OIII
the first century A.D., regular maritime commercial relnliollN
were established between Rome and several states in the Indlllll
Ocean area. "Fleets of hundreds of vessels," according 10 11\(1
Roman historian Strabo, sailed carrying Chinese silk. Indllln
muslin and the most precious spices-pepper. cinnlllllon,
cardomon-to Rome. 19 By the seventh century, Chincsll nllll'l
time enterprise began to appear and there was il1l:nlll/wd
maritime trade from Egypt, Persia and India to Chinll. By tlw
late seventh century, maritime trade via the Straits of Muhll1ol1
became increasingly important, and this contributed much to
the rise ofthe Sri Vijaya Empire from its early status as 1I p01'1 (If
call on the Palembang river in southern Sumatra. COIllI1U.II'l'll
converged here from all parts of southern Asia and Chinll. JII
All through these centuries, there is no doubt lIhoul till'
freedom of navigation and commercial shipping which WIIN
exercised by various countries and peoples in the eastern IWIII'l,
and which led to the development of a number of entrepol,\' 111111
trade centres. In south-east Asia, although Sri VijllYlI killW4
remained the strongest power in the area and more or less 1000d/1
of the ocean, freedom of the seas and navigation was IIOVO!'
interfered with, controlled or monopolised by anybody. PenlillllN
and Arabs, Indians and Ceylonese, Chinese and the peoplos of
the south-east Asian' States, all used the seas for trudtl lind
enjoyed its bounties in perfect peace, disturbed only casually by
pirates who were considered as enemies of all and SUPP1'llsNod
by the powerful kings near their coasts. In the entrepot,\' IIIII I
trade centres, foreign traders engaged in peaceful businoNN
according to well-recognised customs protected by 10calluwN. J I
After the disintegration of the Sri Vijaya empire, conditiolls
deteriorated in the Malacca Straits which became infested by
pirates. Kublai Khan sent several naval expeditions in 1292
and later to suppress piracy and restore order. In the fifteenth
century, Ming China also sent seven large naval expeditionN
(between 1405 and 1431) under the command ofCheng-tlo, U
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high eunuch official of the imperial palace, to suppress piracy
and to increase China's maritime trade. These expeditions not
only suppressed Sumatran pirates and made maritime trade
safe with the Malay Archipelago, Ceylon, the Malabar coast 01
India and the Persian Gulf, but reached up to Aden in Arabia
and to several ports on the east coast of Africa. 22 These military
expeditions, almost unique in the history of the Indian Ocean.
were short lived. It is significant that although the Chinese had
excellent ships, compasses and gunpowder, they did not take
advantage of the distant routes opened to them by the warships
of the Ming emperors. 23
Naval supremacy of the Arabs and the freedom of the sea
With the downfall of Sri Vijaya, and the disapearance ofthc
Chola Tamil state of South India which had waged war for
almost a hundred years against Sri Vijaya, weakening both
Powers in the process, oceanic trade in the Indian Ocean
passed almost exclusively into Arab hands. They were the great
carriers of Indian and south-east Asian trade in the fourteenth
and the fifteenth centuries, and their activities extended from
the Red Sea ports to Canton and the marts of China. But while
dominating ocean trade,. it is important to note that they never
tried to exercise a naval control on the ocean, because Arab
navigation had been developed by merchant adventurers and
was not the result of any state policy. 24
The founding and developmeht of Malacca in the fifteenth
century, as an important entrepot and commercial town for
ships and traders sailing from Indian ports and Ceylon to China
and other south-east Asian ports, led to a tremendous increase
in maritime trade in the Indian Ocean. 25 By the end of the
fifteenth century, Malaccan trade had reached its peak and
Malaca had become a commercial emporium and the centre of
inter-Asian trade. Hundreds of merchants from Arabia, Persia.
India, Java, Sumatra, Siam and China flocked every year to
Malacca. 26
From the legal point of view, it is important to note the
existence of a written maritime code in Malacca, compiled
Jl:r;n~ the reign of Sultan Mahmoud Shah at the end of the
fiftpenth century. codifying commercial and maritime usages. 27
" .. .',A" ~~H .':' (')rle contains mteresting rules about the rights of
I " " , '1, ".,
""lsidercd "'the sovereign at
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sea," and those of sailors, as well as about the maintenance of
law and order on the high seas, and the organization of trade on
a ship. While it was the task of the ship's captain to scUle
disputes on the ship and to punish offenders, the pilot oUicer
(Ma%lim) was charged with the direction of the vessel and with
all the technical details of its navigation. Other rules related to
fishing, ships in distress, and shipwreck. The legal status of the
ship changed as soon as it entered harbour. There the captain's
exclusivejurisdiction was replaced by the jurisdiction exercised
by the Shahbandar or harbour master. The maritime code of
Macassar, edited by a local jurist, Amana Gapa, and promul,
gated at approximately the same time, was similar to tlw
Malacca Code, but contained additional provisions relating to
charter parties. 28 Codified or not, similar rules were applied hy
other maritime states in south, south-east and east Asia.
The specific character of these rules relating to ships, wlllll\
they were outside harbour or inland waters, clearly shows thllt
the high seas were accepted as free. This is further "corroborated
by the law relating to piracy which authorised common action
of all maritime powers in the vast expanse of the oceanic watet'S
for the purpose of maintaining maritime safety."29 Eurly
European travellers, for instance, Ludovico de Verthelll II,
testified to this state of affairs. According to Professor
Alexandrowicz, negotiations between the Ruler of Macussur
and European companies "also showed that the Ruler had II
general concept of mare liberum and claimed a right for hili
ships not to be interfered with on thehigh sea." 30 Thus, resisting
the attempts on the part of the Dutch East India Company to
prohibit all trade with the Spice Islands, the ruler of Macassur
said in 1615:
God has made the earth and the sea, has divided the earth amol1l/o
mankind and given the sea in common. It is a thing unheard of t!lat
anyone should be forbidden to sail the seas... 31

It is difficult to find a clearer statement of the principle of the
freedom of the seas.
Malacca was not the only important commercial port in the
regime of free navigation and trade in the Indian Ocean. There
were numerous other trading centres from Aden on the Arabian
coast up to China, Japan and Korea in the East, where
merchants met and traded peacefully without restrictions,
under the general protection of well-recognised rules of inter-
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law on the subject was clear. And, as we shall sec, dllSpltl.1 1\
clear doctrine Europe did not adopt freedom ofthe SCH 1'01' nle 111'"
time.
Be that as it may, it is important to note that Grotius did lIul
invent his doctrine of the freedom of the seas, nor WllS It II t1l.1W
practice he was suggesting. He referred to the prcclldlml of
Asian practice offree navigation 'lnd trade. His gcnius Iill S 1101
only in observing that practice, but in systematically prllNllll1 IIIWit as a principle or doctrine relying on the cveN·IlSJlt.'l~hld
Roman law, and recommending it to Europeans as t1w IlIoNt
sensible practice. As Ernest N ys (quoting Robert Flint) PllllltH

state conduct. In fact most of these ports came to depend on
each other's trade in their interdependent world. 32
Mare Clausum in Europe
While the general practice of freedom of navigation and
unobstructed maritime commerce continued to prevail in the
Indian Ocean and the East Indies until the beginning of the
sixteenth century, when, as we have seen, the Portuguese for
the first time tried to destroy it, in Europe the situation was
entirely different. From the thirteenth century, after a period of
"wild anarchy" following the fall of the Roman empire,
European countries started making wide claims over large
areas of the oceans. Thus, besides preposterous claims by
Spain and Portugal, Venice assumed the sovereignty of the
whole of the Adriatic Sea, and Genoa followed her example in
the Ligurian Sea; England became mistress of the undefined
"British Seas", and Denmark blocked the Baltic by her closure
of the Sound, and claImed sovereignty of the northern seas. All
these claims gave rise to innumerable disputes about fisheries,
trading and navigation, and these disputes "not infrequently led
to sanguinary wars."33

out:
the man of genius who is called the founder of a scicm;c !l1ll1't,1 Ylulllj.\h
together its already existing elements; he confines himsc1t'lo wrllllllo\ It_
disjecta membra and breathing into them the breath of 11ft', SIll'1I WIIH
the role of Hugo Grotius ... 35

The fact that Grotius was writing as an advocatc 1'01' 11\(1
Dutch East India Company and for the protection of hiN
country's interests does not and cannot take away the IlIIpm
tance ofhis work, and he deserves full credit for introdlldlll!.ll II I
modem international law which, as we have noted, is said 10 Ill'
of European origin. It is submitted, however, that whnlovlH
may be said about some other rules of internatiollal Illw.
freedom of the seas, which has been the pith and slIbslamw III'
the modem law of the sea, is one principle which 1':\ll'Olw
acquired from Asia through Grotius, but only after Il IOIlU<
struggle and for a different purpose.
In Chapter V of Mare Liberum, he argued with unmislllkuhle'

Grotius' thesis on the freedom of the seas
It is in this European atmosphere, it is important to remember,
that Grotius set out to defend the freedom of the seas and the
freedom of his country to trade with East Indies. He was
encouraged to find wholesome practices still prevalent" in the
East, except in areas controlled by the weakened Portuguese
empire. But although there was a general practice in the southeast and other parts of Asia relating to the freedom of
navigation and maritime trade, and it was universally accepted
that no state had a right to appropriate the sea and restrict the
right of access to it of other states, there was a general absence
of legal doctrine about the status of the sea or the right of
individuals to appropriate the products thereof. It is interesting
to note that even Roman law before the second century is as
silent as Greek and Asian laws on the subject of the status of the
sea. Later, however, it came to. be defined and in the Digest of
Justinian (529 A.D.), the sea is declared to be jus naturale,
common to all, as incapable of appropriation as is the air, and
its use open freely to all men. 31 Doctrine 01' no doctrine, Asian

logic:
The sea is common to all because it is so limitless that it cannot hlll'IIIIII'
a possession of anyone, and because it is adapted for thc UN~ of 1111,
whether we consider it from the point of view of navigutioll 01' 01
fisheries. 36

He "ridiculed" the Portuguese claim over the vast Illdlllll
Ocean on the ground that they were the first to sail over it. IIl1d
pointed out that it had been known to Europeans from the tillW
of Alexander the Great in about 300 B.c. He referred to IOIlU<
standing political and commercial relations of Rome with till'
Indies, but he admitted an interruption of European-AsIIlIl
relations for centuries and that those had been restored by tI\lI
~
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Portuguese for which they deserved due recognition. 37 But the
Portuguese could not monopolise Asian trade on the basis of
discovery or occupation, papal donation, or even prescription
an d custom which must have existed for so long a time that
"memory of its beginning does not exist". And yet, he added,
"not even a hundred years had elapsed since the Venetians
controlled nearly the entire trade with the East Indies (presently
south-east Asia), carrying it via Alexandira". But one did not
have to go even that far, for, he informed the Europeans:
The Arabians and the Chinese are at the present day still carrying on
with the people of the East Indies a trade which has been uninterrupted
for several centuries,38

Mare Liberum V. Mare Clausum: "Battle of books"
The Portuguese were not the only rivals the Dutch had to
reckon with in the Indian Ocean. The mariners and the
merchant-adventurers from the stormy British Isles were there
as early as the Dutch, if not earlier, and the Danes and the
French were soon to follow. While the European Powers were
challenging the Portuguese supremacy in the Indian Ocean on
the basis of mare liberum, each was also trying to create a
monopoly of trade for itself in some country or the other in the
Indian Ocean in which its interests were established. But the
real power game was being played in Europe where the practice
of mare clausum was in full bloom. Within twelve years of the
publication of Mare Liberum, several writers from England
and the continent. wrote books in defence of their countries'
claims to certain areas ofthe sea. .1Y In fact this "battle of books"
continued against a background of actual war in Europe
throughout the seventeenth century. The most formidable reply
to Grotius and challenge to his theory of mare liberum came in
1625 from John Selden, a brilliant British scholar, who wrote at
the behest of the English Crown. His comprehensi ve treatise,
Mare Clausum, \vas a "masterly exposition" of the English
claim to sovereignty over the English sea, and in learning at
least was perhaps better than Grotius' Mare Liberum. 40
Supported by the English kings, for nearly two hundred yearsMare'Clausum became in a sense a law book. an authoritative work to
which eminent lawyers ... appealed as proving the cxislcnce and legality
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of the Crown of Eilgland to the dominion ofthe British seils lulonv,1 wllh
Selden's definition of the extent of those seas. 41

All this academic controversy, however, had hardly IIny
effect on the policies of European governments. As Azuni lollIld:
impelled by the interests of their respective countries Ithese pllhlllllHIH,
especially Grotius and Selden] so entangled the subject. by 1I1l11!'
passionate opinions, that instead of elucidating and decldln~ 11111
question, they involved it, by their useless learning, and eqlllvlh\nl
arguments, in greater obscurity. 42

Most of the writers only played "national politics" lind
"purely political products were involved, merely dressed jn lilt'
garments of international law."43 The "war of pens" not
infrequently gave place to a "warofarms."44 Even Grotius, 1110
high priest of mare liberum, himself went to England with /I
Dutch delegation in 1613 to plead for the defence of DutlJh
monopoly to trade with the East Indies, the Spice IslandN of'
south-east Asia. While the English, quoting verbatim from IIw
Mare Liberum against its illustrious author, argued for 1Ilt1
freedom of the seas and of trade, Grotius, like a typic,,1
advocate, denied that "universal freedom of trade iN IIw
creation of the law of nations."45
Resurgence of the Freedom of the Seas
Without going into the details of the struggles betwlll.llI
European Powers for Asian trade and the vicissitudes of the
doctrine of the freedom of the seas for two centuries in the
Atlantic and Indian Oceans, it may be pointed out that IIUl
doctrine in question came to be accepted only in the 11I1t.l
eighteenth or even early nineteenth century, not because
Europe became convinced of the arguments of Grotius, but
because it became necessary and useful in the wake of the
industrial revolution. The needs and demands of the industrial
revolution-surplus capital, new markets for European goods,
demands for raw materials-led to the vast expansion
Europe and acceptance of the freedom of the seas. Britain.
having emerged as the greatest maritime Power, became tho
strongest champion of this freedom. With British supremacy
firmly established and relative calm at home after the Napoleonic
wars, freedom ofthe seas and free trade became the watchwords,

or
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and Europe embarked upon joint exploitation of Asia and
Africa. Grotius, the much-abused "villain," especially in
England, for nearly two hundred years, and discarded as a false
prophet by most of the European Powers which practised mare
clausum, was resurrecfed as a great hero and indeed the
"father" o(modern international law. Selden's scholarly work,
an unimpeachable authority for almost two centuries, was
quietly put on the back shelves of the libraries, to collect dust
and be forgotton even in his own country.
Intent upon exploiting their colonies in Asia, and later in
Africa, as far as possiblejointly and in cooperation with each
other, it is not surprising that European countries wanted the
oceans to be as safe as possible and to serve as free highways.
By 1848, England felt strong enough, in both the maritime and
....:onomic fields, no longer to fear any competition and abrogated
the Navigation Acts which were meant to protect its shipping
trade. Ever since its inception in 1776, first as a neutral and later
as a major maritime Power, the United States had also been
interested in the freedom ofthe seas. In 1856, after the Crimean
war, privateering was abolished by the famous Paris Declaration
on Maritime Law. With the increasing European need and
demand for trade in an era of expanding economies, it came to
be asserted that there was a divine right to trade everywhere,
and "that it was unnatural for governments to close their
countries to t..lJ.e free flow oftrade."46 Freedom of the seas was
the necessary condition for such trade and it came to be
accepted as an incontrovertible, almost sacred doctrine, which
no one dare challenge.
Excesses of the Freedom of the Seas Doctrine
Even as the principle of the freedom of the seas came to be
accepted, however, its purpose and connotation were not
exactly the same as those of the principle as understood and
practised in Asia until the sixteenth century. The Asians were
generally land Powers and the ocean was of secondary importance, to be used for maritime commerce and navigation only.
With rare exceptions, there were no naval Powers and no naval
wars in Asian waters. 47 However, the purpose of European
maritime Powers in the nineteenth century was not merely
peaceful navigation. Their "freedom of the seas," therefore,
came to have a different connotation. The hallmark of this law
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was and has been, in accordance with the spirit of the tilllt\
"freedom" meaning essentially non-regulation and la;s,\'(':,
[aire. Beyond a limited area near the coastline for the protection
of security and for the enforcement of the customs, health. lind
fiscal regulations of the coastal states, the vast oceans relYlailwd
free to be used and abused, explored and exploited, by the
maritime Powers according to their selfish interests. Freedolll
of the seas was used not only for the perfectly legitirnlltt\
purpose of navigation, but more often than not it was interpreted
by the militarily strong European Powers as permitting thelll 10
move across the wide open sea to threaten small states for thch'
own ends, or to subjugate and colonise them. There is no dearlh
of cases of trigger-happy naval commanders using nllvIII
ordnances against what came to be considered as the "backward"
peoples ofAsia on the smallest excuse or no excuse at all. It WIIS
the classic age of punitive or minatory naval bombardn1cnts..\11
It is significant that in the last two decades of the nineteenth
century, "the advanced countries partitioned most of the ell rt h
c:mong themselves. "49
Freedom of the high seas also carne to be transformed into II
licence to overfish, especially near the coasts ofother countritls,
triggering numerous fIshery disputes.

Freedom ofthe seas has always meant unequal treedom or
freedom for the few. It came to be used by the maritime Powers.
especially during wars, to close large areas of the ocean. In fact,
by the Second World War, with advancing technology !lnd
continued misuse of absolute freedom by tlle big Powers, it had
become anathema for smaller states even in Europe. Conditions
became even more acute after the Second World War and
smaller states got increasingly concerned about a number of
activities thathad been continuing in the name of the freedom of
the seas-activities such as naval military operations and
manoeuvres; testing rockets and missiles; using the high seas as
a dumping ground, particularly for radio-active wastes; stationing
and operating submarines armed, with nuclear missiles; socalled data-gathering by electronic procedures along the coast
of other countries. Under these conditions it is not surprising
that freedom of the seas has come to be considered as a form of
"tyranny," and its continued validity in this form is being
increasingly questioned. 50
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Recent Challenges to Mare Liberum
By its very nature, law always changes, and indeed it must
change, according to the needs of the society. For a long time
the uses ofthe sea were few and were confined to communications
and fishing, and occasionally fighting. The main concerns of
coastal states were security, protection of their near-shore
areas for their food supply, and their commercial fleets. The
most important need of the restricted international society
throughout the colonial period was for free and safe navigation,
and the law was understood to imply primarily freedom for all
to navigate in security subject only to the "rules of the road" at
least in times of peace. There was no agreement about the
breadth of territorial waters or the extent of contiguous zone,
chiefly because most of the big maritime Powers insisted on a
narrow three-mile limit and the smaller countries were generally
concerned about protecting their fisheries and other interests in
wider zones. Although no customary law emerged in this
regard, several maritime Powers led by Great Britain, the
United States, France, Germany and Japan, among others,
insisted on a three-mile territorial sea, but others insisted on
four, six and twelve nautical miles. In any case, beyond these
limited rights, the watery five-sevenths of the globe remained
free for all without any rules or regulations. Though there were
numerous fishery disputes and controversies about other uses
of the sea all through the modern period, it is only in the
twentieth century, with its discoveries ofimportant resources in
the sea and a sharp rise in all ocean uses generally, that the
accepted norms of behaviour and unlimited freedom of states
came to be found utterly inadequate and their validity began to
be eroded rapidly. With the discovery of oil under the sea prior
to the end of the Second World War, and coastal fishery
resources increasingly threatened by larger and better equipped
ships ofdistant-water fishing states, conflicts between the wider
claims of coastal states to protect their economic interests, on
the one hand, and attempts by major maritime Powers to
maintain the status quo, on the other, increased. 51
It is also important to note that since World War II
international society has come to be transformed. It is no longer
confined to European states or states of European origin. With
the disintegration of colonialism, scores of nations from Asia
and Africa, with their old traditions and new needs, have come
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to play an increasingly important role in the develoJlIIHlnl.
modification, and formulation of a new law of the sea. It CIIII no
longer be a product of merely European maritime Powel's. hili
must serve the interests of the new worldwide community
states. Although during the imperialist age, these Asian stiltON
had come under the sway of different colonial masters, und hlld
more or less lost contact with each other, th'ey had enough III
common-a common history ofmore than 2,500 years, comnH III
social and cultural b8r;~grounds, but, even more impOl'tllllt.
common sufferings during colonial rule, and common intcl'l~stN
in protecting themselves from continued exploitation·~ to COIIJll
together and, along with other equally abused countl'il.~H or
Africa and Latin America, form a group, if not a bloc, to tllkll
concerted action for the protection of their interests. It is (lilly
natural that the new majority should try to mould the IlIw
according to their own views and interests. 52
. In order to reconcile some of these differences and settle I/w
controversies, the United Nations sponsored two confel'enCl~S
on the law ofthe sea in 1958, and 1960. Four conventions WC!'l'
cncluded in 1958 which, on the whole, reasserted the traditionlll
freedoms of the sea and accepted a coastal state's sovel'cigll
jurisdiction over a vaguely defined continental shelf. But Hill
1958 treaties only codified the law which had traditionally hecn
accepted, and left unsettled what had not, and none of them WIIS
adequate to cope with the conflicts that the technologklll
advances ofthe 1960's brought in their wake, whether in regard
to fisheries or the discovery ofmineral-rich manganese nodules
lying in the deep seabed. In fact, in some respects the 195H
conventions were outmoded almost by the time they wCl'e
written.
In the meanwhile, pressure to change the old freedom of the
seas and laissez fave in the oceans had increased even more wit II
a further widening ofthe international society. The accelerating
pace oftechnological, economic, social and political changes in
recent years has altered man's relation to the sea. To cope with
these problems, the United Nations organised another conference
on the law of the sea-the biggest in history-in 1974 which,
after years of intense, sometimes bitter, and many a time
frustrating, debates on the law of the sea, tried to reconcile the
freedoms of the sea with the wider inclusite interests of the
enlarged and yet increasingly interdependent international
society. While it is impossible to go into the details here of the
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role ofAsian states in this process, it may be added that this role
has just started after an interruption of centuries and is likely to
become ever more important.
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Sovereignty of States

3
SOVEREIGNTY OF STATES IN
INTERNATIONAL LAW
Despite strong and persistent denunciations ofthe doctrine of
sovereignty of states during the last few decades as "archaic,"
"unworkable," misleading," and even "dangerous" political
dogma, and the teachings of jurists and publicists that it is a
"baneful fiction" which no longer corresponds with the facts of
international life and is, indeed, incompatible with the existence
of a society of states governed by recognized and generally
observed system of international law, "highest authority...of
some sort" has always come back to haunt its persecutors._
Indeed, far from being banished from international law, it is
supposed to be the very basis of international relations and is
accepted as one of its most sacred principles. As the International Court of Justice declared in the Corfu Channel case:
"Between independent states, respect for territorial sovereignty
is an essential foundation of international relations." 1
In the Eastern Carelia case, the Permanent Court of
International Justice declared the independence of states as "a
fundamental principle of international law."2 So also in the
Lotus case, it said that "international law governs relations
between independent states," and that "restriction upon the
independence of states cannoL.be presumed."3
Reiterated in numerous international arbitral and judicial
decisions, sovereignty of states has been enshrined in the
Charter of the United Nations, which declares in unmistakable
terms that "the Organization is based on the principle of the
sovereign equality of all its Members" (Article 2, paragraph 1).
Respect for the "principle of sovereign equality" is further
stressed in Article 78 and is reinforced by Article 2, paragraph
7, which prohibits intervention by the United Nations in
matters which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of
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a state, except for enforcement measures under Chaptcr VII of
the Charter.
The International Law Commission, in its "Draft Declaratioll
on Rights and Duties of States," declared, inter alia: "Evcry
state has the right to independence and hence to exercise freely,
without dictation of any other state, all its legal powcrs,
including the choice of its own form ofgovernment."4 Similarly,
Article 5 of the Charter of the Organization of American Stlltes
(Pact of Bogota), 1948, affirmed: "International order consists
essentially of respect for the personality, sovereignty IIlId
independence of States...."
With all these affirmations and the new emphasis that hilS
come to be put on this doctrine by the Communist countrics 011
the one hand, and the "new" Asian-African states on the othc.w,
as we shall see later, it is hardly possible for us to agrec with
scholars who argue that the concept of sovereignty "has hmm
virtually abolished in international relations, and ifthc exprt.ls
sion is still used in ofticiallanguage, it is because of the lack (,f'
visual z.daptation to the disappearance of a light which 8holll.I,
during a very long time, with a bright glow." The principle of'
sovereignty, they affirm, to which "all the international life WIIS
oriented during four centuries, is like those stars [which hu VI.,
beenjextinguished since long ago and which, neverthelcss,
strike ou~ sight.") On the contrary, it is not without a lot of
reason that Van Kleffens stresses:
fhe notion ot sovereignty is not at all a ghost we can exorcise lit wilL II
is a spirit which is very much alive, and very wide awake. Somc 1II11y
regret it, but if they fail to recognize this fact, they abandon thc flnll
foundation of reality....The notion of sovereignty continues to htl II
dominating element in the treasure-house ofour heart and mind; wc 111'1'
strongly affected by it, and it is part of nearly everybody's bcil1l!,. '1'0
ignore this fact would be silly. One has to take the human race liS it IN,
and not as we like it to be. 6

Origin of the Theory of. Sovereignty
In order to understand and appreciate the true nature of'
sovereignlY, we must look briefly at its origin and development
through the centuries. After the decline of the authority of thtl
Church and the long struggle between the Pope and the Holy
Roman Emperor during the Middle Ages, Christendom disin
tegrated. Out of this chaos emerged the nation states, with their
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monarchs engaged in a struggle against all external and internal
adversaries preventing the realization of a rapidly developing
aspiration of nationality. While externally they had to fight the
still lingering influences of the Empire and the Papacy,
internally they were troubled by the fissiparous tendencies of
feudalism. To meet this intolerable situation, the notion of
sovereignty originated during the fourteenth century. The kings
refused to recognize any superior both within and without-and
jurists came to their aid with a legal theory which served both as
a weapon of defence and as ajustification for the claim of royal
supremacy. Jean Bodin, who is said to be the first to have
formulated this theory in 1576 in his De Republica, was, like all
other writers, deeply influenced by the circumstances of his
time. His preoccupation was merely to show the supremacy of
the monarch over his own subjects in his own territory and his
freedom from the control of other real or pretended sovereigns,
such as the Pope or the Emperor. He wanted to find out the
secret of stability in a politically unstable world. Being a
sixteenth-century Frenchman and a patriot, his decision was
inevitably in favour of monarchy. He was convinced that a
state, in order to be a state, must have one, and not more than
one, supreme power from which its laws proceeded, He said
expressly that the sovereignty of states comprised this one thing
namely, to make and give laws to each of the citizens and
subjects, and that since the sovereign made the laws, he clearly
could not be bound by the laws he had made himself. In other
words, sovereignty was essentially an internal power-the
power of a superior over an inferior. 7 But this did not mean that
the sovereign was above all laws. As Bodin himself said: "Even
ifwe define sovereignty as being free from all laws, nevertheless
there is no sovereign to be found who has the absolute fulness of
sovereign rights, since the divine law and the law of nature bind
them all, as also the common law of all nations."8
This theory of sovereignty, clearly circumscribed by law,
however, came later to be distorted, and sovereignty came to
be identified with absolute power above the law.
The whole purpose of Bodin, as we have seen, was to
established order. The pursuit oftlle same purpose led Hobbes,
writing in the midst of a civil war and political crisis in England,
to take the concept of sovereignty to an extreme position. In his
Leviathan, published in 1651, Hobbes stated that men needed
for their security "a common power to keep them in awe and to
direct their actions to the common benefit" and that the person
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or body in whom this power resided was the sovereign. Law
neither made the sovereign nor limited his authority; it is might
that made the sovereign, and law was merely what he com~
manded. Further, since the power that was the strongest could
not be limited by anything outside itself, it followed that
sovereignty must be absolute, illimitable, and irresponsbilc.
Hobbes did realize that such power concentrated in a single
centre was unpleasant to live under, but argued that it was the
lesser of the two evils, life and men being what they were, and
compared to "the miseries and horrible calarnities that ac~
company a civil war of that dissolute condition of masterlcss
men."9
The majority of the thinkers of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, forced by the logic of events to take a realistic view of
the function of Government in restoring internal order and to
define and extend its powers, did not face the problems of
international relations. The hold of sovereignty had become so
strong upon the thinking ofthat age that when it became obvious
that the personal monarch no longer fitted the role, they started al
hunt for the "location" of sovereignty somewhere else. With
the coming of consitutional Government, Locke, and later
Rousseau, propounded the theory that the people as a whole
were the sovereign, and in the eighteenth century, this became
the doctrine which was held tojustifythe American and French
Revolutions. 10 But all that changed was the bearer of sovereignty.
In substance, the claim of the sovereign remained unaltered.
Whether the individual was called a subject or a citizen, the
sovereign held unlimited sway over him. Thus, by the end ofthe
eighteenth century, Europe found itself under the "incubus of a
malign and sinister heritage" ofajuristic theory which attributed
to the state, a juristic entity, contrary to the earlier sovereign
who was a personal monarch, an absolute and unlimited power
above the law. II In the international sphere, the national state
claimed sovereignty, in the sense of independence from outside
control, with the same vigour as its absolutist predecessor.
Thus, in 1832, in his Lectures on ..Jurisprudence, Austin
defined sovereignty in the following terms: "If a determinate
human superior, not in the habit ofobedience to a like superior,
receives habitual obedience from the bulk ofa given society, thatl
determinate superior is sovereign in that socIety, and the
society (including the superior) is a society political and
independent.") 2
This new concept of sovereignty as an unlimited legal power
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(which Hobbes had described as absolute and illimitable) over
all persons and things within its own territory and as full
freedom of action in dealing with other states or their nationals,
subject to no restraint except that imposed by its own will,
found support among several jurists of the nineteenth century
and even in some of the decisions of the judicial tribunals. 13
Thus, in Schooner Exchange V. McFaddon (1812) Chief
Justice Marshal of the United States Supreme Court said:
"The jurisdiction of the nation within its own territory is
necessarily exclusive and absolute. It is susceptible of no
limitation not imposed by itself." 14
Absolutist Concept of Sovereignty Inconsistent with the
International Society.
Howsoever flattering to national pride this concept of
sovereignty might be, it was never the principle acted upon in
practice. As Professor Brierly has rightly pointed out, as a
matter of principle, the theorists who developed the doctrine of
sovereignty were not interested in the relations ofstates interse;
they all thought of a single state in abstracto and paid little
attention to the question how the theory could be applied in a
world containing a fair. number of states. IS The theory is
inconsistent with a system of international law which is itself
based on the principle of reciprocal rights and obligations. It is
against the facts of actual life, naIllely, the interdependence of
states. Sir John Fischer William correctly points out: "No state
is sovereign in relation to another state. Sovereignty is a
relationship between rulers and ruled, not between members of
a community who are on a footing of equality one towards
another." 16
Originally and etymologically denoting the relation of
"superiority," the word has come to be applied to a "wholly
different relationship which subsists between two or more
states which recognize no mutual subjection or inferiority. In
other words, language by a curious fallacy has treated absence
of inferiority as if it were the same thing as the presence of
superiority, and men have come to use in connection with a
relationship for which the word 'independence' is .entirely
appropriate, the inappropriate terms 'sovereign' and
'sovereIgnty'." I? In truth, says Fischer Williams, independence
and sovereignty have little in common. Sovereignty, as we have
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seen, denotes absolute and perpetual power within a stahl, thll
sale characteristic of which, as Bodin said, is to give laws to his
subjects and to receive none from them. "Independence, "Oil
the other hand, has no reference to subjects, and no connllL~tloll
with the conception of giving laws. A state is independent wlum
it is not bound to receive any laws from an external authority. III
The confusion reigning around the concept of sovereigllty III
international law is very largely due to the fact thllt tllll
sovereign state was first defined by individuals like Bodlll,
Hobbes, and Hegel, who, whatever they were, won.l lIot
internationallaywers and did not pause to think whether thoOl'y
would fit the facts of international relations. 19 In fact, 1lI0Nt
theories of sovereignty, as Brown rightly said, "have been monl
often apologies for a cause than the expression of II diN
interested love for truth."2o
It was not long before it canie to be realized that sO'lel'c1llllty
in this sense-which implied the negation of all internllUolllI1
society and of alllaws---,-was impossible, and states, as wcll,w
statesmen, began to understand that a wise limitation of't1wl!'
sovereignty was its best safeguard: "The increase of civilzlItil III,
intercourse, and interdependence as between nations.. .inl1uoll
ced and moderated the exaggerated notions of sovereignty. II) I
All ifiternationallaw of today is made up of the limitatiolls of
sovereignty, limitations created by sovereignty itself'. Till'
peace of the world and effectiveness of international law lIml
organization "depend on restrictions on the sovereignty of'
states imposed on themselves by themselves."22
Sovereignty Not a Myth
Nevertheless, however much it might be decried as a politiclIl
doctrine, sovereignty "does stand today for something in t1w
relations of states which is both true and very formidable, "2:1 It
refers to certain powers that states claim for themselves in theil'
mutual relations and to act without restraint on their freedolll.
In the absence of any effective international order, the intC.ll\
national society consists of a number of independent entities
none of which is bound to submit to any higher authority, AN
Schwarzenberger explains: "Political sovereignty is the neCCN"
sary conCQmitant of the lack of an effective international ordor
and the constitutional weaknesses of the international super:
structur which have so far been grafted on the law of
unorganizewinternational society." 24
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Under these circumstances, as an unofficial American
Commission set up to study the organization of peace declared:
"A sovereign state claims the power to judge its own controversies, to enforce its own conception ofits rights, to increase its
annaments without limit, to treat its own nationals as it sees fit,
and to regulate its economic life without regard to the effect of
such regulations upon its neighbours." 25
Historically and logically, interna~~onallaw presupposes the
state. In fact, modern international law was itself born of the
plural system of states pre-established on a territorial basis. It
did not confer on the state what is called its territorial
competence; it merely accepted the consequences of this
competence being exercised by the states as part of their
political power. International law has long tried to come to
tenns with this political power called sovereignty. It has tried to
"domesticate sovereignty," to control its power, to make it
amenable to law. 26
Sovereignty is Territorial
Sovereignty, explained Judge Huber in his famous award in
the island of Palmas case, "in the relations between states
signifies independence. Independence in regard to a portion of
the globe is the right to exercise therein, to the exclusion of any
other state, the functions of a state."27
Sovereignty, therefore, is essentially territorial and "includes
certain powers to be exercised in regard to a particular limited
territory unimpeded by any interference from outside." As it
was declared in the North Atlantic Coast Fisheries case as
well: "One ofthe essential elements of sovereignty is that it is to
be exercised within territorial limits, and that, failing proof to
the contrary, the territory is coterminous with the sovereignty."28
Thus, in "international law, the structure of which is not
based on any superstate organization," territorial sovereignty
remains ofnecessity a right "with which almost all international
relations are boundup."29 As the International Court ofJustice
has said, territorial sovereignty is an essential foundation of
international relations. 30 Moreover, in a legal system which is
composed ofnumerous independent states and is dominated by
an individualistic outlook, equality is the only practical working
basis. This is the nece.ssary consequence of the denial of any
supranational authority, and the claim of separate states to live
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together in an international society. This so-called "sovercllLlI
equality" of states has been not only stressed time and ngnill hy
publicists in their writings, reiterated by international courts,
accpeted as a working basis in international conferences. lind
delcared in numerous treaties, but uitimately come to hl~
accepted as the basis of the United Nations. 3l
Three Aspects of Sovereignty
Sovereignty as supreme authority, or independence, is slIld
to have at least three aspects. A state is said to have exlem,,1
independence when it enjoys liberty of action outside liN
borders in its intercourse with other states. In consequcllcu (,I'
this, "a state can, unless restricted by a treaty, mal1a)1,l~ 1111
international affairs according to discretion; in particular, il CllIl
enter into alliances and cor.dude other treaties, send IIl1d
receive diplomatic envoys, acquire and cede territory, 111111\0
war and peace."32
A state has internal independence in the sense of liberty of
action within its borders. In consequence of this independllllCl\
and territorial supremacy, "a state can adopt any constitutioll it
likes, arrange its administration in any way it thinks fit, enllel
such laws as it pleases, organize its forces on land and SCII .. ,
adopt any commercial policy it likes, and so on." Further, "1111
individuals and all property within the territory of a state lIJ'lJ
under its domination and sway, and foreign individuals IIl1d
property fall at once under the territorial supremacy of a shltl~
when they cross its frontiers. "33
A state can exercise supreme authority over its citizens lit
home and abroad under what is called personal supremacy. A
state may "treat its subjects according to discretion, and it
retains its power even over such subjects as emigrate without
thereby losing their citizenship." 34
Sovereignty a Postulate
The right of independence of states, as it has come to be
developed during the last few centuries, "has become &
postulate rather than a principle, one of the fundamental
assumptions ofthe individualistic system ofinternational law. 35
As the Pennanent Court oflnternational Justice declared in the
Lotus case:
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International law governs relations between independent states. The
rules oflaw abiding upon states, therefore, emanate from their own free
will as expressed in conventions or by usages generally accepted as
expressing principles of law and established in order to regulate the
relations between these co-existing independent communities or with a
view to the achievement of common aims. 36

Sovereignty or independence finds expression in the field of
international law in two ways: first, as the right of a state to
determine what shall be for the future the content of international law by which it will be bound, and secondly, as the
right to determine what is the content of international law in a
given case. 37 In other words, apart from the absence of a
supranational executive authority a state does not recognize a
legislator above itself.
The principle of consent reigns supreme in international law.
It is well known that it is for each state to decide whether it
wishes to attend an international conference, and, if it does,
unless otherwise agreed, the unanimity principle applies.
Further, every participating state remains free to reject even a
unanimously agreed draft treaty. Any change in the existing
international law depends upon the consent of the state against
which such change is claimed to be valid, and every subject of
international law may decide for itself whether to accept any
further restriction of its sovereignty or not. 38
It is thus well established that every state is its ownjudge and
is not bound to submit its disputes to an international court or
tribunal without its consent. As the Permanent Court of
International Justice declared in its oft-repeated famous opinion
in the Eastern Carelia case: "It is well established in international law that no state can, without its consent, be compelled
to submit its disputes with other states either to mediation or to
arbitration or to any other kind of pacific settlement."39
The rule has been stressed time and again by the Permanent
Court and its successor, the present International Court of
Justice, in a number of their judgements. Both the Courts have
made it clear beyond doubt that the jurisdiction of an international court "depends on the will of the parties"40 or "on the
consent ofthe respondent,"41 and that jurisdiction exists only in
so far as the states have accepted it. 42
Sovereignty and Domestic Jurisdiction
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It is obvious that the territorial sovereignty of each stnll'
imposes corresponding duties of abstention and non·intci fc
rence on the part of other subjects of international law. Vic\wd
in this sense, sovereignty and domestic jurisdiction of stntes
become interchangeable termsY States are generally very
much conscious of the sanctity of their domestic juristlil:lillil
and extremely critical of interference in their excl usi vc inte 1'1\111
affairs. Not only was this principle recognized by the CovclllInl
of the League of Nations-vide Article 15(8)-but it has hl~l'n
expressly laid down in Article 2, paragraph 7 of the Charll~1' 01'
the United Nations. 44
Presumption in Favour of Sovereignty
Express rules apart, there is always a persumption in I'avlllll'
of sovereignty of states. As the US-Chinese Arbitl'lltillll
Tribunal remarked in the Radio Corporation ofAmerica cmw:
The Chinese Government can certainly sign away a part of its lilwrly III'
action... .It can do so as well in an implicit manner, if a reasollllhll'
construction of its undertakings leads up to that conclusion. It will, Iii.
any other party, be bound by law, and by any obligations 11'1',lIlly
accepted. But as a sovereign government, on principle free in its m:lh III
for the public interest as it sees it, it cannot be presumed to 1111 Vl'
accepted such restriction or its freedom of action, unless the acceptllll\'I'
of such restriction can be ascertained distinctly and beyond reaSOll1lhll'
doubt. 45

The persumption in favour of sovereignty was summed lip ill
still more categorical terms by the Permanent Court in till'
Lotus case: "Restrictions upon the independence of states
cannot be presumed. "46 So also in the Asylum case, the
International Court of Justice said that the grant of diplomatic
asylum involved such a derogation from the territorial sovere:g
nty of a state that it "cannot be recognized unless its legal hu,.,is
is established in each particular case. "~7
Deference to the sovereignty of states is further evid;;nt from
the principle relating to the interpretation of treaties generally
declared by the courts, according to which "if a choi.:e betweell
two possible interpretations can be made, tne interpretation
must be preferred by which lesser obligations are imposed on a
contracting state," the presumption being that the state intended
to accept only the minimum of restrictions on its freedom.'IH
Thus, the Permanent Court of International Justice laid down
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as a general rule in t1J.e M osul case: "If t1J.e wording of a treaty
provision is not clear, in choosing between several admissible
:nterpretations, t1J.e one which involves t1J.e minimum of obligation for t1J.e parties should be adopted. This principle may be
admitted to be sound."49
In t1J.e Free Zones case, t1J.e Court again declared t1J.at "in
case of doubt, a limitation of sovereignty must be construed
restrictively"50 and followed t1J.e same rule in t1J.e Wimbledon
case. 51
Sovereignty Does Not Mean Unlimited Freedom
As we have noted, sovereignty, "in its meaning of an
absolute, uncontrolled state will, ultimately free to resort to t1J.e
final arbitrament of war, is t1J.e quicksand on' which t1J.e
foundations of traditional international law is built."52 The
pOsitivists, the strongest and faithful champions of such a
theory, assume it as a logical conclusion t1J.at the will of states is
necessarily the sole source of international law. There is little
doubt, however, that such a t1J.eory would amount to a negation
of all law and society. A. society of states in which each
member is bound only by its own free will would, as Dupuis
justly remarked, be an "anarchy of sovereignties."53 This
theory fails to take into account the actual interdependence of
states and the need to curb t1J.eir independence to suit t1J.e
conditions of life. The traditional concept of sovereignty has
become particularly inconsistent and outmoded in the presentday world. The fantastic scientific and technological developments, especially in t1J.e field of travel and communications,
have already made t1J.e world too small and too interdependent
to be compartmentalized in this way.
These developments have tied all t1J.e peo!Jles of t1J.e earth in
an unprecedented intimacy of contact, interdependence of
welfare, and mutuality of vulnerability. No state can live by
itself and alone. Not only peace but prosperity has become
indivisible. The development of nuclear weapons has made
every state vulnerable. 54 There is a lot of truth in the statement
t1J.at t1J.e first atomic weapon "blew t1J.e roof off the sovereign
nation-state." As John H. Herz has rightly pointed out, t1J.e very
core of sovereignty, the "impermeability and impenetrability"
ofnation states, has been brought to an abrupt end by t1J.e advent
oft1J.e atomic and space age: "In a symbolic way (in addition to
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t1J.eir possible practical use for hostile purposes) satellites
circling the globe and penetrating the space above any territory
oft1J.e globe, regardless of 'sovereign' rights over air"spaces and
duties of 'non-intervention' serve to emphasize the new open~
nes~ and penetrability of everything to everybody." 55
Apart from the impracticability of unlimited freedom of
states, it is important to note that the positivist doctrine has long
released its hold on international lawyers. Indeed, as Sir
Hersch Lauterpacht has persuasively shown, it is unsound in
t1J.eory and without support from practical life. The science of
international law, says Lauterpacht,
while recognizing that it is the business of international lawycrs 10
expound law, as it is and not as it should be, is now incrclI~;il\gly
realizing that dogmatic positivism as taught by a generation of priests
fascinated by the splendour of the doctrine of sovereignty is II hlll'l'11II
idea foreign both to facts and to the requirements of a scientific systelll
of law. 56

Thus, while 'the will of the parties no doubt creates lnw
between them, "it does not depend upon t1J.e discretionary will
of the state whether it should respect or reject international
law. "57 The dogmatic positivist view has been furthermore
expressly rejected by the Statute of the World Court, which hilS
come to be widely, almost universally, accepted, and by
numerous other treaties which have literally followed its
provisions. 58 Prescribing t1J.e law to be applied by the Wol'ld
Court, Article 38( 1), after mentioning international conventiolls
and customary international law, authorizes the Court to apply
"the general principles of law accepted by civilized nations,"
The introduction of this clause is a clear departure from the
strictly consensual basis of international law, even though this
clause itself is part of a treaty, viz the Statute. Under this clause,
however, the Court may apply a principle not deriving from the
express or even implied consent of the states. It is because of
this reason that Lauterpacht brilliantly ob3c ;'lies t h3t the
inclusion of Clause (c) in the Statue "sounded the deathkncil \)1'
positivism in international law. "59
Sovereignty may be Limit~d by Treaties
There is little doub;:, as the Permanent Caurt said in the
Austro-German Customs Regime case, that states, being their
own masters, may dispose of their sovereign rights as they
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please. 6o In doing som they exercise their rights as independent
states. There is nothing to prevent a sovereign state from
limiting some or all of its sovereign rights and even annihilating
itself as a subject of international law. 61 The Permanent Court
strongly took this position in the S. S. Wimbledon case and
affirmed it in two later opinions:
The Court declines to see in the conclusion of any treaty by which a
state undertakes to perform or refrain from performing a particular act
an abandonment of its sovereignty. No doubt any convention creating
an obligation of this kind places a restriction upon the exercise of the
sovereign rights of the state, in the sense that it requires them to be
exercised in a certain way. But the right of entering into international
engagements is an attribute of state sovereignty.62

Once a state has undertaken certain obligations through
treaties or agreements, it is bound to fulfil them. Pacta Sunt
Servanda is a universally recognized principle. As the Permanent Court of Arbitration emphasized in the North Atlantic
Coast Fishen'es case, "every state has to execute the obligations
incurred by trenty bona fide and is urged thereto by the ordinary
sanctions of International Law in regard to the observance of
treaty obligations. "63
States are still free, it may be asserted, not to sign a treaty.
But in practice, in the present interdependent worki, this is more
or less an impossibility. "Co;npJe~e a:ld absoll'te: s(wcre;l"r.ty
unrestricted by any obligations im})osi.:d by treaties is impossible
and practically unknown."64 No state could survive today
without the benefit of treaties; for without them, it would be
almost impossible to have international trade, communications,
diplomatic intercourse, travel, and all other normal features of
life. 6~ In a system of interrelated legal principles, sovereignty is
necessarily a relative concept. 66
The most serious and important inroads into the traditional
concept of sovereignty have been made by the creation of
international organizations. Realizing that interdependence
rather than independence is the normal condition of life, states
have established these institutions for the realization of common purposes. The establishment of the League of Nations
represented the tirst important step in the direction of building
an enduring structure of co-operation among states. But while
the acceptance of the League was a halting step in which the
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sovereignty of its members was preserved to a great extcnt hy
the unanimity rule, the failure of the League and the horrors or
the Second World Warled to the adoption of a more imposing
structure in the form of the United Nations. Despite 1'0 I'm Il I
salutations to the principle of sovereign equality in Artides
2( 1) and 78 of the Charter, as we have seen above, Members
have accepted drastic limitation of their independclH':ll by
accepting the majon'ty principle for reaching decisions in all the
organs of the United Nations. They have also expressly lIml
unequivocally restricted their extreme prerogative ofsovereign! y.
viz the right to threaten, declare, and wage war. They are bound
to "settle their international disputes by peaceful means in such
a manner that international peace and security, andjustice. 111\
not endangered" [Article 2(3)J. They have also agrccd to
"refrain in their mternational relations from the threat or IISC (ll'
force against the territorial integrity or political independence
of any state, or in any other manner inconsistent with the
Purposes of the United Nations" [Article 2(4)].
The traditional concept of isolated state sovereignty is
undergoing a progressive process of erosion. Under the presslll'c
of the Cold War, large areas of the national interest traditionally
reserved for sovereign self-determination of the state ami
immune to outside influence, have become subject, within euch
Power bloc, to the mutual influences and reciprocal pressurcs
of the operative self-interest. 67 Political co-operation has bccn
extended to military and economic fields. The numerous
defence pacts and regional organizations are symbols or
international co-operation which has become a universlll
phenomenon in our age. Restrictions of national sovereignty or
truly revolutionary proportions are involved in some of the
regional economic organizations, such as the European COlli
and Steel Community of 1952, and the European Economic
Community and EURATOM of 1957. The same is true of tile
European Human Rights Conventions. is interesting to ncte
that several countries in Europe, where the theory of unlimited
sovereignty originated, have recently enacted explicit consti
tutional provisions to enable them to agree to the limitations or
their sovereignty in the interest of international co-operation
and the organization of peace. Such laws have been passed, for
example, in Belgium, Denmark, F ranee Italy, the Netherlands,
and West Germany. 68
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Supremacy of International Law and Limitations on
Sovereignty
It is universally admitted that in case of a conflict between
municipal law (an expression of national sovereignty) and
international law, the latter prevails over the fermer. As the
Pemlanent Court of International Justice stated in the GrecoBulgarian Communities case: "It is a generally accepted
principle of international law that in the relations between
Powers who are contracting parties to a treaty, the provisions of
municipal law cannot prevail over those of the treaty."69
Again, in the Treatment ofPolish Nationals in Danzig case,
the Court observed:
According to generally accepted principles, a state cannot rely, as
against another state, on the provisions of the latter's constitution, but
only on intemationallaw and international obligations duly accepted...
and, conversely, a state cannot adduce, as against another state, its own
constitution with a view to evading obligations incumbent upon it under
international law or treaties in force. 7o

It is thus clear that municipal law cannot prevail either over
the obligations of a state under international treaty or over
international customs, induding the minimum standards of
intemationallaw. Nor can a s:ate plead that the non-fulfilment
of its international obligations or the violation of a treaty is due
to its constitution, or to acts ofomission ::.md commission on the
part of its legislative, judicial, and administrative organs or any
self-governing body l,mder its control. 71
. It is well known that the independence of states even within
their own territories is limited by the principle of international
responsibility. 72 Even in so fundamental and elementary a right
of sovereignty as t~e expulsion offoreigners who are inimical to
the security. independence, or the best interests ofa state, states
have been held liable, if such expulsion was not carried through
under proper and. reasonable conditions, or if sufficient reasons
were not given for the expulsion of a foreigner. 73
Sovereignty within the Law
In the L'lce ofail" these limitations it would indeed be a bold
thing to claim that states are in fact sovereign. The realities of
life no more pennit absolute independence to states than to
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individuals. In the present interdependent, shrunken world
society, absolute independence would be a contradiction in
terms. The old theory of absolute sovereignty fitted in very well
with the actual conditions of the international society at that
time. Today, the situation is totally different. In the place of 1111
"anarchy of sovereignties" we have a society of interdependent
states, bound by law and possessing a highly developed
solidarity of interests. It is true that in the absence of 1111
effective supranational authority, there are no efficient mCHns
for the enforcement of law. But the discretion of states is
certainly :'1ot unlimited. They are bound not only freely
accepted obligations, but by the generally accepted principlt~N
,of intemationallaw. It is a striking tribute to the supremacy (II'
international law that never in any official public act has any
state in our time dared to declare that it would not be bound hy
this law or its precepts. States are still independent. liN
individuals in a free society are, but they are independent only
within the law.
It must be remembered, however, that although internationHI
law controls sovereignty, in the sense that it sets a legal limit to a
state's power, this power is not a delegation of internationlll
law. This is not only logically unnecessary but historically
incorrect. Further. nothing is more repugnant to states than the
idea that they are exercising a power concedC'd i:o them by tlw
international order. 74
Teaching of Publicists
This has also, in essence, been the teaching of publicists since
the close of the nineteenth century. They generally defillLl
sovereignty as the supreme power of a state over its territory
and inhabitants and its independence of any external authority.
but within the framework of certain rules of int~rnational law
which are binding upon it. 75 Thus, according to Anzilotti, stateN
are political bodies, sovereign and independent, directly subject
to international law. 76 Fauchille aSE:erts that a sovereign state is
the sole master of its actions, but concedes that it is not free to
perform all possible actions: it is iimited by its international
obligations. Its sovereignty is only a relative one. 77 Sir John P.
Williams points out that
...there is nothing in the conception of independence WhlClI prcvel1l~ il
state or a member of international society from being subject to law or
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forbids a state to submit itself voluntanly and irrevocably to laws or to
fonn binding contractual relationships.... J ust as the existence of a state
means that each individual citizen gives up something, so the existence
of an international society means that each state gives up something;
without such mutual surrenders civilization would perish. 78

J.G. Starke feels that "it is probably more accurate today to
say that the sovereignty ofa state means the residuum ofpower
which it possesses within the confines laid down by international
law."79
Quincy Wright defin~s sovereignty as "the status of an entity
subject to internationallaw."8o Oppenheim-Lauterpacht affirm:
"The very notion of International Law as a body of rules of
conduct binding upon states irrespective of their Municipal
Law and legislation, implies the idea oftheir subjection to International Law and makes it impossible to accept their claim to
absolute sovereignty in the international sphere."81
In a statement concerning international law of the future
presented as a community of views formulated after thorough
and repeated consultation by about one hundred and fifty
American and Canadian jurists, it was declared: "The conduct
of each state in its relations with other states and with the
community of states is subject to international law, and the
sovereignty of a state is subject to the limitations of international law. "82
In 1949, the International Law Commission declared in its
draft declaration on rights and duties ofa state: "Article (14):
Every state has the duty to conduct its relations with other
states in accordance with international law and with the
principle that the sovereignty of each state is subject to the
supremacy of internationallaw."83
Professor Brierly sums up the position ofstates by saying that
independence "does not mean freedom from law, but merely
freedom from control by other states."84
Denial of State Sovereignty
In their enthusiasm to demonstrate the strength of law to
control power and in their eagerness to establish a rule oflaw in
the international society, some scholars deny the very existence
of state sovereignty. Thus, George SceHe considered "the
concepts ofjuridical personality and the sovereignty ofthe state
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primarily responsible for insufficiencies of the law of
nations... Only law is sovereign." The concept of limited
sovereignty was to him, "more unacceptable even than that of
sovereignty tout court, the latter being, at least, logical, in
itself." International law, according to him, is the legal order of
the community of peoples or the universal society of men. H5
According to Krabbe, "a self-supporting sovereign authority
is a fiction and.. .in consequence even national law cannot
derive its binding force from such a source." International law,
he says, "cannot be built upon the unreal foundations of the
sovereignty of the state," though this is continually being
attempted. The binding force of international law is "based
upon its spiritual nature and, therefore, upon the fact that it is a
product of men's sense of right."86
Alf Ross affirms that the modem concept of sovereignty,
namely, the subjection of the state only to international law, is
an "obvious absurdity," and must be replaced by three special
functional concepts as positive legal situations created directly
by rules of law, namely "self-government," "capacity of
action," and "liberty of conduct."87
CJS

Sovereignty Still Intact
It is important to remember, however, that with all the good
intentions of these scholars, it is not possible to wish away
sovereignty from the realm of international law. We should not
forget that today most conventions of international law still
cling persistently to the dogma of sovereignty. Even the most
advanced international organizations, such as the Organization
for European Economic Co-operation, the Marshall Plan, the
Brussels Treaties of 1948, and treaties which led to the NATO,
the Council of Europe, and the Western European Union,
presume states to be, as in earlier times, sovereign political
entities and continue the principle of unanimity. The adoption
of the majority principle in the United Nations looks like the
rejection of the principle of sovereignty. But in view of the
privileged position assigned to the permanent members of the
Security Council, whose sovereignty really counts in this
pow~r-dominated world society, this interpretation cannot be
accepted without reservations. The Security Council may be
prevented in its action by a: veto of one (or more) of its
permanent members in almost all important matters of the
Organization.
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Nor has the Charter, in fact, curbedthe sovereignty of the
smaller states. As always, taking.benefit of the rivalry betweety
the Big Powers, they can preserve and maintain their position
without too much limitation. With tt~e world sharply divided
into power groups today, they have the freedom of choice of
their connexions and inter-state alliances. Their territorial
integrity is generally protected by the two Power blocs, and
their sovereignty remains l;nchallenged, strengthened by the
fact that both blocs want eitner to win them over or to keep them
in th~ir respective camps. 88 As a result ofthe Cold War, almost
any newly bnned state, regardless of its viability, is automatically admitted to the United Nations. These newly independent states are extremely sensitive to any infringement of their
independence, and are attached to their sovereignty with all the
freshness and wannth of their national sentiments. The same
may be said of the twenty Latin American states. Despite all
their weaknesses and the massive support that they need, the
major Powers dare not ignore these voices, as long as a
precarious balance of power maintains a kind of peace. The
"orgy of sovereignties" is reflected in the changed composition
and structure of the United Nations. 89 One consequence ofthis
is the elevation of the new national sovereigns, several of them
passing within a few years from tribal subjection to sovereign
independence, and many of them unable to exist without
support from outside, acquIring a disproportionate influence in
world affairs. We may deplore and reject this hardening of the
ideology of nationalism, which unlike thenineteentb-century
nationalist movements tends to create smaller rather than
larger, political units, as no longer in confonnity with the
military, political, and economic realities of our time. It is well
known that only two or three ofthe existing states possess
power sufficient to mah good the Claims that posession of
sovereignty nominally entitles a state to make. The rest,
including such once-powerful states as Great Britain .and
France, can hope for survival in Close association and eventual
integration with a wider group. 90 For most states, as Brierly so
rightly puts it:
Sovereignty has become little more than an honorific epithet, much as
it is when we speak of "Our Sovereign Lord the King"; !t is only the
power of a few Great Powers that is a reality in the modem world. That
of other Powers, except when it is backed by the power of a Great
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Power, may sometimes be a minor nuisance, but it can no longer be a
serious threat to world order. 91 .

Ti:Ie growing integration of West European states with long
traditions of national sovereignty is, therefore, more than a
historical accident. Despite these contradictions, the fact
remains, and we must recognize it, that "sovereignty," which is
supposed to be the enemy of international integration, has not
been interred. Whether one likes it ot not, sovereignty as forged
by centuries of history belongs to politics as well as to law.
Neither the provisions ofthe CGvenant nor the principles of the
·Charter have b~ought about any significant change in the
discretionary power that the states propose to keep over those
interests which they consider vital, and these interests are
protected from interference by international organs by the rule
of "exclusive jurisdiction': or "domestic jurisdiction."92
Soviet Doctrine of Sovereignty
One ofthe most ardent champions of sovereignty today is the
Soviet Union. Soviet publIcists and statesmen consider sovereignty a basic principle, a foundation of international law and
inter-state relations. "Without its recognition, there can be no
free co-operation between states and hence no international
law."93 Sovereignty is defined as "the independence of a state
expressed in its right freely and at its own discretion to decide its
internal and external affairs without violating the rights of other
states or the principles and niles of international law." So
circumscribed, it is admitted that in the interests of international
co-operation states may voluntarily and reciprocally restrict
their sovereignty. But the subjection of small states to the will of
large states, or the subordination of the fonner by the latter, is
impennissible. "This is often cloaked by the hypocritical
reference to the weak states' 'voluntary restriction of sovereignty'." The unswerving observance of the principle of
sovereignty not only does not obstruct co-operation between
states, as "the enemies ofpeace" frequently assert, "but makes
it more fruitful and successful." Moreover, "sovereignty is a
reliable means of defending the small states from the major
imperialist Powers' attempts to subjugate them to their diktat. "94
The Soviet jurists, therefore, denounce the "demolishers"
and" gravediggers" ofsovereignty95 from the capitafist countries
as imperialists who are trying to promote their own greedy
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interest to the detriment of other nations of the world. 96
Sovereignty, they point out, protects democratic Governments
and encourages the. battle against world domination by one
group. It must, therefore, be defended. Thus, Professor Koretsky
said in the International Law Commission:
The sovereignty of st~tes limited international law. International law
must so regulate reiationship between states that the mastery or
superiority of one state over another could not exist...To limit the
power of one's own state was to open the gates to the intervention of
other states. The international field mustnot be dominated by those
who 'interfere in the internal affairs of others, by reactionaries who
sought to organize other countries by force. 97

It is crucial to remember, however, that in Soviet doctrine,
like law and the state with which it is indissolubly tied up,
sovereignty has a class character. Sovereignty is used as a
_,_ shield to protect Communist countries from the capitalist
countries. As Korovin states:
The Soviet Union is destined to act as the champion of the doctrine of
"classical" sovereignty in so far as its formal seculsion acts as a legal
armour protecting it from interference of those factors under the
pressure ofwhich the frontiers ofthe contemporary capitalist states are
changed and the forms of their law altered. So long as beyond the
frontiers ofthe U.S. S.R. there is only the ring ofbourgeois encirclement,
every limitation of sovereignty on behalf of it would be a greater or
lesser victory of the capitalist world over the socialist order. 98

As l~n~s there are ri~h ane!. poor, explOIters and exploitt~d,
weak states and strong ones, according to Soviet writers, any
limitation on sovereignty would help only those who are strong
and would never benefit those who are weak. 99 But sovereignty,
as conceived by the Soviets, has another purpose. It is
...a weapon in the struggle of the progressive democratic forces against
the reactionary-imperialistic ones. Under contemporary conditions,
sovereignty is destined to act as a legal barrier protecting against
imperialistic encroachment and securing the exi8tence of the most
advanced social and state forms-socialist and those of a people's
democracy; it is a guarantee of the liberation of the oppressed peoples
in colonies and dependent territories from the imperialistic yoke. 100

It must be noted, however, that these principl~s ofsovereignty
do not apply to the non-Communist states, where sovereignty is
synonymous with class dictatorship of the bourgeoisie. The
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latter is the very thing which must be fought and destroyed.
Sovereignty of the capitalist countries, therefore, finds no
protection in Soviet doctrine. Thus, Levin opposed the' view
that the sovereignty of Franco's Spain could be invoked to
protect it from interference with its domestic regime. This,
according to him, would be a distortion of the "real meaning of
sovereignty." He explained-: "Under contemporary conditions,
sovereignty and democracy are indivisible. The principle of
sovereignty is subordinated to the principle of democracy as a
more general and universal principlt> ofrelations between states
.and of relations within a state. A regime brought about by
aggression, and representing a constant threat of aggression,
certainly cannot claim to be protected under the cover of the
principle of sovereignty." 101
It is interesting to note that Molotov defended the war of the
Soviet Union against tiny Finland in 1939 as a "just" war
because it had to solve the vital problem of the borders of the
"country of socialism and peace." 102 Kojeevnikov (Judge ofthe
International Court of Justice, 1953-60) also asserted in this
connexion that "the U. S. S.R. has the rightto ask for the shifting
in her favour of the frontiers of a neighbouring state if, in the
opinion of the U.S.S.R., that endangers the security ofthe
Soviet Union." 103
So, according to the Soviet view, the only sovereignty that
deserves protection is the sovereignty ofthe Communist states:
The "imperialist state," the sovereignty of which conceals "the
dictatorship of the bourgeoisie, " always holds forth the threat
to become "something like a bull in a china shop on a world
scale," and the only treatment it deserves is to be destroyed by
the world revolution. 104
It is important to examine how the principle would function .
within the Communist group of nations. As we have noted, the
political function of sovereignty, in Communist ideology, is to
liberate "the poeples from the imperialist yoke." Once this is
achieved, the principle of proletarian dictatorship governs the
relations between the Communist states. These'countries are
still called sovereign, but the subject matter of the term is
different. Sovereignty no longer means internal and external
independence ofthe state to carry out its functions, but freedom

to act in the interests ofthe socialist world and the interests of
the world revolutionary movement. The sovereignty of each
socialist country cannot be opposed to the overall interests of
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the socialist world. Once a country has embraced communism,
tijere can be no turning back to capitalism. The weakening of
Cl'uy of the links in the world socialist system directly affects all
me socialist countries, which cannot look indifferently upon
this. When, therefore, "internal and external forces that are
hostile to socialism try to tum the development of some
socialist country towards the restoration of a capitalist regime,
when socialism in that country and the socialist community as a
whole are threatened, it becomes not only a problem of the
people of the country concerned, but a common problem and
concern ofall socialist countries," I05 and they are said to have a
nght to intervene. In a class-ridden society, the Soviet jurists
assert, there is not, and there cannot be, a law that is
illoependent ofthe classes. Law and legal standards are subject
to the laws of the class struggle, to the laws of social
development. To lose sight of the class criterion in assessing
le!;a'. standards would be tantamount to measuring events with
the yardstick of bourgeois law, which is entirely wrong.
It Was on the basis of an alleged threat to the socialist
movement, it may be noted, that the Soviet Union and its allies
tried to defend the "invasion of Czecho-Slovakia by the SoViet
and other Warsaw Pact forces on 21 August 1968. They argued
that under the cloak of sovereignty and self-determination, the
anti-Soviet forces in Czecho-Slovakia covered up a demand for
'So-called neutrality and Czecho-Slovakia's withdrawal from
the socialist community. This, however, would have come into
conflict with its own vital interests and would have been
detrimental to the other socialist states. Naturally, the other
"fraternal" countries could not remain inactive for the sake of
sovereignty, interpreted in an abstract way, when they saw that
the country stood in peril of anti-socialist degeneration. "The
help rendered to the working people of Czecho-Slovakia by
other socialist countries, which prevented the export ofcounter(revolution from abroad" constituted in their view,a practical
struggle for the sovereignty ofCzecho-Slovakia "against those
who would like to deprive it of its sovereignty and abandon the
country to imperialists." 106 As Gomulka, First Secretary ofthe
Communist Party ofPoland, said: "When the enemy mines our
house, the community ofsocialist states, with dynamite, it is our
patriotic, national and international duty to obstruct this by
using the means that are necessary." 107
•
Sovereignty in the Communist camp can, therefore, hardly
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be called true independence. At the most, it means limited
freedom which must bv exercised in the interests ofthe socialist
group of states. 108 The sovereignty of each socialist country
cannot be opposed to the interest of the socialist world.
Sovereignty Today
The above analysis makes it abundantly clear that if sovereignty means absolute independence, states are not sovereign.
For international jurists absolute sovereignty is sheer nonsense.
The old idea that omnipotent states cannot be subjected to
international law or to any law whatsoever seems to have been
discarded once for all. Van Kleffens has very well summed up
the position: "The adjective 'sovereign' in the sense of
omnipotent and self-determining may be explained as a historical delusion, the result of a reaction again3tthe overlordship
of popes and emperors, as a resu!t of the pride and ambition of
kings and republics, of unsound philosophical and legal reasoning, and of former slow, cumbersome and infrequent means of
communication, but has never had a foundation in actual fact,
nor can it-as results from the foreguing-ever have such a
foundation." 109
.
But international lawyers still have to struggle with the
absurdities of sovereignty of "some sort," whether it is called
"limited sovereignty," or "independence," or "autonomy," or
what you will. This, even limited sovereignty, there is little
doubt, is "the greatest drag, not only to the development of
international law, but also to the development of the science of
internationallaw." 110 As Professor Brierly so correctly remarks:
To the extent that sovereignty has· come to imply that there is
something inherent in the nature of states that makes it impossible for
them to be subjected to law, it is false doctrine which the facts of
international relations do not support. But to the extent that it reminds
us that the subjection of states to law is an aim as yet only very
imperfectly realized, and one which presents the most formidabledifficulties, it is a doctrine which we cannot afford to disregard. I II

Law can progress only if it does not shut its eyes and deceive
itself as to the realities that it seeks to order. 112 Sovereignty
creates international law, and that law recognizes sovereignty
as its foundation and bask principle. The procedural weakness
of international law leads states to exaggerate their claims of
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sovereignty. Despite all the so-called limitations on states and
numerous international organizations, there is no supranational
body which can prevent the secession of one of their members
by means of sanctions and "thereby give proof of its ability to
burst sovereignty asunder." 112 As long as this is the position, as
long as agreements solemnly reached can be broken, and as
long as there are no common institutions endowed with true
sovereign powers, in spite of all that might be said to the
contrary, sovereignty is not fictitious. l13
And it needs no proof to say that sovereignty is uncontrolled
and irresponsible power. It embodies in the collective entities
the evil spirit of selfishness which knows no restraint and no
standards ofjudgement other than its own. Verily, "sovereignty
legitimizes licence and arbitrariness and makes an effective
institutional "!orId organization impossible. It perpetuates
chaos in international relationships and cannot lead to pacification of the world." 114
The League of Nations w.,s a valiant attempt at keeping
peace. But it was based on the national sovereignty of its
members and died an automatic death because its members
lacked the will to make it work. 115 In the United Nations, the
sovereignty of me majority of Member states is sought to be
limited, but the sovereignty of permanent members has not
been controlled. Such an alliance is surely "a weak reed to
support the peace of the world." 116
Today the situation has become particularly critical. Time
ann space have been conquered. Science, mechanization, and
economics have done their part in uniting the world and in
turning all nations into one society. But while the world has
become a unity, the nation states are not prepared to accept this
verdict ofhistory. Indeed, as the world is becoming smaller and
smaller, the number of independent entities making up the
international community is becoming greater and greater. This
political fragmentation of the globe, which has come at a time
when satellites can circle the earth in a matter of hours, is an
anachronism and, in a sense, a denial ofthe temendous progress
that man has made in the realm of science and technology. 117
The proliferation of numbers as well as political tensions and
conflicts of aspirations between them are being accentuated at
present by the rlval attentions of the major antagonists in the
Cold War. This has made an effective universal organization of
all these states in a world-wide community all but impossible.
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Nevertheless, it is certain that ifman's political ability does n
begin to,watch his inventive genius, if progress in international
organizations and solidarity does not keep pace with the
progress in science and technology, mankind may sooner or
later face collective suicide.
If it is not possible to have an effective universal organization
lat this time, it is essential to develop more closely-knit
organizations of a political, military, and economic character
on a regional level between like-minded states. In this respect,
Europe has to some extent shown the way. Reluctance to form
such organizations, which transcend the constricting bounds of
national borders, is based in part on a misconception of what is
really involved in the acceptance of the accompanying limitations, .and in part on the failure to appreciate fully the benefits
which would result to themselves and to the community of
states by the reciprocal a~sumption of obligations and the
renunciation of unlimited freedom-of action. There is little
doubt that limitations upon liberty is me price which must be
paid for,all social progress, whether it be local, national, or
international. Particular states nave often found that their own
security and welfare could be better promoted by surrendering
their sovereignty and uniting in a federal union than by
remaining independent. Similarly, the progress in international
organization and advance in the promotion ofcommon interests
of the community of states has come through mutual restraints
and concessions voluntarily imposed or granted by states 1l8
Under these
it is indeed discouraging
to find
- circumstances,
.
.
.
nations, large and small, still "sUffering from the cancer of trust
in a false god which seems to flatter their vanity but is always
served at the expense of their well-being." 119 This can be seen
from the general reluctance of states to accept even such minor
limitations on their sovereignty as are involved in the acceptance of the compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court
ofJustice. A general acceptance of such compulsoryjurisdiction
is not, as is usu~lly assumed, a limitation of sovereignty, but
indeed.its best safeguard. It is the nature oflaw, in the national
as wdl as international field, that it protects the freedom of
those under its sway by subjecting them to its restrictions and
obligations. 120
~.
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,4
TOWARDS A
NEW INTERNATIONAL
ECONOMIC ORDER
The Tragic Division
The world in which we live today is poised uneasily between
an era of great enterprise and creativity and an age of chaos and
despair. While man's achievements in the field of science and
technology are impressive, his capacity to over-come the
difficult problems posed by nature and master his destiny has
become immense, his failure in the face of the dramatic
problems of deprivation and poverty that beset the world
remains total.
Our world is dominated by a complex r,nd tragic division.
One pait of mankind has undergone a revolution of modernization by making tremendous progress in the sphere of sceince
and technology and presents a pattern of great and increasing
wealth. Most of the rest of mankind, however, has benefitted
little from the scientific and technological miracles and is yet to
achieve economic and social momentum. Their old traditional
world is dying; the new, radical world is not yet born; and the
gap between the rich and the poor has become all the more
evident and intolerable.
The gap between the rich and poor nations is no longer a gap:
it is a chasm. On one side are two dozen or so industrialized
nations, whose 750 million citizens live in an environment of
relative abundance, with per capita incomes varying between
$3,000, and $6,000, produce most ofthe world's manufactured
goods, consume most of the world's resources, and enjoy
history's highest standard of living. On the other are about a
hundred underdeveloped nations-more than two billion
people-which struggle to survive on per capita incomes ofless
than $100. Indeed, over 40 per cent of the poorest of the poor
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have apercapita income ofless than$50.! Itis a bitter truth that
one-third to one halfofthe human beings in these poor countries
suffer from hunger or malnutrition. Twenty to twenty-five per
cent of their children die before their fifth birthday. And the
millions who do not die lead impeded lives because their brains
have been damaged and bodies stunted by nutritional deficien-:cies. Their life expectancy is 20 year less than that ofthe people
in the affiuent world. Eight hundred million ofthese individuals
are illiterate, and a large number oftheir children are likely to be
so. This is called "absolute poverty" of "marginal" human
beings, men and women barely surviving on the margin of life
under conditions so degraded by disease, illiteracy, malnutrition,
and squalor as to deny them basic human necessides. They are
trapped in a "condition of life so degrading as to insult human
dignity-and yet a condition oflife so common as to be the lot of
40 per cent, some 800 million, of the peoples of the developing
countries. "2
Literally hundreds of millions in the Third WofId are
homeless. To other millions who have homes in slums and
tenements in overcrowded cities, deprivation of sun and air is a
commonplace. Clean water is a luxury· for them. Moreover,
when eight or ten people share a tiny, often windowless room,
sleep does not being rest and refreshment. Those who succeed
in struggling to live beyond infancy not only waste away for lack
of proper nourishment, but are worn out in the struggle for the
clean air and water, sunshine, rest, cleanliness, and quiet which
have been denied to them.
We live in an era in which scientifically, politieally, and
sociologically, poverty is an anachronism. What man can get,
use, build, and manufacture is almost without limit. The
revolutionary expansion ofman's power to produce, communicate, and make war has given a new character to the plight ofthe
poor. It has also created the problem of overaffiuence. Talk
about "the overweight society" and "overdevelopment" is as
characteristic of our age as "underdevelopment." The tremendous business and industrial trunover which makes high
consumption and huge profits possible indicates an enormous
appetite for raw materials, energy resources, and for the
consumer, a constant supply of new commodities. The fact that
less than 7 per cent of the world's population consumes more
than 67 per cent of the world's wealth indicates a voracious.
appetite for new materials and resources at the cost ofthe rest of
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the world community. Most of the raw materials produced in
the developing countries go to the industrialized countries. The
per capita consumption of raw steel in the United States
amounts to 615 kgs annually; in Europe it is 401 kgs; and in
India it is only 14 kgs. The consumption ofnitrogen fertilizers is
35.21 and 3.2 kgs respectively. 3 Indeed, never in the history of
human experience has there been as much waste, together with
as much destruction of the environment, as we have witnessed
during the last few decades. 4 Rene Dumont pointed out: "We
must not forget that the rich countries are the plunderers of the
Third World. They are the ones who 'under-pay' for the rare
raw materials of the Third WorId and then squander them. " 5
He said that the livestock in the rich countries consumed 385
million tons of cereals in 1973, which would have fed two
billion Asians, since they consumed most of their cereals
directly and only a small part after transformation into animal
products. In overconsuming meat which wasted the cereals,
Dumont felt, the rich white men "ate the little children of the
Sahel, of Ethiopia, and of Bangladesh" and "were cannibals."6
It is well known that if the levels of consumption of the
developed countries were to spread to the developing and
overpopulated countries, the ecological balance of the entire
earth would be destroyed. The planet would become uninhabitable.
Continuing Exploitation
There is a general and widespread feeling even in the
Western industrialized countries that the latter are responsible
for the poverty ofthe Third W orId. This is a persistent theme in
the United nations and its affiliates. Long periods of colonial
domination and imperialist exploitation kept the economies of
the Third W orId underdeveloped, and resources were wasted
only for the benfit of the imperialist Powers. The so-called
benefits they received by coming into contact with the Western
countries were inconsequential and at an intolerable cost.
Unfortunately, the exploitation of the poor countries still
continues through subtle and sophisticated means and under an
economic order which is merely a continuation of the hated
colonial era. .Nthough colonialism has died a natural death, the
international framework of the old order has been kept intact by
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the more pragmatic and self-confident colonial Powers. The
"White man's burden" in respect of the impoverished, conquered, and humiliated natives ofthe Third World still continues
through the developed countries' superiority and dominant
voice in the international economic system. The disparities
which separate the industrialized world from the developing
world are being confirmed; the gap is widening and deepening
incessantly. The developing world, with 70 per cent of the
world's population, must live on 30 per cent of the world's
income, 900 million ofthem receiving a daily income equivalent
to 30 cents in US currency.
It is being increasingly felt that the affiuent sector ofthe world
"cannot remain a quiet island inthe midst ofa stormy ocean, an
oasis of prosperity in a desert of desparate poverty."7 Having
achieved their political independence after a long struggle, the
poor, trubulent countries of the Third World want to attain
economic liberation without which their political life is stultified. All over the world the poor have decided that poverty is
neither inevitable nor tolerable any longer.
"Objects" of International Law

It must be remembered that most ofthe countries ofthe Third
World-practically all the countries from Asia and Mricawere until yesterday merely objects of international law. They
were once alleged by Western scholars and diplomats to be
incapable of participating in the international legal system
because they were not "civilized states." Practically, any
conduct towards them was valid. International law did not
apply to them on account of the diktat of the West. They have
been and remain to this day objects of study by the cultural
institutions of the West. For hundreds of years they have been
the peoples to whom things happen. There should be little
wonder that several rules of interriationallaw, which is said to
be "the product of the Western Christiancivilization," tend to
hurt their interests. Having achieved their political independence and having become full-fledged members ofinternational
society they have started playing an increasingly active role in
international society. They are questioning several parts of
international law and want to modify it according to the
changed conditions. International law is no longer the exclusive
preserve ofthe European states by whose consent, it used to be
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said, it was applied and for whose interests it was invoked,
Since international law is now supposed to be applicable to the
world-wide community of states, including the new AsianMrican states, it needs their consent no less. It mu.st be
modified to suit new interests and new community. The role of
Asian-Mrican cOWltries in the codification and development of
international law through the United Nations and outside of it
has been significant. They have questioned several parts' of
traditional colonial law and demanded their transformation.
The old law relating to colonies is discredited and more or less
dead; new principles of self-determination are accepted now
almost universally; a large part ofthe law relating to responsibility of states is under a cloud; the whole law ofthe sea has been
reconsidered and mOdified according to the changed conditions.
Legacy of the Colonial Age
The present international economic order is also a legacy of
the colonial age. It is an order founded on concepts of
mercantilism developed to suit an era of colonialist expansion
of several centuries ago. The Industrial Revolution in Europe,
which paved the way for advance and equality within each
country, led, at the same time, to the division of the world into
two groups separated by tremendous income disparities. The
technological advance witnessed in Europe" or in the Western
world, in the following period widened these disparities and
increased the dependence of the developing countries on the
developed countries, not only for the satisfaction of their
growing need for manufactures but also to provide markets for
their raw materials. Having been colonized in the meantime,
they were not permitted to develop their industry and were
forced to be merely producers of raw materials for the Western
industries. This led to the so-called international division of
labour. Later, owing to the monopolization of technology by
advanced countries, the developing countries, or the producers
of raw materials, became heavily dependent on Western
transnational corporations. The industrial countries were thus
able to dominate the world economic scene completely, taking
issues extremely vital to the developing countries into their own
hands. The international monetary system and the international
economic institutions, created by the Bretton Woods Agreement,
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established the basis for progress in the industrial world while
completely ignoring the needs and d~mands of the developing
countrie,s. The present international monetary system has been
described as "unfair, unequal, unsuitable, uncertain, and
inconsistent.',g Be that as it may, the result of all this has been
the emergence of weak economies in the developing countries
totally unable to keep pace with the advanced countries, thus
widening still further the gap between the developed and the
developing countries. As long as most developing countries are
largely dependent on the developed countries as markets for
their raw materials, their economies will continue to be closely
linked to the economic fluctuations in the developed countries.

It is significant to note that the developed countries have
always refused to discuss the problem of raw materials in an
integrated scheme because they claim that it is in conflict with
the system of free enterprise. How "free" it is, however, can be
realized from the fact that while high tariffs are levied on
industrial goods, imported from the developing countries (to
discourage their industrialization), low duties are imposed on
raw materials Imported by these countries. In fact, as absolute
masters of the market for the purchase of raw materials, they
'buy them at the prices they fix. Furthermore, as absolute
masters of the market for the manufactured products, they sell
at the prices they desire. The result is that soap, margarine,
cotton, paper, oil, iron-ore, copper, etc.-all the raw materialsare bought in the developing countries for the price of a slice of
bread and the products come back to them at prices they simply
cannot afford to pay. A banana-exporting country receives only
70 cents out ofthe $6.00 which represents the sale price abroad
of a box of bananas produced in that country. For more than
quarter of a century before they took control of their product,
the oil-producing countries received only one-tenth of each
dollar paid by the oil consumers in the industrialized countries
tha! imported oil, while the rest went into the coffers of the
monopolistic companies or their Governments. 9 This has
resulted in what has been called the steady deterioration in
terms'of trade. Mathematically, the poorest must continue to
grow poorer while the richest continue to grow richer.
Trade has been ,and still is the prime mover of economic
advance. No amount of aid or assistanc'e can be a substitute. In
any case, the developed countries are in no mood to give much
by way of aid for the development of the developing countries.
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Apart from the factthat much ofthe so-called" aid" provided to
the developing countries is "tied" to the donor countries and is
thereby reduced in amount and effectiveness, aid has been
steadily declining. Thus, while it was supposed to reach a target
of one per cent of the GNP of the developed countries in
accordance with the recommendations of the UN Second
Development Decade (adopted in 1970), it actually dropped
from 0.33 per cent in 1970 to 0.29 pp,r cent in 1974. The net
flow offinancial resources transferred from the rich countries to
the poor is no more than one-thirtieth of the world's ap!1ual
military expenditure, which has reached nearly $300 billion.
But even the developing countries are getting disenchanted with
aid. Apart from all sorts of political and economic pressures
which such aid brings, aid which does not help them grow and
become self-reliant is, according to them, more harmful than
useful. In fact the control 'that the so-called "aid" gives to
officials and industrialists of the d,eveloped countries over the
receiving countries impoverishes their masses more but benefits
the donors. Many a time the "advanced'; technology of the
industrialized countries is used not to aid them in the struggle
for development but to crush and terrorize them.
The terms of trade for the developing countries are deteriorating. The free interplay of market forces to determine the
prices in interr:ational trade, advocated and practised by the
developed countries, means that for the greater part prices paid
to the developing countries for primary products are at best
negotiated, all too often dictated, by powerful consumer forces:
while the prices p.aid by the developing countries for the
manufactures of the industrialized states are prices merely
invoiced..In other words, the developing countries must neg;tiate, or try to negotiate, the prices of coffee, tea. cocoa. sugar
sisal, copper, tin; or bauxite; and yet they have no right to
negotiate the prices of tractors, industrial plants. steeL electrical
and electroriics equipment, or, for that matter. even freight
rates. In consequence, while the prices of primary products
have been historically depressed, the prices of manufactured
goods have been constantly buoyant. There is little wonder that
poor, pressured and powerless. the primary producers have
been confined to the periphery of the international economic
system while the wheels of power and control are turned by the
industriaiized states operating 'them at the centre. 10 The constant deterioration in terms of trade has led to a decline' iT' th '
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share of the developing countries from 21.3 per cent in 1960 to
17.6 per cent in 1970, while their external debt has quadrupled
in ten years, exceeding the already astronomical sum of (US)
$80,000 million. I I As early as 1949, the UN Economic Affairs
Department, in a report entitled Relative Prices ofExport~and
Imports of Underdeveloped Countries, noted, inter alia:
The Underdeveloped countries helped to maintain, in the prices which
they paid for their imported manuiactures relative to those which they
obtained for their own primary products, a rising standard ofliving in
the industrialized countries, without receiving in the price of their own
products a corresponding equivalent contribution towards their own
standard of living. 12

Demand for Change
Ever since their achieving independence, the developing
countries have been urging the developed countries to help
them in making the economic system more equitable so that the
vast gap between the rich and the poor may be reduced. They do
not want luxuries, but they do want two meals a day ,and the
right to live. But all their pleadings to change the present
inequitable economic system, their demands for help, and their
appeals for consideration have gone unheeded. During the last
twenty-five years, the United Nations has been systematically
utilized as a forum in the economic campaign of the developing
countries. But despite the establishment of a UN capital fund, 13
the first UN Development Decade declared in 1960,14 four
UNCTADs, the agreed conclusions of the Special Committee
on . Trade· Preference, and the Second UN Development
Decade, 15 the economic gap between the developing and the
developed countries has failed to narrow. Indeed, the poor
countries have actually suffered relative economic shrinkage.
The aspirations and hopes of the poor countries have been
"thwarted in some cases by the plain disinterest, in others by
the active pursuit of the yested interests of the developed
world." 16 In most cases, the developed countries have failed to
honour their commitments. There has been a clear lack of will
on the part of the rich countries. The fundamental problems
remain the same: inequality in the terms of trade; stabilization
of forces and markets for primary commodities; access to the
markets ofthe developed countries; and a generalized system of
preferences.
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Unable to take it any more, the developing countries have
banded together to put an end to the presentinequitable system
that tends to impoverish their entire world. They are sick of
being meek and are making their demands more militantly.
They want to make a conscious break with the present situation
and declare that in order to do that, "what is necessary is not
evolution but revolution."I? The -"damned of the earth,"
resigned and submissive until yesterday, have changed into
confident and revolutionary advocates of a new order learning
more about themselves and the earth in the course of the
struggle. There is nothing fated, they point out, about what is
modestly called the deterior~tion in the terms oftrade : "This is
the operation of a deliberate system which is fundamentally
bad." To put an end to this situation the international community
must evolve a new system which will bring greater justice and
equity to international economic relations. It is unjust, they
feel, that the prices of manufactured goods fixed by the
economic Powers should surge ahead while the prices for the
primary commodities necessary for the manufacture of those
products are maintained at the same level or are even allowed to
decline by the same Powers. The least that can be done,they
plead, is to take steps to index the prices of the products
exported by the developing countries to tie them to the prices of
the manufactured and capital goods they must. import. 18 In
other words, they ask for some correlation between the prices of
raw materials and those ofmanufactured goods. The developed
countries must also open their markets to the products of the
developing countries by doing away with the protectionist
barriers which lead to decrease ofexports by the underdeveloped
countries. 19
.
Sixth Special Session
In order to put the maximum possible pressure on the rich,
industrialized countries, the developing countries called two
special sessions, in 1974 and 1975, of the UN General
Assembly, where they now constitute a solid and virtually
unbeatable voting bloc on any given issue. The diploinatic
vehicle often used by the poor nations is the so-called Group of
77 ,. a consortium of developing countries containing actually
more than one hundred and twenty Members.
At the Sixth Special SessIon of the UN General Assembly,
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called to discuss the "problems of raw materials and development," the developing countries spoke boldly, even bluntly, and
put their demands very forcefully. They accused the rich
countries of the West of wasting energy and minerals, building
weapons they do not need, polluting the air and the oceans,
eating too much, and contributing to the starvation of others.
They got two resolutions adopted by the General Assembly
[GA Resolution 3201-2 (S-VI)] containing the Declaration
and the Programme of Action on the Establishment of a New
International Economic Order. The first resolution [GA Re§olution 3201 (S-VI)] proclaiming the "united determination" df
the Members of the United Nations'''to work urgently for the
establishment ofa new international economic order," declared
that the present "economic order is in direct conflict with
current developments in international political and economic
relations;" It laid down general principles on which the new
economic order should be founded. The second [GA Resolution
3202 (S-VI)] spelt out the programme of action to be carried
out for the purpose of achievingthe above ideal and for bringing
about the maximum possible "economic co-operation anq
understanding among all states, particularly between developed
and developing countries, based on the principle of dignity and
sovereign equality."
Charter of Economic Rights and Duties
Tired of mere promises which always rernained unfulfilled,
the developing countries so'ught to obtain from the developed
countries a legally binding commitmenUo certain economic
rights and duties of states which might help in the development
process of all the countries. At the Third UNCTAD in 1972,
President Echeverria Alvarez of Mexico suggested "that the
international economy should be placed on a firm legal footing
through formulation of a Charter of economic rights and duties
of states."20 The Chairman of the Working Group established
by the UNCTAD to formulate the Charter, Ambassador
Castaneda of Mexico, stated that the purpose of the Charter
was to enunciate "genuine authentic rights and duties of a
juridical nature arising in economic relations between states"
which would be binding if the draft should become part of the
corpus of international law. In his view the Charter should
strive to create new rules which would ~espond to the present
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and future needs of the world community. He acknowledged,
however, that for the Charter to be effective, "it should be an
instrument fundamentally acceptable to, or at least tolerated
by, all the main groups of states."21
Despite the doubts and objections ofdeveloped countries like
Australia, France, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom, the
United States, and West Germany about the "advisability,
possibility, or feasibility of making the rights and duties
formulated in a draft Charter legally binding on states,"22 the
Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States was adopted
by the General Assembly at its Twenty-ninth Session on 12
December 1974, by an overwhelming vote of 120 t06, with 10
abstentions. 23 It declared in its· Preamble that
it is a fundamental purpose of this Charter to promote the establishment
of the new international economic order, based on equity, sovereign
equality, interdependence, common interest, and co-operation among
all states, irrespective of their domestic and social systems.

Reiterating the incontrovertible and unquestionable rights of
sovereignty, equality, territorial integrity, and polItIcal mdependence ofstates, the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties
repeated what had been declared by the General Assembly in
numerous resolutions before :"Every state has and shall freely
exercise full permanent sovereignty, including possession, use
and disposal, over all its wealth, natural resources and economic
activities" [Article 2 (l )1. The developing world was no longer
prepared for its countries to be transformed into lunar laridscapes, "full ofcraters left by the extraction machinery ofthose
who...had the technological knowhow and the capital to exploit
them."24 To the dismay of the developed countries and in spite
of their strong opposition, the Charter re-emphasized the right
of each state to nationalize or expropriate alien property on
payment of " appropriate compensation" in accordance with its
own laws and regulations, and said that problems in regard to
this could be settled only under its domestic law by its own
tribunals [Article 2 (2C)]. It rejected the outdated, time-worn
fonnula of"prompt, due,and effective compensation" as a relic
ofthe past and a positive hindrance in the struggle for economic
independence. In a more generalized fashion, several Articles
in the Charter were devoted to calling upon'the international
community to favour or give preference to the developing
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countries in various aspects of international economic and
trade matters. They reflected the strategy of the developing
countries to create through the Charter an international atmosphere favourable to their cause and to influence international
relations and negotiations on trade to their advantage. Aware of
the tremendous success of the oil-producing countries in their
oil embargo against the Western Powers in 1973-74, Article 5
provided:
All states have the right to associate in organizations of primary
commodity producers in order to develop their national economies, to
achieve stable financing for their development, and in pursuance of
their aims assist in the promotion of sustained growth of the world
economy, in particular accelerating the development of developing
countries.

The sharp reaction and sensitivity ofthe developed countries
to such an assertion of a right of international commodity
cartelization was understandable, but all their attempts to have
this Article deleted from the text of the Charter came to
nothing. 25 On the other hand, Article 5 reinforced this right by
imposing a duty on all states "to respect that right by refraining
from applying economic and political measures that would limit
it."
Article 6 urged the conclusion of long-term multilateral
commodity agreements, and declared that "all states share the
responsibility to promote the regular flow and access of all
commercial goods traded at stable, remunerative, and equitable
prices." Article 13 laid down:
...AlI States should facilitate: the access of developing countries to the
acheivement of modern science and technology, the transfer of
technology, and the creation of indigenous technology for the benefit of
the developing countries in forms and in accordance with procedures
which are suited to their economies and their needs.

Article 14 made it a duty of every state
...to co-operate in promoting and increasing expansion and liberalization
of world trade a!1d lib improvell'ent in the welfare and the living
standards ofall peoples, in particular those ofthe developing countries.

Article 17 reiterated that "international co-operation for
development is the shared goal and common duty of all states."
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Articles 18, 19, 20, and 26 urged the developed countries to
extend, improve, and enlarge the system of generalized nonreciprocal and non-discriminatory tariff and other preferences
to the developing countries.
Legal Force of the Charter
Whether the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of
States, by its overwhelming support in the General Assembly,
has become part of the corpus of international law is a moot
. question. There is no doubt, however, that it expresses not only
the economic need but the juridical conscience of a very large
section of the international community and cannot easily be
ignored. The formalistic argument that the resolutions of the
General Assembly are merely recommendatory, having no
mandatory force under the UN Charter, does not and cannot
reflect the true legal position. The voice of the UN General
Assembly may not be the authentic voice of mankind,but
surely it is "the best available facsimile thereof and statesmen
have by general consent treated the United Nations as the most
impressive and authoritative instrument for the expression of a
global version of the general will."26 Although the General
Assembly is not a parliament or a legislative body, its resolutions passed by an overwhelming majority or by unanimous
vote ~urely affect the law. Indeed, the General Assembly has
been increasingly used by states for "collective legitimization"
of certain claims, actions, and policies, as though it were "an
agency capable of bestowing politically weighty approval or
disapproval" upon their projects and policies. 27 In this sense,
"collective legitimacy represents a political revolt against
international law. "28 Through its legally "non-binding" resolutions, the General Assembly has initiated a process that has
helped in bringing tremendous changes in the traditional
international legal system. The whole process of decolonization
through multilateral denunciations of colonialism, rules in
regard to self-determination, and reconsideration and redrafting
of the whole law of the sea are only a few examples of
"collective legitimization" or new "legislative power" of the
United nations and its General Assembly. Traditional lawyers
might brush aside the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties
of States as not legitimate or as not enjoying universal support,
but they can hardly ignore the political force of this measure
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whicn cannot leave the traditional law unchanged. There is no
doubt that "collective legitimization" can and does stimulate
changes that will make international law more worthy of
respect and more likely to be respected.
Seventh Special Session and UNCTAD IV
The struggle for a better deal for the poor developing
countries and for a new economic order continued at the
Seventh Special Session of the General Assembly called in
September 1975 to consider the problems of international cooperation and development. The most important questions
confronting the United Nations, said Abdelaziz Bouteflika of
Algeria, the President ofthe Special Session, were: "What kind
of world do we want? What kind of future are we to prepare for
coming generations?" These questions, he continued, demanded
an unequivocal answer: a choice had to be made between the
terms of the dilemma confronting mankind. One possibility, he
pointed out, was to create together the conditions for real cooperation with a view to restructuring the world economy,
defining new goals and assigning new purposes to world
production and trade in order to satisfy the fundamental
economic, social, and cultural needs ofall mankind. He went on
to say:
The alternative is for the industrialized countries, imprisoned in their
selfishness, to continue to defend their privileges, increasingly vulnerable as they are, which will give them for some little time to come an
obsolete order, an illusory hope of blocking changes-which are
nevertheless essential to the development of some of them and, in the
long run, conducive to the maintenance of prosperity of others. In that
event, the developing countries, whose long experience of frustration
and exploitation has taught them the virtues of solidarity, would have
no alternative but to take up the stance of confrontation being forced on
them in order to safeguard their vital interests and the sacred right of
their peoples to well-being and development.29

The UN Secretary-General also warned:
The reduction of the gulf between rich and poor represents the greatest
challenge to international statesmanship and vision. It is the experience
of history that no society in which the few have wealth and tJ:1e majority
live in poverty and without hope can remain stable. This is more than
. ever true of our world society today. In meeting this challenge we will
not succeed without a decisive shift in attitudes reflected in concrete
expressions of political will to accept change. 30
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The Secretary-General stressed that "the time has come to
move from declarations of intent to a sustained effort to find
practical and tangible solutions through concerted action."31
Despite the long and convincing arguments of the poor
developing countries about the inadequacies of the present
economic ~order,their pleading for a "new ideal," and their
earnest appeal for co-operation, this Special Session of the
General Assembly achieved practically nothing. All that the
poor countries received was sympathy for the deplorable
conditions, recognition of the fact that it was an interdependent
world and needed co-operation to achieve common development goals, and innocuous promises of co-operation provided
that the' rich countries were not pressurized and the decisions
were reached through negotiation and consensus. The impatient
developing countries were also warned that confrontationsembargoes, cartels, seizures/ or bitter rhetoric-would avail
them little. Starving masses were advised to be patient.
Otherwise, "we would enter an age of festering resentment, of
increased resort to economic warfare, a hardening of blocs, the
undermining of co-operation, the erosion of international
institutions, and failed development." 32
The developing countries were certainly getting impatient.
They made it clear that "we desire co-operation and, if at all
possible, consensus-but not consensus for the sake of consensus alone; we wish to see consensus for action. "33 Some ofthem
warned:
We must not be mesmerized into accepting proposals for producerconsumer co-operation by sanctimonious references to the concept of
interdependence. There can be no true interdependence unless it is
based on relations of equality. Let us beware lest that concept of
interdependence be used as a mask to disguise new forms of
dependence and new forms of subjection-or, indeed, to sustain old
forms. 34

They were no longer prepared to be taken in by the smooth
rhetoric of humanitarianism of the rich.
The Seventh Special Session, however, unanimously passed
a harmless resolution reaffirming the fundamental purposes of
the Declaration and Programme of Action on the Establishment
of a New International Economic Order, as well as the Charter
of Economic Rights and Duties, and established an ad hoc
committee of the whole of the General Assembly on the
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Restructuring
of the Economic and Special Sectors of the UN
/
system to prepare detailed action proposals. This ad hoc
committee was to report to the Thirtieth Session on the progress
made and submit its report to the General Assembly at its
Thirty-First Session. 35
At its Thirtieth Session, on 12 December 1975, the General
Assembly reiterated its "determination to strengthen and
develop the new international economic order" based on the
above-mentioned resolutions and urged "Member states to take
all appropriate measures for the prompt achievement of these·
aims."36
UNCTAD IV, which met in Nairobi in May 1976, was
another disappointment for the poor countries. The rich countries refused to accept the demand of the poor countries for the
establishment of a common fund which would help stabilize the
prices of raw materials. Indeed the former rejected every
demand which the poor had presented forcefully. On the other
hand, they advised the poor countries to be patient and not to
force the issues. A local Nairobi newspaper truly expressed the
bitter feeling of the developing countries when it said that
UNCTAD had come to mean "Under No Circumstances Take
A Decision."37
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said, "is increasingly deserved. "39 He told the Assembly that it
"has been trying to pretend that it is a parliament, which it is
not. It is a conference made up of representatives sent by
sovereign Governments which have agreed to listen to its
recommendations-which are, however, in no way binding."
Therefore, he pointed out, "resolutions that condemn, that
accuse, that anathematize, do not bring us nearer to agreement.
They have the opposite effect."40 Condemning the whole
debate on the need to establish a new economic order, he said:
Many Governments-most Governments-now repn~sented in the
General Assembly seem disposed to use this body as if it had powers,
which the General Assembly does not have, to enforce policies of a
nature which the General Assembly ought not, at this stage, even to
consider. It took our eighteenth-century Congress well into the
nineteenth century before it feit that political society in America had
advanced to the point where an income tax could be imposed, and even
then that act was declared unconstitutional so that Congress was forced
tr await the twentieth century successfully to impose such a tax in
peacetime. Now some see that as progress; others do not. But all will
see that evolution of true consent is the first process of effective
government. By contrast, before its third decade was out the General
Assembly of the United Nations was proclaiming anew international
economic order. 41

Reaction of the Rich Countries
The increasingly militant demands by the militarily weak
states of the Third World, the persistent criticism by the world's
"mendicants" of the. role, behaviour, and ,life-style of the rich
and powerful industrial Western Powers, and claims by the
"erstwhile slaves" and mere "objects" of international law to
play an active, even dominant, role in the international society
have made the rich industrial countries' nervous and angry.
Their reaction is defiant, and their acceptance of the new
realities hesitant. 38 The changing role of the United Nations,
where the struggle between the rich and the poor has been going
on and where a situation has arisen in which the former can
almost always be outvoted, has led to increasing out-bursts
against the United Nations and scorn towards its actions. Thus
the UN Ambassador to the United Nations, Daniel P. Moynihan,
told the General Assembly during its Thirtieth Session that it
"is becoming the theatre of the absurd." "1 begin to feel that the
world's increasing contempt" for the General Assembly, he

Thorn of Luxemburg, President of the Thirtieth Session of
the General Assembly, said that unless resolutions adopted by
the Assembly reflected mutual concessions, sensible balance,
and restraint, they "remain dead letters and fade away, treated
with indifference, or forgotten, not only by public opinion but by
Governments themselves. "42
Earlier, at the Twenty-Ninth Session, another US Ambasador,
John Scali, had expressed his deep concern "over the growing
tendency... to adopt one-sided, unrealistic resolutions that cannot be implemented." He had warned the "tyrannical majority"
that "unenforceable, one-sided resolutions destroy the authority
of the United Nations." Far more serious, he had said, "they
encourage disrespect for the Charter and for the traditions of
our organization."43 Ten other Western Ambassadors had
spoken in a similar tone and style. The French Ambassador,
Louis de Guiringaud, had said that by adopting one-sided
resolutions, "the United Nations...runs the risk of living in a
dosed world, in an atmosphere ofappearances and verbalism. "44
Others had talked of the need for consensus and of' the
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advisability of the majority taking the essential inteests of the
minority into consideration since the co-operation of the latter
was indispensable for any positive action. 45
Reaction of the Developing Countries
The developing countries reacted sharply to these outbursts
of the rich countries. "The most heinous crime of the so-called
tyrannical majority appears to be," said Sri Lanka's Amerasinghe
at the Twenty-Ninth Session, "that many of them are small and
poor." Referring to the oft-repeated allegation that many
resolutions had been adopted by majorities that represented
only a small fraction of the people of the world, its wealth,or its
territory, he asked:
How small is a small fraction? .. are the majorities that include the 750
million of China, or nearly 700 million of the subcontinent comprising
India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh, the millions from other parts of
Asia...the millions of black Africans and in some cases the not
insubstantial millions from Latin America fractional?

He said that it was understandable that the Powers accustomed
to command imperiously found it intolerable to comply gracefully.46 Baroody, the delegate from Saudi Arabia, pertinently
asked: "Is wealth the yardstick of wisdom?"47 The Egyptian
delegate advised the rich industrial Powers:
If we call upon the numerical majority to exercise self-restraint and to
adopt a responsible attitude, the mighty minority must in turn
understand the international changes that have come about and respect
the will of the international community. They should not resort to
threats, menaces, and challenges.48

Third World's Unity in Diversity

It is all too well known that the so-called Third World is not a
homogeneous group. It covers a whole range of econoinic,
political, and cultural diversities, even antagonisms. The family
of the so-called developihg or underdeveloped countries includes both producers and consumers of energy, importers and
exporters of raw materials, and nations with more petro-dollars
than they can absorb, as well as those countries which face the
spectre of famine. And yet, despite all their diversities, differences, and divisions, they do. perceive themselves as a group
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and have achieved some kind of unity that has survived many an
atempt on the part of the rich countries to divide them.
Underlying that unity. is a bitter sense of anger, as also a
common feeling that they are being exploited and that their fate
is not in their own hands. This unity has survived the fivefold
price hike of oil by the Organization of Petroleum-Exporting
Countries, which in fact did more harm to the economies of the
poor countries than to those of the industrial Western Powers.
Indeed it made the poor countries happy to find that the
industrialized West was vulnerable to their collective pressure.
They now realize that it is only through their unity that they can
put the requisite pressure on the rich countries.
Threat from the Third World
The weak, it has been rightly pointed out, are the gravest
danger to the powerful. The weak are as great a danger to the
strong, according to Rabindranath Tagore, as quicksand is to
the elephant. They do not assist progress because they do not
co-operate, they merely drag down. 49 Thomas Hobbes once
pointed out that while one's potentialities to do good were
severely limited, one's opportunity to do damage was always
immense. The dissatisfied .members of the world community
possess enormous blackmailing power which they can increasingly use to their advantage. Hungry people are combustible
people. The growing number of these "combustible people"
may be prepared to take almost any action which bids fair to
yield more food for their families. Add to this the glimpses they
get of the abundant and lavish life of the rich nation's in this age
offast communications, and their feeling of hopelessnessabout
any improvement in their own personal life and situation. 50 U
Thant did not exaggerate when he said that a failure to bridge
the gap between the rich and the poor was an "invitation to
violence."51 The miserY,indignity, and impotence of poverty
becomes all the more obvious when increasing prosperity is
immediately visible. The instinctive reaction of anyone that is
being strangled is to struggle for breath and to fight off the
assailant. The reason for such a reaction is not aggressiveness
or love of violence, but the fact that no living person can want to
perish.
It must also be remembered that despite all their weaknesses,
the countries of the Third World have the raw materials which
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the industrialized Powers desperately need. It is not only the
much-publicized oil which is under the control of the poor
countries, but several other raw materials as well. Thus, the
four countries which control more than 80 per cent of the
exportable supply of the world's stock of copper have already
organized themselves into a group and have merely to use their
oligopoly power. Two countries have more than 70 per cent of
the tin exports, and four countries raise the total close to 95 per
cent. Four countries together control more than 50 per cent of
the world's supply of natural rubber. Four countries have over
one-half of the world's total supply of bauxite. Four countries
are beginning to combine to boost coffee prices. For several
other comodities and agricultural products, the perceritages are
smaller but still quite impressive. 52 Combined, these countries
can exercise maximum leverage by withholding supplies.
Concerted action by the copper, tin, and bauxite producers can
sharply reduce the risk to each that cheaper aluminium or tin
might substitute for higher-priced copper, or vice versa. Unity
among the producers of coffee, tea, and cocoa could pre-empt
substitution by drinkers around the world. 53 They can also
charge higher prices for their raw materials, either directly or
through such techniques as insisting that they process the
materials themselves. The oil-producing countries have already
proved that they can use their raw materials effectively if they
are united. All that is needed to achieve political co-operation is
increased knowledge ofthe market and the potential gains from
concerted action, self-confidence, and leadership. If the efforts
ofthe developing countries to evolve a new economic order are
continued to be frustrated, and they are barred from participating
effectively in global decisions which vitally affect their own
destinies, they are certainly likely to act together.
In their frustration and desperate hurry to industrialize and to
expand their exports, the countries of the Third World might
become "pollution havens" and even foul the world environment in the process.
More important than all this potential power of the poor·
countries is the new determination and will that they have
acquired about changing their lives and bettering their lot. They
realize that unless they themselves act, they will never be able
to progress. The countries of_the West, despite all their
~ympathies, are not going to do much about that. The riel:-
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certainly have the means; there is enough technology. All that is
needed is political will. But, as Barbara Ward points out, "the
central concerns of the rich are their own living standards, their
trading positions, and the relationships among wealthy nations
that border on the North Atlantic Ocean, forming a select rich
men~s club."54 The developing countries must depend upon
themselves if they are not to remain poor for ever. Instead of
forming tastes, wants, and habits, as the potential consumers of
what the Japanese, Soviet, US, or West European industrialists
decide to produce and export to them, they must become
producers of what they want. They must consume more oftheir
minerals, build their own shipping, settle the prices of their
goods themselves, and adopt an international currency that is
not devised by the "Group ofTen." Proper and adequate help
cannot be given by men and 'Y0men who do not understand the
nature ofthe plight ofthe poor peoples and have little respect for
their dignity, rights, and aspirations and no sense ofwhat has to
be done by the peoples of the Third World. The great victories
in the war on world poverty have always been won by the
exploited and oppressed themselves. The voluntary aid agencies,
or the so-called international aid agencies, have done very.Iittle
for the poor in the last quarter of a century. But the poor who are
aware ofwhat they are up against and ofhow long a march ~ey
have to make to free themselves from the trammels of the
oppressive world order and achieve real development also
understand that they must collaborate and unite, share one
another's experience, support one another, and regard the
success of each one as a gain for them all. 55
A large number of these poor are beginning to feel that the
misery of their existence is unnecessary in this age of plenty.
They are no longer content with political freedom, for political
freedom has not enabled them to rid themselves oftheir poverty
and misery. As the old colonies have been replaced by
independent nation states, they have· come to acquire new
influence. This influence has been further increased by the
struggle between the Communist world and the non-Communist
world and the resultant Cold War. The influential groups in the
developing countries are using all their influence and power to
bring about economic development that would lift their countries
out of stagnation and poverty. Numerous clashes have already
occurred between an increasingly self-confident but needy
Third World and a decreasingly responsive industrialized
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world. They are likely to become far more serious in the future
and may lead to irrational responses from both sides.
Co-operation: A Historical Necessity

It is now generally recognized that the only way to have a
stable and peaceful world is to help the poor countries in their
development. Human welfare cannot be promoted on a national
level any more than protection against nuclear destruction. So
long as the world society is divided between rich and poor, it is a
society divided against itself. Confrontation in this society in a
thermonuclear age can only lead to the destruction of all. It has
been rightly pointed out that "because of man's deep, rising
demands for consideration and because of these interdependec.cies a world half-slave and half-free cannot endure."56
Professor Gunnar Myrdal, the famous Swedish economist, said
that "by showing negative attitudes towards international cooperation and by remaining lukewarm to their development
problems, the rich nations are in danger of merely feeding
frustration in the poor countries, thus causing the tide of
aggressive nationalism amongst their people to rise even
higher.?'57 The intentions of tbe rich may be good; but the
arrogant and .bullying tone they sometimes use when they
address the poor and their leaders can only lead to painful
confrontation. An international" order" which in practice bars
the.vast majority ofpeople from gaining free access to what the
earth and scientific knowledge and their own energies and skills
offer them for' life and work, denies the available production
facilities to them, and discountenances their right to struggle
against continued oppression and economic servitude can
hardly be defended. Half-hearted measures or superficial and
haphazard remedies which allow essential poverty to go
unimpeded, have not been -and can never be of much help.
While detente might have resulted in a let~up in the Cold War,
the war ofthe hungry ofthe developing world goes on unabated.
It is certain!y a hot war; for, although no shots are fired, more
people die every day on account of economic and social
deprivation than they have ever done from weapons ofwar. The
present crisis is to a large extent the result ofthe dialogue ofthe
deaf, or rather a dialogue in which one side has chosen to turn
the deaf ear. It has, therefore, been rightly suggested that what
the industrialized coun.tries need most is a good hearing aid. 58
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The only alternative to confrontation and tension is Cooperation between the rich and poor countries to initiate the
development towards a democratic welfare world society.
Instead of confronting one another, together they should
confront the problems before them. It is absolutely essential to
control the selfishness of some and to overcome the bitterness
of others. It must be understood that the rich nations are not
being asked to part with their riches to help the poor nations.
They are only being asked to change their attitude and to share a
tiny percentage of their continually growing wealth. The rich
industrialized countries realize this, and their representatives
have recommended steps in this direction; but mere promises
are useless. Sympathy from the rich countries cannot fill the
stomachs of the poor in the ·developing countries. What they
need is genuine co-operation in their development efforts which
will be in the interests of all. They cannot afford to tire or relax
their .vigilance and determination in solving their problems. The
war of the poor. against poverty is not a matter of slogans or
manifestoes and may go on far decades before it can be won. In
this war, the present oppressive economic world order, which
exists only to exalt and pamper the rich, must be replaced with
an order in which no oppression or overlordship is permitted.
There can be no true international co-operation and development on the basis of the old structure, which was founded on
obsolete facts, on concepts that no longer obtain, and on a
division of labour that would lead _to a perpetuation of the
economic slavery of a very large number of independent
peoples. What is required is a "new deal," to borrowa term
from history.
Besides generosity, what is necessary is rationality, an
understanding and a conviction on the part of both the
developing and the developed countries that it is iN the interest
of all ofthem to co-operate in the development precess because,
as has been wisely said, development is the new name for peace.
It must also be understood that the new economic order is a
requirement of the events which will occur because ofthe force
of their rationality and their necessity. Legal vetoes or discreet
abstentions cannot stop this trend. The sooner this is understood, the better it will be for us all.
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5
CONFRONTATION OR
COOPERATION? THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY AT
CROSSROADS
New Bitter Conflict
Despite some temporary setbacks to the policy of de'tente
between the two power blocks, it is generally realized that there
is no alternative to peaceful settlement of major differences
between countries. Sober attampts, therefore, continue to be
made to arrive at solution of serious strategic issues on the
conference table rather thl\n in the battlefield. But apart from
the ··serious political and ideological conflicts between the
Soviet and Western groups of states, troubling trends have
appeared in the General Assembly. A bitter conflict is developing between two worlds-one rich, one poor-and though the
battlefield encompasses the whole globe, a serious relentless
fight is on in the only popular forum of the world community.
On one side are two dozen or so industrialized, non-Communist
states, whose 750 million citizens consume most of the world's
resources, produce most of its manufactured goods and enjoy
history's highest standard of living. Demanding an ever larger
share of that wealth and a place in the sun· are more than one
hundred poor stat~, comprising two-thirds of mankind-more
than two billion people-which remain entrapped in a cruel
web of circumstances that severely limits their right to the bare
necessities oflife. Unable so far to achieve the transition to selfsustaining economic growth, "they are caught in the grip of
hunger and malnutrition, of high illiteracy and inadequate
education, of shrinking opportunity and corrosive poverty". 1
Many of these poor countries of the "Third World", 2 as they
have come to be called, having recently emerged from their
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colonial status when they were merely "objects" of international law, are now major actors on the world scene. Often
described as the South (in contrast to the industrialized North),
the underdeveloped countries, in quest of their progress,
present a challenge to the rest ofthe world. Non-aligned as most
of them are, they have aligned to play an important role in the
international structure and get a fair share, dignity and respon-:sibility. Th..ey have formed a consortium within the United
Nations-called the Group of 77-which has actually more
than one hundred and twenty members. Acting in concert, these
poor and weak countries have come to acquire sufficient
influence and strength to challenge the most influential and
strongest Powers. The increasingly militant demands by the
militarily inconsequential}Joor countries of the Third World,
which form a vast majority in the United Nations today, upon
the privileged minority for an international redistribution of
wealth and power are being made with greater frequency and
greater intensity~ Many a time, their rhetoric is inflammatory
and their language hostile, which, it may be said, is merely a
reflection of their increasing frustration and desperation. As
Tanzania's President, Julius Nyerere, told a meeting of the
Commonwealth Society in London:
.
I am saying that it is not right that the vast majority of the world's
people should be forced into the position of beggars, without dignity.
We demand change, and the only question is whether it comes by
dialogue or confrontation. 3

The new majority can now muster overwhelming voting
support for its demands on a· wide range of political and
economic issues-especially resources and development, racial
and colonial grievances in South Mrica and Rhodesia, and
Arab grievances against Israel. This changing role of the
United Nations, criticism by the world's mendicants and witH
yesterday subservient states of the rich and powerful industrial
Western Powers, and a sJtuation in which the latter can
practically always be outvoted,has led to. increasing outbursts
against the United Nations and scorn towards its actions. Thus.
the United States Ambassador to the United Nations, Daniel
P. Moynihan, told the UN General Assembly onDec~mber 12,
1975, that it "is becoming a theatre of the absurd". "I begin to
feel that the increasing contempt in the world" for the United
Nations,he said, "is increasingly deserved". 4 US Secretary of
State, Henry Kissinger, also said on July 14. 1975:
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Ideological confrontations, bloc voting, and new attempts to manipulate the Charter to achieve unilateral ends threaten to turn the UN into
a weapon of political warfare rather than a healer of international
conflict and a promoter of human welfare. 5

After the General Assembly approved by 120 votes to 6
controversial Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States
on December 12, 1974, the Chicago Daily News editorialized:
Under the domination ofthe Mro-Asian-Arab blocs, it (UN) is tossing
aside the rules of reasoned debate and substituting raw emotion and
numerical power. 6

The Chicago Tribune said:
The spreading miasma of billS and hatred permeating the UN can
produce only revulsion and mistrust on the part of the more developed
democracies upon which the UN depends primarily for support. 7

It has been pointed out that the disparity between nations
with voting strength in the General Assembly and those with
effective power in the real world has led to frustration on both
sides.
Egalitarian General Assembly
But before we look at the present crisis and attempts to avoid
slipping on the slippery ground, it is important to recall that the
General Assembly was organhed at the time of the framing of
the UN Charter at San Francisco in 1945 on the basis of
equalitarian principle jn which all Memeber states would have
the right to equal representation, equal opportunity to parti~ipate in the discussions, and equal voting powers. This
equality between unequal states was accepted in the General
Assembly because it was supposed to have "no power to take
decisions binding on Members with respectto their policies and
conduct in their international relations". 8 Its functions were
supposed to be confined to intiating studies, discussing matters
brought before it, and making recommendations to Members
and to other organs. The Great Powers felt confident that their
interests would be adequately protected by their special powers
in the Security Council. It was the latter body which was
charged with the primary responsibility-practically exclusive
power and almost unlimited discretion-for the maintenance of
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Changing United Nations

international peace and security. All the important decisions
were envisaged to be taken in that body. On the other hand, the
General Assembly was expected to be of lesser political
significance, not more than a "town meeting of tomorrow's
world", 9 authorized at most to make recommendations without
any binding force.

.As the General Assembly got more power and influence and
started boldly dealing with numerous world issues, including
the most serious matters of peace and security, the United
Nations structure started changing its colour. Several new
states from Asia and Africa became independent and were
admitted into the United Nations as equal and active Members.
The balance of votes gradually became more uncertain and· it
marked an end of the era in which the United States and the
Western Powers had a clearcut preponderance among the
Members of the General Assembly. As the new states of the
Third World, most of them non-aligned, began to assert
themselves and speak clearly and loudly-many a time bluntlyon issues of decolonization, developmenf and disarmament,
some of the erstwhile followers of the American lead began to
adopt a more independent stand. Together, Asian, African and
Latin American countries-small, poor, underdeveloped, turbulentcountries of the Third World-began to put pressure on
the colonial, Western, industrialized states through massive
majorities of the former for redistribution in their favour. These
redistribution attempts took many forms: statements of principles that sought to reduce the legal rights of the "h~ves" and
enhance those of the "have-nots"; decisions asserting the
Assembly's competence to supervise the decolonization prcr
cess; requests for voluntary contributions to the UN's widely
varied activities in furtherance of economic development; and
the fixing of assessment scales based on capacity to pay.12
Most of these recommendations were made, it is interesting to
note, over the very minority ofthe developed countries to whom
the recommendations were addressed.

This estimate of the situation, however, proved utterly
wrong. The Charter's design of order was made dependent on
the condition that the Great Powers would retain a basic
identity of intere~ts. The United Nations could act only if the
Big Powers agreed. However, it was not long before the Big
Power unanimity, proved to be a myth. In the chilling atmosphere ofthe cold war, the work ofthe Security Council came to
be frozen. With the persistent use and abuse of veto, not only
did the Security Council come to a standstill, but its authority as
well as prestige started declining. IO
The change from an instrument of the Great Powers to a
forum for the smaller states to press their claims began in the
1950s. The most important characteristic of international
relations in the poshvar years, which suddenly gave the weak
of the world unexpecteq significance, was the bipolar power
structure and the ensuing cold war whose pervasiveness was
matched by its intensity. It was primarily to get the political
allegiance and support of the Third World states that the real
power in the UN was sought to be shifted by the Western
Powers from the Security Council-immobilized by the Soviet
veto-to the General Assembly. In the early fifties, the
Western Powers, led by the United States, had the solid support
of the majority of Member states. The General Assembly was,
therefore, a welcome instrument-first and foremost in the
pursuit of the cold war. The General Assembly action in the
Korean war was a dramatic example of this function. Through
the Uniting for Peace resolution adopted in 1950, the increased
power and active role. of the General Assembly even in matters
relating to peace and security was regularized. This volte face of
the General Assembly and de facto amendment of the Charter,
informally accepted by a vast majority of the UN Members,
later got ~ powerful legal support from the International Court
of Justice in Certain expenses of the United Nations case. I I
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Although the General Assembly is admittedly not authorized
to make any binding decisions except in a few cases, such as
admission of new Members (Art. 4), suspension of the rights
and privileges of Members (Art. 5), the expulsion of Members
(Art. 6), or budgetary questions (Art. 17), and its resolutions
are supposed to be merely recommendatory, having no mandalQry force, these provisions do not and cannot reflect the true
position. There is little doubt that the Assembly's decisions,
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expressing as they do the majority's consensus, on the issue
under consideration, help in mobilizing public opinion which
may not be easily ignored. The voice ofthe United Nations may
not be the authentic voice of mankind, but surely it is "the best
available facsimile thereof and statesmen have. by general
consent treated the United Nations as the most impressive and
authoritative instrument for the expression of a global version
of the general Will".13 Since states are not legally bound they
may act in violation of General Assembly resolutions, but
generally trey prefer not to do so, or at least appear not to do so,
because "collective approbation is an important asset and
collective disapprobation a significant liability in international
relations".14 As Dag Hammerskjold, the former SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations, said:
To the extent that mere respect, in fact, is shown to General Assembly.
recommendations by the Member states, they may come more and
more close to being recognized as decisions having a binding effect on
those concerned, particularly when they involve the application of the
binding principles of the Charter and of international law. 15

Although the General Assembly is not a Parliament or a
legislative body, its resolutions passed by an overWhelming
majority or by unanimous votes surely affect the lav;·. Thereis
no doubt that the General Assembly has been increasingly used
by states for collective legitimization of certain claims, actions.
and policies,"an agency capable ofbestowing politically weighty
apptoval or disapproval" upon their projects and policies. 16
The whole process of decolonization through multilateral
denunciations of colonialism, claims in regard toself-determination, challenge to the present economic order, and attacks
on several aspects of the law of the sea, are only a few of the
examples of sl.:::h acts of "collective legitimization", or new
"legislative power".17 Traditional lawyers may brush aside
several of these changes in law as not legitimate, as not having
achieved universal support, but statesmen are bound to regard
them as facts of international political life and would attach
greater weight to the political consensus of the Assembly than
to ,the controversial provisions of international law. In this
sense, "collective legitimacy represents a political revolt against
international law." 18
The expressions of political and juridical conscience of
nations, or at. least of their majcrity, in the form of General
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Assembly resolutions have a force which is much more than
recommendatory. 19 There is no doubt that collective legitimization can and is stimulating changes that will make international
law more worthy of respect and more likely tobe respected. In
-any case, the crucial point is that the General Assembly has
acquired a power to influence ~orld events which cannot be
ignored. And the small, poor, weak countries of the Third
World, which have to a large extent become custodians of this
power, are bent upon using it to their advantage, to bring about
necessary changes in the present legal, political and economic
structure which has kept them subservient so far. To them the
most important issues before the United Nations are: (i) to rid
the world of colonialism and racialism, and (ii) to help the poor
nations to better their conditions.
Present Cruel Economic Order
While they have largely succeeded through their relentless
struggle in eradicating colonialism, and racialism is facing a
grim fight 'and is on defence, it is economic front on which they
have not succeeded at all so far. The traditional order that
governs international economic relations is, they feel, "based
essentially on the dominations of the poor by the rich, and on
the shameless exploitation and terrifying impoverishment ofthe
developing by the developed countries"~20'fhe poor countries
have come to understand that because "the developed countries
raw material markets and what
have virtual control of.
amounts to a monopoly on manufactured products and capital
.equipment, while at the same time, they hold monopolies on
capital and services, they have been able to proceed at will in
fixing the prices of both the raw materials they take from the
developing countries and the goods and services with which
they furnish those countries. Consequently, they are in a
position to drain the resources of the Third World through a
multiplidtyof channels to their own advantage" .21 By virtue of
its dominant position, a small minority, composed of highly
developed countries, proceeds at will in determining the
allocation of world resources in accordanc~ with an order of
priorities of its own. As a result of that situation, the process
whereby some continually grow richer while others founder in
destitution has become some kind of a universallaw. 2?
The institutions in which the present international economic

the
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order is expressed, namely, the IMF, t;heWorld Bank and the
GATT, to mention only the most important, were created at the
end of the Second World War when the United States emerged
as the most powerful and richest industrial state. This made it
possible to organize those institutions so as to guarantee the
United States, along with some European imperiali~t Powers,
almost absolute dominance, in international economic relations. The present international monetary system has been
called "unfair, unequal, unsuitable, uncertain and inconsistent.
The very least one can say of it is that it is outdated". 23 In the
eyes of the vast majority ofthe humanity, it is an order as unjust
and as outdated as the colonial order to which it owes its origin
and substance.
The present economic order concentrates three quarters of
revenues, investment and services" and practically all the
achievements of research, in the hands of one quarter of the
world's population and divides the nations of the world into
areas of over-consumption and under-consumption. While the
resources of our planet are being over-exploited and wasted to .
sustain an ever-rising standard of living in a few affiuent and
over-consuming countries, the developing world accounting for
75 per cent of all mankind, furnishes only 7 per cent ofworld' s
industrial production, and manages with only 25 per cent ofthe
world's income, in subhuman conditions characterized by
illiteracy, malnutrition and hunger, disease, unemployment and
underemployment. They live under conditions so degrading as
to constitute an insult to human dignity. Poor, pressured and
'powerless, these peoples depend on a limited range of primary.
exports whose prices fluctuating widely around a downward
trend lead to declining purchasing power. The result is that
plans for their socio-economic development are rendered
collapsible. Beneath a vicious sky ofinflation and recession, the
prices of imports are rising at least one and a half times faster
than. the prices of exports of developing countries. Tariff and
non-tariff barriers to trade tend to fossilize the development
structuresofthe poorer countries, and extensive debt obligations
impose a tremendous burden upon public policy for development. Food surpluses tend to accumulate in developed nations
while the prevalence of primitive agIicultural technology in
developing countries continues to accentuate the cruel and
agonizing effects of hunger and disease,' combined with the
vagaries "fweather. Indeed,"in today's world, one can portary
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the heaps and humps of wealth and affiuence against the depths
and dumps of woe and misery". 24 Since the present economic
order is maintained and consolidated and thrives by virtue of a
process which continually impoverishes the poor and enriches
the rich, it is contended, this economic order constitutes the
major obstacle in the development and progress for all the
countries of the Third World.
Confrontation
The increasing boldness of the weak and poor states, and
their continued pressure for their never-ending demands in the
General Assembly, have led ·to increasing exasperation and
frustration among the Western industrial Powers. The General
Assembly, whichthe Westerp. countries helped grow in stature
and importance and which in the early years they used for their
own purposes against the Soviet group, has become a big
headache for them. The climax.came in 1974 when at a Special
Assembly called to consider a " new international economic
order", the Western rich countries were accused of wasting
energy and minerals, building weapons they did not need,
polluting the air and the oceans, eating too much and contributing to the starvation of others. It was not difficult for the
"automatic majority" to pass resolutions advocating more
economic help from those who voted "no" to those who voted
"yes". Subsequently, at the 29th {jeneral Assembly, the same
"globe-girdling" majority suspended South Africa from the
current General Assembly, royally received the Palestinian
Guerilla leader, Yassar Arafat, to present his appeal to the
General Assembly, voted to deny Isreal to speak more than
once during the heated debate on Palestinian question, approved
a highly controversial "Charter ofEconomic Rights and Duties
of States", 25 and in the UNESCO in Paris, excluded Israel
from a regional caucus-all actions opposed by the United
States and other Western Powers.
Unable to take it any more, the United States ambassador to
the United Nations, John Scali, told the General Assembly on
6 December 1974, of his deep concern "over the growing
tendency... to adopt one-sided, unrealistic resolutions that cannot be implemented". He warned the "tyrannical majority"
that "unenforceable, one-sided resolutions destroy the authority of the United Nations. 'Far mora serious, however, they
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encourage disrespect for the Charter and for the traditions' of
our Organization". The "pursuit ofmathematic majorities", he
said, "can be a particularly sterile form of activity" because
"each time this Assembly makes a decision which a si~ficant
minority of Members regard as unfair or one-sided, it further
erodes vital support for the United Nations among the minority.
But the minority which is so offended may in fact be a practical
majority, in terms of capacity to support the Organization and
implement its decisions".Support for the United Nations, he
pointed out, "is eroding-in our Congress and among our
people. Some of the foremost American Champions of this
Organization are deeply distressed at the trend of recent
events". 26
Ten Western Ambassadors spoke in similar vein. "We
cannot overlook", said the French delegate, Louis de Guiringaud,
the drawbacks of adopting so many shortlived resolutions-each
longer than the last, and one a repetition of the other, dealing with
indentical subjects in almost similar terms, virtually unreadable and
sometimes not read, even by their sponsors. Since the approval given to
these overgeneral texts deceives no one; the significant result is that no
newspaper in the world reproduces them. The United Nations thus
runs the risk of living in a closed world, in an atmosphere of
appearances and verbalism.27

Some others talked of the need for "consensus" and the
advisability of the majority taking the essential interests of the
minority into consideration since the cooperation of the latter
was indispensable for any positive ·action.28
The reaction of the developing countries to this outburst was
equally strong."The most heinous crime of the so-called
tyrannical majority appears to be", said Sri Lanka's delegate,
Amersinghe, "that many ofthem are small and poor." Referring
to the oft-repeated allegation that many resolutions had been
adopted by majorities that represented only a small fraction of
the people of the world, its wealth or its territory, he asked:
How small is a small fraction? ..are the majorities that include the 750
million of China, or nearly 700 :nillion ofthe sub-continent comprising
India; Pakistan and Bangladesh, the millions from other parts of
Asia,...the millions of black Africans and in some cases the not.
insubstantial millions from Latin America fractional?

He said that it was understandable that Powers accustomed
to command imperiously found it intolerable to comply grace-
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fully. He told the Big Powers that "contempt for United
Nations resolutions is a worse form of brutality than disregard
for the sensitive minority". He pointed out that "if there is such
a thing as the tyranny of the maJority or, to give it another
description, the impractical minority, there is also its counterpart which is the despotism of the minority or the practical
majority, to use an elegant euphemism".29
Referring to the Super-Powers' assertion that Member states
of the United Nations had different status and capabilities in
international affairs and, therefore, different responsibilities,
the Chinese delegate asked:
Is this not an open advocacy. of Superpower privileges and Big-Power
hegemonism and the power politics of the big bullying the small, the
strong domineering over the weak and the rich oppressing the poor? If
their demand is to be complied with, will not the history ofthe 1970s be
turned back to nineteenth century?30

Mr. Baroody, the delegate from Saudi Arabia, pertinently
asked: "is wealth the yardstick of wisdom?"31
The Egyptian delegate advised the powerful giants:
If we call upon the numetical majority to exercise self-restraint and to
adopt a responsible attitude, the mighty minority must in tum
understand the international changes that have come about and respect
the will of the international community. They should not resort to
threats, menaces and challenges." 32

Mr. N'Dessabeka of Congo told them:
So long as those measures remain dead letters, so long as certain
countries...continue to trample under foot resolutions adopted by wide
consensus, we should not be surprised that at each session we make the
same claims at the risk ofattaching too much impurtance to the world of
words and displeasing those who are allergic to it. 33

Third World not a Homogeneous Group
These are emotional words; but these are emotional issues. It
must be remembered that there is a real grievance behind the
angry rhetoric of the so-called Third World. Widespread
poverty is a problem that afllicts all underdeveloped countries.
Nevertheless, it is not a homogeneous group. They range from
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the Peoples Republic of China with one billion people to 20
nations whose combined population scarcely adds up to 10
million. They cover a whole range of economic, political and
cultural diversites, even antagonisms. The family ofunderdeveloped countries includes both producers and consumers of
energy, importers and exporters of raw materials, nations
which can feed their populations as well as those which face the
spectre of famine. They differ among themselves so greatly in
economic promise, that they ate sometimes divided into
"Third", "Fourth" and "Fifth" worlds. TJIey include the
revenue-rich oil exporting countries with more petro-dollars
than they can absorb to what are called "true basket cases
perhaps doomed to remain on a permanent dole" .34 In fact, for
many purposes it is more misleading than illuminating to lump
together countries ofAsia, Mrica and Latin America. And yet,
for a variety ofpurposes these countries do perceive themselves
as a group, a perception made more impressive because it
overcomes an underlying, undeniable diversity. The poor
nations are united more perhaps by attitude than by geography.
Underlying that unity are abitter sense of anger and a common
feeling that their fate is not in their own hands. Much to the
surprise of the Western observers this unIty of the poor in
confrontation with the rich has survived the OPEC five-fold
price hike which did much more harm to the economies of the
underdeveloped nations, than to those of the West. 35 The
LDC's perceived it as a proof that the industrialized West was
vulnerable to collective pressure from the poor nations and felt
happy about it. In fact they cheered when a few oftheir number
found the strength and lashed out at the source oftheir historical
torment. Many ofthem have since been trying to create 0 PEClike cartels in order to increase profits on their own commodity
exports. If they have not been successful in this,36 it has only
added to their frustrations. The world-wide recession after the
petrol-hike has reinforced the anger and unity of the poor. If, in
spite of all their diversities and adversities, they have stuck
together, it is because as one oftheir representatives explained:
Defeat unites more than victory does;
pain unites more than happiness does;
suffering' unites more than pleasure does;
poverty unites more than wealth does;
exposure to elements unites more than shelter does. 37
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While the Great Powers are united, it is pointed out, "by the
fear of war, catastrophic in its scope ~nd with uncertain
results", the poor countries are "inspired. by the well-being of
man and the welfare oftheir peoples rather than by any political
labels. "38
It must also be pointed out that, although the poor countries
of the Third World receive help and support from the Soviet
Union and other Communist countries on many economic
issues, or in their attacks on colonialism and Arab-Israeli
dispute, it would be colour-blindness to perceive an identity of
interests and policies between the Soviet bloc and the nonaligned countries. In fact, the Third World nations ieel that both
Russia and America-whatever the differences between themhave shown rather identical reluctance to provide the kinds and
quantities of assistance these nations need and demand. There
is much truth in the statement that the global cleavage is no
longer between East and West, but rather between North and
South and to the "have-nots", the two Super-Powers symbolize
the "haves." But apart from economic assistance programmes,
the Soviet and American common stand has invited comments
and at times bitter criticism from the non-aligned countries on
subjects like arms control, nuclear non-proliferation and atmospheric test-ban agreements, and issues relating to the law of
the sea. 39

United Nations Indispensable
It is being increasingly realized by many on both sides of the
debate that this confrontation and the ensuing tension between
the South and the North will lead us nowhere. Our world is each
year being drawn closer together by the reach of modem
weapons, nature of modem communications,. the needs of
increasing populations, and the demands for expanding consumptions. The strongest and richest nations are dependent on
others for security and for maintenance of their living standards.
The poorest nations are dependent for their bare survival. We
live in a world of nations politically independent, but otherwise
more and more dependent, in many cases for security and even
survival, but in all cases for economic stability and progress.
Whether we like it or not the United Nations reflects the
world as it is. It is not a world government. Far from it. It is an
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association of 155 independent nations and although it cannot
dictate the Big Powers-nor ·to anyone else-it cannot be
ignored. The United Nations has not been provided by its
Members with power or the resources to prevent all wars, but it
has prevented many and it could prevent more. But its more
important task today is in the fields of economic and social
development. One of the most important, though least appreciated, functions of the United Nations system is in influencing
the political process within Member states. The great global
conferences held by the United Nations on environment,
population, and food, for example, unquestionably helped in
focussing attention and mobilizing public opinion on hitherto
neglected problems and thus significantly influenced national
policies. It is indeed surprising how with a comparatively small
budget of $1.3 billion for the UN and its whole family of
agencies.,.-no more than the price of a single Trident submarine-the UN can do so much. There is no doubt that it~
.achievements have been substantial and its promise is great.
The General Assembly has always served as a forum for
world public opinion and an arena for moral judgements. Any
nation, large or small, powerful or weak, can voice its aspirations,
concerns and complaints. The major Powers can be challenged
to defend their positions. Condemnation is a part of its
functions. The United States and other Western Powers used it
not infrequently in the 1950s and 19608 against the Soviet
Union and, as the Soviet Ambassador Malik pointed out, the
United States invented the so-called "automatic majority" 40
At that time, t..l-te whipping boy for the UN was the Soviet
Union. Every Soviet veto in the Security Council was received
with whoops ofdelight. It was evidence, so it was concluded, of
how wicked the Russia...l1s were. The United States and the
West European Powers were always right. The shoe is on the
other foot now. The whipping boys today are the nations of the
Third World. Once the laughing stock in America and ~e
Western European countries, they are now giving it back with a
vengeance.
It is interesting to note that the American and thegenenllly
Western attitude toward the UN has drifted from elation to
frustration. So long ase·they controlled the UN, it was accepted
as a great institution. Today several ofthem call it a "dangerous
place,"41 scorn it and plead for turning their baGk to it. 42 Others
argue that the W~stern Powers should not pull out of the UN
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but stand up to the Third World countries and "give them
hell. "43 Some of them argue that while they might participate in
debates, "we should never vote in the General Assembly
because by voting we implicity grant authority to majority. "44
Some ask for "weighted voting" in the General Assembly,
reflecting in terms of voting power the glaring inequalities in
power and importance among nations. 45 Suggestions have also
oeen made to revamp the present decision-making process
which has led to confrontation and deadlock between the rich
and the poor. Instead of voting showdowns, a simple solution is
recommended: don't take any votes, but decide the issues by;1
consensus among those whose action together is necessary. to
carry. out any given international programme. It is said: "once
there is a consensus about action, a vote is unnecessary. When
there is not yet a consensus about action, a vote dramatizes the
differences and makes eventual reconciliation that much more
difficult. "46 But ifconsensus does not mean unanimity,47 it may .
not be easy to reach decisions in many a dispute. There may be
a sharp division as to whether a consensus on a particular issue
has been reached.
It is realized by all, however, that it is not possible to wish
away the United Nations. Most of~e critical problems today
are universal in character. Radiation fall-out from nuclear
testing in any part of the world is of concern to all peoples and
nations. Hunger and impoverishment of more than half the
world's population is a matter ofinternational concern. Disease
has no national boundaries. Pollution and despoilati6n of the
environment is worldwide. The'economic interdependence of
nations has been demonstrated time and again. Monetary
imbalances seriously affect the ("conomies ofall trading nations.
The recent oil crisis had world-wide repercussions and dramatically demonstrated the interdependence of nations. Global
problems require a global approach and a global approach is not
possible without an effective international organization-the
UN. It has been rightly noted: "It is easy to scorn the United
N~tions but can anyone suggest an alternative? or imagine the
world without it?"48
Herein lies the rationale ofstrengthening the UN to prepare it
to take a more crucial and effective role in world affairs. Only
with a common vision and purpose can nations even begin to
attack problems with world-wide consequences. Imperfect to
be sure, but yet it is the only truly global organization which can
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be used, to tackle the monumental tasks facing humanity
struggling for their survival.
Poor Countries Struggeling for their Survival
The UN can hardly be strengthened by the present confrontation. It must be said, however, that the developing countries
.are struggling for their very survival. If their demands sometimes
sound impatient and angry, it is because of their continued
misery and exploitation and inability to persuade the developed
countries who have done preCious little so far to help the poor.
The poor are no longer convinced by the promises of the rich
countries. As one of their representatives said recently:
In the past we have heard declarations of sympathy for the plight of the
millions ofthe world; we are familiar with the catalogue ofsymptoms of
the disease which ails the Third World; we have heard declarations of
good intentions to aid the ailing Third World. But sympathy has not
saved millions in the Third World from death from starvation; neither
have declarations of good intentions eliminated the disease, squalor
and ignorance in which they continue to live in abject hopelessness and
frustration...What is required now is to find the right action to take. 49

It is, ofcourse, realized by the underdeveloped countries that
ultimately they must depend upon themselves for their development No amout offoreign aid can help them. On the contrary, it
has acted as an obstacle to their development. It is for this
reason that they ask for restructuring of the old world economy
based as it is on obsolete facts and division of labour no longer
acceptable. Their emphasis is more on trade and the establishment of a link between the prices of raw materials and
manufaCtured products, They do not want a small group' of
countries to continue to arrogate to itself the right to make
decisions which determine the economic destiny of the whole
world. They naturally seek a greater representation in decisionmaking bodies like IBRD, IMP and IDA. They know that they
did not win their national independence without struggle; they
now feel that neither will they be able to create a new
international" economic order without resistance from the
privileged world.
"Driven to desparation and overcome by disillusionment and
frustration, like-minded .nations, which are the victims of
prevailing injustices and inequalities, are forced to adopt
resolutions and other instruments ~hich they know ha~e only a
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marginal effect on the developed countries. But they do express
the convictions and aspirations of an overwhelming mass of
humanity. Their voices must be heard instead of being muffied
in one way or another. so
It need not be stressed that the newly independent nations did
not join the United Nations in order to liquidate it or make it
irrelevant. But it must be understood that the attainment of
political independence by them is not the end of the road.
Indeed, it is only the first stage of their march to the attainment
of a minimum level of material welfare that is essential for a
decent quality oflife. This aim, it may be emphasized, underlies
the numerous resolutions adopted by the so-called "mathematical majority." As the Prime Minister of India, Mrs. Indira
Gandhi, said recently:
I wish for my people not riches or power but their basic necessities, so
that they can have the opportunity to be human and to experience the
fullness of life, to be not afraid of hardship or sorrow or danger but to
face them face to face as part oflife. All our hopes cannot be fulfilled,
and all our aspirations cannot be attained. But we can try, and if we
succeed even in small measure, it will be worthwhile. S1

The "non-mathematical" minority should not get disturbed
by this modest aim of the majority. The powerful nations must
cast their suspicions, fears, and mistrust, and try to understand
the feelings and aspirations of ·the Third World which has
become aware of its eXistence, which is organizing itself and
which aspires to achieve at last a worthwhile life after centuries
of obscurity, privation 2!"'~ ~.n:ploitation. They cannot employ
economic or political pressure on the Big Powers. Their only
weapon is the Chatter. They have no army, no military arsenal,
but they have an immeasurable faith inthe United Nations. Its
achievements have been modest, but they have no other means.
A United Nations which the majority dominate was not the one
conceived by its founders; but a United Nations which the
powerful manipulate is not the organization they crave for. The
majority has neither power, nor ambition, nor designs to
dominate. But neither has it the inclination to capitulate. Their
only hope is to cooperate. They do understand that it is only
through cooperation with the Big Powers, and not by confrontation, that they can hope to progress.
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Need for Detente with the Third World.
Since both the Super Powers realize that the better part of
international wisdom lies in detente, it would be immensely
helpful also to reach a detente with the Third WOlld. If both
sides-South and North-were to lower their voices and start
talking to each other rather than talking at each other, it may
not be impossible to adjust the new economic order espoused by
the developing nations so that the developed nations could
participate in a constructive consensus. But if the numerical
majority mustleave some oftheir rhetoric, exercise self-restraint,
and adopt aconciliatory tone, the mighty minority must in turn
understand the international changes that have come about and
respect the will of the majority for equality, fair treatment in
trade and consideration and respect for its rights. We no longer
live in a world in which military action is morally warranted and
politically feasible. In this respect official references to military
action, and a drumbeat ofunofficial calls for recourse to force or
an economic blockade simply to roll back prices of oil, were
counter-productive. It is no longer possible for a small group of
countries, however powerful they may be, to take decisions for
the whole human race without consulting it. Rather than trying
to reserve decision-making on critical issues to"rich man's
club" of affiuent states. the "practical majority" must submit
them to a forum of all concerned. N arne-calling will not help. It
is better to try to understand the pride and the anger of the poor
nations of the Third -World. Their solid front and radical
rhetoric are in part designed as instruments for effective
bargaining with what is seen as a tough and thoroughly
unsentimental adversary. It is also a sort ofredress for profound
humiliations which still continue. 5-2
No easy solutions to the differences that divide the world are
possible nor will the difficulties be overcome in a short time. But
the political and economic interdependence and mutual interests
of nations in solving and easing the crucial world problems will
necessitate expanding areas of cooperation. There is reason to
believe that a large and influential sectio.n of the western
opinion is in favour ofserious conciliation with the Third World
countries and accomodation oftheir vital interests in a calm and
rational atmosphere, without grand-stand debates. 53 If these
voices are listened to, there is no doubt that the current trehd
toward confrontation will be reversed and this will open a new
era of achievement at the United Nations.
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Development and Environment

DEVELOPMENT AND
ENVIRONMENT: THE CASE
OF THE DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES
The Present Eco-Crisis
With almost blind faith in his ability and power to conquer
nature, equipped with ever-increasing knowledge of science
and technology, in his endless pursuit to get more and more
conveniences to make his life ever-more comfortable man has
been unwittingly, and for a long time unknowingly, destryoing
his life's support system. It is only recently that it is beginning to
be real1zed that in his relentless struggle to have economically
better and richer life, while man has been introducing more and
more sophisticated, massive, and novel technology in the
process of industrialization, it has created unintended, undesirable, fragmented, and destabilizing side effects. The environmental consequences of industrialization and economic
development, and the pollution ofair, water and land which give
us sustenance has indeed been a high price that man had to pay
for economic advancement.
There is a widespread acceptance of the fact that enviommental pollution is an inescapable by-product of industrial
development. Experience alsa shows that societies become
aware and preoccupied with long-range ecological cosequences
only after large-scale industrialization and after reaching a high
level of economic affluence. I The life-support system based on
air, land, and water is delicate, interconnected, and very
intricate. It is becoming clearly evident that we are damaging,
perhaps fatally, the thin envelope of life-sustaining,atmosphere-the biosphere-by the' persisting character of larges~ale pollution.
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It is being felt that earth is like a little spaceship on which we
are travelling together, "dependent on its vulnerable supplies of
air and soil."2 Life can only be sustained through a delicate
equilibrium between man and nature. Blind to the need of cooperating with nature, man is destroying the sources of his life.
Undisturbed until recently,the equilibrium seems to be menaced
now by the pressure of increasing population and strain of
pollution generated by the developing technologies. The in-.
crease in the world population is one of the determinants of the
ecological crisis and is indeed said to be at its root. While for
.centuries the population of the world remained stabilized, in
about A.D. 1600 it reached the first billion. Thereafter, as a
result of rising production in farms and factories as the
Industrial Revolution gathered momentum, the acceleration
began and the second billion ~rrived in 1900. The third billion
took only 50 years and the fourth only thirty years-by 1980. If
these predictions are extended, in another thirty years we are
likely to have a world population of seven billion. This rate of
growth of population in the twentieth century has led to the
settlement of virtually all the inhabitable parts of the globe, an
increase of more than a billion people in urban settlement of
ovt~r 20,000 inhabitants, quadrupling of energy consumptiqn,
and an unaccountable increase in the consumption of depletable resources. 3
But the principal cause of environmental pollution is industrialization and indiscriminate application of science and
Lechnology to economic development. Thus, the use ofpower is
supposed to be essential and the very basis of industrialization.
It has come to be pointed out, however, that "all power
pollutes." Each major form of power generation does its own·
kind of harm to the environment. Thus, fossils-coal and oilproduce smoke and sulphur dioxide at worst; even under ideal
conditions they convert oxygen to carbon dioxide. Hydroelectric power requires dams that cover up land, spoil wild
rivers, increase water loss by evaporation, and eventually
produce' valleys full of silt. Nuclear power plants pr~uce
thermal and radio-active pollution and involve the dariger of
disaster. 4 There are yarious forms of pollutants from the
industrial sector. One of the most serious polluters of the air is
"the pride,joy, and workhorse of modem man," his car. In the
United States cars not only account for 40, per cent of the..
nation's huge oil consumption, but are responsible for the
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largest output of oxidized carbon-the poisonous carbon
monoxide and carbon dioxide. They also produce the largest
share of oxides of nitrogen as a consequence of very' high
temperatures of combustion needed for ever more powerful
cars. s
The vast use ofenergy and new materials, industrial effluents,
urbanization, and consumptive ideals are leading man on a
cours~ which can alter dangerously, and perhaps irreversibly,
the natural systems of our planet upon which our biological
survival depends. Already we find that "rivers have caught fire
and burned their bridges. Lakes and inland seas-the Baltic, the
Mediterranean-are under threat from untreated wastes"
threatening marine life. "The burning offossil-fuels is increasing
with unforeseeable consequences for the earth's climates and
atmosphere." Even the vast oceans, covering more than twothirds of the earth's s~ace, are becoming far more vulnerable to
man's polluting activities than had been assumed. With too
many poisons, insecticides, and fertilizers running into the
oceans, vast oil spills, and long-life chemicals that are generated
into the air and dumped into the sea, the oceans cannot remain
endless dumping grounds and a perpetual source of freshening
winds and currents. 6 In short, the. two worlds of man-the
biosphere of his inheritance and the technosphere of his
creation-are out of balance and indeed in deep conflict.
Unless he finds ways to have a state of harmony between
himself and his environment, his future is bleak indeed.
In the technologically advanced countries, where the problem
has become more acute, there is increasing awareness that we
cannot ignore the problem for too long. As Paul Ehrlich,the
famous ecologist, pointed out: "We must realize that unless we
are extremely lucky, everybody will disappear in a cloud of
smoke in 20 years." He added that "if we had 100 years to
solve" the pollution problems, "I'd.be optimistic."? With the
kind of technology thatis coming into use-huge tankers with
carrying capacities of more than 500,000 tons of crude oil,
large nuclear power· plants, toxic stockpiles of nerve gas and
biological agents-with increasing possibility of accidents with
far-reaching ecological consequences, such warnings do not
seem to be out of place or tune. We need not subscribe to the
doomsday threat to be convinced that we cannot-we dare
not-wait for all the evidence to come in to prove the
'inevitability, or at least the possibility of a catastrophe. Time is
no ally here unless we make it one.
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Even apart from the dangerous agents of environmental
doom, the life-style in the technologically advanced countries is
itself creating a formidable problem. Thus in the most affluent
consumer society in the world, the United States, apart from
millions of tons of industrial effluents and poisonus gases, solid
wastes each year include 48 billion metal cans, 26 billion
bottles, 65 billion metal caps, 7 million junked automobiles and
some 2 million tons of paper.. This process of discarding also
appears to be speeding up. T!jUs, in 1960 about 3,000 cars were
abandoned on the streets of New York; by 1970, it was 70,000.
The packaging explosion is also noticeable with each American
using every year almost 800 pounds of materials for wrapping,
bottling, and canning. With all this garbage and already
decreasing garbage disposal sites, a question is being raised if
modem man will reach Mars while standing on his knees in
garbage on planet Earth. 8 The New York Zoo has installed in
the Cheat Apes House an exhibit entiled "The Most Dangerous
Animal in the World." The exhibit consists of a mirror with the
following text:
You are looking at the most dangerous animal in the world. It alone, of
all the animals that ever lived, can exterminate (and has) entire species
of animals. Now it has achieved the power to wipe out all life on earth.

Man must learn to live with nature rather than trying to
. conquer it. Unless he does so and unless he controls his
activities and stops destroying some of the life-supporting
elements in nature, we are warned, "the planetary ecosystem
will expel or destroy man as noxious intruder who upsets the
ever-changing but always harmonious web of life."9
Global Problem
It is generally realized now that the problem of environmental
pollution is a global problem which concerns all states irrespective oftheir size, stage ofdevelopment, or ideology. Despite
all the political and ideological divisions of the world society, it
is a world which has become and is increasingly becoming
small. The fast and ever-accelerating means of travel and
communications, the successful orbiting of artificial satellites,
and the launching of guided and intercontinental ballistic
missiles have already obliterated the distances between the'
farthest lands and made the world a small' "global village.".
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There is no escape from the underlying unity and interconnection
of the ocean world. The seas and oceans, like the winds above,
mingle with each other, cleanse or poison each other, pass on
each other's burdens, and make a seamless watery web.
Sovereign governments may proclaim their territorial control
and national independence, but airs bring in the acid rain,
oceans carry toxic substances to other shores, pollution moves
from continent to continent. 10 If China or France tests nuclear
weapons, the winds blow the fallout to other countries. As the
winds and oceans flow round our little planet, China's strontium
90 is as lethal as that of France, the Soviet Union, or the United
States, and not .merely in their own boundaries. Thus it is
pointed out that the danger of"irresponsible" disposal ofradioactive wastes from nuclear energy plants is perhaps more of a
threat to the security ofother states than is the danger ofwar and
conquest. 11
The Divided World Society
Despite all these inte.dependencies-in biosphere and technosphere alike-and realization that we do indeed belong to a
single system and our survival depends on the balance and
health of the total system, it is important to remember that our
world is deeply divided. Apart from the political and ideological
divisions between Communist and non-Communist states, the
world is sharply divided between the rich and the poor, the
satiated and the hungry, the educated and the uneducated. With
the "blessing" of science and technology, while one part of
mankind has reached a level of prosperity which the previous
generations would have found difficult to imagine, the benefits
of science and technology haVe not really reached two-thirds of
humanity. Not only is the gulf between the rich and the poor
wide enough, but it has'been widening through the last several
decades. As the UN Secretary-General, U Thant, pointed out:
"Squalid poverty lives side by side with overabundance on our
earth. We have reached the moon, but we have not yet reached
each other." 12 With a few notable exceptions, the so-called
developing countries are not developing fast enough-while the
rich Western countries are developing ata much faster rate.
While the rich countries are risking the health of their people:;
by overconsumption, and endangering the planet by OVE-.rindustrialization and illdustrial pollutants, two-thirds of humanity
is groaning under the unbearable weight of abject poverty. Two
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out of every three people alive today have only a marginal
existence struggling against the four curses of our times:
hunger, poverty, ignorance, and chronic ill health. In more than
half of the underdeveloped. countries the average per capita
annual income is less than $1 DO-in 40 per cent in fact less than
$50-or less than many in the industrially advanced countries
earn in a week. About half of the people living in the so-called
Third World are without shelter, or live in unsafe, unhealthy,
and over-crowded houses which are a hazard to their health,
and an affront to their dignity. They can neither read nor write
. and malnutrition and illness are just a common way of life. If
they get sick there is no doctor. Halforthe children born in these
countries die before they are six. Mahatma Gandhi hardly
exaggerated the situation when he described the Indian pea£ant's
life as an "eternal compulsory fast." It is seldom realized that
malnutrition takes a higher toll of life than such common
maladies as malaria, cholera, and typhoid. 13
But that is not all. In the present shrinking world society, a
growing number of these poor are waking up to the realization
how the people in the rich countries are living. As the image,
ways of life and consumer habits of the rich countries,
impressive evidence of prosperity, not to say of opulent living,
of their people are transmitted to the remotest comers of the
Third World by the transistor, the satellite, and the worldwideTV, ambitions to imitate them naturally arise and they
awaken new aspirations. This has led to a new "awareness of
poverty, the realization that it is not the inevitable lot of man,
and the deterininati)n to do something about it." 14 This new
awareness has given rise to what has been called the "revolution
ofrising expectations." People know that they do not have to be
hungry and poor; they want education and freedom; they want
food and shelter; they waIJ.t bicycles, refrigerators, movies,
radios, and they want them now. They have also come to
realize that the only way to alleviate themselves from the long
and humiliating servitude is to achieve an industrial base which
is necessary to provide.them with adequate fighting capabilities,
at least to defend themselves. This was the road adopted in the
last century by Japan, and in the modem age by China.
Rich Countries the Real Polluters
We live in an era in which scientifically and technologically,
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poverty is an anachronism. What man can get, use, build, and
manufacture is almost without limit. However, in the technologically advanced countries, iUs beginning to be felt that neither
science and technology nor material prosperity is the answer to
the plight of the poor countries. The rich countries are realizing
the price they have to pay for their richness which is leading
them towards environmental doom. It is generally believed that
the present eco-crisis has been provoked by the explosions of
population and technology. But the real damage, it is admitted,
has been done by the rich countries. As Jean Mayer said: "It
might be bad in China with 700 million (now one billion) poor
people, but 700 million very rich Chinese would wreck China in no·
ome. It's the spread of wealth that threatens the environment."
For, rich people occupy more space, consume more natural
resources, disturb the ecology more, and create more land, air,
water, chemical, thermal, and radio-active pollution then poor
people. It is noted, for instance" that "in terms of garbage
production, pollution, land use, and resource depletion, each
additional person to the United States is equivalent in ecological
terms to the addition of at least 25 people to India." 15 It is
pointed out that "the ecology of the earth-its streams, woods,
animals-can accommodate itself better to a rising poor
population than to a rising rich population." 16 It is, therefore.
advised by some well-meaning technologists that the developing
countries must learn from the follies ofthe developed countries,
avoid costly errors ofWestern theories, standards, and practices,
and eschew the dangerous path of industrialization.
It is recognized that a large majority of world society, faced
with immediate problems created by poverty and population
growth in a political atmosphere dominated by deprivation and
desperation, cannot but be concerned about'their economic
development. The goal of all the developing countries has been
to achieve a high rate of annual growth in GNP at any cost with
the eventual objective to reach a "take off" stage. The national
leaders, aware of the aspirations oftheir peoples, promise them
an improving economic future. In their desperate efforts to
achieve their goal, "mOdernize" and "develop" their economies,
and create affluent societies like those in North America and
Europe, the side effects of development are seldom taken into
account. 17 It may be noticed, however, that environmental side
effects are even more serious in the less-developed than in the
developed countries. Thus it has been found that nearly every
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irrigation project in the developing countries has been followed
by outbreaks, sometimes disastrous, of waterborne diseases of
humans or of animals. Some irrigation projects, like the
pervasive system of dams on the Nile, or modem canal
irrigation system in West Punjab (Pakistan) have induced
large-scale geophysical changes which h~ve, in tum, reduced
the agricultural potential of the regions. IS Previously productive
lands have been known to have been reduced in fertility or even
completely destroyed by poorly managed irrigation systems.
Problems of waterlogging, alkalization, cementation of soils,'
and erosion ofslopes, have been traced to the use ofirrigation in
many countries. 19 Nearly evt:.ry reported instance involving the
introduction of chemical control of agricultural pests in newly
developed agricultural areahas been characterized by serious
ecological hazards. 20 Case histories of technological improvements in animal husbandry and fisheries depict the same
picture of unexpected hazards. In fact, most of the projects in
the developing countries, conceived as specific technological
advances-construction of a hydroelectric plant, the development of an irrigation system, enhancement of crop yields by
chemical control of pests-"were in operational fact powerful
intrusions on large-scale geo-physical and ecological systems."
The scientists"are convinced that these ecologicalfailures are,
not the random accidents of progress, but evidence that
introduction ofnew technology into the developing. countries
has adverse ecological consequences which are seldom taken
into consideration. They ardently feel "that the rescue rope
offered to developing nations by modem science and technology
is intrinsica,lly unsqund." It is like coming "to the aid of a
drowning man with what proves, in the broach, to be a rotten
rope." They have been left with no doubt "that the modem
science is a dangerously faulty foundation for technological
interventions into nature" and,advise the poor, less developed
countries not to rely on "these wealth.,.producing instruIIientf::"
(science and technology) which they are eager to acquire
because they are the source of ~ll environmental pollution.21
It is industrialization and the wealth that it generates, it is
becoming clearly evident, which is leading man slowly towards
destruction. Since the introduction of science and technology,
industrial development, and rIsing economic standards are the
sources of all trouble, one simple solution that is sometimes
suggested is, don't develop.22 Thus the famous, ecologist,
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Wayne D. Davis, said in the US domestic context which applies
equally in international sphere: "Blessed be the starving blacks
ofMississippi with their outdoor privies, for they are ecologically
sound and they shall inherit a nation."23
Some economists do not hesitate to point out that the
developing countries can never hope to achieve the consumption patterns of the developed countries. To raise the living
standards ofthe world's existing population to American levels,
the annual world-wide production of iron would have to be
increased 75 times, that of copper 100 times, that of lead 100
times, and,that of-tin 250 times. If a country like India, with its,
teeming millions, were to make use of fertilizers at per capita
level of the Netherlands, it would consume one-half ofthe total
world output offertilizers. Clearly, the parity of the developing
countries with the developed ones is not compatible with the
existing stocks ofnatural resources. Nor perhaps, in the view of
ecologists, would it be desirable. For the survival of mankind
the poor developing countries should remain in a state of
underdevelopment because ifthe evils ofindustrialization were
to reach them, life on the planet would be in jeopardy.24 They
are horrified to imagine the risk on the human horizon if more
than two-thirds ofthe,"wretched ofthe earth" were also to try to
live like European or Japanese or sought American standards. 25
"The irony of development is," it is warned, "that to the extent
it succeeds, the world situation worsens." 26 Between the chains
of poverty in the Third World, and the shackles of aflluence in
the developed countries, the future seems a prison to many
Western intellectuals.
Developing Countries Concerned about "Pollution of
Poverty" and Need for Development '
It is pertinent to understand that there is a "pollution of
aflluence" and a "pollution of poverty" and it is imperative to
distinguish between the two. The UN Conference on Human
Environment recognized this distinc'tion, and declared that
while "in the industrialized countries, the environmental problems are generally related to industrialization and technological
Idevelopment," in the poor countnes "the environmental~
problems are caused by underdevelopment. "21 Some ecologists
and other wise men try to superimpose peculiar situations in the
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developed countries into the tragic realities of the developing
countries. Following this reasoning, since the developedcountries are in an ecological crisis, they feel that the developing'
countries will also be in the same malaise ifthey try to develop.
Although the developing cQuntries are experiencing, in varying
degrees, the environmental problems that arise in the'course of
growth ancf industriaHzation, .and not unconcerned about the
growing menace ofthe human environment even with so slow a .
development, they are not and cannot be convinced ofthe logic
ofnon-development. The two-third ofhumanity who are barely
surviving on the margin of life cannot equal the passionate
alarm of the industrialized countries over the declining quality
of the environment unless environmental issues can be equated
with developmental is sues. Life is short and their requirements
are real and immediate. Questions of opportunity naturally
weigh' more heavily and urgently than a vague threat of
ecological disaster. Poverty, they feel, is the,greatest source of'
pollution. In both the towns and the villages, "not merely the
'quality of life', but life itself is endangered by poor water,
housing, sanitation and nutrition, by sickness .and disease,
and by natural disasters. These are the problems, no less
than those of industrial pollution, that clamour for attention
in the context for human enviromilent."28 The problems
confronting the environmentalist of the Third World today, it
has been correctly pointed out,
are not the by-products ofaffluence but ofpoverty; not the symptoms of
over-consumption, but the sufferings of underconsumption. They
cannnot be concerned with the doses ofOOT, but with the eradication
of diseases. Their worry is not the smokingchimney, but concern with
the vast numbers ofjobless people; not a question ofclear water, but of
obtaining higher productivity from the water. Their advocacy is not of
consumerism, but of the struggle against imperialism. The problem is
more of survival than of aesthetics. 29

Development.is. essentially a cure for their major environmental protXilms: there is no future in zero growth for them. As
India's Prime Minister, Indira Gandhi, told the UN Conference
on Human Environment in Stockholm on 14 June 1972:
The rieb- {ountries may look upon development as the cause of
environmental destruction, but to us it is one of the primary means of
improving the environment ofliving, ofproviding food, water, sanitation
and shelter, of making the deserts green and the mountains habitable.
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"We do not want to impoverish environment any further,"
she assured the delegates, but told them that "we cannot forget
'the grim poverty of large numbers of people." She added:
When they themselves feel deprived how can we urge the preservation
ofanimals? How can we speak to those who live in villages and in slums
about keeping the oceans, rivers and the air clean when their own lives
are contaminated at the source? Environment cannot be improved in
conditions ofpov~rty. Norcan poverty be eradicated without the use of
science and technology.30

It is obvious, or should be, that the pollution of poverty can
only be corrected through higher incomes, or simply through
economic and technological development. The assertion that
less income means less pollution does not always and everywhere make much sense. The "disinherit~~.(majoritY"ofthe
world, which desperately needs science and technology to pull
themselves up from the quagmire, does not want the concern for
environment to keep them down. There is already a widespread
Ifeeling that the rich industrialized countries are responsible for
the poverty of the Third World. All through the long period of
colonial domination their economics were exploited and resources wasted for the benefit of the imperialist Powers.
Although political colonialism has more or less finished, the
traditional international economic relations: based on the
domination of the poor by the rich and exploitation of the
developing by the developed countries, still continues. By a
virtual control of the raw material markets, and almost. a
monopoly on manufactured goods and capital equipment, the
rich countries are in a position to drain the resources of the
Third World. As a result of this situation the richer part of
mankind is destined to become richer while, the poorer part
founders in destitution and doomed to become poorer unpolluted
by industry and untarnished by affluence. 31 The present
economic order concentrates three-quarters of revenues, investment and services, and practically all the achievements of
research in the hands of one-quarter of the world's population
and divides the world into areas of over-consumption and
under-consumption. While the resources ofour planet are being
over-exploited, and environment polluted to sustain an everincreasing standard of living in a few affiuent and overconsuming countries, two-thirds of humanity is groaning under
subhuman conditions. As India's Ambassador to the UN
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informed the General Assembly, the average American family
dog was fed more animal protein per week than the average
Indian got in a month. "How do you justify taking fish from
protein-starved Peruvians and feeding them to your animals?"
he asked. 32 It is pointed out that it is the poor countries which
are feeding the rich, and not the reverse as is commonly
believed. Thus, it is said that the rich nations-the United
States, Europe, Russia, Japan, Canada, and Australia"exchange most of their food among themselves but receive a
nei protein import of one million tons each year from the poor
countries" (like India, Mexico, Peru, and Chile) in the form of
high-protein seafood. This is described as one form of"ecological
imperialism."33 Millions of tons of fish caught every year is
converted into fish meal and is used to feed pigs and chickens in
developed lands, while millions of human beings are starving in
poor countries. It is also widely known that in the developed
countries billions ofdollars are spent every year to purchase the
so-called farm surpluses. Millions of tons of agricultural
products are stored or destroyed in rich countries to keep prices
up in the world markets. It is also all too well known that more
than $200 billion are spent every year on arms making the
world ever more dangerous every day. These military expenditures exceed the world's annual exports ofall commodities and
even exceed the GNP of the whole Third World. Only one
ground-to-air missile uses resources which could produce
10,000 tractors. 34
The only way the poor countries can better their lot is by
increasing production and by industrialization. It is now
generally recognized that the only way to have a stable and
peaceful world is to help the poor countries in their development. Ii has been correct!y pointed out that "because of man's
deep, rising demands for consideration and because of all these
interdependencies, a world half-slave and half-free cannot
endure."35 Unless the paradox of common destiny of mankind
and inescapable proximity of all nations on the one hand, and
the growing social and economic disparity between the rich and
poor peopies on the other, is understood as a fact, warns
Barbara Ward:
We may well face in the next decade or so a series of explosive social
situations which will resemble the French Revolution, the Russian
Revolution, and the Chinese Revolution rolled into one. Surely one of
.the inescapable lessons of modem history is that in the long run a s.maI: .
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if;~mensely privileged minority cannot be confronted with a large,
increasingly restive and angry majority without something giving.36

The struggle by the developing countries for a better deal not
only led to a world-wide recognition of the legitimacy of their
demands, but adoption by the United Nations General Assembly and several other organs and specialized agencies of
numerous resolutions urging the rich countries to help in the
development of the poor countries. The developing countries
are getting deeply worried lest concern in the developed
countries tor environmental issues might detract from the
recognition and commitment of the world community to the
overriding task of development of the poor countries. 37 There
are growing fears in the developing countries that the current
environmental concern in the developed countries may affect
them adversely in the fields of trade, ai<;i, and transfer of
technology. Some of the fears may be merely expressions of
natural fears and helplessness of the weaker countries. But it is
important to understand their worry that rigorous environmental
standards of products exchanged in international trade may
well give rise to a "new protectionism." Tariff or non-tariff
barriers may be erected in some rich countries to protect their
industries against competition from states whose industries
may not have to bear the same burden of anti-pollution costs.
The imports from the developing countries based on comparatively less rigorous environmental standards may either be
heavily taxed or banned. Non-tariff barriers may be raised
against some exports of the developing countries which carry
some environmental hazards like dairy products, fish, meat,
fruits, and vegetables. Import of fruits and vegetables carrying
traces of DDT has already been banned in certain European
countries. Preoccupation with environmental issues and concern
for their own problems of slums, pockets of poverty, and poor
public service in the developed countries, may divert foreign
assistance to domestic needs. The need to protect their own
environment from further deterioration and the cost of nonpollutive technology may prompt the industrialized countries to
transfer inappropriate pollutive industry to the poor developing
countries leading to "environmental colonialism."38 110
It is significant to note that the need of the developing
countries to industrialize and establish certain basic industries,
'like petrolium and chemicals, metal extracting and processing,
pulp and paper, and others, coincides with a growing concern ofthe.
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rich, industrialized countries for their environmental degradation because of the heavy concentration of such industries in
their territories. These should provide a new opportunity and a
new reason for re-examining the factors which determine the
location of industries internationally. Since the underdeveloped
countries have by and large put lighter burdens on their
environment resources, and may be able to afford less stringent
environmental standards, this can give them a comparative
advantage in the establishment of certain new industries. Such
opportunities should, of course, take full account of the
potential risk of environmental damage which might affect
development gains. In order to avoid the indiscriminate import
of pollution, the developing countries could and should enforce
environmental standards in the light of their stage of develop-:
ment and of their cultural and social objectives. 39
Developing Countries Cannot Afford to Ignore
Environmental Degradation
It is pertinent to emphasize that the developing countries
cannot afford to ignore the environmental consequences of the
process of development which are already beginning to appear
in some parts of their countries where gigantic industrial
complexes and agglomerations have been created with alltheir .
damaging effects. There is clear evidence of a growing concentration of industries in big cities. In India, for instance, in three
cities-Bombay, Calcutta and'Madras-there are more industries than in the whole States these cities are situated in.
Furthermore they are growing at a much faster rate. Thus,
during 1953~61, Bombay, alone accounted for nearly 79
percent of industrial licences issued to the Maharashtra State.
-In .,!.TIost of the smaller countries, such as Burm~ Ceylon,
Taiwan, Malaysia, Nepal, South Korea, a:nd Thaiiand, the
ubran population is concentrated in a single metropolis which
dominates the urban scene. 40 This has been largely responsible
for alarming population increases in the metropolitan areas and
for the resulting slums. The over-concentration of population
and industries has spoiled the human environment by increasing
air pollution, water contamination, public nuisances, and noise.
Rapid urbanization has also resulted in the shortage of city
facilities and public utilities, such as potable water, sewage,
housing, schools, hospitals, markets, and transportation. 41
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These dreary cities are spreading like plague as they devour and
pollute not only the landscape but the human soul. 42 At the
same time, income gap betwee,'1 urban and rural dwellers has
widened, attracting more people from the village".
In their efforts to feed their increasing population, some ofthe
developing countries have constructed huge multi-purpose
dams over mighty rivers to increase irrigation areas, to stop
floods, and to produce electric power. But these dams have
sometimes done more harm than good. If a dams tames a river,
it does so far a few generations only. Mud and silt carried by the
river settle in the lake formed by the dam making it useless after
some time. One scientist, after a careful study of the Aswan
dam being constructed in Egypt which will ultimately irrigate
two and a half million acres ofland, believes that the dam "may
well prove to be the ultimate disaster for Egypt"43
The developing countries which have 'yet to really industnalize have one benefit over the developed states. They still have
an opportunity to profit from the experience ofthe industrialized
countries and avoid the environmental hazards by better
planning and regulation. The importance of establishing adequate safeguards and standards in project planning and preparation,based on ~cessary research for suitability or otherwise
of the technologies in their countries, cannot be over-emphasized. Almost all of the research done so far has been done in
the develop~d countries which are in temperate climates. Very
little research has been done in the developing countries or in
the tropics. While most technolo!;y may apply equally well
under all conditions, much of it will not be suitable for the
tropical conditions, and costly errors have been made by blindly
applying W estern technol~gy in Asian conditioNs. 44
The developing countries must not ignore the environmental
issues. Any assumption that environmental concerns can be set
aside, until a iater stage of development may be extremely
dangerous. Trying to correct environmental degradation after it
has occured will be far more expensive than taking preventive,
measures. It is essential, therefore, to build such measures into,
the process of planning and implementing development programmes from the beginning. 45 Unfortunately, however, despite
the awareness and concern shown. by at least some of the
developing countries, hardly any significant steps have been
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taken to avoid pollution and save the environment in the
process of development. 46
No doubt there are new technologies available which can
help the developing countries to by-pass the pollution stage and
leapfrog into clean processing and clean power. So also the
environmental risks inherent in building high dams and adopting
higher scientific monocultures can be offset by better environmental planning, by growing cadres of technical expertise and
wide scientific knowhow. Certainly, a decentralized plan for
new towns and industries serving and stimulated by the new
industrial growth and the Green Revolution offers a more
desirable pattern than the likelihood of unrestricted, haphazard
urbanization in the next decades. Surely, there can be better
environmental answers for the developing countries in the
process of their industrialization. But the problem is that most
of them involve more capital, and all of them require more skill,
commodities which are not easily available In the poor developing countries. 47
Elimination of Poverty, the First Imperative
It is generally conceded that the growing disparity between
the rich and the poor in the present-day small world is a source
Of great tension and perhaps the greatest threat to international
peace and security. The only way to have a stable and peaceful
world is to help the poor countries in their development. His
Holiness Pope Paul VI rightly declared that "development is
the new name for peace." And yet, in this interdependent world
it is a sad commentary "on the humanity of our world economy
that 'developed' animal pets have the chance of a better diet
than too many 'developlngbabies.' "48
The first imperative for developing -countries is still for
modernization, industrialization, and growth. This permanent
n~ed requires all the resources available for local use, and the
develoring countries are not expected try welcome to share in
the cost of cleaning up environmental pollution they did not
create. On the other hand, most of them would be prepared to
tolerate some industrial pollution to clean the intolerable
"pollution of poverty."49
There is no doubt that the problem ofenvironmental pollution
cannot be tackled in isolation without the co-operation of both
the developed and developing countries. While the developing
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countries must co-operate in saving the biosphere, they cannot
and will not do it at the cost of their development. It is hoped
that an increasing understanding of planetary interdependence
and the earth's natural systems on the part of the rich nations
can help strengthen the vision of human family and encourage
them to help and aid the poor nations in their efforts to protect
and improve their part of the global household. The global
concern for human environment and the new ecological imperative may reawaken the concern for elimination of poverty all
over the globe which has been extremely tardy so far. The
central th~me of our age is interdependence-the interdependence of all the elements which sustain life on this planet; the
interdependence 'of man with these elements; the interdependence of natural physical systems with man's needs and
aspirations; and, most important, man's interdependence with
man.
Role of International Law
.Internationallaw must draw its life and vitality from the facts
of international life. The traditional law of nations has strong
individualistic features. The prime function ofthis law has been
to reconcile the freedom ofone state with the freedom ofothers.
The problem during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
when this law was formulated and developed, was one of
ensuring peace between states which had no real need of each
other in order to survive. Now, however, with the technological
revolution that has taken place, international society has come
to be transformed into a world community which is'absolutely
interdependent. But even more important, new insights into
planetary interdependence-in biosphere and technosphere
alike-and reaEzation of the planet's totally continuous and
interdependent systems of air, land, and water have made the
artificial division of the world into sovereign states meaningless.
Since we do indeed belong to a single system, powered by a
single energy, it manifests a fundamental unity under all its
variations, and we depend for our survival on the balance and
,health ofthe t0tal system. The alteration that has taken place in
,the scientific, political, economic, and sociological structure of
the society ofJlations must be reflected in law. Internationallaw
is and ought to be a living discipline evolving' continuously in
the light of new situations.
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The traditional international order, in which sovereign states
are the ultimate repositories of all power, gives almost unlimited
authority to destroy the natural order. Similarly, the freedom of
the high seas "represents, from the environmental point ofview,
the 'tragedy ofthe commons.' "50 The only rules ofinternational
law for environmental protection may be derived from the
traditional responsibility of states; from recent conventions to
control nuclear and marine pollution and efforts being made at
the Third Law of the Sea Conference;51 general principles of
absolute liability for catastrophic accidents; or principles
permitting states to intervene on the high seas to prevent
maritime catastrophes from causing pollution damage to their
'territories. 52 The general rule laid down in the Trail Smelter
case that no state has the right to use or permit the use of its
territory is such a manner as to.cimse injury by fumes in or to the
territory of another state or the properties of persons therein is
still accepted as the law. 53 In its judgement in the Corfu
Channel case, the International Court ofJustice also said that a
state is under an "obligation not to allow knowingly its temtory
to be used for acts contray to the rights of other states."54 But
these general and vague rules are not sutticfent or adequate to
save the human environment. The piecemeal and patchwork
character of international law relating to environmental protection is reflected in differences which exist in the international
legal rules relating to the atmosphere and outer space, the rivers
and lakes, the basins, and the sea. According to the traditional
view, neither massive oil pollution disasters, nor nuclear
catastrophes, nor disasters caused ort the earth's surface by
space activities, would de lege lata, attract strict, not to say
absolute, liability. Nor does customary international law seem
to provide other doctrines for the regulation or restraint of
activities which have very high risks of catastrophic and
polluting accidents, or control pursuits which have continuous
and cumulative degrading effects on the environment. Despite
some nuclear power-house disasters or the Torrey Canyon and
other oil tanker accidents, there is no law to take pre-emptive
actions against independent states .from polluting the atmosphere or reducing the utility of a common resource to others.
hils, there is little that can be done to stop the contamination of
an interna.tional river "bvupper riparian states so as to deny
full ilse of it to the lower riparians,"55 or prevent raising of
radioactive fallout by nuclear explosions in the atmosphere,56
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or .over-exploiting a fishery resource so as to destroy its
effective reproduction, or polluting the lakes and even sea areas
so as to deny their utility to others. 57
If the world society has to be saved from the ever-increasing
degradation ofhuman environment which threatens life itselfon
our small planet, what is required is an effective body of global
environmental law. It should regulate the interactions of
governments which create environmental dangers; furnish
obligatory minimum standards for national legislation and
administrative decision-making, and seek to provide immediate
notification, investigation, reporting, and analysis of environmental protection issues. Law can and must guide in the
fonnlllation of policies. International lawyers must be policymakers and activists in the field, go beyond the old principles of
territoriality and responsibility of states, and try to implement
the general principles and concerns of the international society
into legally binding rules. 58 They should develop a law of cooperation and co-ordination in this field. 59
Co-operation, a Historical Necessity
All this, of course, is not an easy task. But the stakes are too
high. Unless all the countries-Communist and Capitalist, the
rich and the poor, the satisfied and the dissatisfied-eo-operate,
all ofthem, may risk their very existence. As was pointed out by
the Pearson Commission on International Development:
Who can now ask where his country will be in. a few decades without
asking where the world will be: If we wish the world to be secure and
prosperous, we must show a concern for the common problems of all
peoples. 60

The blindness of man to the causes of his own downfall has
been persistently repeated all through history. But with the
scope of the present crisis and the technology of war fare today.
it is more than likely that if a serious downfall comes now it will
imperil the entire world, not just a civilization. No one nation,
or even group of nations, can, acting sepJ'\rately, avoid the
trageoy of increasing divisions between the wealthy north and
the poverty-stricken south of our planet. No nation, on its own,
can offset the risk of deepening disorder. Nor can any nation or
nations, acting singly or in a group-rich or poor-avoid the
risk of environmental destruCtion and doom. It is warned that
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"either they will move on toa community based upon a more
systematic sharing of wealth-through progressive income tax,
through general policies of education, shelter, health, and
housing-or they will break down in revolt and anarchy."61
Unless we conquer our divisions, our greeds, our inhibitions,
and our fears, they will conquer us. It has become clear more
than ever that the environmental issues are intrinsically linked
with .all other factors in contemporary world politics. We
require not only a new perception ofman's relationship with the
natural world, but ofman's relationship with man. The problems
of the rich cannot be seen in isolation from those of the poor.
Indeed, in all respects we inhabit only one world. The new
ecological imperative can certainly give mankind a new vision
and incentive for co-operation at various levels. The idea of
common world-wide policies and strategies seems strange,
visionary, and utopian at present because world institutions are
not backed by any sense of planetary community and commitment. It is only now being realized that the human society can
hope to survive in all our prized and cherished diversity
provided we can achieve our ultimate loyalty to our single,
beautiful, but vulnerable planet, the earth. 62
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be grown through major advances in the agricultural sciences

7
THE POLITICS OF A
NEW LEGAL ORDER FOR
FISHERIES
The Potential of the Sea
A prospect even more horrifying than the hydrogen bomb
faces the world today-the population bomb. The rate of
population growth is dismaying-about 2 percent a year
worldwide-although in many countries it is more than 3
percent. At the rate of2 percent per year, the number of people
doubles itself in thirty-five years. Ifthe present trend continues,
by the year 2000 there will be 7.5 billion people compared to
the present 4 billion. The areas ofthe world where food supplies
are scarce are precisely those areas where population growth
rates exceed the world average. Given the speed with which the
population is increasing in these countries, it may not be long
before the last crumbs of food from their lands are gone. That
the situation is explosive is clear from the fact that at least a fifth
or perhaps as many as one-third of the -world's people are
suffering from malnutrition or outright starvation. And the
numbers are increasing at such fast rates that mankind is faced
with a truly disastrous situation, with starvation, misery, and
wars as probable consequences.
At present more than 97 per cent of the world's food supply
comes from the land. There is little doubt that man is in dangeI
of outrunning his food supply through increases in the numbers
of people. Although the food production of the developing
countries increased at the highly creditable rate of 2;8 per cent
annually during the 1950s and 1960s, the demand for food,
resulting from the growth of population and income,· increased
even faster-at the rate of3.5 per cent. Although more food can

and by the development -:>f high-yield varieties of the major
grains-called the Green Revolution-most ofthe world's land
suitable for farming has already been placed under cultivation.
"The blunt truth is," it is pointed out, that man "does not have
enough food now, and no matter what miracles the agricultural
sciences perform he will probably not have enough food in the
future if he relies solely on farms to produce it." 1
Many believe that the crisis can be mitigated, if not entirely
averted, by greater use of the sea as a source of food, the
expectation being Li.at the oceans can produce as much as the
land, or even more. Although at present the ocean produces
only 2 or 3 per cent of the total calories consumed by mankind,
it has a tremendous potential, not as a panacea but as an
important sou,ce of protein to augment the world's food
supplies. Properly exploited, the oceans can be a great help to
the poor countries in overcoming their deficiencies in food
resources and in feeding their ];IUngry millions.
The Present 'Contribution of the Sea
F or some countries of the world, like Portugal, Japan,
Norway, Chile, Iceland, and India, fish is a major source of
animal protein. Worldwide, it provides protein for a great many
more people than does milk or meat: more than two-thir9s of
the world's milk and meat are consumed by fewer than 60
million people-2 per cent of the world's population. Besides
providing high quality protein food and edible oils, fish are
economically important for such products as fish ineal and
inedible oil, bait and fertilizers, and are valuable sources of
precious shells, sponges, and phal..naceuticals. Because of the
need and increasing demands for all these products and the
tremendous developments in fishing technology since the
Second World War, the world fishery catch expanded rapidly
between 1950 and 1970, from about 21 million metric tons (a
metric ton is 2204 pounds) to nearly 61 millionrnetric tons. 2
But a drastic change occurred at the beginning of the last
decade: there set in a stagnation and even a decline in
production, largely due to the failure of the single biggest
anchovy fishery of Peru: the result was a catastrophe for the
economy of Peru and changed the nature.and pattern of world
trade in animal feed supplements. 3 However, since 1973
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marine fish production has again recovered and in 1976 it
reached 64.1 mmt. In 1977, catches excluding Peru's anchovies
continued to increase by 3.5 per cent per year. 4 In 1979, the
total world catch reached 71.28 mmt. 4a It is important to note,
however, that a large part ofthe world fisheries catch is taken by
a very few countries. Six of LlIe 150-odd nations dominate
world fishing. In 1979, more than one-half of the total world
catch was taken by six countries: Japan, the Soviet Union,
Norway, the United States, Peru, and China; three-quarters of
the catch was taken by the leading sixteen countries. Two
countries-Japan and the Soviet Union~harvested more than
30 per cent of the total world catch. 5 Aggresive, intelligent,
well-plann:;Jd programmes of expansion have put Japanese
fishing boats·in every major sea with shore establishments and
marketing systems in a great many foreign lands. Although the
Soviet Union is a comparative newcomer, it is convinced that it
could satisfy its rapidly increasing needs for animal protein
better from the sea than from the land and has built up a large
and formidable fishing capacity. Its fishing operations, like
those ofJapan, are on a global scale and often halfa world away
from home ports.
On the other hand, a large proportion of the fish harvested
throughout the world is still caught within sight of the shore,
especially by the developing countries. Although India ranked
in 1976 as the eighth largest fishing nation in terms of fish
landings and accounted for 2.34 rnmtof catch, her catch per
fisherman is among the lowest in the world since more than a
million fishermen are engaged in this ancient profession with
outmoded gear. 6 The poor fishermen from the developing
countries cannot go near the coasts of other countries and
cannot compete with the Soviet and the Japanese who are seen
with their modem fishing trawlers and equipment otf the coasts
of most countries that have abundant fishery resources. It is
pertinent to note in 1:.1.is connection, as J.H.R. Ryther has
pointed out that:
The open· sea-90 per cent of ocean and nearly three-fourths of the
earth's surface~is essentially a biological desert. It produces a
negligible fraction of the world's fish catch at present and has little or no
poteritial for yielding more in the future. 7

The distant-water fishing fleets, therefore, go near the coasts
or-smaller coastal states and catch large quantities of fish in
their waters.
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Outmoded Law
What has made such a situation possible is a theory which
was devised in the seventeenth century, adopted in the nineteenth, and has been practised up to this day in a world which
has entirely changed. It is well known that the doctrine of the
"freedom of the seas" was formulated and recommended to the
Western world by a Dutch jurist, Hugo Grotius, in his famous
work, Mare Liberum, which he published in 1609 to defend his
. country's right to navigate in the Indian Ocean and other oceans
and seas over which Spain and Portugal asserted monopoly use
as well as political domination. But fisheries were very much on
his mind and he argued for freedoms of navigation and fishing
on the grounds that oceans were vast and unappropriable and
their fishery resources inexhaustible. As he put it:
The sea is common to all, because it is so limitless that it cannot
become a possession of anyone, and because it is adapted for the use of
all, whether we consider it from the point' of view of navigation or
fishing. s

But England and several other European countries were not
prepared to accept the freedom of the seas. The Dutch in those
days were formidable adversaries for whom the ever increasing
herring fishery along the British coast was a principal source of
Iwealth· and power. In order to protect its fisheries, England
claimea sovereignty over the undefined English seas and in
1609 prohibited all foreigners from fishing along the British and
Irish coasts. The Britishjurists Elswood and Selden along with
several other European scholars argued against the freedom of
the seas and carried the day. Indeed, for 200 years, Selden's
Mare Clausum, written at the behest of he English Crown in
1635, remained the most authoritative work on maritime law in
England and the Continent and the doctrine of the freedom of
the seas remained in limbo. 9.It was only after the Napoleonic
wars in the early nineteenth century, after which England
emerged as the supreme maritime power, that the freedom of
the seas came to be accepted in Europe, the doctrine being
buttressed by the British navy. Europe adopted the doctrine of
freedom ofthe seas, especially ofnavigation, not because ofthe
arg~ents of Grotius but because it became necessary and
useful to do so in the wake of the Industrial Revolution. By this
time, moreover, Dutch fisheries had mo(e or less been ruined

I
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and England had become the strongest fishing nation in the
world. 10
. Although numerous fishery disputes arose between distantwater fishing states, especially England, France, and Germany,
on the one hand, and small European coastal states on the
other, freedom of the seas, including freedom to fish beyond a
narrow belt of territorial sea, carne to be accepted under the
influence and pressure of England. In the last quarter of the
nineteenth century, the development oftrawlerfishing, increases
in the unmber, size, speed, and. storage capacity of trawling
vessels, improvements in the means to catch the fish and
bringing them unspoiled to markets, and substitution of stearn
vessels for the sailing smacks, revolutionized the fishing
industry. Fishery resources were no longer inexahustible and
smaller countries like Norway, Iceland, Portugal, and Spain
beearne increasingly concerned about the inadequacy of the
three-mile limit for the protection of their coastal fisheries.
Their native fishermen were unable to compete with the
powerful and efficient fishing machines which exploited all
available grounds from the Arctic Circle to the tropics. The
smaller coastal states found their traditional grounds invaded
and exploited by foreigners and unprotected by the s<rcalled
"ordinary three-mile limit" Many ofthe these smaller European
countries and Russia started to claim and enforce wider limits
(from 6 to 12 miles) for the protection of their fisheries or
passed legislation prohibiting stearn-trawling in coastal areas. 11
However, British -insistence on fisheries jurisdiction to be c<r
terminous with territorial waters and the refusal to concede any
continguous zone beyond the three-mile limit made it extremely
difficult for any agreement to be reached even on territorial sea
limits. Great Britain"spared no efforts to prevent certain states
from .extending their fishing limits."12 At the 1930 Hague!
Codification Conference, "there was much insistence on the
part of many of the necessity of a boarder width for the
conservation of fisheries insuring to the benefit of littoral
states.~' 13 But Britain's rejection of any contiguous zone beyond.
the three mile territorial waters resulted in the complete failure
of the conference.
The Truman Proclamations and Their Aftermath
The inadequacy of selective and ad hoc re2UIations adopted
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through international conventions for solving the problem of
fishery conservation was quite evident and had led several
smaller coastal states to extend their jurisdictions. But the big
maritime Powers, such as England, France, and the United
States, refused to recognize these extensions. However, in
1945, the United States, dissatisfied with the international
measures to protect the Alaskan salmon fisheries from exploitation by Japanese fishermen, cl~.imed aright to establish fishery
conservation zones for the proteClI(}n of its coastal fisheries in
areas of the high seas contiguous to the United States "wherein
fishing activities have "been or in the future may be developed
and maintained on a substantial scale." In a proclamation
issued on September 28, 1945, by President Truman, the
United States said it "viewed with concern the inadequacy of
present arrangements for the protection and perpetuation of
fishery resources contiguous to its coasts;" that "such fishery
resources have a special importance for coastal communities as
a source of Ii velihood and to the nation ::tS a food and industrial
resource;" that "the progressive development of new methods
and techniques contibutes to intensified fishing over wide sea
area and in certain cases seriously threatens fisheries with
depletion;" and that "there is an urgent need to protect coastal
fishery resources from destructive exploitation.". 1,;4 In a twin
)roclamation on the same day, the United States also claimed
I urisdiction and control over the natural resources ofthesubsoil
and the seabed of the continental shelf contiguous to the coasts
of the United States. 15
.The international community was already prepared for this
change, and nUmerous coastal states started to claim continental
shelfjurisdiction. Several Latin American states claimed wide
jurisdictions for the protection of their coastal fisheries threatened
by the distant-water fishing states. Thus on June 23, 1947,
Chile not only declared its sovereignty over the continental
shelf and its resources, but also.
confinns and proclaims its national sovereignty over the seas adjace':lt
to its coasts whatever may be their depths. and within those limits
necessary in order to resene. protect. pr~sene and exploit the natural
resources of whatever nature found on. within and below the said seas,
placing within the control of the government especially all fisheries and
whaling activities with the object of pre':enting th" exploitation of
natural riches of this kind to the detrimen~ of the inhabitants of Chile
and to prevent. the spoiling or destruction of the said riches to the
detriment of the country and the Ar.lerican continent.
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Chile also announced its right to demarcate "protection
zones for wh~ling and deep sea fishery in the continental and
island seas" within 200 nautical miles of Chilean territory. 16
Already in 1946, Argentina and Panama had declared their
sovereignty' over the "epicontinentai sea and continental
shelf."17 Costa Rica and Peru, having narrow continental
shelves like Chile, also claimed sovereignty over a 200-mile
zone, and .EI Salvador and Honduras followed SUit. I8 At a
tripartite tonference in August 1952 at Santiago, Chile,
Ecuador, and Peru sought to reinforce these rights up to 200
miles by an international declaration. Asserting that their
governments were "bound to ensure for their peoples access to
necessary food supplies and to furnish them with the means'of
developing their economy," they proclaimed
as a principle of their international marine policy that each of them
possesses sole sovereignty and jurisdiction over the area of the sea
adjacent to the coast ofits·own country and extending not less than 200
nautical miles from the said coast. I9

Although the United States and Great Britain protested
against these wide extensions, they could not force the Latin
American states to roll back their claims, especially in view of
the changed political atmosphere following the Second World
War.
Uncertain Law
The period immediately after the SecondWorld War was, so
far as coastal jurisdiction was concerned, a period of questioning and uncertainity in which 'the legitimacy and the soundness,
indeed utter futility, of several .old doctrines were being.
challenged. With t.lJ.e collapse of colonialism, numerous Asian
and Mrican countries emerged as independent members of the
international society. Comprising a large majority of the newly
extended world society, the Asian-African states, along with
the equally disgruntled states of Latin America-the Third
World as they came to be called-acquired a new influence in
the post-War divided world society. At the same time significant
technological breakthroughs in the ability to detect and harvest
fish on the high seas and even in the deep seas increased the
capacity of a few technologically advanced countries to indulge
in massive overfishing and thus threatened fishery resources
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near the coasts of other states. Some countries, especially
Japan and later the Soviet Union, developed and expanded
their worldwide fishing fleets to include hundreds of "factory
ships" which were "complete mass production operations
which can catch, clean,fillet and can or freeze great quantities
of fish without entering or clearing the port of the adjacent
coastal states." Such fleets operated to the detriment ot small
native coastal fishing vessels, and many countries, such as
Iceland, the new states of Mrica and Asia and the West-coast
countries of South America, became" alarmed at the actual or
possible effect of such large-scale operations offoreign origin in
high seas areas offtheircoasts. "20 Besides Latin American states,
Iceland and South Korea staked out claims for widerjurisdictions
for the protec.tion of their coastal fisheries. 21
There was much confusion during this period about the legal
validity of these wide claims for continental shelf and fisheries
jurisdiction. The confusion was confounded by widening calims
relating to the territorial sea. By 1958, at least 27 of the 73
independent coastal states claimed specific breadths of territorial sea in excess of the so-called "traditionai" three-mile
limit. These claims ranged from 4 to 200 miles. Some countries, .
without extending their territorial sea or fisheries jurisdiction,
sought to achieve the same purpose by adopting straight
baselines joining outermost islands, islets, or rocks off their
broken coastlines for L1.e determination of their territorial sea.
Thus, Norway virtually extended her territorial sea by adopting
this method of redrawing her baselines, the new one enclosing
vast bodies of waters, large and small bays, and countless arms
ofthe sea, all of which were made into internal waters subject.to
Norweigian sovereignty. This method for the protection of
coastal fisheries against outsiders was upheld in 1951 by the
International Court of Justice in the Anglo-Norweigiq,n Fishe-

ries Case. 22

.

The UN Conference on the Law of the Seain 1958 and 1960
In order to bring some order into'this confusing situation, the
United Nations inl958 organized a conference on the law of
the sea to develop and codify the law in a systematic manner.
Four conventions 23 were concluded which, on the whole,
reasserted the traditional freedoJ!ls of the sea, including freedomsoffishing. Although no agreement could be reached about
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the extent of the territorial sea. or fisheries jurisdiction, the
Convention on Fishing and Conservation of the Living Resources of the High Seas declared "that the development ofmodern
techniques for the exploitation of living resources of the sea,
increasing man's ability to meet the need of the world's
expanding population for food, has exposed some of these
resources to the danger of being over-exploited" (Preamble).
Conceding the need for conservation of living resources of the
high sea::>, the Convention declared that "all states have the
duty to adopt, or cooperate with other states in.adopting. such
measures for their respective nationals as may be necessary"
(Article 1, paragraph 2). It defined "conservation" to mean the
aggregate of the measures rendering possible the optimum
SI ~stainable yield from those resources so as to secure a
maximum supply of food and 'other marine products." It added
that "conservation programmes should be formulated with a
view to securing in the first place a supply of food for human
consumption" (Article 2). The Convention recognized that "a
coastal state has a special interest in the maintenance of the
productivity of the living resources in any are.a of the high seas
adjacent to its territorial sea" and that it "is entitled to take part
on equal footing in any system of research and regulation for
purpose ofconservaion ofthe living resources ofthe high seas in
that area, even though its nationals do not carry on fishing
there" (Article 6, paragraphs 1 and 2). However, no conservation measures could be taken by any state unilaterally in any
part of the high seas beyond the territorial sea unless, of course,
its own nationals and natinals of no other state were fishing in
that area. In case of a dispute, the Convention provided for a
compulscry arbitration procedure (Article 9).
But while the Convention did not recognize any preferential
, or exclusive right of the ·c<?astal state to fisheries in waters
beyond its territorial sea, in a resolution relating to coastal
fisheries, the Conference "having considered the situation of
_countries or territories whose people are overNhelmingly
dependent upon coastal fisheries for their livelihood or economic
development," and where the "coastal population depends
primarily on coastal fisheries for the animal protein of its diet
and whose fishing methods are mainly limited to local fishing
Ifrom small boats," and "believing that states should collaborate
with the coastal state to securejust treatment ofsuch situations,"
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recommended that other states recognize "preferential requirements of the coastal state resulting from its dependence upOh
the fishery concerned. "24
These provisions, reiterating the largely outdated freedom of
the seas which had become an anathema to the smaller coastal
states, could hardly satisfy them or help in the protection of
their interests. Another attempt was made in 1960 to reach an
agreement on the extent of the territorial sea and fisheries
jurisdiction, but no agreement could be reached. It is not
surprising, therefore, that the 1958 Conventions, especially the
Convention of Fishing and Conservation of Living Resources,
were not accepted by all nations. Most of the small coastal
states, especially Asian-Mrican and Latin American states,
failed to ratify this Convention on Fishing which they criticized
as inimical to their interests. 25 On the other hand, Japan and the
Soviet Union opposed the Convention as too radicaJ.26 The
Convention was thus "almost ignored in practice" by all those
to whom it was particularly relevant.
Emergence of the Exclusive Economic Zone

Mter 1958, the pressure to change the old freedom of the
seas and laissez [dire policy in the oceans increased even more
because of the strong trend in support onhe principle of selfdetermination. Despite all the differences in their political,
economic, social, cultural, and historical backgrounds, the
underdeveloped countries of Asia, Mrica, and Latin America
had enough in common to form a workable cohesive group-the
Group of 77 - to take concerted action in pursuance of their
interests. 27
Apart from the changes in the political geography of international law, technology further upset the 1958 Geneva
Conventions. Advanced fishing technology in a few countriesa computer-run industry making use ofsonars, helicopters and
even satellites for spotting fish, automatic gutting machines,
and deep freezing or canning at sea 28-further widened the gap
between large fislJ,ing fleets of the developed distant-water
fishing states and poorly equipped sail-boats of a large number·
of coastal countries. Vacuum cleaner fleets of less than half a
dozen states, as we have seen, indulged in massive overfishing
which took away halfofthe total world catch offish, threatening
thereby the already inadequate protein and foreign exchange
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resources of the poor countries and, more important, upsetting
the "balance of nature" with damaging long-term activities. To
many coastal states, these "intrusions" and "callous actions
taken in defiance of sound conservation practices" became
intolerable in waters above their own continental shelves and
over which they had sovereign jurisdiction. 29 As Iceland said:
"It is unrealistic that foreigners can be prevented from pumping
oil from the, continental shelf but they cannot in the same
manner bt: prevented from destroying other resources which are
based on the same seabed." 30
It was argued that the surface of the sea, its water column,
and th<;: seabed adjacent to the land mass of a state, all formed
an organic unity. Geographicaily and legally, the shallow sea
areas off the coast of a country were already accepted as the
natural extension of the country's land territory.3! In these
shallow underwater terraces, ideal conditions are found for
spawning areas and nursery grounds for coastal fisheries. There
is little doubt that coastal fisheries are based on the special
conditions prevailing in the coastal !irea that provide the
necessary environment for fish stocks. These conditions provide the essential combination of nutrient rich water from
currents, upwelling, and the phytoplankton which forms the
basis of the food chain. 'It was contended, therefore, that
mineral resources of the contental shelf as well as the fishery
resources in the area were an integral part of the natural
resources of the coastal state and should be- recognized as
such. 32
Convinced of the close and natural relationship between
the
.
;~ea, the land, and the men who dwell on it, and feeling that it
,vn.Jd be the most useful, and politically the most desirable
solution, numerous developing as well as developed smaller
countries felt that the coastal state should have an exclusive
economic zone adjacent to its territorial sea extending up to 200
nautical miles. It was becoming increasingly clear that necessary
conservation measureS could no longer be avoided in most
fishing grounds. It was argued that coastal fisheries were
peculiarly susceptible of management by the coastal state.
Moreqver, local coastal fishermen were generally exclusively
dependent on spec~cs in coastal water because of the small size,
short range, and limited carrying capacity of their vessels.
Although the need for coastal state authority in the conservation
and management of coastal fisheries had been recognized for
,

quite some time and had been accepted in the 1958 Convention
(Article 6), it was well known that the existing law neither
covered adequately the interests of the' coastal state nor
facilitated the discharge of its responsibilities. This law had
been formulated under the preponderant influence of the
distant-water fishing states "who wished to fish as close as
possible to the shores of other nations, frequently destroying
one area and then proceeding to another."33 Overkill technologies, lack of sound management principles and legal infrastructure, pollution, and other uses and abuses of the ocean spacedrilling and dredging, and the destruction ofmaIl;y breeding and
fishing areas-led to the collapse of some of the major
,
'
commercial fisheries. 34
The "preferential right" of the coastal state, it was said, was
not sufficient. Without international agreement on quotas and
without effective policing, most nations engaged in fishing without effective restrictions. Various fishery commissions that
had been set up for conservation of fisheries had not been
particularly successful in this regard due to the absence of
internationally accepted scientific data.!lndthe intransigence of
some governments. Even when fishery commissions did make
recommendations for saving depleted species, they were gene-,
rally ignored. The international regulation offisheries, especially
in the area ofenforcement, had almost completely failed. In this
chaotic ·situation, it was suggested, the only possible solution
was to recognize the right of the coastal state to protect fishery
resources near its coast and take the necessary measures for
their conservation and management. The coastal state had the
mostto lose if adjacent stocks were notllianaged effectively, No
other system could provide adequate protection for the coastal
state. Indeed, the establishment of wide fishery zones helped a
few coastal states to develop their fishing industries and to
increase their catch manifold without any loss .of food to
mankind. Moreover, when many coastal countries were desparately looking for new sources of food needed for 'their teeming
millionR, they needed a sheltered area big enough to contain
competition from the technologically more sophisticated ships
of other countries. 35
In line with this train of thought, the Latin American states
issued two declarations in 1970: the Montevideo Declaration
ofPrinci:ples on the Law ofthe Sea and the Lima Declaraticn on
the Law of the Sea, reiterating "the right of the coastal state to
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establish the limits of its maritime sovereignty orjurisdiction in
accordance with reasonable criteria, having its geographical,
geological and biological characte'ristics, and the need to make
rational use cf its resources." 36 In 1972, ten Caribbean states
adopted the Declaration of Santo Domingo which supported a
"patrimonial sea" extending to 200 miles. 37 In 1971, the
Organization of African Unity "confirmed the inalienable
rights of the African countries over the fishery resources of the
continental shelf surrounding Africa." 38 In 1972, the African
States' Regional Seminar on the Law of the Sea adopted the
Yaounde' conclusions, declaring th~ right of African states to
establish an economic zone within which they would have th~
exclusive jurisdiction to control and regulate pollution and the
living resources of the sea. 39 At the January 1971 session ofthe
Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee, Kenya's representative, Njenga, suggested the extension pf coastal state
jurisdiction to 200 miles as its exclusive e(,;onomic zone (EEZ).
The Committee endorsed Njenga's suggestions and expressed
its support again for this concept in its 1972 session 4o At the
1972 Geneva Session of the UN Seabed Committee, Kenya
.. submitted "Draft Articles on an Exclusive Economic Zone
Concept." Giving a rationale for its proposal, Kenya's representative, Njenga, said:
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largest group of developing countries consisting of some 120
countries today. At the Caracas session more than 100
countries supported the EEZ concept. But more than that, there
was already discrenible a clear trend towards extensions of
coastal state jurisdictions. Besides wider claims to the territorial
sea~ ranging from 12 to 200 miles, "patrimonial sea" claims by
Latin American states, and economic zone claims by African
and Asian States, Canada in 1970 extended its jurisdiction to a
distance of 100 nautical miles in the Arctic archipelago to
control the dangers of pollution, and several other countries
extended their exclusive fisheries jurisdictions between 20 and
200 miles. Thus, in its continuing "cdId war" with the United
Kingdom, Iceland fired the next shot in 1972 by extending its
fisheries jurisdiction to 50 nautical miles and refusing to abide
by its agreements with the U.K. and West Germany to permit
their fishermen to fish in the outer 6 miles ofits 12-miles fishery
zone' declared in 1958. It also refused to go before the
rnternational Court of Justice as provided in the 1961 agreements, saying that the Court had no jurisdiction and the 1961
agreements were no longer applicable and binding "because of
vital interests of' the nation and owing to changed circumstances."44
The Judgement in the Fisheries Jurisdiction Cases of 1974

The exclusive economic zone concept is an attempt at creating a
framework to resolve the conflic;t of interests between. the developed
and developing countries in the utilization of the sea. It is an attempt to
formulate a new jurisdictional basis which will ensure a fair balance
between the coastal states and other users of the neighbouring
waters. 41

Admitting that it was a rather novel concept, Njenga said:
"We must find new concepts to resolve existing conflicts of .
interests in the sea, so-that -a fair and equitable framework for
the exploitation of the sea is created."42 The OAU Council of
Ministers adopted the EEZ concept as developed in the
Kenyan Draft Articles in the Declaration on the Issues of the
Law of the Se~ofMay 1973. 43
By June 1974,when the first substantive session of UNCLOS-III opened in Caracas, the concept of a 200-mile
economic zone had received the strong support oftwo important
regional groups, the Latin Americans and Africans, and had
been recognized as "a common aim ofthe.Group of 77," the

In its ex parte judgment on July 25, 1974, the International
Court of Justice refused to pronounce directly on the assertion
of the United Kingdom "that Iceland's unilateral extension of
its exclusive fisheries jurisdiction is without foundation in
international law and is invalid." In view of the uncertainty
about fisheries limits and the endeavours pursued under the
auspices of the United Nations to achieve in the Third
Conference on the Law of the Sea codification and progressive
development of this branch of international law, the CJurt
avoided the issue altogether. It said, "the Court, as a court of
law, cannot render judgement sub species legis ferandae,or
anticipate the law before the legislator has laid it down. "45 The
Court declared, however, that "two concepts have crystallized
as customary law in recent years." The first was "the concept of
the fishing zones, the area in which a state may claim exclusive
fishery jurisdiction independently of its territorial sea; the
extension of that fishery zone up to a 12-mile limit from the
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baselines appears now to be generally accepted. '''The second,
the Court said, is "the concept of preferential rights offishing in
adjacent waters in favour of the coastal state, "46 particularly in
favour of countries or' territories in a situation of special
dependence on coastal fisheries. 4 ; But preferential rights did
not mean exclusion of all fi5hing activities of other s~ates. On
the basis of Britain's historic and special interests in the
disputed waters, the C0urt declared that Iceland's extension of
its exclusive fishery zone was "not opposable to the United
Kingdom," (and West Germany) and could not be enforced
against them, though Iceland might claim "preferential rights"
in those waters. The thre~ governments, therefore,the Court
directed, were "under mutual obligations to undertake negotions
in good faith for the equitable so)Jltion of their differences. "48
Iceland not only ignored the Court's decision but also
extended its fishery jurisdiction to 200 nautical miles on
October 15, 1975. At first sight, it might appear unfortunate
that the Court's decision should be flouted by a state. It must be
remembered, however, that law develops by respond:ng to
changing circumstances. The Court failed to appreciate that,
unless the coastal state excludes other states altogether, it may
not be able to protect its interests satisfactorily. Most of the
coastal states today appreciate the justice and equity of
Iceland's position. Indeed as we have seen more and more
states have been adopting policies similar to that of Iceland.
Against this background, as Professor E.D. Brown has wisely
remaFked: "It would be foolish to expect that even a unanimous
judgement by the Court in favour of the United Kingdom would
contribute much to the settlement of the dispute or indeed to
halt present expansionary trends. "49
The Informal Negotiating Texts at UNCLOS-III
Numerous proposals for an exc;usive economic zone were
submitted at the Caracas Conference and supported by various
groups, including 41 African st?tes which had been parties to
the 1973 Addis Ababa Declardtion, several Asian states, 22
Latin American states. Austraiia, Canada. the United States,
the Soviet Union, and other communist states. The fiist single
negotiating text (SNT) \V~ich emerged OL!t of these proposals in
May 1975 SllDJ.l0rted the extension of tht> territorial sea to 12
miles and pro\idcd I'or a 200-miles eXClllSi\(' economic lone. In
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the light of further negotiations, the negotiating text was revised
in 1976, 1977, 1978 and 1980. In the August 1980 negotiating
text, issued as the "Draft Convention on the Law of the Sea
(Informal Text)," as in all other texts, the 12-mile territorial sea
and the 200-mile EEZ were endo,~sed.In Article 57 of the
Convention the exClusive economic zone is declared as extending to not more than 200 nautical miles in which the coastal
state has "sovereign rights" for exploring and exploiting,
conserving and managing all the nHtural resources, whether
living or nonliving, and other economic activities, such as
energy production (Article 56). The coastal state is given wide
and exclusive powers for the conservation and management of
living resources on the basis of the best scientific evidence
available to it and for the determination of the allowable catch
in its EEZ (Article 61). The coastal state has the right to
determine its capacity to harvest the living resources (Article
62 (2)), but has the obligation to establish proper conservation
and management measures to prevent over-exploitation' (61
(2)), and to grant other states access to the surplus allowable
catch (Article 62 (2)). It may establish detailed regulations
with which foreign fisherman must comply for conservation and
utilization purposes (Article 62 (u) (K)). Article 63 directs the
coastal states to seek agreement on conservation and utilization
of stocks found within the EEZs oftwo or more coastal states or
those which are both within and beyond the EEZ. Articles 64 to
67 concern highly migratory species, marine mammals, anadromous specieS'; and catadromous species. 50
Articles 69 to 72 provide for the rights of landlocked and
geographically disadvantaged sta'tes in the EEZs. The lan,dlocked states are declared to have the nontransferable right,
subject to the conservation and utilization principles expressed
in Articles 61 to 62, to fish in the EEZs of adjoining coastal
states under terms and conditions determined by agreement
between, the states concerned. The position of each coastal
state is str,engthened by the provision that such agreements
should take into account "relevant economic and geographical
circumstances" (Art. 69 (1)), including the need to protect
coastal fishing communities and industries (Art. 69 (2) (a)).
Article 73 empowers the coastal state to enforce various
mechanisms, such as boarding, arrest, andjudicial proceedings.
Article 74 lays down the general principles for delimitation of
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exclusive economic zones between states with opposite or
adjacent coasts.
The EEZ as Customary International Law Concept
Because no one could predict when, if ever, the Draft
convention would emerge as a ratified and binding cOlwention
on the law of the sea, unilateral assertions of maritime
jurisdiction continued to dominate. Apart from Latin American,
African, and Asian claims of 200 miles of comprehensive
coastal state jurisdiction, claims of 200 miles exclusive fisheries
jurisdictions have been made on a worldwide basis. As we have
noted earlier, Iceland extended its fisheries jurisdiction to 200
miles in 1975, the United States in 1976,51 Canada, Norway,
and the E.E. C. countries in 1977. 52 The two Ia,rgest distantwater fishing nations, Japan and the USSR, though they were
opposed earlier to the EEZ concept and protested against the
claims oflceland and the United States, realized the inevitability
of the trend. They have now recognized the claims ofothers and
have claimed 200-miles limits of theirown. 53 By the end of
1980 at least 87 states had staked claims to a 200-mile
exclusive jurisdiction, whether in the form of territorial sea,
EEZ, or fisheries zone. Another 12 had extended their limits
between 15 and 100 miles. 54
But apart from these unilateral claims, the provisions of the
differen- versions oftne negotiating texts have been adopted in
more t.han 150 fisheries agreements between states. This is
rar':' case of a convention which has been implemented before it
had been adopted in final form and had entered into force. 55
With such preponderant and concordant state practice, absence of any protests and opinio juris in favour ora 200-mile
coastal state jurisdiction, it had already become customary law
binding on all states irrespective of the outcome of the
UNCLOS-III. But an almost "revolutionary" effect of the
acceptance of 200-mile coastal state jurisdiction has been the
"elimination of freedom of fishing ana the substitution of
coastal state sovereign rights over the exploration, exploitation,
conservation, and management of living resources. "56 Such a
"drastic alteration" in traditional law has come to be accepted
by all states within a short span of less than ten years; on the
face of it, this may seem to be too short a period to make
possible the creation of a new rule of customary law.57 Butas
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Hersch Laut~rpacht correctly pointed out, "the length of time
within which'the customary rule of international law comes to
fruition is irrelevant. For customary international law is. not
dependent on prescription. A 'consistent and uniform usage
practiced by the states in question'-to use the language orthe
International Court of Justice in the Asylum case-can be
packed within a short space of years. The 'evidence of a general
practice as law'...need not be spreRd over decades." 58
The New Legal Order of Fisheries: Forebodings and
Perspectives
There is little doubt that control offisheries out to 200 miles,
where more than 90 per cent of the fish are caught, will
substantially change the pattern of world fishing, During 19701975, between 85 and 95 per cent of the total world catch was:
ta!~en within 200 miles offshore. About 50 per cent of these'
catches were taken in areas off' countries other than the flag
states of the fishing vesseb. 59 But fishing will be allowed in the
future in what were once international waters covering 37 per
cent of the world's ocean only by permission of the coastal
nation. This appropriation of precio~s food and economic
reSOllrces, it has been said by a few critics of almost unlimited
coastal state authority, "not only seriously prejudices the
interests of land locked and geographically disadvantaged
states, which lose the right of access to resources vital for their
future, but it is also inf.quit,able as between coastal states
themselves. Ten such states obtain more than half the area... and
six of them are considered to be wealthy. "60 That is not all.
Exhibiting "overwhelming concern to safeguard in every
possible manner the rights of the coastal. state and considerabll'
reluctance to mention' specific coastal state duties (other than
duties directly related to overflight and navigation) in the va1Jt
marine areas." the final text ofthe UNCLOS-III, it is regretted,
fails to mention "standards or criteria for the. conservation,
utilization, and management of living resources in rapidly
e-xpanding" national waters.
.
The failure of the coastal state to discharge its obligations in
this'regard, moreover, cannot be called into question before an
international court. The coastal state, therefore, is free to utilize
living resources found'in its EEZ in a manner which may be
seriously prejudicial to the interests of neighbouring states 61 It
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is also said that displacement ·of etistant-water fishery vessels
from the EEZ of coastal states is likely to increase the pressure
on the high seas beyond optimum sustainable yield. 62
Apprehensions have also been expressed that the acceptance
of economic zones is likely to lead to under-utilization of the
living resources, since most developing countries do not have,
and are not expected to have, sufficient capacity to exploit them for some time. That is why the consensus on the 200-mile
exclusive fishing zone includes the provision that the coastal
state has a responsibility to permit foreign fishing for stocks it
cannot itself exploit. If this principle is followed, it is said, full
utilization offisheries resources can be realized; otherwise, the
fish catch may decline and precious food needed for hungry
millions may be wasted. 63
It is important to note that the presence of large fishing fleets
from industrial nations off the shores of developing and other
small coastal states and reckless exploitation of their coastal
fisheries have had a major influence on the decision ofthe latter
group to opt for a 200-mile EEZ with or without the approval of
UNCLOS-III. Although not all the developing countries would
gain equally from these extensions, most ofthem would benefit.
The landlocked states will also benefit since they have heen
granted special rights which are observed by most of the
developing coastal countries, judging by a number of regional
agreements.
It may also be pointed out that apprehensions about the
under-utilization of fishery resources have not proved correct.
What the developing countries have claimed is not exclusive
jurisdiction over them. Since 1975, more than 150 bilateral
agreements have been concluded, providing for collaboration
and cooperation between fishing activites in the economic
zones, prescribing the terms and conditions under which the
fishing vessels of one party may operate in waters _under the
EEZ ofthe other, or granting reciprocal fishing rights to vessels
ofboth parties in their respective zones ofjurisdiction. Generally
based on the provisions of the 1980 Draft Cohvention, t.~ey
prescribe the number ofvessels flying the flag ofone contracting
party that are authorized to fish in waters under the jurisdiction
of the other; the prevention of over-exploitation by establishing
specific conservation measures, including the prescription of
catch quotas; the imposition of closed season; the prescription
of gear or the minimum size of fish; the specification of fees for
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foreign vessels; and fixing in advance the quantity offish foreign
vessels may land in coastal state ports. 64 Indeed, the production
of fisheries since the general extension of theEEZ jurisdiction
in 1975 has increased and total catches reached their highest
levels in 1976. 65 It may be pointed out in this connection that
distant-water fishing states, especially Japan, have adjusted
reamarkably well to the new extensions by starting joint
ventures with several coastal states, investing in fishing industries ofother countries, and extending their ownjurisdictions. 66
It is pertinent to quest~on the assumption that under-utilizating coastal fishery stocks constitutes a wastage of
precious food in a hungry w~r1d. First, such an argument comes
from technically advanced nations which are not hungry.
Second, if others take the surplus, the costs per-unit of catch
may be increased for coastal and noncoastal fisherman alike.
When the number of vessels is increased, the rate of catch per
vessel declines, and often smaller boats operated by poorer
fishermen suffer more. This is the "tragedy ofthe commons." If
a fishery is owned by no one and the demand for the fishery's
products is growing, overfishing becomes inevitable. The result
is that the greater the demand for a resource held in common.
the sooner less is produced. 67 Besides a reduction in catch per
unit offishing effort, another consequence ofintensive fishing is
a decrease in the average size ofthe fish that are caught because
they have diminishing chances ofgrowing to full size. Eventually,
the total catch fails to increase.as effort increases or it may even
begin to decline. In order to protect these fisheries it becomes
essential to limit the amount of fishing effort and to prevent the
capture of small fish either by promulgating minimum legal
size~ or by technical means, such as adjusting the size of net
meshes and entrances to traps or the size of hooks so that
smaller fish are either not taken by the fishing gear or can escape
from it. It is suggested thaf"it is wasteful to expend fuel oil, and
other natural resources in limited supply, by striving for catches
at maximum sustainable yield (MSY) level when one could
often secure, say, 80 per cent of that level with half the fishing
effort and hence with considerably greater total net benefits. "68
Moreover, an unused resource is not
wasted in the biological sense that biological production at that
location is lost forever, at least that happens only on a limited scale and
over a long time period... In general, the nutrient materials are recycled
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in a practically closed system, and the absolute "lossl' is small...It can
therefore equally be argued, counter to the "full utilization" philosophy,
that it is unwise to interfere with a potential resource before it is really
needed, and that not only is it wrong to reduce a resourc,e td a level at
which either its existence or its biological productivity are threatened,
but it is also wrong to take the unmeasurable risk that such would
happen as a result ofseeking, while in a state ofconsiderable ignorance,
to maximize commercial production from it. 69

It is, therefore, suggested thatfrom economic and ecological
points of view it is desirable to permit catches only up to levels
somewhat less than the calculated MSY. This conclusion is
reinforced by the great uncertainties in calculations' of MSY.
These considerations have led in recent years to the reformulation of management objectives so as to ensure that: (1)
ecosystems are maintained in such a state that both their
consumptive and nonconsumptive (aesthetic or ecological)
values to humanity can be realized on a continuing basis; (2)
options for different uses for present and succeeding generations are maintained; (3) risks of irreversible adverse effects of
exploitation are minimized; (4) decisions made include a safety
factor to allow for limitations of knowledge and inevitable
imperfections of management institutions; and (5) measures to
conserve one resource are not wasteful of another. 70
Wastage in Current Fishing Practices
On the other hand, it is important to note that there is a lot of
wastage ofnatural resources in the fishing practices ofdeveloped
states and in theunselective nature ofmodern fishing techniques.
Thus, there is a fair amount ofdestruction·of young fish during
so-called "industrial" fishing for fish-meal production. In some
cases, such industrial fishing catch large numbers of the young
of the spe':ies on which food fish depend. In some cases
industrial fisheries are based on small species, and. there are
incidental catches of the .young of more valuable· food fish
which many a time are so large as to affect the yield capacity of
tood-fish stocks.
Another important form of waste is the discard at sea of
unwanted incidental catches which are of comparatively less
value because of the limited hold space in fishing vessels and .
the time required to sort catches of mixed species. When the
mixture includes species such as shrimp, with high market
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value. and"trash" with low value, large quantities of the latter
are discarded and wasted. It may be noted that for every ton of
shrimp caught and frozen, three tons of trash fish '(as well as
quantities of sronges, rubble, and organic "rubbish") are
caught in trawls and discarded dead at sea. a total waste of 3-4
million ,OilS annually, almost 5 per cent of the total fish catch.
The san Ie economic considerations lead to the wastage of tens
of tpousands of dolphins killed every year in purse-seine
fisheries for tunas il) the eastern tropical Pacific Ocean. The
same applies to other kinds of fisheries employing purse-seines
resulting in the wastage of considerable quantities of potential
food for humans. Sometimes, a haul ofpelagic shoaling species,
such as mackerel, is too large to be handled by the vessel and
either the whole or a large part ofthe catch is slipped resulting in
death from shock, suffocation, or damage from the net. Although
it is impossible to correctly estimate the total wastage by
deliberate discards of fish, it i~ said to be no less than 6 million
tons-more than ten per cent of the world catch. Even a bigger
wastage in terms of human nutrition may be in the use of nearly
10 million tons, nearly, 17 per cent ofthe total retained catch, in
the use offish to feed livestock instead ofdirect consumption by
humans. Moreover, in the less affluent countries, especially in
the trophies, large quantities of fIsh are lost during storage and
the transport of products, such as dried 'and salt or smoke-cured
fish, by bacterial action due tc the lack of freezing and canning
facilities. 71
The Time of Cooperation
The above discussion makes it clear that the new law relating
to the EEZ, or as some countries have called it for their own
reasons, fisheries zone, for the exclusive exploitation offisheries
by the coastal states, has come to be more or less universally
accepted as part of customary international law. Whatever may
be the status of the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea, this
itself is a tremendous achievement. The pressing and legitimate
claims of the developing countries, most of which happen to be
coastal states, for progress and well-being demand that they
should secure for themselves the full utilization of their natural
resources, including marine resources. For a long time these
resources have been exploited by foreigners leaving the coastal
fisherman frustrated and h'elpless in their own coastal wasters.
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Under the so-called freedom of the seas doctrine, the poor,
developing coastal states have been second-class citizens of
international society. With the modification of this outmoded,
outdated principle, the coastal states have become masters in
their own houses in waters close to their shores. The ruthless
exploitation and destruction ofworldwide fisheries by a handful
of technologically advanced nations have led to innumerable
conflicts and tensions between states. Mter a very long period
of conflict, however, the time for cooperation has arrived. The
degree to which the new legal order leads to such cooperation
remains to be seen. Much depends on the skill with which the
developing countries act in concert to get benefits from others
who wish to continue fishing near their coasts, and especially on
the ways they use those benefits to build skills, national
institutions, and cooperative arrangements to permit wise
longterm use of the resources which they have acquired. The
numerous developing coastal states, however, will have to learn
soon that merely charging "rents" for permission to catch fish in
their newly-acquired exclusive zones cannot and will not be
sufficient and wll not help them much. These "rents" may
simply be passed on to the consumers, including many in the
poor countries. Fisheries development should become part of
economic development with equity. It is esential, therefore, that
more and more emphasis is put on cooperation in training and
the transfer of latest fishing technology to the fishermen in the
poor countries. Hundreds of such cooperative bilateral agreements have already been concluded providing not merely
monetary benefits to the poor coastal states rich in fisheries
resources, but also for training and instruction of seamen of the .
coastal state, joint research activities, industrial, financial and
technical cooperation,joint ventures, !ind even surveillance and
policing of the extended coastal jurisdictions. 72 Besides, the
UN Food and Agriculture Organizationis helping the Third
World countries to secure the maximum benefits from the new
ocean regime. Although F AO has been advising developing
countries on EEZ matters since 1977, it established in 1979 a
"comprehensive programme of assistance in the development
and management of fisheries in the economic zones"-the
so-called EEZ Programme (1) to strengthen the capabilities of
coastal countries to manage and develop their fisheries; (2) to
promote rational management and full use by developing
countries of fishery resources in Lleir economic zones; and (3)
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to support the developing countries to secure a greater share ot
and higher benefit from living marine resources as part of the
UN initiative to establish a New International Economic
Order. Under this programme the F AO has provided assistance
to more than 40 countries in fisheries legislation, helped them in
monitoring, surveillance, and regulation of fisheries within the
EEZ, and in the creation of fishing technology units in various
countries to provide them with assistance in fisheries technology-vessel design and construction, fishing gear and
methods, fish processing operations. 72a
The extension ofnational jurisdictions has not only increased
the need for international cooperation between the developirig
and the developed states, but also among all neighbouring
states and regional groups. What had been left unmanaged in
the past must now be managed. Purely national management is
in many cases not possible because of overlapping political and
ecological boundaries and also because of the high costs of
exploitative and managerial technologies and infrastructures
which are beyond the means of small, poor, newly-independent
countries. A sophisticated conservation programme needs an
adequate budget and many scientific data, all ofwhich probably
cannot be provided by most developing coastal states whose
fisheries are based on small-scale operations. Lack of sufficient
data may also cause problems for· a developing coastal state
even in adopting its allowable catch formula. These factors
should encourage regional cooperation and the development of
a new international legal and economic order in the oceans
based on such cooperation. 73 Thus, representatives of 40 nonaligned and other developing countries met in Havana in
November 1977 to cooperate in "the sphere of fishing" by
establishing a standing commission to identify ar~as of cooperation and to plan and coordinate activities concerning
fisheries development, conservation, research, legislation, surveillance, aquaculture, and multinational enterprises. Other
fishery management bodies have been established, for instance,
in the South Pacific and Southern Ocean. 74
There need be no hurry for the coastal states "to utilize fully"
their fishery resources. So far nearly 60 per cent of the world's
marine-fish catch comes from three areas: the Northeast
Atlantic (in close proximity to the industrialized European
countries), the Northwest Pacific (heavily exploited by the
USSR and Jap~n), and the Southeast Pacific (dominated by the
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anchovies fishery of Peru and Chile). It IS important to note that
the areas of the greatest unexploited potential are in tropical or
southern temperate latitudes near the coasts of the developing
countries. 75 If properly exploited, even according to conservative estimates of the F AO, fishery production can be
increased by another 30-35 million tons. 76 This surely can help
the poor countries go a long way in alleviating the pangs of
hunger of their teeming millions, provided, of course, the
present trends in international cooperation arc not only maintained but extended and further steps are taken to help provide
the poor countries and their seamen with sufficient skills and the
necessary means to help themselves.
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Mid-Ocean Archipelagos

8
MID-OCEAN ARCHIPELAGOS
IN INTERNATIONAL LAW:
THEORY AND PRACTICE
"Island-Studded Sea"
Described as an "Island-studded sea" or a "sea interspersed
with many islands," an archipelago is defined as "a formation
of two or more islands, (islets or rocks) which geographically
may be considered as a whole." I Geographically, the archipelagos differ widely as to the number and size of the islands and
islets as well as with regard to their location, shape and position.
In some cases the islands and islets are clustered together in a
compact group while others are spread out over great areas of
water. Some archipelagos are "situated so close to a mainland
that they may reasonably be considered part and parcel
thereof." Called coastal archipelagos, they "form more or less
an outer coastline from which it is natural to measure the
marginal seas."2 Others, called "mid-ocean archipelagos," are
"situated out in the ocean at such a distance from the coasts of
firm land as to be considered as an independent whole rather'
than forming part ofor outer coastline ofmainland." 3 Examples
of such outlying archipelagos may be found in Andaman,
Nicobar and Lakshdweep Islands (Off the coast of India),
Faeroes, Fiji Islands, Galapagos, Hawaiian Islands, Indonesia, Japan, Philippines, and Solomon Islands.
Traditional International Law Ignored Archipelagos

It may be pointed out that traditional international law of the
sea, both customary and codified, was designed to deal with
continental masses, not with groups of mid-ocean islands. An
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archipelago, on the other hand, by definition is sea-centred and
purports to be a country of water interpersed with islands, and
claims jurisdiction over a block of ocean far from any continent.
The concept of a mid-ocean archipelago being accepted as one
unit or as an archipelagic state was alien to the traditional
policy makers and scholars. Though their problem was raised
by some jurists in 1930 and 1958 Conferences on the Law of
the Sea, 4 and some publicists or legal scholars mentioned it in
their writings or in legal conferences, 5 the mater was never
seriously considered.
It is important to remember that mid-ocean archipelagos
were largely under colonial rule and, therefore, had no international status or voice and posed no threat to international
order. Since the Second World War, with the emergence and
participation of several island groups as independent states in
the international community, their governments have sought to
extend their maritime jurisdictions on the grounds of close link,
if not integration, between the sea, the land and the people
which inhabit them. They reject the traditional law, codified in
the 1958 Convention on Territorial Sea, that each island,
whether or not constituting an archipelago, has its own territorial sea, as "destructive of the integrity of the archipelago as
one state," and as inequitable and unjust. These newly independent island states seek to employ the method of straight
baselines joining the outermost points' of the outermost islands
of the archipelagos in drawing baselines from which the
territorial sea and other coastaljurisdictions are to be measured.
While there is a lot of sympathy and support for the archipelago
concept in international society today, serious objections have
been raised by major maritime powers against these wide
claims of archipelagic states which would convert large parts of
high seas into national territorial and internal waters with grave
consequences on high sea freedoms, especially freedoms of
navigation and fishing. 5
Coastal Archipelagos
Before we look at some of the specific claims made by midocean archipelagos and the response of the international
community to them, it may be recalled that the problem of.
coastal archipelagos was more or less settled in the AngloNorwegian Fisheries Case and by the adoption of its decision
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"in the 1958 Convention on Territorial Sea. In the Fisheries
case, the Court was presented with a configuration in which
over 120,000 islands, islets and bare rock-called "skjaergaard"-dotted the waters adjacent to the Norwegian Coast
forming the Norwegian coastal archipelago. In upholding the
Norwegian enactment and practice of drawing straight baselines joining the outermost points of its coastal archipelago for
delimitation of its territorial waters, the Court said that:
'''the coast of the mainland does not constitute, as it. does in most
countries, a clear dividing line between limd and sea. It is the edge ofthe
skjaergaard which realy constitutes the coast 6 .

During the course of the judgement, the Court made certain
pertinent remarks and laid some general principles on the law of
territorial sea which may be ofgreat significance in regard to the
problem of mid-ocean archipelagos. In regard to the validity or
otherwise under international law of the delimination of territorial sea by the adoption of any given system of drawing
baselines, the Court said:
The delimination of sea area has always an international aspect; it
cannot be dependent merely upon the will of the coastal state as
expressed in its municipal law. Although it is true that the act of
delimination is necessarily a unilateral act, because only the coastal
state is competent to undertake it, the validity of the delimination with
regard to other states depends upon international law 7

Having decided that a straight baseline system was not
necessarily a violation of international law, the Court declared
"certain principles to judge....its validity under international
law,"8 some considerations which could provide courts an
adequate basis for their decisions. The Court declared three
such considerations:
Among these considerations, some reference must be made to the close
dependence of the territorial sea upon the land domain. It is the land
which confers upon the coastal state a right to the waters off its coasts.
It follows that while such a state must be allowed the latitude necessary
in order to be able to adapt its delimination to practical needs and local
requirements, the drawing of baselines must not depart to any
appreciable extent from the general direction of the coast.
Another fundamental consideration, of particular importange in this
case, is the more or less close relationship existing between certain sea
areas and the land formations which divide or surround them. The real
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question raised in the choice ofbaselines is in effect whether certain sea
areas lying within these lines are sufficiently closely linked to the land
domain to be subject to the regime of internal waters...
Finally, there is one consider;:o.tion not to be overlooked, the SCODe of
which extends beyond purely geographical factors, that of certain
economic interest peculiar to a region, the reality and importance of
which are clearly evidenced by a long usage. 9

The Court, it is import;ant to note, made repeated references
in the case to the unusual nature of Norway's Coast, and
expressed the importance of geography to the decision. It said
that solution of such a rugged and broken coast as that of
Norway "is dictated by geographic realities."lo The Court
ruled out length of the baselil1es as a criterion for judging the
validity of baselines, although it indicated that reasonableness
could be applied as a test to control such length. I I
In 1956, the International Law Commission in its draft
articles concerning the law of the sea embodied for coastal
archipelagos the principles laid down by the I. C.l. in the
Fisheries case which were finally adopted in Article 4 of the
Convention on the Territorial Sea.
No solution for Mid-ocean Archipelagos
While the problem ofterritorial waters ofcoastal archipelagos
was thus solved, the problem of mid-ocean archipelagos was
side-tracked. The International Law Commission, explaining
the reasons for not presenting any specific rules concerning
mid-ocean archipelagos, said:
The Commission had intended to follow up this article with a provisior
concerning groups of islands. Like the Hague Conference of the 193C
the Commission was unable to overcome the difficulties involved. Th(
problem is similarly complicated by the different forms it takes ir
different archipelagos. The Commission was also prevented from
stating an opinion, not only by disagreement on the breadth of the
territorial sea, but also by lack of technical information on the
subject. 12

Although an excellent preparatory document on archipelagos, including mid-ocean archipelagos, was prepared by a
Norwegian jurists, Jens Evensen, on the eve of the First UN
Conference on the Law of the Sea (in which he supported the
archipelago concept l3 ) and Philippines and Yugoslavia irtitiat-
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ed the matter, the 1958 Conference failed to consider the issue
ofarchipelagos and again postponed it because it was thought to
be too complex for solution. 14
The 1960 Second UN Conference on the Law of the Sea
again failed to take action on proposals for archipelagic claims
by both Philippines and Indonesia. IS
Wide Claims by Archipelago States
Philippinef;
Although the failure ofthc. (Wo conferences to accept or even
seriously consider the archipelagos concept somewhat discouraged the newly-independent archipelago states, it did not
stop them from making wide claims and vigorously arguing for
support of their cause from other members of the international
community. They took comfort from the failure of the two
conferences to reach an agreement on the breadth of the
territorial sea 16 which would have posed "heavy threat of
disemberment" to their countries consisting as they did of
thousands of islands separated by wide distances. I 7 As early as
1955, in a note verbaIe to the UN Secretary-General, Philippines stated:
All waters around, between and connecting the different islands
belonging to the Phillipine Archipelago irrespective of their widths or
dimensions, are necessary appurtenances of its land territory, forming
an integral part of the national or inland waters subject to the exclusive
sovereignty of the Philippines.

It added that "it is the view of our Government that there is
no rule ofinternationallaw which defines or regulates the extent
of the inland waters of a state."18
Composed of a group of 7,104 islands (800 of which are
inhabited) in the Pacific and occupying an area which, at its
greatest length and width, is 1,152 nautical miles by 688
nautical miles, Philippines claims that it has always been
considered as one unit even before its cession to the United
States by Spain after the Spanish-American War. By Article
III of the Treaty of Peace concluded at Paris on December 10,
1898, Spainceded to the United States "the archipelago known
as the Philippines Islands and comprehending the islands lying
within the following described lines... " There followed a system
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of lines defined by parallels of latitude and meridians of
longitude. By the US-Spanish treaty signed at Washington on
November 7, 1900, this cession was confirmed and some
clarifications added about a few islands. The U.S.-British
Convention of January 2, 1930, also described in geographic
terms the line separating the Phili?pines Archipelago and
North Borneo, a British Protectorate, Philippines claimed in
the above-mentioned note verbale that "all water areas embraced in the imaginary lines" described in the three USSpanish and US-British treaties "are considered as maritime
territorial waters of the Philippines,.."19 These delimitations
describe an area of 530,239 square miles, more than double the
area currently claimed by Philippines under the strairht baselines. 2o Philippines further pointed out that these limits of its
archipelago were endorsed by the Tydings-McDuffie Act by
the US Congress which provided for the eventual independence
of the Philippines. Further, in Article 1, Section 1, of the
Constitution of the Philippines, adopted on February 8, 1935
which was approved by the US President,21 the national
territory of the Philippines was defined referring to the aforementioned treaties. Philippines sought to justify these wide
territorial waters claims as "historic waters" in the 1960
Geneva Conferenc.e. 22 Earlier in a note verbale to the UN
concerning its observations on the drafts of the International
Law Commission on the Law of the Sea, the Philippines
Government, reiterating its position of the 1955 note verbale,
added that:
The Philippines Government considers the limitation of the territorial
sea as referring to those waters within the recognized treaty limits, and
for this reason it takes the view that the breadth of the territorial sea
may extend beyond twelve miles. 23

The Philippines justified its stand for making exception on
"historical grounds."
Reaffirming the foregoing stand, the Congress of Philippines
enacted a law (made effective on June 17, 1961), defining the
baselines of the territorial area of the Philippines. The .law
provided for straight baselines joining appropriate points of
outermost islands of the archipelago. All waters within the said
baselines were declared as inland or internal waters of the
Philippines. All waters beyond these baselines but within the
limits of the boundaries set forth in the 1898 and 1900 US-
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Spanish treaties and 1930 US-British treaty were declared as
territorial waters. 24
All these claims and legislations were given constitutional
status in 1973 when the Philippines Constitution defined
national territory as follows:
The national territory comprises the Philippine archipelago, with all
the islands and waters embniced therein, and all other territories
belonging to Philippines by historic right or legal title, including the
territorial sea...over which the Philippines has sovereignty or jurisdiction. The waters' around, between, and connecting the islands of the
achipelago, irrespective of their breadth and dimensions, form part of
the internal waters of the Philippines. 25

It is worth noting that while the approximate land area ofthe
Philippines is 115,600 square miles, the area contained within
the straight baselines measures 328,345 square miles. The
enclosure system, therefore, increases the national "territory"
approximately 2.8-fold. Within the treaty limits claimed by
Philippines as its territorial sea boundary, the total Philippines
area amounts to 702,460 square miles increasing by 2.14 the
"territory" within the baselines. The approximate ratio of
. water to land is about 5: 1. The shortest ofthe baselines is about
178 meters and the longest 140 nautical miles. Measured from
baselines, the breadth of the territorial sea in some places is 3
miles or less; but off the western coast of Luzon, the territorial
sea measures 135-145 nautical miles and extends even longer
on the eastern coast. 26
Despite these repeated assertions of the Philippines resting
their wide territorial waters claims on 'historical grounds', and
the treaties signed between the United States and other powers,
there is very little evidence that the United States uriderstood or
interpreted these treaties as conferring such wide jurisdiction on
it during the period it administered the Philippines. The official
United States position has been thatthe lines referred to in bilateral treaties between the United States ana
the U.K. and Spain merely delimited the area within which lar:.d areas
belong to the Philippines and that they were intended as boundary
lines. 27

Commenting on the Philippines claims and interpretation of
the above-mentioned treaties, Feliciano, the distinguished
Filipino international lawyer, said that "this interpretation is
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not the only possible, nor even the most plausible, reading ofthe
Paris Treaty." The natural import of the expression, cession of
archipelago known as Philippines Islands within certain geographic lines, was, he said, that
What was intended to be ceded was the land area found within the said
imaginary lines. The regular geometric nature of the line suggests that
its purpose was not so much to mark a political boundary but rather to
make certain that all the islands comprising the archipelago were
included in the transfer. It would also seem open to doubt whether
Spain had, prior to the Treaty of Paris, claimed and treated the waters
within these imaginary lines as territorial waters of its colonial
possession. Historic evidence, as distinguished from Olir simple
assertion, that Spain had indeed characterized such waters as its
territorial waters has as yet to be presented,28

Mter a review of the above-mentioned treaties, Max Sorensen also reached a similar conclusion:
It seems quite clear that these treaties refer to the islands, that is the
land territory, and not to the areas of the sea within the specified lines.
This .manner of defining the boundaries by longitudes and latitudes
may have been the only practical method in view of the immense
number of islands and could not be interpreted as revealing any
intf\ntion to make provisions for the intervening waters outside what
would otherwise be the ordinary limits onerritorial waters. 29

But apart from historical oasis, sociological, geographical,
geophysical and economic arguments have been advanced by
Philippines to reinforce its historical contention.
Indonesia
Extending more than 3,000 miles east and west and 1,300
miles north and south, and composed of 13,677 islands (3,000
of which are inhabited), Indonesia joined her neighbour,
Philippines, on December 13,1957, in adopting the archipelago
principle. In an announcement of that date, the Indonesian
Government, asserting that "from time immemorial the Indonesian arohipelago has formed one unit," and that "for the
purposes of territorial unity, and in order to protect the
resources oflndonesia, all islands and the seas in between must
be regarded as one total unit," declared thatall waters sUrroUnding, between and connecting the islands constitut-
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ing the Indonesian state. regardless of their extension or breadth &rc
internal parts of the. territory of the Indonesian state and. therefore.
parts of the internal or national waters- which are under the exclusive
sovereignty of the Indonesian state, Innocent passage of foreign ships
in these internal waters is granted as long as it is not prejudicial to or
violates the sovereignty and security of Indonesia,3D

The announcement revoked the Dutch colonial ordinance of
1939, which had declared 3 miles territorial waters of each
iSland, "as it divides the land territory of Indonesia into
separated sections," and extended the Indonesian territorial
waters from 3 to 12 nautical miles.
The announcement evoked protests from Australia, Japan,
New Zealand, the Netherlands, the U.K. and the United
States, but the Soviet Union supported the Indonesian claim as
fully in accordance with the rules of international law. 31
Despite all these protests, Indonesia "implemented the 1957
Government Declaration by an Act of February 18, 1960.
Indonesia thus enclosed 666,100 square miles of internal
waters within its straight baselines system, which joined the
outermost points of its outermost islands, extending to 8,167
nautical miles, and claimed another 98,000 square miles of
territorial sea. 32
Fiji
Ever since its independence from the U.K., Fiji has asserted
the archipelago principle and claimed water around, between
and connecting the islands and their resources primarily on the
basis of the geology of the group and strong economic dependence of its' people on the· resources of the sea. As the Legal
consultant to Fiji, Donald McLoughlin, said:
The Fiji proposaL..being based OR principle of intril)sic relationship,
the test...is simply: do the islands form an instririsic geographic,
economic and politica.!,entity? The term "geographic;' as'used in this
context is a geomorph~logical concept. 33

On July 22,.1971, the Fijian delegate to the UN Seabed
Comniittee proposed the acceptance of the archipelagic prindple and his country's policy in the matter. He suggested that
"the condition that a baseline must not depart to any appreciable
extent from' the general' direction of the coast is of equal
application 'to mid-ocean archipelagos· if it is recognized that
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this is in itself merely a method of expressing the requirement
for an intrinsic relationship between a line of natural features
and the land to which those features form a barrier." 34
Mauritius
Though Mauritius is not strictly a mid-ocear. archipelago, it
has ail archipelagic dependency. In 1970 it enacted legislation
claiming the archipelagic principle and joining the outermost
points of its outennost islands as baselines for measuring its
territorial waters. 35 In 1971 the Mauritius delegate to the U. N.
Seabed Committee joined the group of mid-ocean archipelagic
states with definite archipelagic claims. 36
Bahamas
Comprising more than 700 islands and 200 cays (ofv'hich 22
islands are inhabited), and extendinb for over 500 miles in the
Caribbean, this little country has claimed archipelago status
since its recent independence. The Great and Little Bahama
Banks, on which most of its .islands rest, are very shallow,
generally under three fathoms and grading t.o five fathoms, and
on the western side extend up to 75 miles from the nearest land, .
w~ere they drop to over 300 fathoms depth. On the eastern side,
the islands seem to stand on a rampart standing in the deep
ocean at a depth 'of abOl:t 2,500 fathoms. 37 Bahamas not only
claims to join the outermost points of outermost islands, but
also the area of the Bahama Banks, or the shallow water area. 38
The Galapagos
Consisting of some fifteen larger and a series of smaller
islands or islets, this archipelago (also called the Colon
Archipelago)is situated 600 miles west of Ecuador in the
Pacific. Ecuador was the first country to make an extensive
archipelagic claim over these islands. By Presidential Decrees
of February 2. 1938, and of February 22, 1951, Ecuador
declared this archipelago as. a unit and delimited its territorial
waters by drawing baselines between "the most salient points of
the outermost islands forming the contours ofthe archipelago of
Galapagos." The territorial sea limits were drawn ata distance
of 12 nautical miles outside and parallel to the above-mentioned
baselines. 39
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Andaman and Nicobar Islands
Comprising more than six hundred islands in the Indian
ocean, this archipelago m~s off the coast of India. Through a
national legislation 39a enacted in 1976, India declared
Anadaman and Nicobar Islands on the one hand, and
Lakshdweep on the other, as single units subject to the
archipelago principle.
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sovereignty. <t3 In 1 Y64, the question ofthe status of Hawaiian
waters arose in a case, Island Airlines vs. Civil Aeronautics
Board, and the Court of Appeals of the Ninth Circuit Court,
rejecting the archipelagic claim for the State of Hawaii, held
that "any such delimination of the boundaries of Hawaii would
in effect exporpriate large areas" of the high seas which was not
permissible. 44
Rationale for Making Wide Archipelagic Claims

Faeroes Islands
Historical reasons
Denmark declared .Faeroes Islands lying off its coasts as a
single unit and decreed straight baselines to encircle the
archipelago. The decree, which became effective on March 12,
1964, drew 13 straight baselines which have a total length of
163 nautical miles. 40
Hawaiian Islands
All through the 19th century, it is said, the Kingdom of
Hawaii claimed jurisdiction over the Hawaiian Islands as an
archipelago, including the tnter-island waters and channels. By
an Act of 1846, King Kamehameha III of Hawaii claimed his
jurisdiction not only over the Islands and one marine league
seaward, but declared:
The marine jurisdiction of the Hawaiian Islands shall also be exclusive
in all the channels passing between the respective islands and dividing
them, which jurisdiction shall extend from Island to Island. 41

This jurisdiction was confirmed in a Privy Council Resolution
of, an 1850, and the 1854 and 1877 Neutrality Proclamations
of the King of Hawaii 42
But there was no mention of the inter-island waters in the
legislative actions which governed the annexation of Hawaii to
the United States. At the Constitutional Convention of 1951,
the delegates and the Governor of Hawaii denied that Hawaii
made any claim for control ofocean beyond three miles limit. In
1964, the Secretary of State, Dean Rusk, in a memorandum to
the Attorney-General, unequivocally declared that "each of
the islands of the Hawaii Archipelago has its own territori;al
sea.. .It is our view that the waters seaward of these belts of
territorial sea are high seas over which no state claims

Apart from the geological and gee-physical unity of the
island groups, most of the claimants of mid-ocean archipelagos
rely on a variety of historical, cultural, political, strategic and
economic reasons for joining all the islands and wide bodies of
waters between them as one unit.
We have already seen the historical basis of the claims of
Philippines. Indonesia also asserted, without giving any
historical evidence in its 1957 declaration andpre.amble to the
1960 Act that," since time immemorial the Indonesian archipelago has constituted one entity."45 Claiming wide jurisdiction
over shallow water areas of the Bahama Banks, the delegate of
Bahamas said at the Caracas Session of the UNCLOS III:
"Those areas of shallow waters had historically been regarded
as parts of the territory of the Bahamas: a grant encompassing
the banks as well as the islands and the Cays, had been made to
the Lord Proprietors by King Charles of England in 1670."46

Fir.st, th.e security of the state demands that it should have exclusive
possessio$ of its shores and that it should be able to protect its
approaches. .'
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Second. for the purpose of furthering its commercial, fiscal, and
political interests, a state must be able tv supervise all ships entering,
leavirig, or anchoring in the sea near its coast.
Third, the exclusive enjoyment of the products of the sea close to the
shores of a state is necessary for ,he existence and welfare of the people
and its land territory.

For all these reasons, he said, "'the extent of territorial sea is
not a matter ofjuridical science" or "the application ofabstract
legal principles." Political and ec'onomic considerations, he
insisted, were the preduOlinant factors which would determine
the extent of territorial sea claimed by a state since it was
"inseparably connected with the question of self-preservation
or survival. "4~
The integration between land and sea, it is suggested,. is
indeed far more complete as to islands ofan archipelago and the
sea between them than it can ever be between the waters that
wash the shores of a coastal state. Economically, it is said, the
reliance of the population of the Philippines upon the biological
resources of the sea is almost absolute and the resources are not
sufficient to support both domestic and foreign fisherman, 49
Moreover, its industry and agriculture, it is pointed out, is not
fully diversified on a regional or island to island basis. No island
of the Philippine archipelago is self-sufficient; there is nationwide interdependence. To distribute and market the products of
various islands, an integrated and complete transportation network is indispensable. This is not an easy task for a poor
country, but would become all the more difficult if to go from
one island to another, pockets of high seas wQ'uld have to be
crossed. 50
Cultural and Political Unity
Apart from other factors Indonesia relies on cultural unity as
an important reason for claiming the waters in between islands,
As the leader of the Indonesian delegation at the UNCLOS III
said at Caracas in 1974:
It might be interesting for the Conference to know that the Indonesian
language equivalent for the word 'fatherJand'.. .is 'tanah-air', meaning
. 'land-water: thereby indicating how inseparable the relationship is
between water and land to the Indonesia.l people. The seas, to our
mind, do not separate but connect our islands. More than that, these
waters unify ournalion. 5 I
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It is reminded that this ('tanah.:.air') "is a word not coined by
lawyers who made comparative studies, not by geographers,
but this is a word that comes from the people who have lived in
these islands and these archipelagos, and they feel it is part of
them. The water is part of their everyday lives, They depend on
it for their living, and it is a very real thing... "52
Economically, it is pointed out by Indonesia,"our people are
very much dependent on marine resources and fisheries,
especially those which have a close connection with the shelf
and the land, Our fisheries are basically subsistence type of
fisheries, and fish is an important source of protein. We are a
poor people; cattle breeding is a very expensive technique for
increasing the protein content of our diet, and fish seems to be
the answer." Socio-economically, hundreds of thousands of
fishing families depend on coastal fisheries, with very small
boats and very simple fishing gear, who wait for the favourable
wind to be able to go out to sea. The spectre of competition for
these people "with more advanced fishing countries, with
modem techniques, made us afraid that there was just no
possibility of having an equal opportunity" unless some protective measures were taken. 53
Another important economic interest is the intra-insular
communications through small wooden craft by people and
small business between the islands. An archipelago principle
and coastal jurisdiction is essential to protect these inter-island
communications. 54
Security
Perhaps the most important reason for adopting the archipelago principle advanced by archipelago states is that of security,
not necessarily security from military attack by a hostile power,
but for protecting its coastal areas from illegal landing by aliens
and smuggling of goods. As the Philippines representative said,
"'we are probably incapable of meeting these problems adequately at the present time," but "the gargantuan problems to
our national security which would result from splintering the
Philippine archipelago into as many islands that compose it are
hardly imaginable."55
It is pointed out that many of the developing countries are
culfurally plural societies, the different ethnic and social groups
which might have been kept in balance and at peace during the
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colonial era. But they have not in fact integrated into the
national community. After :independence social conflicts between various groups have lOot only continued but escalated:
Riots, insurgency, revolution and secessionist tendencies have
been frequent in the newly independent nevelopingcountries,
seriously hampering the necessary process of nation building,
and sometimes even endangering their chances of survival.
Although these tendencies are common in developing countries,
the composition of an archipelago with thousands oflarge and
small islands scattered overa large sea area, tends to perpetuate
the plurality in the composition ofthe population increasing the
tendency of local of regional groups to pursue their aspirations
and secede from the nation. Thus,- in Indonesia, there were a
number of serious separatist uprisings, challenging the authority of the central government, on Celebes, Java and Sumatra
during the early years of independence. Philippines has also
experienced similar uprisings. The notion that the seas separating the major islands of archipelagos were high seas not subject
to national jurisdiction was perceived to lend support to the
separatist claims for autonomy or sovereignty. The archipelago
concept was, therefore, favoured as a matter of national
integrity and internal security. S6
It is felt that there is a close relationship between internal and
external threats to security. Insurrectionary movements might
solicit and get support in ithe form of weapons and other
mattrials on unguarded coastlines from neighbouring or distant
hostile states. There is no dearth of evidence of such· support
both in Indonesia and Philippines. In such a situation when the
country is falling apart it is a question of the very survival ofthe
natipn. As the Indonesian delegate pointed out, they could not
envisage Indonesia being carved up in several parts and the
national territory and its airspace "full ofholes or gaps of'high
seas' in between the islands.'" 57 So thearchipelagol principle, it
was contended, was the only answer for the political unity of
Indonesia.
Control of Marine Environment
I

The need to control the quality ofmarine environment within
the archipelago and to control marine pollution is another
recent reason adduced by the archipelagic states in claiming
sovereignty, over the inter-island waters. 58 Recent incidents of
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supertanker spills or ships leaking hazardous cargoes have
reinforced these countries' desire to control certain kinds of
navi~ation through archipelagic waters. It is pointed out that
pollution sources are' likely to stay much longer and more
difficult to clean in archipelagos because of the configuration of
islands. Indeed, the effect of oil spills can have disastrous
consequences to the archipelagic people who rely on these
waters as a source offood.. 59 In the case of coral archipelagos at
least, it is pointed out,
The very survival of-the nation is potentially menaced If"local
supervision is not possible... Coral islands are not dead land masses
even if the polyps that formed them are dead. The areas of intersection
of land and sea are subject to incessant biological and chemical
interaction, whereby the land is preserved from ultimate destruction.
Pollution of these areas can destroy the organisms that are essential for
the coastland to retain its vitality and support -the flora. notably
mangroves, which in many instances constitute an essential rampart
against the sea. "60

Objections by the Maritime Powers
As we have already seen, most of these claims by archipelagic
states were objected to by the big maritime powers on the
ground that they enclosed and" grabbed" wide areas ofthe high
seas. Under the archipelago principle, as mentioned earlier, the
outermost points of the.outermost island are joined together by
straight baselines, irrespective ofthe distances between islands,
and the waters within the lines become internal waters subject
to the absolute sovereignty of the coastal state. Throughthese
waters there would be no right of aerial dverflight; and
movement offishing vessels, warships and submarines through,.
over and under these waters would be seriously curtail,ed.
Though all the archipelagic states, including Philippines and
Indonesia, accepted the right of .. innocent passage" through
their internal and territorial waters, this right is generaIl y denied
to warships without permission and, under Article 14 of the
1958 Convention, submarines must come up on the surface and
show their flag. Moreover, since "innocentpassage" is defined
as a passage "so long as it is not prejudicial to the peace, good
order, or security of the coastal state," it gives wide latitude to
the coastal state to interfere with a passage. It may be noted that
through the years Philippines has denied the right of innocent
passage to warships of Australia, New Zealand, and Britain,
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without prior authorization and has sometimes refused to give
permission of innocent passage to their warships. nI Indonesia
considers "that innocent passage of foreign ships in Indonesian
interior (or internal) waters· is a facility" which may be
withdrawn, unlike the passage through territorial waters which
cannot be withdrawn. 62 On July 25, 1962, a Presidential
Decree was issued providing for "peaceful passage" through
the "internal wat§rs" of Indonesia along certain sealanes.
subject tp temporary suspension for security reasons; submarines were required to transit on the surface. n3 During the
period of break with the Netherlands over the West Irian
dispute, on August 30, 1958, and again on December 4, 1958;
the Indonesian Navy closed certain pas~ages to all vessels
except local fishing vessels or vessels of the Indonesian Navy
on the grounds of "defence and secilrity of the state."n-1
Most of the objections to the archipelagic claims, it may be
noted, have been raised because of the threat to international
navigation. Lying, as both Philippines and Indonesia do, on
major trade routes, their claims would change the nature of
transit through some important straits and passages and subject
them to the jurisdiction and control ofthe archipelagic countries.
Thus the Philippines ua6elines. in effect close the important
Surigao Strait, Sibutu passage. Balabac Strait, and Mindoro
Strait as well as several other "internal" passages through the
Philippines Islands. The largest body of water so enclosed is the
Sulu Sea (85.000 square miles), but other significant seas, the
Moro. Mindanao, Sibuyan. etc.. are also within its baseline
system. Similarly, Indonesia. which is the most strategic of the
archipelagic states, encloses within its baselines the Java,
Flores. Molucca, Banda and Savu seas and the important·
straits of Sunda, S~mba. Lombok, Ombai. Molucca, and
Macassar as well as numerous other internal passages. nn Even
under a l2-mile territorial sea (aside from the archipelagic
claim). J 3 strategic passages between island~ lie within the
Indonesian territoriai wate,"') and .~ . vithin the savel cignty of
Indonesia an(: a neighbouring state, Malaysia.
Important shipping lanes pass between member islands of
several archipelagos. The Bahamas has narrow passages
between its islands, two of \vhich. the Northwest Providence
Channel and the Crooked Island passage, are important
shipping lanes between the North Atlantic and Central/South
America. Fiji is also crossed by t.wo important shipping
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routes-the Nanuku Passage and the Kandavu Strait,67 The
extent to which an archipelagic claim is controversial or has
been objected to depends upon its location. Mauritius encloses
little open ocean through which no shipping lanes cross. But to
go around the Indonesian archipelago would mean a deviation
of more than 3,000 miles. This is the reason for the strongest
objections against the Indonesian claims.
It IS sometimes pointed out. that the scope of exclusive
authority or competence claimed by a state is always subjecUo
the acid test of reasonableness. The scope of authority claimed
must be relevant to and necessary for the protection of the
legitimate interests involved. Applying this test of reasonableness, it is argued that the wide claims of the archipelagic states
cannot be sustained. Thus, in an.age offast aircraft and missiles
of tremendous range and velocity, any width or extent of
territorial waters for the purpose of security has become
unconvincing. On the other hand, the more modest security
interest of control over access of warships to the coastal areas
could be met by a relatively narrow territorial sea coupled with
a special contiguous zone which foreign warships may not enter
without previous notification and authorization. Furthermore,
a wide territorial sea without necessary surveillance and
policing facilities may not be of much use to the archipelagic:
states. 68
However, as it has been pointed out by the archielagic states,
the chief objective of archipelagic claim is not security from
outside Powers, but internal security and the problem of
keeping the countries united. The internal divisive forces'can
get surreptitious help from outside forces which becomes
dificult to be controlled if there are pockets of high seas in the
archipelagic waters. These small states may not have adequate
surveillance and policing facilities, but it would'be wrong to
overlook their essential needs to keep their country united with
whatever means they may have at their disposal. Moreover, if
the parts of archipelagic water rema,in 'high seas,' these small
and weak countries would always remain at the mercy of big
Powers since their powerful fleets can always cruise these
waters unhindered without violating the law. Since th~se weak
countries cannot muster the strength to defend the watersby
force of arms and cannot depend on the "laW bf force," t'o
defend themselves. 69 "It would be an anachronism of the
highest order," they argue convincingly, "to have warships of
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other states playing war games around our islands and in the
middle of our country in full abandon and with complete
freedom." 70
Moreover, prevention of smuggling and illegal entry can be
more easily achieved ifforeign vessels do not have acess to the
waters within the archipelago as of right. 71
Strategic Interests of the Maritime Powers
Be that as it may, such extension of coastal state jurisdiction
is absolutely intolerable to the big maritime Powers, including
both the United States and the Soviet Union, because they want
to maintain their absolute freedom ofnavigation and maximum
maneuverability. The security of the United States and its
allies, it is said, pepends "to ,a. very large extent on freedom of
navigation on and overflight of the high seas." The representative of the Uriited States said in the Seabed Committee that
many nations depend "upon air and sea mobility in order to
guarantee their ability to exercise the inherent right of individual
and collective self-defense," and expressed the doubt that" any
state would wish to subject its sea communications or its
defense preparedness -to the consent or political goodwill of
another state." 72 An important aspect ofpreserving the strategic
nuclear balance, according to this view, is the effectiveness of
U. S. -and Soviet missile-carrying submarines. The stability of
the strategic deterrence is based on keeping their positions
concealed. Therefore, it is argued, they must be able to transit
everywhere submerged. Submerged transit is particularly important through straits, even those under coastal state jurisdiction. As Osgood points out:
The U.S. government maintains that the invulnerability of SSBN
(nudearpowered submarines carrying nuclear missiles) and hence
their indispensable role in an adequate second-strike force depends on
their right to pass through international straits...submerged and
unannounced."73

Indonesia's strategic position between the Pacific and the
Indian Ocean has led states with important navies and submarine fleets to react vehemently against its claim to close its
waters. According to a recent study, four of the five important
straits of 24 miles wide or.less which are essential for 'the
passage of U. S. SSBN's, are u::lder Indonesian sovereignty or
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are shared by Indonesia and Malaysia. 74 A sovereign archipel
agic regime, therefore, with straits threatening as choke points,
could represent a death blow to mobility.75 The naval -Powers
do not consider the right of innocent passage within archipelagic waters, whether internal or territorial waters, as sufficient
for their needs to preserve mobility. 76 Innocent passage, as we
have mentioned earlier, does not allow submerged passage by
submarines or overflight. Moreover, some states consider
passage by ships with certain cargoes, flags or destinations, as
threatening and non-innocent,"il
Having similar strategic interests in the freedom of navigation
as the United States, the Soviet Union has adopted the same
attitude towards the archipelagic claims. At the Caracas
session of the UNCLOS III, the Soviet delegate said that "the
proposals made by the archipelagic states might become
acceptable to his delegation only ifthey agreed to free transit for
the ships through archipelagic straits and waters used for
international navigation, alii if they recognized the right of
unimpeded flight." The principle of "innocent passage" of
ships through archipelagic waters and proposals for the possibility of restriction. of passages, he said, "were unrealistic"
and not acceptable, 77
The Japanese delegate, giving a conditional support to the
archipelago principle, said:
The fact that some archipelagic waters were situated at the crossroads
of vital inter-oceanic communications made it vital to provide for
maximum, free and unimpeded passage. The right of passage through
such waters should certainly be more than the simple right of innocent
passage... the right of transit passage by foreign vessels should be
provided for in respect of archipelagic. waters used as routes for
international navigation, and the right of innocent passage by foreign
vessels, including fishing vessels, should be ensured in other parts of
archipelagic waters. 78

Such "free passage" is, of course, opposed by the archipelagic
states, "which is not even recognized through tetritorial seas
which are outside a nation's baselines." They also oppose
innocent passage through all the archipelagic waters, not
merely designated sea lanes, when these waters are not
territorial seas and lie within the baselines. 79 If all waters within
baselines are subject to innocent passage, it is felt, "the
baselines would be a useful superfluity." Furthermore, if such
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wide "rights of passage penneate th~ waters of the archipelago
the archipelago concept is reduced to an exercise in rhetorics. "80
Reservations by Some SJ!laller Neig,hbouring States
Apart from the big maritime, Powers, the neighbouring
coastalstates of some ofthe archipelagos have also reservations
about the unconditional acceptance ofthe archipelagic doctrine
since it would affect their existing rights. Although they may not
object, in principle, to the archipelagic concept, Malaysia,
Singapore and Thailand, and, to some extent the Philippines,
all have interests which conflict with Indonesian claims. The
impact ofthe Indonesian claim would be immense on Malaysia,
whose direct access to the eastern Malaysian states of Sabah
and Sarawak across the South China Sea would be interrupted,
affecting its national unity, by the Indonesian claim ofsovereignty based on the extension of baselines around the Natuna
Island archipelago. Malaysia is also deeply concerned about
the possible loss of traditional fishing fights enjoyed by its
nationals in waters now enclosed by the Indonesian claims. At
the Caracas Conference, the Malaysian delegate expressed his
reservations about the Indonesian claim. While agreeing that
archipelagos should be accorded special treatment, he felt,
"equity also demanded that h that treatment due account
should be taken ofthe rights and mterests ofneighbouring states
affected by the archipelagic claim. "81 Thailand and Singapore
also, while generally supporting the archipelagic claims of
Indonesia and Philippines, insisted that their archipelagic
status should be recognized "provided the legitimate interests
of the neighbouririg states" in regard to "communication and
access to the open ocean space" on the cine hand, and "living
resources of the areas" hitherto regarded as part ofthe high seas
on the other, were giveodue consideration and accommodation. 82
The need of the -neighbOUring states "for uil.suspendrtble
innocentpassage," it was said, was even "more imperative, and
the passage might requIre other routes in addition !o sea lanes
designated primarily for international navigation. "83 In view of
the complicated nature of .the fisheries issue and of other
problems peculiar to each iegion, itwas s~ggested, these issues
could be settled within the, framework of regional -or, if
necessary, bilateral arrangemerits. 84
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Wide Support for the, Archipelago' Principle
Logically, of course, there isno reason why the archipelago
principle should not be accepted. It makes no political sense in
dividing a country into thousands of parts and making it
vulnerable to numerous divisive forces, both internal as well as
external. For the newly independent archipelagic countries like
Philippines and Indonesia, it was not only a question of national
unity but political survival'. Moreover, their economic developmcnt or even viability depended on acceptance of numerous
islands as one unit. The imperialist Powers who owned these
islands during the colonial period, did not unite these islands
i'nto one unit because of their other world-wide interests. As
Professor O'Connell' points out, "they subordinate local
interests to considerations of the freedom of the seas, open
communications and access to riches of the world. "85 But to
these new countries, it was 'a question of political life or death.
Despite all the objections by the big maritime Powers and their
ncighbouring states, Phifippines' and Indonesia continued to
stress their claims.
While the big maritime Powers insist on the "time-honoured"
principle of the "freedom of the seas" to keep the seas open, the
new small countries argue that it has become "time-worn,"
outmoded, and out of date. It may be recalled that after the
famous "battle of books" between Grotius, Selden and others
during the seventeenth century, the "freedom of seas" doctrine,
enunciated by Gr'otius, came to be accepted not because of the
superior arguments of G[Qtius~ butbecause of the need of the
time. In the age of Industrial R~volution and European
expansionism, freedom ofthe seas became a necessity. Freedom
of navigation was e'ssential for the colonization of Asia,
Africa and America, as it was for the growmg inter-state
commerce. Selct'en's own nation repudiated his stand and its
policy ofclosed seas during the eighteenth century, and Great
Britain, as the greatest colo'nlal Power, becaine the strongest
ehampion ofthe freedom of the seas. 86 It must be remembered
thatJreedom of the seas right up to the first half of the twentieth
centtirymeant essentially. non-regulation and laissez [aire. It
amounted more to license than the'genuine freedom of competition. It gave the, technologically advanced countnes unlimited
freedom to exploit the living resources of the oceans without
any consider~tiofl fo'r the interests of othercountries. 'Freedom
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of the seas was used not only for the legitimate purposes of
navigation, but also interpreted by the militarily powerful states
as giving them a right to move across the wide open seas to
threaten small states or to subjugate or colonize other peoples.
Even to this day the ·smaller countries are concerned about
several undesirable activities that take place on the high seas
near their shores in the name of the freedom of the seas. Such
activities include naval military operations; testing of rockets
and missiles; using the high seas as dumping grounds; stationing
and operations of submarines armed with nuclear missiles; the
so-called data gathering by electronic procedures along the
coasts of other countries, etc. It is indeed with a lot of reason
and force that Senator MetcG-lf of the United States pointed out
that "under the freedom of the seas doctrine, there is not much
equity between developed and underdevloped coastal nations"
and that "a less developed nation is a second-class citizen. "87
Freedom of the seas has al ways meant unequal freedom or only
freedom for the few.
There is little wonder that only those few great maritime
Powers are champions today of the doctrine of unrestricted
freedom of the seas. On the other hand, a vast majority of
coastal states-the small, weak, poor, underdeveloped nations,
whether of Europe, Latin America, Asia or Mrica-are getting
deeply concerned about the continued over-exploitation oftheir
coastal areas by the big maritime Powers. They are seriously
questioning the value ofthe doctrine ofthe unrestricted freedom
of the seas, which howsoever useful it might have been in the
past, has become outdated and "tyrannical" today. 88
After a thorough analysis of the problem of archipelagos in
1971, Professor O'Connell correctly pointed out that "the
threefold division of the sea into high seas, territorial seas and
internal waters, is too simplistic, while the arithmetical approach
of fixed limits and the geographical approach of general
definitions works to the adantage or disadvantage of states in
too arbitrary a manner to be tolerable." The archipelago
doctrine had failed to gain more than superficial encouragement
from the publicists, or more than cursory examination at
international conferences, he pointed out, "because it is the
difficult case which exposes the difficulties of existing rules."
Jurists and diplomats had been reluctant to grapple with the
conceptual difficulties and inadequacies of international law
with the result that "we are left with a framework that is too
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inflexible for modern needs and an incubus of legal and
diplomatic history that is felt to be too oppressive." He,
therefore, recommended a more flexible structure of internationallaw and doctrine "comprising perhaps special...regimes
concerning fishery conservation, mineral exploitation, pollution control and shipping rights; and a range of potentially
competitive interests must be reconciled if maritime activity is
to be rationalized." He was convinced that there was "no
advantage in governments persisting in the total and outright
rejection of any archipelagic principle" which was "the
inevitable response to the threat posed by these claims to the
freedom of access in a vital area of the world, and to strategic
and tactical considerations of sea power." He felt that a middle
ground must be established not involving diplomatic concessions that could be misconstrued; "but genuine concessions of
legal principle that will satisfy the essential interests of all
concerned." 89 Once the problem oftransit rights was overcome,
he predicted, "the archipelago principle is likely to be a
permanent institution of internationallaw."9o
Wider Political Support for the Archipelago Principle
Realizing the sharply changing international atmosphere,
Philippines and Indonesia continued to seek support for their
claims on political level. After the setting up of the UN
Committee on Peaceful Uses of the Seabed and Ocean Floor
Beyond the Limits ofNational Jurisdiction (Seabed Committee),
four archipelagic states, Fiji,Mauritius, Indonesia and the
Philippines, worked hard in wider regional groups for worldwide acceptance of the archipelago principle. Indeed, they did
get a lot of support in the "Group of77." Thus the Organization
of African States supported the principle in 1973 in Addis
Ababa and again in 1974 in Mogadiscio. 91 Several Latin
American states supported the principle and four of them
introduced draft articles including provisions on archipelagos 92
in Subcommittee II of the Seabed Committee. The League of
Arab States recommended that an archipelago's unity be
conserved and its "geographical and political survival" be
assured. 93 They got support in the Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee and were backed by the Peoples Republic
of China. 94 In the summer of 1973, the archipelagic states
introduced in the Seabed Committee draft articles embodying
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the archipelagic principles and a regime of limited innocent
passage through designated sealanes within archipelagic waters.
At the same session of the Seabed Committee in 1973, the
U.K. introduced a draft article on "the Rights and Duties of
Archipelagic States," to restrict the rights and powers of
archipelagic states and to grant more powers to foreign states. It
conceded the right of states consisting of three or more islands
to declare itself an archipelagic state and draw straight baselines joining outermost points of the outermost islands provided
that (i) no territory of another state was enclosed; (ii) no
baseline was longer than 48 miles; and (iii) the ratio of the area
of the sea to the area of the land did not exceed five to one. The
British proposal also laid down that where parts of archipelagic
waters had been used as routes of international navigation
before the treaty was concluded, unimpeded passage, as
through straits, would be guaranteed for foreign ships. In all
other waters innocent passage would be permitted. 95
Third UN Conference on the Law of the Sea
Atthe Caracas session ofthe Third UN Conference, the four
archipelagic states again submitted draft articles on the subject 96
which were largely based on their earlier proposal before the
Seabed Committee. Three more nations, Tonga, Papua-New
Guinea and the Bahamas, aspired to recognition as archipelagic
states. Bahamas introduced its own draft articles claiming to
join not merely the outermost points of the outermost islands
and drying reefs, but also non-navigable continuous reefs or
shoals. 97
Thailand 98 and Malaysia 99 introduced amendments to the
archipelagic states' draffto provide for the special interests and
needs of an archipelago's neighbouring states with regard to the
living resources, and to guaranteed access and all forms of
communications.
The Soviet Union, while generally accepting the archipelago
principle, was concerned about the navigation rights through
the archipelagic waters. It introduced amendments to the draft
articles of the archipelagic states which would guarantee
"freedom of passage in archipelagic straits, the approaches
thereto, and those areas in archipelagic waters of the archipelagic state along which normally lie the shortest sea lanes used
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1'01' international navigation between one part and another part
of the high seas." 100
It became clear by the end of the Caracas session that the
archipelagic principle was generally acceptable. However, the
big maritime Powers were prepared to support it provided
innocent passage was guaranteed everywhere, and that,through
normal international navigation corridors, all vessels enjoyed
the same unimpeded transit rights as when passing through
international straits. The archipelagic states, while accepting
innocent passage, insisted on their right to designate special
. sealanes for warships and ships with special characteristics.
Moreover, warships and other dangerous ships, they said,
would be subject to special laws and regulations and even prior
notification or authorization.
At the second substantive session of the III Law of the Sea
Conference in Geneva in 1975, several intricate definitional
formulae were discussed to accomodate Bahamas as an
archipelago, along with the other four original advocates of the
archipelago principle. It is imp'ortant to note that under the
U.K. formula of water to land ratio of five to one, Bahamas
could not qualify as an archipelago. On April 18, 1975, the
Conference decided to request the Chairmen of its three Main
Committees each to prepare a negotiating text cocerning the
subjects entrusted to his Committee on the basis of proposals
submitted by the different delegations and taking into account
the formal and informal discussions held until then. The Three
Committee Chairmen reduced a wide variety of differing
proposals int9 one three-part Informal Single Negotiating Text
(SNT). Although it was not really a negotiated text or accepted
compromise, it did reflect an emerging trend and the possible
direction in which a consensus might be found. Part VII of the
Second Committee's Negotiating Text defined an archipelago
as:

a group of islands, including parts of islands, interconnecting waters
and other natural features which are so closely interrelated that such
islands, waters and other natural features form an intrinsic geographic,
economic and political entity, or which historically have been regarded
as such. (Art 117 (I) (b»

An archipelagic state could draw straight baselines joining
the outermost points of outermost islands provided ( 1) the area.
of water to the area of the land was between one-te-one and
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nine-ta-one, and (2) the maximum baseline length did not
exceed 80 nautical miles, except that a given number of lines
(undetermined at the time) could exceed that length up to a
maximum of 125 nautical miles. It was also provided that "the
drawing of such baselines shall not depart to any appreciable
extent from the general configuration ofthe archipelago." (Art.
118 (1) (2) ). These mathematical criteria were much more
generous than those proposed by the U.K., 101 and constituted-a
compromise betweenthe advocates of archipelagic theory, who
desired no such restraints on their countries' maritime boundaries, and the powerful maritime states which wanted as little
restriction of the high seas as possible. The compromise was
reached in behind-the-scene negotiations between the archipelagic and advanced maritime states in which the Chairman of
Committee II, Anderes Aguilar, played an important mediatory
role. 102 It is important to note that the water-land ratio would
accommodate all major archipelagic states, such as Indonesia,
the Philippines, Fiji, the Bahamas, and others of a similar
configuration. The absolute requirement of 1: 1 water/landratio
was added to exclude those island states that were primarily
dominated by one large island, like Ireland, Iceland, Japan,
Madagascar, U.K. and others which had the straight baseline
option already available to them. 103 So also, some potential
archipelagic states, like Micronesia, the U.S. Trust Territory of
the Pacific Islands, made up of widely dispersed small islands,
would probably not be able to qualify. 104
Articles 123 to 128 spelled out passage rights offoreign ships
through archipelagic waters and were almost exactly the same
as Articles 38 to 43, which defined transit passage through
straits used for international navigation and which were a
product of the U.K.-Fiji informal working group on straits. The
only difference between the strait state rights and archipelagic
state rights, as provided in the SNT, was that the latter might
suspend innocent passage temporarily in specified areas of the
archipelagic waters "if such suspension is essential for the
protection of its security." 105 But apart from providing the
"right of innocent passage" to ships of all states through
archipelagic waters, a new concept of" archipelagic sea lanes
passage" was introduced to avoid the "free" or "unimpeded"
passage demanded by the maritime Powers. It was defined as
"the rights of navigation and overflight in the normal mode
solely for the purpose of continuous, expeditiolls and urioh-
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structed transit" through seCt-lanes ~Hd air routes which the
archipelagic state might designate. The archipelagic state was
also authorized to prescribe traffic separation schemes for the
safe passage o.f ships through narrowchannels in such sea lanes.
If the archipelagic state did not designate sea-lanes, or air
routes, the right of archipelagic sea lanes passage might be
exercised through the routes normally used for international
navigation. Before designating such sea-lanes or prescribing
traffic separation schemes, the archipelagic state was required
to refer these proposals to the competent international organization (that is, IMO). However, the organization might adopt
only such sea-lanes and traffic separation schemes as might be
agreea)Jle to the archipelagic state. But nothing was said in
these articles about prior notification for passage of warships,
aircrafts, tankers, nuclear-powered vessels, or other ships of
"special characteristics."
The archipelagic states were to have certain rights to make
laws and regulations relating to the prevention of pollution, to
fishing vessels, and to customs, fiscal, immigration, and sanitary
matters. Marine researchers and hydrographic survey ships
were specially prohibited from carrying out any research or
survey activities without prior authorization. But the archipelagic state could not hamper or suspend archipelagic sea-lanes
passage. The right of innocent passage apparently applied to
those areas of archipelagic waters not designated as sea-lanes
or routes normally used for international navigation. Such
innocent passage, as we have mentioned earlier, could be
suspended.
Despite strong opposition of the archipelagic states to any
international organization placing restraints on the capacity of
strait states to regulate passage,106 no substantial change was·
made in these provisions in the Revised Single Negotiating
Text (RSNT), prepared at the fifth session of UNCLOS III
held in New York in 1976, and in the -Informal Composite
Negotiating Text (ICNT) produced at the sixth session in
1977. 107
The RSNT, like SNT, provided for baselines of archipelagos
not to exceed 80 nautical miles except 1 per cent which might
extend to 125 nautical miles. Some archipelago states tried at
the 1976 session to increase the baselines length and have a
greater allowable percentage of lines exceeding 80 miles in
order to incorporate severalsegments longer than 80 miles into
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a baseline system. This change was made in the ICNT which
gave tire right to archipelago states to extend their baselines up
to 100 miles, and have up to 3 per cent of their total number of
baselines up to 125 miles in length, (Art 4 (2».
While accepting the absolute sovereignty otthe archipelagic
state on the waters enclosed by the straight baselines and to the
airspace above these archipelagic waters, and the bed. and
subsoil thereof (Art 49 (1) (2», the three negotiating .texts
sought to protect the rights of the neighbouring states. Thus,
Article 47 (7) of the ICNT incorporated in a slightly modified
form the Malaysian proposal in the 1976 Session ofUNCLOS
III to protect its navigation and fishing rights. It provided:
If a certain part of the archipelagic waters of an archipelagic state lies
between two parts of an immediately neighbouring state, existing rights
and all other legitimate interests which the latter state has traditionally
exercised in such waters and all rights stipulated under agreement
between the states shall continue and be respected.

ArtiCle 51 of the ICNT further ordained the archipelagic
states to respect existing agreements with .other states and to
"recognize traditional fishing and other legitimate activities of
the immediately neighbouring states. in certain areas within
archipelagic waters."
Aside from the economic jurisdiction within its archipelagic
baselines, the archipelagic state would also have right over 200
miles of exclusive economic zone (EEZ) extending outward
from the baselines. Some states have felt that this jurisdiction,
in addition to the archipelagic waters, is unduly expansive. In
any case, it is felt that with the introduction of an exclusive
economic zone, the concept ofan archipelagic state has become
superfluous and invalid. 109 Instead of an exclusive economic
zone (and territorial waters), the status of waters within
archipelagic lines of an archipelago would be archipelagic
waters. "Tne gain," it is said, "may be more psychologicalthan
real, and in certain areas losses in status may occur." 110
It may be pointed out, however, that in the first instance, with
the widespread acceptance of the EEZ, the sea area gained by
·an archipelagic state for exclusive exploitation of its resources
is minimal. Thus, it is estimated by knowledgeable geographers
that, assuming baseline and water to land restrictiOn in the
RSNT and ICNT, the area ofEEZmeasured ftom baselines of
an archipelago would be only 1 to 2 per cent more than the area
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EEZ drawn around each island. III But compared to the
limited rights and jurisdiction in EEZ, the archipelagic state
hus absolute sovereignty over its archipelagic waters subject
only to certain limited navigation rights of other states and
trnditional fishing rights of its neighbours. The reasons ··for
claiming archipelagic regime are multifarious, not the least
important being security of its constituent parts. But apart from
nil these reasons, the psychological feeling ofits various islands
and sea between them being universally accepted as one unit is
no mean gain for an archipelagic state and its people.
01'

Emergine; Law Based on Balance. of Interests.
Law is always based on a balance of interests and is a
compromise between the exclusive interests of an individual
nnd the inclusive interests of the community. Thus, while the
islands, waters and other natural features of an archipelago
have come to be accepted as "an intrinsic, geographical,
economic and political entity," 112 a functional approach has
been adopted by the UNCLOS III to solve the archipelago
'problem'. Both the Maritime Powers and archipelagic states
have linked the archipelago question to the problem of passage
through straits. Maritime Powers feel that unimpeded transit
through international straits and archipelagic passages is essential for commercial and military navigation and must be
guaranteed. The political strength of the Super Powers has
forced the archipelagos to accept less than "a sovereign,
security, communications and environment zone." 113 In this
sense Grotius has not been entirely "buried." This is a sacrifice
which the archipelagic states must bear for the protection of .
their other vital political and economic interests. In any case,
this position is in accordance with the present actual practice of
those states. 114
Archipelagos of the Continental States
While the problem of. archipelagic states has been satisfactorily settled and they have come to be accepted as one unit,
the status of archipelagos which are politically part of a coastal
state, such as the Galapagos belonging to Ecuador and
Andaman and Nicobar Island Groups belonging to India, has
not become clear. 115 Both Ecuador and India, as we have seen
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above, claim archipelago status for their outlying island group/)
for practically the same security and economic reasons as are
adduced by the archipelagic states. At the UNCLOS III in
1974, Ecuador proposed that:
The method applied to archipelagic states for the <;lrawing of baselines
Ishall also apply to archipelagos that form part of a state, without any
change in the natural regime of the waters of such archipelagos or of
their territorial sea. 116

A similar suggestion was made in a joint working paper
subJ!1itted by Canada, Chile, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Mauritius,
Mexico, New Zealand and Norway. 117
Although the extension of archipelagic concept to the
outlying archipelagos of continental states was opposed by
several states, including the big maritime Powers, 118 the SNT
stated (Article 130) that the provisions on archipelagic states
were "without prejudice to the status of OCeanic archipelagos
fonning an integral part of the territory of a continental state."
This provision, however, was removed from the RSNT: and the
ICNT and the series of articles dealing with archipelagos reentitled as "Archipelagic States." Some of the continental
states with archipelagos have been insisting for inclusion of
their archipelagos, but the Conference; especially the Group of
77, was divided on the issue. 119 While logically their claim
could not be denied, law is not ah;vays based on logic. In the
ultimate analysis, the solution of the problem depends upon
political horsetrading and balancing of interests.
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9
SOUTH ASIA AND THE LAW
OF THE SEA: PROBLEMS
AND PROSPECTS

South Asia: Geographical Limits
The South Asian region, dominating the northern half of
the Indian Ocean and extending from the Persian Gulf to the
Straits ofMalacca, occupies an important strategic location in
an area that has been hotbed of international politics and
conflicts for more than two decades. Inhabited by almost onefifth of the human race in about three percent of the world's
land surface, whose magnitude of deprivation is matched only
by their desire to have a place in the sun, all of these countries
have emerged from colonial domination after the Second World
War. Geographically, besides the seven countries of the Indian
subcontinent with common land frontiers - Afghanistan,
Pakistan, India, Bangladesh, Nepal, Bhutan, and Burma-the
region includes Sri Lanka and Maldives Islands with common
maritime borders with India.
It may be noted, however, that because of their infrequent
interactions with this region andtheir distinct social and cultural
identities, Afghanistan is generally accepted as part of Central
Asia ;lnd Bu~ma as part of Southeast Asia. It may also be
mentioned that for the last nearly twenty years, Afghanistan
has been embroiled in a terrible war of attrition and could not,
therefore, participate in any peacetime regional actiVities even
if it were accepted as part of the region. On the other hand,
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Burma, for its own internal reasons, has adopted for the last
nearly four decades a policy of self-imposed isolation. It has
opted to stay out of all regional organizations. During the last
two decades, it has turned down two invitations to join the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), and one
proposal to join the South Asian Association of Regional
Cooperation, (SAARC). Ithas even declined to continue as part
of the British Commonwealth and has left the Non-aligned
Movement (NAM).
The seven countries of South Asia, itis significant to note,
form the largest geopolitical reality of the Indian Ocean
community. Unlike Southwest Asia and Southeast Asia, which
are
highly fragmented,
South Asia is almost a continental whole.
.
,
.It physically dominates the northern part of the Indian Ocean,
which serves as a vital link between the West and the East,
connecting Europe through the Middle East with Southeast and
East Asia. The region is traversed by important sea lanes of
international trade and of vital oil supplies from the Gulf. Its
island territories of Andaman and Nicobar screen, as it were,
the Malacca Straits. The only significant trade routes that escape
this domination are those that directly connect Southern Africa
and Australia.
Geographically, South Asia is easily identifiable, lying south
of the Himalayan range and forming a littoral of the Indian
Ocean. Culturally, it is not difficult to find broad uniformities
with respect to the political, administrative, legaI,and economic
structures found iLYaIl the seven countries, largely because of
their common colonial domination and their historical emergence
as independent nation States. These nations and their peoples
are bound togetlier by common bonds of historical ties, religious
and cultural traditions, linguistic affinities, and common values
.and social norms.

Special Traits
As a region, South Asia has certain special traits. First of
all, it is an Indo-centric region. India is central to it, geographically,
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I'llltlirally, politically, and even economically. While no other South
Asian nations share a common border, four of them have land
horders with India and two of them-Sri Lanka and the
Maldives-maritime borders. The South Asian nations are
related to India individually in terms of sociocultural bonds and
historical experiences. India's geographical position bestows upon
il II strategic strength in relation to the Indian Ocean that no
other country can claim. Moreover, India's si~e gives it political
IIlld economic clout. It bestrides the region like a colossus. In
krms of area and demographic and economic resources, India
is bigger than all the other countries of the region put together.
According to the World Development Report ofthe World
Hank, India's population is three times more than the combined
population of the other six regional States and nearly eight times
bigger than that of Bangladesh, the second most populous State
in the region. India occupies 73 percent of the total region and
is four times bigger than Pakistan, the second largest State in
South Asia in area. 1 Its GNP is 78 percent of the total in the
rcgion and is four times bigger than the combined, GNP of
Bangladesh and Pakistan. Moreover, India has one hundred
percent of the uranium, iron ore, bauxite, copper; gold, lead,
silver, zinc, asbestos, and diamonds in South! Asia, and more
than 80 percent of the coal, crude oil, and salt. z India, it is
important to note, is at the center and all the other countries are
bordering on its periphery. It is said to be the "fulcrum of the
area." India's neighours among themselves have very few
common attributes and their relations with each other-both
economic and political-are very minimal. The crux of their
diplomacy is how to gain maximum leverage vis-a-vis India. In
other words, India is the axis around which the wheel of South
Asia revolves.]
~

This high level of disparity between South Asian courltries
and asymmetrical relations between them has perhaps been the
single most important factor impinging on cooperation in the
region and the cause of tension and dissensions amongst them.
All the small-and not so smal1 4- neighbours of India have
had misgivings, misapprehensions, and anxieties about India's
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intentions and fear of its actions and behaviour.
This mistrust and.suspicion has led to high walls which have
been built between countries of the region by an interplay of
global, regional, and bilateral animosities. It may be noted,
however, that because of geographical and historical factors,
the intraregional security of South Asian States has been marked
by the absence of any bilateral or multilateral issues among the
six smaller nations of the group. At the same time, India is a
common factor in all major disputes existing within the region.
The great divide is between the six and the seventh. But then it
must be borne in mind that India is the only countr~ that has
common land or sea frontiers with all other members of the
group. Since the five countries have common borders only with
India and not with each other, the entire security problem tends
to be blown up out of proportion as India versus the other States. 5
Rightly or wrongly, India's neighbours feel themselves
threatened by the bigger power center and accuse it of
"hegemonistic designs."6 Relations ~etween India and its four
smaller neighbours (Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal, and Sri Lanka)
have been marked by continuing tensions that have varied in
intensity at different times. In the case of Pakistan, besides the
lingering Kashmir dispute, this hostility has led to three wars
that climaxed in the dismemberment of Pakistan in 1971. 7
Although India helped in the emergence of Bangladesh, it
has not been able to solve all their disputes, such as, their
maritime borders dispute, and India's problem of ilnmigrants
from its eastern neighbour. With Sri Lanka, the ethnic issue of
the Tamil minority community in that country has remained an
irritant.
Even landlocked Nepal is unhappy with India about
hindrance to its trade with the rest of the world and India's
reluctance to accept Nepal as a "zone of peace." India is blamed
by its neighbours for all their political conflicts, for using "strongann tactics," and for "bullying and intimidating" its smaller
neighbours in its ruthless pursuit of becoming "the dominant
power of South Asia, an eminent power ofAsia and a potential
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global power, perhaps even a mini-super power."s Justifiably or
IlOt, inter-State relations in the region, ever since independence,
have been "characterized by a state of flux, distortions, endemic
lensions, mutual distrust, bilateral discords, and occasional
hosti Iities."9

India's Expanding Claims

'"
~

It is important to examine the impact of the recent
developments in theJaw of the sea on SoutllAsia.lt is interesting
[0 note that all theilewly-independ~nt S'outh Asian States, in
tune with the time, have tried to take the maximum benefit of
Gurrent turmoil in the sea law and extend their national
jurisdictions. Thus, as early as March 1956, India extended its
territorial sea from the traditional three-mile limit ofBritishlndia
to six miles,lo and within a few months, in December 1956,
adopted a twelve-mile contiguous zone for purposes of security,

customs, and sanitary regulations.

11

The Maritime Zones Act of 1976 extended its territorial
sea to twelve miles and also extended contiguous zone ofIndia
to twenty-four nautical miles for the purposes of its security,
12
immigration, sanitation, customs and other fiscal matters.
Occupying a central position in the Indian Ocean, with a
continental coastline extending to 5700 kilometers (km.), and
having about 1200 islands and islets ~668 inthe Bay of Bengal,
including the Andaman and Nicooar archipelagos and 508 in the
Arabian Sea, including the Lakshadweep group of islands), lying
on one of the most important international maritime routes of
the Indian Ocean, India added many prime maritime routes and
several areas to its sovereignjurisdiction.1t is also important to
note the richness of these marine areas in natural resources,
both· living and non-living.
In fact, India's continental shelf and margin run into vast
expanses of the sea surrounding its mainland and islands. It has
about 131,800 square nautical miles (sq.nm.).13 In the Bay of
Bengal the se'abed is covered by thick piles of sediments, the
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thickness of which varies between 10 and 16 km. in the north to
between 6 and 8 km. in the middle. In the southern part of the
Bayof Bengal, the th ickness of sediments tapers from 3 km. to
1 km. It is estimated that nearly 40 percent ofthe total sediments
present in the Indian Ocean are to be found in the Arabian Sea
and the Bay of Bengal. The continental shelf area in the Arabian
Sea is said to extend to about 150 nm. from the coast southwestward of the Gulf of Bombay. The embayment of the North
Arabian Sea has sediments of eight km. thickness towards the
deep sea. The foot of the continental slope in the Bay ofBengal
is at an average distance of 50 nm. 14 All these 'areas are
potentially rich in oil and gas. India's interest in securing
exclusive jurisdictionover these lucrative areas of the continental
shelf would be obvious.
India's first formal claim to the continental shelfwas made
by a Presidential Proclamation on August 30, 1955, whereby it
claimed "full and exclusive sovereign rights over the seabed
and subsoil of the continental shelf adjoining its territory and
beyond its territorial waters."15 The legal limits of the continental
shelf was defined on November 24, 1959 in terms of the 1958
UN Convention on the Continental Shel'f as extend ing to a depth
of200 meters or beyond to "where the depth of the superjacent
water admits of the explditation of the natural resources of the
areas."16
After the International Court of Justice defined continental
shelf as the "natural prolongation of the land territory ofa State
into and under the sea" in the North Sea Continental Shelf
Cases,17 and in accordance with the general trend, India
redefined, in the 1976 Maritime Zone Act, its continental shelf
as extending "throughout the natural prolongation of its land
territory to the outer edge of the continental margin or to a
distance oftwo hundred nautical miles from the baseline;..where
the outer edge of the continental margin does not extend up to
that distance."18
Further, in accordance with the consensusemergine; in the
Third Law of the Sea ConfereI?Ce, India declared in the 1976

fvInrilime Zone Act an exclusive economic zone (EEZ) extending
hI two hundred nm. in which it would have, inter alia, "sovereign
rights for the purpose of exploration, exploitation, cO;lservative
IIlld management of the natural resources, both living and nonliving, as well as for producing energy from tides, winds ancl
\~lIrl'cnts."19

It is important to note that India's claims in regard to its
Illllritime jurisdictions were not merely endorsed by the UN
Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) concluded in
1982, but the latter accepted even wider limits of coritinental
:,hclf, extending in some cases to 350 nm. or 100 nm. beyond
Ilic 2500 meter isobath (Article 76, (5,7». India has been a
grcat beneficiary according to these provisions of the 1982
Convention especially because of its large coastline and wide
continental shelf. It has gained at least 587,600 sq.nm. ofreal
estate within its sovereign jurisdiction as partof its EEZ for the
exploration and exploitation of its natural resources, both livll1g
and non-living.
It has already found its continental shelfrich in oil and gas
resources and is producing almost 19 million tons of crude oil
from its offshore oil field. 20 Besides the Bombay offshore region,
where the majority ofresonrces }ie, India has discovered oil in
Godavari, Krishna and Palk Bay basins and gas in Andaman
nffshore. Its current strategy is aime,d at building self reliance
in offshore exploration and development. India has also begun
construction of highly sophisticated and technologically complex
dri llships at its yard in Vishakapatnam with Japanese
collaboration. Further, even with their outdated methods and
OLltmoded ~ear, Indian fishermen catch nearly 18 million metric
21

tons offish fro\'m.I India's economic. zone.
I

It is also pertinent to mention that by a resolution (Resolution

II) adopted by the UNCLOS III, India, along with France, Japan,
and Soviet Union, was recognized as a "pioneer investor" in
Seabed exploratory activities for the rec~very of polymetallIc
nodules from the ocean. The pioneer investor status was subject
to the fulfi Bment oftwo conditi~ns.!one, that it be a signatory to
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the Convention, which all these States were; and two, that such
a "State or state enterprise or natural or juridical person has
expended, before 1 January 1983, an amoUnt equivalent to at
least $30 million (U.S.)... in pioneer activities and has expended
no less than 10 percent of that amount in location, survey and
evaluation of the area." Pioneer activities were described in
the resolution to include:
(i) any at-sea observation and evaluation activity. which
has as its objective the establishment and documentation of the
nature, shape, concentration, location and grade ofpolymetallic
nodules and of the environmental, technical and other appropriate
factors which must be taken into account before exploitation.
(ii) the recovery from the Area of polymetallic nodules with

a view to the designing, fabricating and testing of equipment
which is intended to be used in the exploitation of polymetallic
nodules.
To have ach ieved some measure of expertise to be
recognized as a "pioneer investor" and being the first developing
country to acquire a high level of technological excellence in
the related fields of science and technology was no mean
achievement for a poor country like India. It may also be noted
that India was the first country to be registered as a "pioneer
investor" by the Preparatory Commission in 1987 for c,onducting
exploratory activities for deep seabed mining in 150,000 km. of
the Indian Ocean. 22
Whether seabed exploitation at the present stage is
economically feasible or not, and whether India will be able to
exploit these metallic resources in the near future or it fails to
do so, are not important issues here. There is little doubt,
however, that it has made a marke~ change in the image of
India, especially among its neighbours. 23

Pakistan's Extended Limits
Already a subject of jealousy. and fear amongst its
neighbours in South Asia because of its size and resources, the
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Vllst maritime extensions by India, this "giant" among them, have
1III'lller exacerbated their feelings. Thus Pakistan, less than onel'IHlrtll of its size in land area,has a small coastline of440 miles,
IIl1d liven the extension of maritime zones to include 12 milesof
Il'rritorial sea, 200 miles ofEEZ, and continental shelf, extending
III tile end of the continental margin under UNCLOS and as
\'\:limed by Pakistan under its Territorial Waters and Maritime
1,IlIlCS Act of 1976, though helpful, is not much cpmpared to
IlIdia. 24 Pakistan has nearly 9200 sq.nm. enclosed within its EEZ,
0111 of which 1700 sq.nm. lies within its 200-meter isobath. But
'ill l'ar the exploration for oil and gas in its waters have not been
Vl'ry cncouraging.
Declaring the Rann of Kutch, a marsh land between the
Illdian State of Gujarat and Pakistan's Province of Sind and
jlll(cntially an oil-rich area, as a "land-locked sea" or a "boundary
lllkc," Pakistan sought to take part of the. area from India in the
I %OS.25 But when the use of force did not succeed in the
~lC(llcment of the dispute, the matter was submitted to an
illtcrnational arbitration tribunal which awarded more than ninety
26
jll:l'cent of the disputed area to India. Frustrated and angry,
pukistan has not so far demarcated its maritime boundary with
Illdia. But since the area is not expected to yield oil and gas,
lIobody seems to be in a hurry to demarcate the boundary.

Bangladesh and Its Unusual Claims
Bangladesh, as is well known, emerged as an independent
State after the Indo-Pakistan War of 1971 and owes much to
Illdia for its independence and escape from Pakistan's clutches.
It was not long, however, before it found itself entangled with
Illdia on various issues of vital interests to its economy and
wcll-being. Some of these crucial issues related to maritime
boundaries between the two neighbours and sharing of water
of numerous (fifty-two) rivers that flow to Bangladesh through
India.
i Surrounded by India on the nOl'th, west, and east, it also
shares a border with Burma in the east. To the south lies its
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deeply indented concave coastline il1'the Bay of Bengal, which
is said to be "unstable, broken and irregular. "27 Bangladesh is a
land of mighty rivers (Ganges, Brahmputra, and Meghna; and
their innumerable tributaries) that flow from the high Himalayas,
through Nepal and India, and carry down to the Bay a colossal
discharge of silt. This, together with heavy monsoon rainfall,
cyclonic storms, and tidal surges, contributes to a continuous
process of erosion and shoaling both on land and in ~he sea on
the mouths of rivers. The presence of deltas and islands off the
coast of Bangladesh in the Bay adds further complications in
the del imitation of its maritime zones.28
Classisfied by the UN as one of the least developed
countries of the world,29 Bangladesh has hardly any mineral
resources and depends largely on agriculture and fishing to feed
its teeming millions and for its meager foreign exchailge. 30Until
its independence, as part of Pakistan, Bangladesh claimed the
same jurisdictions over its coastal zones as Pakistan. After its
emergence as an independent State, Bangladesh enacted, in
February 1974, its own Territorial Waters and Maritime Zones
Act under which it declared, on April 12, 1976, a 12 nm. territorial
sea, 200 miles of EEZ, and a continental shelf, extending to the
outer Iimits of the continental margin. 31 A serious dispute arose,
however, between Bangladesh and its neighbours, ,India and
Burma, about delimitation of their overlapping maritime
boundaries. As we mentioned, the great rivers of the Ganges
(called Padma in Bangladesh), Jamuna, and Meghna carry an
enormous amoUl'lt of silt that they deposit in the ocean, making
. the seaward slope extremely gentle in the Bengal Basin. The
effect ef geological features and climatic condition on
Bangladesh's coastal regions have led to the follOWing
characteristics:

(l) The estuary of Bangladesh is such that no stable water
line or demarcation of landward and seaward area exists.

(2) The continual process of alluvian and sedimentation
forms mudbanks, and the area is so shallow as to be nonnavigable by other than small boats.
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(3) The navigable channels through the aforesaid banks
Ill'l~ eontinuously changing their course and require soundings to
l,:.lllblish their demarcation.
These geomorphological considerations necessitated,
IIcl:ording to Bangladesh, "depth-method baselines" rather than
"'l1ormal baselines" or"straight baselines" for delimitation of its
lerritorial sea, as envisaged in Article 4 of the 1958 Territorial
Sea Convention. It, therefore, suggested an amendment to Article
'1 of the Territorial Sea Convention that would permit delineation
of baseline by the depth method, i.e., geograpic coordinates at
specific depths of the coastal waters linked by straight lines to
demarcate effectively the landward and seaward areasY At
I he Caracas session of UNCLOS III, it proposed the following
lImendment to Article 6(2) of the Revised Single Negotiating
Text:
Where because ofthe presence of a delta and other natural conditions,
the waters adjacent to the coasts are marked by continual fluvial
erosion and sedimentation creating a highly unstable baseline, the
baseline may be delimited by a straight line or a series ofstraight lines
connecting appropriate points of such adjacent waters.n
Bangladesh's amendment was not accepted. To meet
Bangladesh's specific situation, however, at least to some extent,
Article 7(2) ofthe 1982 Convention provided:
Where because ofthe presence ofa delta and other natural conditions
the coastline is highly unstable, the appropriate points may be
selected along the furthest seaward extent of the low-waterline and,
notwithstanding subsequent regression of the low-water line, the
straight baselines shall remain effective until changed by the coastal
State in accordance with this Convention.
Disappointed because Article 7(2) did not meet what it
wanted, in 1974 Bangladesh proclaimed a set of straight
baselines drawn on the basis of a depth method, taking into
account the geological and topographical peculiar-ities of its
coastline. Measuring 221 nm., the baseline joins 8 fixed points
at 10 fathoms depth, which at some places puts the baseline as
much as 50 miles from the shore.
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Thus, although it has a coastline of only 310 miles, it has
enclosed 6200 sq nm. of coastal areas and continental shelf
within its internal waters 34 through its 'floating' baselines.
Moreover, since none of the 8 points defining the baseline is
anchored to the coast anywhere, it is technically possible to
enter and sail into the internal waters of Bangladesh without
crossing its straight baseline. It is not surprising that jJoth India
and Burma have rejected Bangladesh's claim 35 and it has not
received the approval of any country so far. 36 Clearly,
Bangladesh's straight basel ines do not fulfill the limitations for
straight baselines laid down in paragraph 3 of Article 7, which
provide that:
The drawing of straight baselines must not depart to any appreciable
extent from the general direction of the coast, and the sea areas lying
within the lines must be sufficiently closely linked to the land domain
to be subject to the regime of internal waters.
The Ganges-Brahmputra Delta of the Bay of Bengal located
at the combined mouths of the Ganges and Brahmputra rivers
is a promising, petroleum-rich area in which both Bangladesh
and India are interested. The delimitation ofthis area is a subject
ofdispute between these two neighbouring countries. While India
would like the area to be divided on the basis of an eqllidistance
line, Bangladesh, because of its concave coastline, would find
itself at a disadvantaged position if the equidistance method is'
used.
The dispute between them surfaced when Petro-Bangia, a
government-controlled corporation, signed production-sharing
contracts for conducting seismic surveys and exploratory drilling
with six companies in 1974. The block that was awarded to
Ashland was disputed by India which lodged a formal protest to
Bangladesh against granting exploratory rights in an area which,
under the equidistance principle, would fall within the Indian
EE2. 37
The dispute was further complicated by the emergence or
formation in .1970, after cyclon ic activity, of a new island in the
Bay of Bengal, in the estuary of the Haribhanga River on the
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horder between the two countries, known as New Moore Island
or Purbasha in India and South Talpatty island in Bangladesh. It
is a U-shaped formation with an approximate area of two square
Illiles (sq.m.), lying 5 nm. from the coast of Bangladesh and 2
Illl\. off the coast ofIndia. India claims the island on the grounds
I hat the flow of the Haribhanga River (which forms the boundary
hctween the two countries) is to the' east of the island, which,
Ihcrefore, Iies on the natural prolongation of the Indian territory.
nangladesh contests this claims and asserts that the river flows
10 the west of the island and cannot be said to be on the natural
prolongation of the Indian territory.
In any case, India has claimed the island since 1971 as
lying within its territorial sea and, after its discovery and
occupation, it notified immediately the U.S. Naval Oceanographic
Office and the British Admiralty. Maintaining an effective
occupation by conducting frequent surveys, although the island
is not inhabited, India has prevented all attempts by Bangladesh,
cspecially in 1981, to land on the island to hoist its flag. The
island is of great importance for Bangladesh since, if the island
falls to India, any line of equidistance that takes account of the
island would erode the area claimed.by Bangladesh. 38
Besides its maritime boundary with India's mainland,
Bangladesh's boundary with Andaman and Nicobar Islands, on
the one.hand, and its boundaries with Burma and Sri Lanka, on
the other, need to be delineated. Whether India and Bangladesh
would be willing to make concessions to each other depends
upon other aspects of their relationship. The dispute over the
sharing of river wat~rs, the construction of Farakka barrage,
the exchange of small land enclaves on the Indo-Bangladesh
border, and the treatment of non-Muslim minorities in Bangladesh
have soured the relations betwe~n the two countries.

Sri Lanks and its Limited Expansion
Sri Lanka is a small island State in the South ofIndia with
a small coastline of650 nm. Although it has an area of 150,000
sq.nm. ofEEZ, its continental shelfis not very wide. In fact the
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average distance at which 200-meter isobath OCcurs off the
coast of Sri Lanka is not more than 20 nm. The total area within
the 200 meter isobath is about 7,800 sq.nm. Sri Lanka brought it
to the attention of UN C LOS III that in its case the foot of the
continental slope and the 2,500 meter isobath were very close
to its coast and a very large proportion of the sedimentary rock
of the continental margin of Sri Lanka was beneath the rise.
The application of the rule adopted in Article 76 of the
Convention, therefore, lim iting the outer edge of the continental
margin according to the thickness of sedimentary rocks or 60
miles from the foot of the continental slope, according to Sri
Lanka, would deny it more than half of its margin, which would'
otherwise belong to it, since the continental margin consists of
the shelf, slope, and the rise.
It, therefore, requested the conference to agree, on groundsof equity, to an exceptional method of del imitation, taking into
account the special characteristics of its continentahnargin. 39
The Conference partially agreed to it and permitted Sri Lanka
to establish the outer edge of its continental fixed points defined
by latitude and longitude, at each of which the thickness of
sedimentary rock was not less than one kilometer.4o How far
th is method ofdelimitation ofcontinental shelf wiJl help Sri Lanka,
it is difficult to say. But it seems that although geomorphologicaJly,
Sri Lanka has a very wide continental rise, legally its continent
shelfwiJl not extend beyond 200 miles from the baseline.41 A lot
of exploratory activities have been started off Sri Lanka's coast.
It is important to mention here that India and Sri Lanka
have amicably completed the process of their boundary
delimitation in 1977 through three separate agreements. The
first agreement, signed in 1974, related to the confl icting claims
of the two countries to the Island of Kacchativu; a half-coral,
half-sand island, about 3.75 sq.km. in area, lying in the Palk
Strait about 12 miles from the nearest Indian coast and 10.5
miles from Sri Lanka.
Used for centuries by fishermen from both the countries,
the island was for the most part uninhabited except for a chapel
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which was occasionally used by the faithful, living both in India
lind Sri Lanka, especially at an annual fair at the Shrine of St.
Anthony. Although both the countries claimed ~he island on
historical grounds, neither party could prove an actual display
of State activities to the exclusion of-the other. The Kacchativu
Island became a major obstacle in the boundary agreement and
led to a climate of suspicion affecting the entire range of relations
between them. By an agreement signed in June 1974, India
relinquished its claim over the island but, as a concession to
India, the two parties agreed to divide the Palk Strait on the
basis of the equidistance principle irrespective of the island.
The median line was drawn in the area ofthe Kacchativu about
11 miles from the nearestpoint in India and one mile from the
island. Indian pilgrims and fishermen were also permitted by
the agreement to visit the island without visas as before. 42
It is important to note that both India and Sri Lanka claim
Palk Strait, Palk Bay, and the Gulf ofManaar as historic waters
and have included provisions to that effect in their respective
Maritime Zones Acts, passed in 1976, following the conclusion
of maritime boundary agreements between them. 43 The Palk
Bay and the Gulf ofManaar constitute the northern and southern
sectors, respectively, of the sea between the mainland ofIndia
and Sri Lanka.

They are divided by the Island of Rameswaram and a
continuous line of coral reefs, called Adam's Bridge, leading to
the mainland of Sri Lanka. The Palk Bay is an inlet of Bay of
Bengal, measuring about 74 nm. along its north-south axis and
76 nm. along the major east-west axis, and is bordered by the
Indian peninsula on the west, Adam's Bridge on the south, and
the island of Ceylon on the east. The Gulf of Manaar opens into
the Indian Ocean in the south, but is otherwise almost wholly
surrounded by land. At its widest point, between point De Galle
in Sri Lanka and Kanyakumari in India, the Gulf is about 200
miles. In the north the Gulfis about 17 miles, and from north to
south 130 miles.
The Paft< Bay and the Gulf of Manaar have been well-
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fisheries~

known from time immemorial for their pearl and chank
There is ample historical authority to prove that the sovereigns
of both India and Sri Lanka considered themselves as the
exclusive Owners of the beds of pearl oysters and cha,nks in the
Palk Bay and the Gulf
The question of historicity of
Palk Bay was resolved by a decision of the Madras High Court
in 1904 in the case of Annakumaru Pillai vs. Muthupayalru
(ILR (1904) 27 Madras 551). At that time both India and Sri
Empire. The Court decided that
Lanka were part ofthe British
I
Palk Bay was "land l,ocked by His
dominions for eightninths of its circumference (and) effectively occupied for
centuries by the inhabitants of the adjacent districts ofIndia
and Ceylon, respectively." The Court added that "we do not
think that Palk's Bay can be regarded as being in any sense the
Open sea and therefore outside the territorial jurisdiction ofRis
Majesty." Furthel~ according to the Court, the British occupation
had received "the acq uiescence of other nations. "44 The Court
went on to declare that the GulfofManaar was also an "historic
bay" and an integral part of the British dominions. 45 ,

o~Manaar.

M~esty's

On January 15, 1977, the Government of India, notifying
the limits ofIndia's historic waters in Palk Strait, Palk Bay, and
the GUlfofManaar, referred to their status as follows:
The historic waters ofIndia in the Palk Strait and the Palk Bay area of
sea are internal waters of India. The historic waters of India beyond
the appropriate baseline referred to in section 3(2) of the Act in the
Gulf
Manaar area of sea have the'same status as the territorial
watersofofIndia,
Sri Lanka issued a similar proclamation in respect of Its
historical
waters in Palk Strait, Palk Bay and the Gulf of
Manaar. 46
The agreement on maritime boundaries was also
accompanied by an agreement on fisheries, according to which
fishermen from Sri Lanka were allowed to continue 'fishing at
Wadge Bank south of Cape Com orin in India's EEZ for three
years until 1979 and were given five years thereafter to phase
out their fishing activity in the areaY
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It was agreed that for a period of five years India would
provide annually to Sri Lanka, at their request, 2000 tons offish
of a quality and species and at a price to be mutually agreed
upon by the two Governments. 48

Maldives' Extraordinary Claims of Jurisdiction in the Sea
The Republic of Maldives consists of about 1000 tiny islands
mostly .6 to .8 km, long with a total land area of 298 sq.km. 49
(or liS sq.m.), out of which only some 204 islands or 20 percent
are inhabited by a total population of about 140,000. The island
chain stretches some 475 miles in the Indian Ocean with its
center point about 400 miles west and a little south of Sri Lanka.
It could claim archipelagic status under the 1982 Convention
although it has not done so.
By its constitution adopted in 1964, the territory of Maldives
was defined as the islands, air, and sea surrounding and in
between the islands contained with'in a rectangle formed by
meridians and parallels. The rectangle was slightly amended in
1972 and is declared to be within 72 degrees 30 minutes and 30
seconds east and 73 degrees 48 minutes west and the paralfels
7 degrees 9 minutes 30 se~onds north and 0 degrees 45 minutes
IS seconds south. At no point do these floating baselines of the
constitutional rectangle touch any of the territory of Maldives,
though the northern and some part of the eastern bouJ:1dary will
be within one nautical mile of some atolls. But on the west and
the east, respectively, they pass 52 and 38 nm. from the nearest
land. 50 Maldives established its fisheries zone in 1969, territorial
sea and fishing zone in 1970, and EEZ in 1976, by declaring
limits that were parallel to the constitutional rectangle. While
the drawing of such baselines is questionable under customary
or conventional international law, India, along with Sri Lanka,
negotiated in July 1976 a boundary delimitation agreement with
II
.
Maldives recognizing each other's maritime zones and laying
down a trijunction point (T point) between the three countries.
In December 1976, India concluded another agreement witli
Maldives delimiting the maritime. boundary between the two
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countries in the Arabian Sea. India again recognized Maldives'
economic zone limits by this agreement.51
Although Maldives'claim to its economic zone around its
constitutional rectangle has been more or less ignored so far, in
the south, it impinges on the area that would fall in the economic
zone of the British Indian Ocean Territory. The area involved is
said to about 21600 sq.nm. 52 While Britain has so far ignored
the infringement because it is using the Indian Ocean Territory
for strategic purposes only, a different situation may arise if
Mauritius regained this area as part of its territory to whom it
rightfully belongs.

Burma's Claims of Straight Baselines
Despite all its self-imposed isolation in its international
relations, Burma has not failed to take advantage of the recent
developments in the law of the sea to extend its' maritime
jurisdictions. On November 15, 1968, Burma proclaimed the use
of straight baselines "where it is necessary by reason of the
geographical conditions prevailing on the Union of Burma coasts,
and for the purpose of safeguarding the vital interests of the
inhabitants of the coastal regions ...." Slightly amended in 1977,
these 826 nm. of straight baselines not only closed the wide
Gu If of Martaban with a single baseline extending to 222.3 nm.,
but joined on the Tanassim coast the Mergui Archipelago by
joining outermost points ofthe outermost islands. Besides long
individual baselines, which have made it the longest segment of
straight baselines in the world, they enclosed water-to-Iand at
the ratio of 50 to I and at one point the baseline was 75 miles
from the nearest coast and made a deflection of 14 degrees
from the general direction of the coastlineY In spite of the
presence of a delta, the shallowness of the region,54 and the
instabi Iity of the shorel ine surrounding the Gu If of Martaban,
the I~gal validity of Burmese baselines is questionable under
the 1982 Convention.
Another problem between India and Burma-concerned
Narcondam Island in the Andaman Sea, owned and occupied
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by India. A craterless volcano, Narc'ondam Island has an area
of 7 sq .km. that stands 710 meters above sea level an.d is
bounded by cliffs 100 meters in height. If India's claim to give
full effect to Narcondam Island in its boundary delimitation is
accepted, it will cover part of the continental shelf of the
Irrawaddy River Delta. The area concerned would depend on
whether the line of equidistance between India and Burma was
based on the Burmese coastline or the Burmese baseline closing
the Gulf of Martaban. In the first case the area would be 1175
sq.m. and in the second case580 sq.m. India had defied all
Burmese claims to Narcondam Island and was determined to
defend its sovereignty over the island. 55 On December 23, 1986,
Burma and India concluded an agreement delimiting their
boundaries in the Bay of Bengal and the Andaman Sea._While
India's claim to Narcondam Island has been confirmed in the
agreement, it says nothing about Burma's unique baselines
claims. 56 Earlier, on July 25, 1980, Burma and Thailand signed
an agreement delimiting their maritime boundary in the Andaman
Sea. 57

Geographically Disadvantaged States in South Asia:
Nepal and Bhutan
These two small South Asian countries are land-locked
States dependent on coastal States for their transit passage to
use the sea and enjoy its bounties. Unlike several other
landlocked States that may have some options in choosing their
transit passage through more than one country, e.g., Switzerland
and Austria, both Nepal and Bhutan are virtually dependent on
India for the exercise of their rights with regard to the sea.
Although Nepal also has China as a ne'ighbour to reach the ocean,
the topography of the area and high barriers of the Himalayas
have made transit route through China almost inaccessible. This
dependence on India is not particularly liked by Nepal and Bhutan
and it has led sometimes to terrible tensions, especially between
Nepal and Bhutan.
Further, although under Article 69 of the 1982 Convention
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on the Law of the Sea, the landlocked States have a "right to
participate, on an equitable basis, in the exploitation of an
appropriate part of the surplus of the living resources of the
EEZs of the coastal States of the same sub-region Or region,"
this right can be made effective only through an agreement with
the coastal State of the region. This again means virtual
dependence on India. Although Bangladesh and Pakistan are in
the same region, they have only small coastlines and very limited
area compared to India's large coastline and vast EEZ area. It
will also notbe easy for Nepal and Bhutan to use the EEZ of
Sri Lanka or Maldives. No wonder both Nepal and Bhutan
expressed their disappointment at the provisions concerning the
land-locked States in the 1982 Convention: The representative
of Nepal said at the concluding session ofUNCLOS II1:
The provisions relating to land-locked countries, particularly Part X
ofthe Convention, are ofspecial importance to us. We are not wholly
satisfied with regard to the rights of transit of land-locked countries
in Article 69 of the Convention. Similarly, provisions relating to the
sharing of resources on the continental shelf and to the exclusive
economic zone do not correspond to our aspirations. 58
The delegate from
disappointment:

Bhuta~ also expressed his

We also regret that better and more resource-sharing criteria with
regard to the continental shelf and the EEZ could not l;Je provided in
the Convention. However, it is our hope that in the very near future
the problems ofIand-locked countries will become better understood
and that steps will be initiated, especially by the transit States
concerned, to alleviate their specific difficulties. 59
India has seven neighbouring States for the purposes of .
maritime boundaries, namely, Bangladesh, Burma, Maldives,
Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Indonesia, and Thailand. While two States,
Bangladesh and Pakistan, are located on the same coast adjacent
to India, with the other five States the coasts appear to be
opposite. It is interesting to note that while the maritime
boundaries between India with all its opposite States have been
delimited, boundary negotiations with Bangladesh commenced
in October] 974 and have not been concluded so far, and maritime
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boundary talks with Pakistan have not even begun.
Between 1974 and] 979, India concluded nine agreements
with four of its neighbours, namely, Sri Lanka, Maldives,
Indonesia and Thailand, and in 1986 delineated its maritime
boundaries with Burma. Trilateral agreements fixing tr'ijunctions
among India, Sri Lanka and Maldives were concluded in 1976,
and among India, Indonesia, and Thailand in 1978. Although no
reference was made in these agreements to the applicable
principles for drawing the boundaries, and the boundaries were
generally described with reference to points whose latitudes
and longitudes were indicated in the agreements, the boundaries
were drawn, except in two cases, on. the basis of median lines
between opposite coasts, or, where the boundary extended
laterally into the sea, the equidistance line from the adjoining
coasts of the two countries. The two exceptions were (1) Palk
Bay, where some adjustment in boundary was madeoecauseQf
the Kacchativu Island, and (2) the Andaman Sea between India
and Thailand where minor adjustments were thought necessary.

Fishery Resources
With the exception of a few incidents in which fishermen
from Tamilnaduin South India were arrested for trespassing in
Sri Lanka waters, there have been no fishery disputes in South
Asia. This can be attributed to several factors. First, for most
ofthe littoral States ofthe Indian Ocean, including those in South
Asia, the fishery resources are no~ fully exploited and the
government policies are designed to encourage greater efforts
in the new extended zones. Less than 22 percent of the potential
commercial catch is harvested in the Indian Ocean. Second,
the shrimp stocks, highly coveted in the region, are found well
within the 200-mile zones. There are no known instances in
which significant shrimp stocks migrate through the EEZ of more
than one State. Third, in most of the Indian Ocean States, fishing
is small-scale, local, or artisanal. 6o Industrial fishing is not
unknown, but it is not widespread. But with t11e advent of the
200-mile EEZ, government policies have been focused upon
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expanding fish catches for the small-scale local fishermen and
encouraging stock assessment and industrial exploitation in the
extended zone. This has led to the inevitable conflict between
local fishermen, who utilize the res'ources of the near-shore,
and industrial interests, who are supposed to fish in the deeper
waters but always seek to exploit resources near shore where
fish are usually abundant. 61
A South Asian country may soon conclude that the best
way to exploit the fish stock in the extended EEZ is to sell them
to the highest bidder. Under the new fishing regime, several
long-distance fishing States have idle fishing capacities as their
traditional fishing grounds have been closed off in EEZs. For
example, the operation of such vessels off the coast of Pakistan
would certainly affect the catch of fishermen in Gujarat. Already
it seems that tuna resources are attracting the fishing fleets of
nations beyond the Indian Ocean, such as those of Japan, Korea
and Taiwan, to come in the Indian Ocean, including South Asia
waters.
Thus, Pakistan has given some concessions to the South
Koreans on a production-sharing basis, and this has led to a
considerable amount of poaching in the Indian waters by the
South Koreans and the Taiwanese. There are scores of cases
where South Koreans and Taiwanese have been caught by the
Indian Coastguard. So also Thai vessels have been caught by
India, Bangladesh, and Burma.
This is also a problem in Sri Lanka and the Maldiws, which
are incapable of enforcing their restrictions. The Koreans and
Taiwanese come in and even conceal their names and numbers
so that they cannot be identified and take out enormous amounts
of fish without paying their dues. 62 This is one area where
collective efforts are called for to control poaching and control
the growth offishing. 63
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